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ABSTRACT 

There is a lack of information in Great Britain on the planning and on 

the design of university medical schools. In the absence of established 

criteria, medical school planners are required to set about a tedious 

compilation of requisite information by an empirical rather than 

a methodical process. It is realized that this process is unavoidable 

at the outset of medical school pla~~ing, but it is felt that it 

could be simplified by more standardized procedural methods. 

In the first two chapters, an attempt is made to provide a brief 

chronoligical survey of events in medical education up to the present 

time, laying emphasis on the historical associations of British 

medical schools and how traditions have come to influence present 

attitudes. An attempt is also made to examine future trends in 

medical education as they are likely to influence the .design of 
" medical schools. 

In the initial stages of any medics! school design, it is considered 

essential to establish a broad framework along which the design may 

develop. Such a framework will need to encompass a variety of f~ctors, 

but the foremost of these concerns medical school objectives and 

their evaluation, and the general pattern that planning is to follow 

in the attainment of these objectives. To this end, and on the 

basis of some recent planning efforts, a number of medical schools' 

patterns of accommodation are provided in Chapter 3 which, it is hoped, 

may serve as a guide to medical school planners. 

The final chapter is a study of practical applications on medical 

school design which are considered to embody some of the criteria 

established in the former chapters, with special reference to possible 

developments in medical student teaching. 
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THE ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS 

Ancient civilizations of Egypt, Babylonia, Mexico and Peru, 

all record acts of humanitarian kindness, however it is true to say 

that medicine as practised in these times was more by uay of superstitij~l 

and fear than any true understanding of the scientific principles 

involved. Medical care was in the hands of clergy/ physicians who 

for many cent'.lries maintained a favoured position is society by 

fostering ignorance and practising their craft, using a satisfactory 

combination of scholarshi~ and religion, observation and hereditary 

knowledge. Abraham Flexner was led to observe that early medicine was 

" ••• a curious blend of superstition, empiricism, and that kind of 

sagacious observation which is the stuff out of which ultim~tely 
(1) 

science is made." 

For evidence of early systemntio science in medicine, it is 

understandable that we must turn to the universities. During the 

Indian Post-Vedic period (600 B. c. - 200 A. D.) the Taxila and Nalar..r~.,:,. 

Universities offered the medical degree of Prana Acharya and Pra."a 

Visharada, and medical ethics were of a high order. A II}.{edical Oath" 

governed the behaviour of medical students in respect of their teach0::';:, 

and obligations to patients of both sexes. Personal hygiene too w~s 

advocated and rules laid down for the prevention of contamination 

and cross infection. Under Rahula Sankrityayana (son of Buddha), 

a hospital system was instituted in such places as Nalanda and CeylC~i 

where remains are still being discovered; laws were also instituted 

governing the illegal practice of quack practitioners (Kuvaidyas). 

1. Flexner A. Medical Education. Part 1, p.p. 1. 



It is unfortunate that medical education in India stagnated after this 

time, and that the ancient universities vanished. 

The story of earliest medical education is generally one of 

personalities, of men such as Charaka a IIindu, who set out in 500 E.C. 

to show the ideals to be followed by medical students in obtaining 

a sound medical education, and Hippocrates who, in the oath attributed 

to him, exemplified the student/ teacher relationship and defined 

the difference between precept and practical instruction. 

Thanks to the Greek preoccupation with method as the basis of 

all their procedures, we are fortunate in retaining several fine 

examples of recorded medicine - although it may be assumed that a 

greater number have been destroyed. From these records, it is evident 

that Greek physicians gained their medical education through experience 

rather than by any systematized instruction. ~.'!edical students became 

apprenticed to physicians for a number of years, although the more 

fortunate were trained by physician-fathers. 

The Roman era witnessed an extension of Greek medical learning 

13 

and the scientific approach, culminating in the establishment of schools 

for formal learning. Medical education became standardized throughout 

the Roman world, and took the form of demonstrations by teachers 

on humans and animals. In later years there came a gradual separation 

of theory and practice,and education came to rely more on the written 

word; nevertheless, the apprenticeship system introduced by the Greeks 

was also accepted by the Romans and flourished there. 



9th C~1rTURY 

The profotmd influence tl1.:l. t Italy was to havG on medicine, 

prooably ori(!inated with the found.::.tion of a medical school in Salerno 

in the 9th century. It is said to h":l.ve been the first to admit female 

students. There were forr.lal lectures c.nd demonstrations, with surgery 

and anatomy the 1?rincipal s11bjects. Unforttmat81y little trace 

remains of this school, al thoug:l its contribution to medicine and 

its influence were wide-spread. 

TIlE ~nDDLE AGES 

14 

By the 12th ccnt'lry, the effects of the Salerno sello01 were 

becoming a,pare~t allover Europe. Physicians trained in this Italian 

school were responsible for founding institutions in France, Spain, 

Portugal, and England. There seems to Inve been little distinction 

between religion, mGdicinc and learning generally, and as a cO!1.seqtlence, 

the church still exerted a powerful influence over medicine and teaching. 

::any ancient universities, which are still ir.lportant centres 

of learning, vrere founded in this 1/eriod; some of t:-.e more prominent 

of these were, Paris 1110, Bolo~1a1l13, Oxford IlG7, Padua 1222, 

and l:rontpellicr in the early 12th century, although several historia.ns 

have put it earlier than this. The mcdiC3.1 school ut Eontpellier made 

several outstandinG contributions in the period, includin0 the 

introduction of medical botany to a growine list of rnodic~l technologies, 

which resulted in many p~blications on the su~ject. The school also 

produced notable personalities such as Arnold of Villanov3. who was 

a :r;rolific writer of the !~iddlc Ages, Henri de ~.~ondeville, and 



Guy de Chauliac, whose treatise on surgery was an influential force 

for good even up to the 17th century. 

Engla.nd during the lliddle Ages was no less dominated by the church 

than the rest of Europe. Two clergy/ physicians were arousing new 

interest in the scientific approach to medicine - Albert Magnus by 

his interpretations of Aristotle1s teachings, and Roger Bacon, who, 

more in the vogue of the 20th century, emphasized the importance 

of original research as a necessary means to the acquisition of 

lrnowledge. 

The sick were cared for ill institutions erected by the monasteries, 

and those suffering from infectious diseases, especially leprosy, 

were accommodated in lazar houses. St. Bartholomew's, London, was 

one such monastic institution founded in 1123 by Rahere the monk. 

st. Bartholomew's, Rochester, a leper hospital founded in 1018, is 

the oldest British hospital still operating. 

14th & 15th CENTURIES 

The 15th century, and the Italian Renaissance in art and 

architecture, witnessed a comparable era of development in medicine 

and science; it was an era in which Italian schools made their 

outstanding contribution to medical education, and in particular 

the schools at Bologna, Pisa, and Ferrara. Padua during the 14th and 

15th centuries became the fountainhead of learning for students 

of oxford and Cambridge; so much so, and in such numbers, that in 

1421, the English universities deemed it necessary to petition 

15 



FIGURE la : Bartholomaeus Anglicus (de Glanvilla - c . 1360) 
Earliest record , a woodcut , of an autopsy and a Professor 
of medicine l ecturing to students . Source: D. Riesman ; 
The Story of Medicine in the Middle Ages ; New York , Roeber , 
1935 , p . p . 179 . 

FIGURE Ib: St . Bartholomew ts Hospital 1120. 
Source: Original engraving in the We llcome Historical 
Medical Museum. 



parliament. As a result of this petition, it was seen fit to pass 

a decree Ilhich stipulated th.:t stu.dents must become Clualified with 

an liI. D. oi ther from Oxford or Cambridge before they could become 

eligible to practise in this country. 

Catholic/ Protestant religious disputes tended to clITtail 

t!.:is activity to some extent in the late 16th and e3.rly 11th centuries, 

a~d ~nglish students became more inclined to frequent the safer 

Protestant universities in Sweden, Switzerland,liolland, and especially 

the school at Leyden (see Fig. 2). 

16 th C:C:·i'i'1!RY 

Uedical education was undou~tedly advanced· in the 16th centl'.ry 

by the adoption of the system of licensure in England. Thomas Linacre, 

a product of the Italian school, returned to ~ngland and founded 

the Royal College of Physicians under charter from Henry Vlll. 

Stimulated by his training, he established two medicCll lectureships 

a t Oxford and one at Cambridge, t;10 of vrhich Ie, ter became the Regius 

Chairs of 11edicine at Oxford and Cambridge. The second of the Oxford 

lectureships still survives. Caius College of Medicine at Cambridge 

still bears the name of Linacre's contemporary, John Caius, who was 

similarly influenced in Padua by Vesa1ius, Professor of Anatomy. 

He endowed two fellowships for medicine and twenty scholarships. 

17 

Leprosy had be~Ul to recede in the 15th century, rendering obsolete 

the majority of lazar houses,and after the dissolution of the 

monasteries between 1530 and 1540, hospitals in England became almost 

defunct except in a few instances such as St. Bartholomews, St.Thomas's, 
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and three other "Royal Hospitals". These hospitals were placed under 

the care of the City Corporation, but there were no new hospitals 

of any consequence for 200 years after the Reformation. 

17th CENTURY 

The Italian influence on the scholarship and learning of the 

previous century, extended to a revitalized quest for knowledge 

through experimentation in the 17th century. It was reflected in a 

new wave of scientific and medical discovery by men such as the 

Englishman Harvey who became Professor of Anatomy at Padua. His 

discovery of the circulatory system of the blood has probably had more 

influence on the modern school of physiology than any otller, and it 

was not until the foundation of Buropean scientific academies and 

institutes later in the century tha.t its magnitude was fully rea.li~.ed. 

Lock and Sydenham also added their contributions to medical 

education in this century; one in theory, and the other in practice. 

18 

They showed that in addition to a normal university outlook, the student 

must be trained to observe, practise and to reali~e the limits 

of l!ledicine. 



FIGURE 2a: TIegnerus d 
Graff (1641 - 167 3) . 
A doctor lecturing to 
students i n a sick room 
wi th a pat i ent i n bed . 
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A cadaver lies on the l ong 
table . Source: Tractatus 
anatomico - mcdicus de succi 
pancreatici natura & usu . 
Leyden ; ex . off Hackiana , 
1671 . 

FIGURE 2b: Leyden Anatomical Theatrp. , 1712. 
Sour ce: P . Vander Au . Los Delices de Lei c ..• Leyden ; 
P . Vander Aa . 1712, p . p . 83. 



18 th CE1TTURY 

Anatomy Schools: 

London, Edinburgh, ,Aberdeen,and Dublin were the only centres 

for comprehensive medical education in England at the begin~ing of the 

18th century. Uost schools provided sound clinical instruction, but 

preclinical teaching, and anatomy in particular, were sadly neglected. 

There ~ere 7 medical schools in London, but only 2 of these (Guy's 

and St.Thomas's) offered a complete and formal course. 

The natural outcome of this deficiency was the establishment 

in London 'of extra-mural or "anatomy'1" schools .. run for profit; they were 

to be closely follo~ed by similar schools in the Provinoes. Although 

admissions were not restricted, the anatomy·schools were most commonly 

frequented by medical students. With success highly dependent on 

financial turnover,and well-being governed by numbers filling the 

rolls, it is no unnatural that student-interests were freq~ently 

subjugated to jealous rivalry between schools. Fierce'competition 

often resulted.in untimely closures, one such being an anatomy school 

opened by a ~~. Overend in .1828 which soon failed in competition 

with the "Medical Institution", later to become the Sheffield Medical 

School. 

20 

Not all anatomy schools were infamous, and in some cases standards 

were exceptionally high, for example, schools such as the Windmill 

Street School run by William and John Hunter in association with 

Rewson, Cruikshank, Bailie ,and Wilson, Skeys in Aldersgate, 

and Edward Graingers' over a tailor's shop in Webb Street at the back 

of Guy's Hospital. 
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The Royal College of Physicians was apparently loath to be 

enmeshed in the affairs of medical or anatomy schools, especially 

in such matters as finance, for in 1811 it gava flattering 

recognition to the "noble hospitals" which "abounded" in London, 

and to tha worthwhile services rendered to medical teaching by the 

anatomy schools. In spite of these glowing tributes, medical education 

was haphazard to say the least, and general ignorance of even the . 
simplest of medical procedures, on the part of an uninform~d public, 

fostered a parasitic army of quacks. The? benefited the population 

little and contributed to a dubious reputation later in the century, 

which the profession can haraly refute. 

At this time, medical education was based on an apprenticeship 

system which could be carried out in one of three ways: 

1. 5 year identureship to an apothecary or general practitioner, 

followed by the examination of the Society of Apothecaries. 

2. Surgeon apprenticeship, or as surgeons t "mates" in the army, 

with examination by the Corporation of Surgeons. 

3. Aspiring physicians were required to undergo a much longer 

period of study. It commenced with a short apprenticeship to 

a physician, followed by a period of university study for a 

degree in the arts, and finally, a written thesis for the 

medical degree. Before 1012, hospital apprenticeship was not 

considered so important as acquiring an arts degree. 

A conception of his profession, which 110 doubt would have found 

favour with the 18th century physician, was, that of a gentleman of 
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the better mid'die elass (although it was not always so) -.. ,ho \"/as 
(1) 

distinguished, scholarly, who "advised rather than did", and who was 

a ~a.n of culture (rather than possessed of a sound knowledge of medicine). 

In public esteem too, the physician fared much better than his 

medical contemporaries - the apothecary tended to be looked do\vn 

upon for his less cultured Provincial associations, and the surgeon 

was finding it difficult to wipe ooff the stigma of a "barbershop" 

heri tage. 

The Industrial Revolution and the Rise of the Voluntary Hospital: 

The 18th century witnessed a revolution in British industry. 

!t had the effect of rapidly transforming the country from a state 

of semi-feudalism and mild prosperity to that of a roaring industrial 

giant, voraciously devouring huge tracts of land, and by way of 

recompense, producing slums, overcrowding, inadequate sanitation, 

with subsequent increases in sickness and disease. Regrettably, many 

of these travesties are still with us. 

Until this time, care of the sick had been administered under 

the Poor Laws, the implementation of which passed into the hands of 

the state following the Poor Law Statute under Elizabeth 1. An 

industrial revolution and the inability of the government to cope 

with the vast numbers of infirm, brought growing discontent: at the 

same time John Wesley was preaching salvation through works of charity. 

Consequent upon these two factors, a number of hospitals were begun 

by volunteers from charitable institutions. Thus founued, the voluntary 

1. Newman C. The Bvolution of Medical Bducation in the nineteenth 
century. p.p. 1. 



hospitals functioned almost unchanged until World War 2, and through 

the early system of stnff organisation, medical teaching became almost 

a prerogative of these institutions, although not all voluntary 

hospitals were devoted to teaching. 

Voluntary hospitals were always poor, and almost immediately 

after their inception the system of medical apprenticeships extended 
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to the wards, for two reasons:(l) Students represented an excellent 

source of cheap labour, which, although lacking experience, was eminently 

suited to the menial work of the wards: (2) A practice began in 

St.Thomas's 1751, whereby staff were permitted to accept fees from 

students in return for clinical instruction - other voluntary hospitals 

were quick to see the financial advantages of the arrange~ent. 

Regrettably, and despite the sincerity of early intentions, 

the success of ward teD-ching depended on the private embursement 

of staff, the system lacked.unified control, and in the main it 

accounted for a gradual degeneration of medical education standards 

and ethics until the middle of the following oentury. Notv.ithstanding, 

ward instruction was a forward step in mediC'll education, and in it 

we see the foundations of modern clinical teaching. 



- - _. --~ -_. _ . . 
-
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FIGURE 3a: The Old 
Faculty of Medicine 
in the Rue de la 
Bucherie , Paris,1469-
1792. Sourc~: David 
Riesman; The Story 
of Medicine in the 
Middle Ages; New York; 
Roeber , 1935, p.p.148. 

FIGURE 3b: Brooke's Anatomy School, London, 1895. 
Source: British Medical Journal, 1895, Vol. 1, p.p.1452 . 



19th CENTURY 

By the beginning of the 19th century technological advances and 

the scientific approach were responsible for a greater emphasis 

on accepted knowledge in preference to personal experience combined 

with experiment. In France, schools under Coruisart, Laennec and 

Louis were representative of "modern" ideals in medical teaching, 

and students from all parts of Europe and America began to gravitate 

to these centres. 

Teaching hospitals too were changing. Despite their many faults, 

the anatomy schools were being"adopted" by the teaching hospitals, 
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and the schools of medicine incorporated with the hospitals. 

Commercialism persisted, and hospital medical schools were operated on a 

private enterprise basis by staff wb.~ expected returns on investments. 

That these schools were self-sufficient, and that an anomalous 

situation was permitted to exist as long as it did, is again evidence 

of the desire of medical authorities to disassociate themselves 

with financial matters, and with the organization necessary for an 

ordered and efficient medical education system. 

There existed no regular system of staff appointments, and the 

calibre of the staff which found its way into a teaching hospital 

oan only be left to conjecture. The measure of teaching achievement 

was tempered by its financial returns, and in some instances lecturers 

even nominated their own successors. Rivalry between teachers was 

always intense, frequently bitter, and students can hardly have 

benefited from the bickerings between their seniors. 



Troubles between the student groups were no less evident. 

It was partly attributable to a oommonl~ held belief that regular 

hospital promotion could only be attained by frequent and substantial 

payments through the right channels; dubious, but not inoonceivable 
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in the light of an examination system governed by an attitude of 

"degrees for oash", in whioh even the examiners, with little self 

reorimination, oompetitivel~ advertised easy examinations for small fees. 

In an eduoational system such as it was, students were of 3 typesr 

1. The wealth~ student aristooraoy, apprenticed to,and who recognised 

none but their individual masters. 

2~ \ "Dressers",who could not afford to pa.y for instruotion,and who 

oonstituted a oheap form of ward labour in return for experience 

and casual teaohing. 

3. "Clerks", who were able to meet the cost of lecturers' fees 

in the medioal school. 

Students were largely self taught, and for the most part were 

left to rely upon their own initiative. In one instanoe at 

St.Bartholomews, laoking an adequate reading room, they formed a student 

olub which ocoupied a small room over a bakery. 

By the middle of the 19th century parliament had come to realise 

that all was not well with British medioal eduoation, and a growing 

cry for reform was eventually aoknowledged. Under the Medical Aot 

of 1858, the General Medioal Council was formed with the following aims: 

(1) Supervision and regulation of standards of professional knowledge 

expected of medical students before qualifioation, (2) Registration 

of qualified medical men, (3) To publish British pharmacopoeia. 



Some years later (1867), a medical school curriculum was laid 

down by the Council. In 1869 the order of subjects was decided by the 

11edical Education Committee and they became a necessary prerequisite 
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of admission to the nedical Register. The result was an almost immediate 

closure of the majority of small medical schools, and those whioh did 

survive came under the control of committees of Boards of Governors 

of the larger teaching hospitals. 

}'!edicine also. was being slowly but surely transformed; at the 

beginning of the 19th century, the prevailing concept of medicine 

was still that of an art of mystery and intuition. During the oentury, 

this was supplanted by technology and scientific diagnosis based 

on the safe findings of a minority few who were undertaking the 

responsibility of exploratory investigation. 

The University Influence: 

In the pursuit of their clinical endeavours, educators in 

England overlooked a further deficiency in the medical teaching 

system - this was the need for a medical school to be identified 

with the activities of a university. There were only 4 university 

medical schools in England - Oxford and Cambridge (both somewhat 

remote from hospitals and dependent to an extent on London), Durham 

and London. The remaining medical schools in the country were separated 

from the university influence and remained in close association \vith 

their parent hospitals. Lackine any real guidance, it is surprising 

that most of these schools did eventually find their ,vay into the 

university fold, although the situation was not completely rectified 

until after the Second World War. 



Diversified as they were, and in spite of outstanding individual 

contributions to medical science, this lack of coordination was 

reflected in a gradual decline of the English medical school influence 

in the latter part of the century. Even today, many medical teachers 

do not recognize the dangers of insularity on the part of the medical 

profession, which, just as any other can only be truly comprehensive 

in association with others. 

Tho German Scientific Contribution: 

Germany presented a more unified university/ medical school 

front and fared much batter. Nearly all German medical schools were 

located in capital cities, close to universities with their respective 

teaching hospitals, and the advantages were immediately evident 
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in the rapid rise of distinctive medical teaching, study, and research. 

At the beginning of the 19th century France had been undisputed 

medical leader, but the country declined as an influential force after 

1870. When Germany took over the role - especially in laboratory medicine

the country's reputed fastidious attention to detail was never more 

apparent. For example, in the work of Aschoff on clinical diagnosis, 

Teutonic thoroughness was responsible for an outstanding advance 

in patient care. French diagnostic analysis and subsequent confirmation 

or otherwise by appropriate physical signs, was superceded by a 

German method of diagnosis in which systematic examination was made 

of all possible aspects of a patient's history. Much of this work 

was dependent on the laboratory, from whence, undoubtedly, came its 

clinical inspiration. 



Laboratories in turn may attribute their influence to nationwide 

German university reform in the first half of the century. This 

influence was widespread, remaining so until as late as the 1930's. 

Greece, Turkey, and Japan, were completely indoctrinated by German 

methods. Modern American teaching and medical schools have largely 

been modelled on the pattern of the Johns Hopkins Medical School, 

Baltimore (1893), where German scientific ideals were introduced at 

the end of the century by the Englishman William Vlelch who had studied 

in Germany under Conheim. The new German approach came indirectly 
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to England via the agency of Sir William Osler, who at Jolms Hopkins, 

became convinced of the potential that it afforded. At Oxford, it was 

Osler's desire to build up a German clinic in preference to the 

traditional English pattern; his ideal being that the "hospital unit"wae 

as important to medical teaching as the laboratory was to scientific 

instruction. Osler brought these ideals to the notice of the Haldane 

Commission; effectively too, for it was Lord Haldane who presided 

over the Royal Commission in 1910-13, and who was responsible in the 

1920's for the introduction of the professorial system and other 

German medical teaching methods into England. 

In Great Britain, it is to Scotland that we must turn for an 

example of the wider appreciation of tho benefits of a university/ 

medical school affiliation. Scotland possessed only four universities, 

but these were sufficient for the needs of a small population. 

Situated in the cities, the universities were conveniently placed for 

communication with the main hospitals and medical schools. Although 

not matching the influence of the German schools, Scottish medical 

schools did further the scientific-medical cause. 
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20th CENT1JRY 

By 1900, the pattern of English medicine had been established-

" •••• a system of diagnosis based mainly on the elucidation of 
(1) 

physical signs". English medical schools were producing "basic doctors" 

and generally it was a time of reflection for the General Medical Council. 

In the light of earlier endeavours, a feeling of satisfied accomplishment 

prevailed. 

In this somewh,t complacent atmosphere Sir Thomas Lewis introduced 

the first whole time academic unit at University College, London, 

in 1915. Science had expanded to a point where part-time staff were 

unable to keep abreast of technologies, and the new role freed them 

from pressing r8sponsibi1ities of private practice by allowing them 

to give their undivided attention to research and teaching on the ward. 

Medical education remained uneventful until the Second World War, 

and the pGriod witnessed a consolidation of the idea of the 
(2) 

"safe general practitioner". The medical curriculum did change, however, 

and by 1939 it had amassed an extaordinary number and variety of subjects, 

many of which were uncoordinated and merely represented academic 

hurdles over which the student must climb before the "proper" work 

of medicine really began. ~here was also a surprising unawareness 

of the danger of over specialization at "too early an age, and it 

resulted in a steady decline in the standard of general education and 

of literature in particular. 

1. li0wma.n C. The Evolution of Medical Education in the nineteenth 
century. p.p. 309. 

2. Recommendations as to the 1.1edical Curriculum. p.p. 13, para.2 • 
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A Problem of Outdated Hospital Buildings: 

In the first quarter of this century, British hospitals were of 

3 types - voluntary, poor-law, and local authority. After the 1929 Act, 

poor-law and local authority hospitals came under municipal control. 

Voluntary hospitals continued unchanged and came to rely for their 

existence on legacies, donations, and a system of weekly contributions 

by its members in return for free hospital treatment when this became 

necessary. The contributory system was adopted later by municipal 

hospitals. The glamour of the teachinff hospital attracted much the 

larger share of legacies which in some instances were considerable. 

Although medical teaching in London and the Provinces ,vas mainly 

dependent on the voluntary hospitals, the majority of the London 

medical schools were linked in some way with municipal hospitals; 

there were,for instance, no voluntary hospitals for fevers or mental 

diseases, and instruction was given in municipal hospitals such as the 

Maudsley Hospital for Infectious Diseases. 

World War 2 necessitated an amalgamation of voluntary and 

municipal hospital staffS to meet the emergency. London and the Home 

Counties were divided into 12 zones, with each zone under the charge 

of two regional officers, one from the te'lohing hospitals and the 

other from the municipal hospitals. \lartime regional zoning of 

hospitals organised on a national basis had pointed the way to 

a similar system which might be put into operation in peace time. 

The idea materialized with the National Health Service Act of 194h, 

following a surprise election reversal in 1945 and the coming to 

power of a socialist governemt under Aneurin Bevan. 



Even during the war years, problems of outdated hospital buildings 

and post-war hospital redevelopment had begun to be faced. By 1945, 

a voluminous Hospital Survey had been produced outlining some of the 

inadequacies of the hospitals at that time. }~any institutions were 

in need of reconstruotion and modernization; others by their historical 

origins were badly located. 

The hospital situation became acute after the War. Some of the 

bomb-damaged institutions were unable to carry out even temporary 

improvements because of other priorities, shortages of building 

materials, and building maintenance which lagged ten years behind. 

liTany of the voluntary hospi ta1s were unable to meet their commitments 

and were only able to remain open by Ministry of Health subsidies; 

further, the knowledge that hospitals were to be nationalized removed 

any incentive on the part of either voluntary or municipal hospitals 

to carry out large Bcale rebuilding or modernisation. The Emergency 

Medical Service Hospitals erected between 1940 and 1943 did help 

to alleviate some of the shortage in the immediate post-war years, 

but unfortunately, they were only temporary, built to meet the needs 

of wartime. They were the only hospitals put up in the wartime period. 

Even before the War, however, new building activity had been extremely 

rare, and those hospitals erected to serve a community some 100 years 

or so previously were scarcely adequate for medical science and 

technology of the mid-20th century. 

While teaching hospital and university building stagnated, 

student expansion had not; too many students for too few places 

brought overcrowding and the eventual rationing of admissions by 
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conpetitive examinations. Staff, also, were grossly underpaid, 

insufficient in number, and scarcely able to devote tine to teaching, 

let alone research. The n~tural outcome of these deficiencies was 

a didactic approach regulated by examinations. It allowed for little 

individual t~ition, although Oxford, Cambridge,and University College, 

London, were exceptions. 
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Early medicine was empirical, practised by 

clergy/ physicians and quacks in an atmosphere 

of mystery and superstition. The attitude 

persisted until the 19th century, when 

science and technology began to assert 

a more profound influence. 

Italy was an outstanding early contributor 

to medicine and medical education, largely 

due to the Salerno school. 

Germany in the 19th century was mainly 

responsible for the present ideals of a 

university/ medical school affiliation, 

and systematic scientific analysis in the 

laboratory. 

Teaching and research have always been 

closely aligned. In British medicine, 

an important outlet for this affinity has 

been the teaching hospital. Patient care 

and research achievements in British teaching 

hospitals established the country as a 

leading medical centre. 

British medical education is strongly 

influenced by its traditions. It has evolved 

in two stages: 

(1) Pre 1858: There are two features of this 

early period which bear with some significance 

on the present time; firstly, the system 

of clinical apprenticeships which still forms 

the basis of clinical instruction, and, 

secondly, the early deficiency of science 



Summary (contd.) in the apprenticeship system - this had to 

be obtained in th0 proprietory or anatomy 

schools. The teaching hospi tall ann. tom~r 

school dichotomy still finds a physical 

parallel in many British medical schools -

students receive their Preclinical instructj(l" 

at one institution (now the university), 

and their "Clinical" training in another 

(the teaching hospital). 
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(2) 1858 to World War 2~ The period was notablo 

as one of consolidation of measures taken 

by the government to rectify inadequacies 

in medical education around the middle of 

the 19th century. It resulted in stagnation 

and decline. 
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POST-WAR .EVENTS 2. 
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P .ART 1: DOC1.j}li~!TTARY REPORTS 



The government has the ultimate responsibility for medical schools 

in this country, although its actual participation in the affairs of 

medical schools between 1858 and the second world war was minor, 

save for occasional proclamations in the medical acts, and statutory 

enforcements when necessary. In the post-war era, in what might be 

called the third, and indeed the most radical period of development 

in medical education so far, the government and the General Medical 

Council have played a more active part by way of reports and curricula 

recommendations, which have acted as the norm of control. This chapter 

will be devoted to a closer exarrlination of some of these documents 

in as much as they have contributed to the present educe.tion scene, 

nnd as they are likely te'influenee it in the future. 

(1) 
THE GOOD1~OUGH REPORT 

Thoughts on a National Health Service had been mooted during the 

war; these, combined with a growing discontent at the present state 

of medical education (and more expecially as it was before the war), 

led to the appointment of a committee under Sir William Goodenough, 

to survey pre-war medical education, and to make recommendations 

based on its findings which might serve as a guide to educators and 

medical schools in the formulative years of Britain's peacetime 

readjustmentr 

As the subsequent report revealed, there was little that the 

Co~mittee had found satisfactory in the medical education system. 

Its investigations were widespread, and its findings were lengthy. 
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1. Report of the'Inter-Departmental Committee on Medical Schools,1944. 
Chairman - Sir William Goodenough. 
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The recommendations were aimed at removinc the inadequacies and anomalies 

which had crept in, multiplied, and continued almost without censure 

since the first G.H.C. regul1.tions were introduced in the middl'e of 

the 19th century. 

Schools: 

The Committee recommended that all medical schools should be 

uni versi ty medical schools. :~ t that time, four of the 34 medical 

schools operating were non-u..Tliversity ("extra-mural"). In addition 

to university integration, Goodenough advocated an ideal medical school/ 

teaching hospital relationship - that of sharing the same site and 

including the various specialist clinics. Group teaching hospitals, too, 

should form a closely knit group, be few in number, and should have 

one parent hospital for the group. It was oonsidered most important 

that schools should be autonomous in regard to the organization of 

medical courses, and in the instruction of their students. 

Pre-war ]ri tain showed an unfavourable concentration of medical 

schools in Edinburgh, Glasgow, and London. These cities accounted for 

half of the total for the country. In contrast, there was a marked 

deficiency in East Anglia and South West England. Scotland, with a 

small population, supported a student population equal to that of 

England and Wales combined. In addition to the closure of the three 

non-university medical schools in Scotland, Goodenough recommended 

a decrease in the student entry rate of the medical schools at 

Aberdeen, Edinburgh, and Glasgow. Por the Provinces and Wales - if 

staffing could be built up and adequate accow~odation and equipment 

obtained - the schools would be capable of student expansions to 



admission figures of 80 to 100 per annum, without a necessary falling 

off in standards. The London schools presented a special problem. 

Charing Cross and St.George's hospitals should be moved ~ Charing Crosn 

to a site in lIiddlesex,and St.George's to a site in the south of 

I,ondon to satisfy a shortage of hospital accommodation in the area. 

In view of the close proximity of Fniversity College, HiddlGSGx, the 

Royal Free, and 19 other hospitals, some form of decentrali~ation 

should be considered. The Coruni ttee suggested that the L:mdon School 

of medicine for Women and the Royal Free Hospital could be moved. 

After the resiting of these hospitals, the remaining schools in oentral 

London should aim for a student admission rate of 80 to 100 each year. 

Staff: 

Until 1944, most clinical teachers were engaged on private 

practice, and taught part-time at the voluntary hospitals - in most 

cased unpaid. There were very few university clinical professors, 

and the overall organization of teaching and research was uncoordinated 

in the medical schools which were still regardad more as inuidental 

teaching hospital appendages, than, as fundamental institutions 

for fostering these vital requisites. Goodenough recommended the 

present and future necessity of full-time chairs, at revised salary 

scales, in order to make professors independent of a necessity to 

supplement their incomes with outside remuneration; the recommendation 

was also extended to cover full-time readers, lecturers, and jtUlior 

staff, allowing sufficient of their time for reading and research. 

hdditional provision should be made to enable qualified practitioners 

(especially general practitioners) to keep in touch with current 

developments. 
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The Committee set down the three important functions of a medical 

school in relation to medical research, (1) tv discover and train 

future research workers, (2) to encourage and facilitate original 

investigations by members of their staffs, and (,) to house special 

research units and research workers. 

Undergraduate Students: 

Goodenough did not feel that there was likely to bo a demand 

for an increase in the medical student population of Great Britain, 

except, as mentioned previously, to build up the student intakes 

in the existing medical schools; consequently, there was no immediate 

need to build new medical schools. The future maximum alU1ual intake 
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for most medical schools was likely to be around 100 to the clinical 

part of the course. These students should have access to 950 to 1,000 

beds, made up of - general medicine 250, general surgery 250, maternity 

(including 25 antenatal) 100, gynaecological 50, children's 100, 

special departments 150 - 200, beds for special purposes 50. 

Goodenough disagreed with a policy in some schools which restricted 

admissions by sex; all medical schools should be co-educational, 

and student places should be competitive. It suggested an approximate 

male/ female student ratio of 5 : 1. The Conmittee also considered that 

the ratio of students to clinical teachers at the bedside had been 

too great, and' instrumental in some cases in a decline of teaching 

standards; the ratio should be limited to 6 - 8 : 1. In Scottish 

te~ching centres, the number of students in a clinical unit should 

not exceed 25. 



One of the problems facing the medical student was recoeni~ed, 

that of gaining a unified medical knowledge in a medic~l school 

where nearly all of his lecturers were specialists. 

The Curriculum: 

"A drastic overhaul of the medical curriculum is an urgent 

necessi ty ••• It is recommended that the General I,Iedical Counoil 

should take the initiative in this matter without delay •.•• apart 

from the immediate revision~ each medical schould keep its own oourse 
(1 ) 

under continua.l review .•• ". It was a leading proposal, and it was 

to be of some consternation to the G.M.C. 

The medical student should be provided with an even cross-seotion 

of medical experience, which, nould best be a.fforded in a te.:lching 

centre organised in 5 divisions - preclinical (anatomy and physiology 

in assooiation with physical and biological sciences), pathology 
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(four departments - morbid anatomy, b~cteriology, chemical p~thology, 

and clinical pathology), medicine (general medicine, child health, 

psychiatry, social medicine and other departments concerned with medical 

specialties), surgery (departments concerned with general and special 

surgery), and obstetrics & gynaecolo~J. Goodenough recognized the 

difficulties of readjustment for medical students occasioned by the 

rapid transference from the preclinical to the clinical years, and it 

recommended an introductory course which could effeot a smoother 

transition. It also proposed a"junior house officer" period of 12 

months pre-registration experience after graduation. 

1. p.p. 31, pa.ra. 12. 
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Postgraduates: 

The primary teaching r'~sponsibility of an undergraduate medical 

school is to its undergraduate students, but this need not prevent 
(1) 

a build up, " •• to the fullest possible extent •• ", of specialist 

trainees. Goodenough felt that there had been inadequa.te provision 

for postgraduates in Great Britain, and the Committee emphasi3ed t~1at 

there should be a vigorous postgraduate training system for a ~ational 
(2) 

Health Servioe. London had exceptional resources as a postgraduate 

training centre and these should be utilized more fully, namely, 

by the reconstitution of the British Postcraduate Medical School as 

a federal organisation. 

Acoommodation and Equipment: 

Goodenough felt that accommod~tion and equipment of the large 

majority of medical schools and teaching hospitals was inadequate 

for teaching and research. Extensive alterations ~ou1d be needed to 

reotify defioiencies, and in some instances, a completely new medical 

school would be required. 

Clinical Departments: The Committee recognized that there is bound 

to be a wide variation between schools according to local requirements, 

but in general, olinical accommodation should include: a lecture theatre 

(large - equipped with lantern, epidiascope, oinema projector, 

viewing boxes for X-ray films, projector for microscope slides, 

examination tables, patients' waiting rooms, and dressing cubicles), 

1. p.p. 3' 
2. Under its terms of referenoe, the Goodenough Committee was 

required to have regard to a ~bite Paper, February 1944, 
on "A Kational Health Service". 

-



staff room, p~thological specimen room, library and reading room 

(an outlier of the main library), research laboratories (several, 

or one large laboratory divisiQle by partitions, and equipped with 

gus, electricity, water, and comnressed air), metaQolism investigation 
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room (a series of single or double rooms with a special kitchen and 

small laboratory equipnent), demonstration room, and photographic rooms. 

(1) 
Pathology Departm8nts: The main accommodation for the division should 

form a compact block in or adjacent to the parent teaching hospital. 

This accommodation should include: one or more museums (they may be 

combined with those for anatomy,and be centralized), mortuary and 

accommodation for post-mo~tem examinations and cluss demonstrations, 

staff accommodation, classroom laboratories, routine hospital 

laboratories, and research laboratories. 

Classroom laboratories should be as close as conveniently possible 

to the main hospital investigation laboratories, for the availability 

of m~terials and apparatus, and to help the student to realize that 

pathology is an integral part of clinical medicine, not only an academic 

ancillary. The departnents of Histology, Bacteriology, and Clinical 

pathology use siDilar apparatus and bench facilities, and thqrcould 

share the same class room. Chemical PatholO~j bench arrangements 

are different, and the department will require a separate classroom. 

Routine laboratory accommodation (other than small uard laboratories)~ 

Preferably, the main laboratories should be separate, but they should 

be adjacent. They require a number of attached ancillaries, such as, 

media preparation, equipment sterilization, dark rooms, p~tient rooms 

1. Remarks for Pathology may also be generally applied to the 
Preclinical departments. 



for special tests andl or examinations, plus patient waiting rooms. 

For Clinical Pathology, there should be a central clearing room for 

requests and specimens, and for record filing. 

'-.ctual ward laboratories need only be small. They should be attached 
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to each ward or ward gro'.tP - equipped for simple routine investigations -

and they should also be available for use by resident house officers, 

students, and nurses. 

Research laboratories: Small laboratory rooms are required for research 

by the regular departmental staff. The research laboratories should 

also include a group of laboratories equipped for one or more special 

research workers who may be attached to the division from time to time. 

In addition, research staff require to use the animal house, an 

animal operating theatre, the photographic department, a mechanical 

and a carpentry workshop. The Committee felt that as these facilities 

are also required by other departments, strong consideration should 

be given to the possibility of their being centralized to avoid 

unnecessary duplication. 

Central Departments: Goodenough emphasised the desirability of 

centralizing accommodation which could be shared by the pathology and 

the clinical departments -lion grounds of efficiency, convenience, 

and economy •••• the principle of centralization can be applied, 

among other things to •• laboratories •• photographic and art 

departments •• the library •• mechanical and carpentry workshops •• 

records •• stores and purchasing II (P.P. 271). 



rne advantages of grouped l~boratories (additional to that of economy) 

were seen as interchangeability of l-:-~boratory areas, and the closer 

and more amenable contacts that they afford rese~rch uorkers. There 

~hould be ono central library for the main book collection, with Bmall 

departmental subsidiaries providing a representative collection for 

individual departmental staff and students. !.natomy and patholog'Jr 

specimens could also be housed centrally in a Single museum, as 

mentioned previously. 

On the Question of a central animal r.ouse, the Committee noted 

that some staff considered it desirable that there should be separate 

animal facilities for physiology (and other non-clinical departments) 

and pathology (and clinical departnents) on the grounds of them 

being more conveniently accessible, and in order to minimize the risk 

of cross infection. Goodenough did not consider that these '9roblems 

would arise if medical teaching centres were developed, as it had 

recommended, "as compact geo8Taphical units, and if much of the 

laboratory accoltIllodation is centralized." (P.P. 272). 

The animal house should be staffed ~y attendants who are fully trained, 

and who are eX})erienced in the met~10ds of controlling cross infection. 

The Committee was of the opinion that if these reQuirements were to 

be met, a central animal house would be desirable because of its 

"economy in space and money." (P.P. 272) 
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THE NATIONAL 11E!~LTH SERVICE (n .H. S. ) 

The N.H.S. took effect as from 5th July, 1948, when the I:Iinistry 

of Health took over the responsibility for 2835 voluntary and municipal 

hospitals out of a total of 3040 in England and Wales - this also 
(1 ) 

included convalescent homes and certain types of clinics. Of this 
(2) 

number, 45% had been erected before 1891, and 21 f before 1861. 
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Following closely the pattern of wartime zoning, hospital and specialist 

services for the country came to be administered over 14 regional 
(3) 

areas, and the changeover on the appointed day was accomplished with 

little or no apparent inconvenience. The important factor,as far as 

voluntary and municipal hospitals were concerned, was the change 

in the overall hospital structure. ReGional Hospital Boards and Boards 

of Governors assumed new roles as "administrators' agents", in lieu 

of "administrators". 

In the hospital service as now administered, Regional Boards 

are responsible for the hospitals of the regular service; their members 

are appointed by the l!linister, and their function is to determine 

the general hospital and planning policy for the area - they in turn 

appoint their own local agents or Hospital Uanagement Committees. 

Teaching hospitals are the responsibility of Boards of Governors 

who are committed,in addition to normal hospital administration, 

to providing adequate accommodation in the hospital for medical 

teaching and research; their members are appointed by the !'Iinister, 

but they differ from the Regional Boards, in that, by reason of a divided 

allegiance to medical schools and universities, some members are 

1. Hini s try 0 f Health Report, 1949. 
2. "A TIospita1 Plan for England & Wales", 1961, p.p. 1. 
3. No .... 15. 



nominated ty the medical staff. Bo~rds of Governors are responsible 

for their area, and they exercise an authority equal to that of the 

Regional Boards and Hospi ta.l :'!anagcmont Committees combined. 

The medical teachin~ institutions involved in the N.H.S. transfer 
(1) 

were of four broad types: 

London "Undergradua te" Teaching Hospi tals: '1i th an attached medical 

school, they operated an integrated system of undergraduate and 

postgraduate teaching, plus other hospital functions. 

Specialist Hospitals: The majority of these sprang up in the 19th 

century. They were centred on London, ".'hieh, by virtue of a large 

population, was ideally suited to specializad clinical treatment and 

care, and the training of postgraduate students. These hospitals 

now make up the British Postgraduate Medical Federation of the 

University of London. 

Provincial Teaching Hospitals: These were something of a combination 

of the two former tYIJes. 

Special Hospi tal Units: These came into prominence during the war. 

A greater ineidence of injury led to the formation of emergency 
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medical units, by specialists, for the treatment of diseases or injuries 

to certain parts of the body, for example, chest surgery, plastic 

surgery, and neurology. 

London and Provincial "Undergraduate" Uedical Schools (and 

Teaching Hospitals), only, will be considered in this thesis. 

1. There were 12 London undergraduate, 10 Provincial undergraduate, 
and 14 London postgraduate institutions. ("A Hospital Plan for 
England & Wales", 1961.) 



(1) 
The following terms will also apply: "London undergraduate Kedical 

Schools" - these will be as described previously. "Provincial 

t"ndergraduate lIedical Schools" will include all :english and Scottish 

undergradu9.te medical schools (excluding London). 

(2) 
ST.~FF GRADHTG IN T~:J ~r.H.S.: TEE s?E~3 G:L:cDES 

A system of staffin~ to meet the requirements of the H.lLS. 

required early consideration, and in J.~ay 1941, the :linister and the 

Secretary of State for Scotland appointed the Spens Co~~ittee to 

"advise" on a new staffing and salary struct1.4re. Spens made the 

following recommendations on staff grading, after they had been 

reviewed by the medical profession: 

1. Goodenough provided the following definitions ,/hich ~dll also 
apply in this thesis: 

University lIedical School: " ••••• 0. faculty of Hedicine, college 
or school of a university; such college or school need not be 
concerned solely with medical students." (p.p. 8, para. 11). 

Teaching Hospital: " ••••• any hospital to which a medical 
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school is allowed access for the clinical training of its students. 
We have regarded these hospitals a.s of two types: (i) the parent 
hospital (whicll is the hospital liost closely associated with a 
medical school, and in w~ich the major p~rt of the students' 
clinical training will normally be provided) and (ii) the 
associated teaching hospital." (p.P. 8, para. 12). 

post-gradua te medical school: "rlhereas, in addition to training 
undergraduate students, all medical schools will take part in 
some form of post-graduate medical education, i~ most cases in 
co~~exio!l only with the trai~ing of future specialists, there are 
and will continue to be educational institutions and hospitals 
concerned solely with post-graduate medical education." (P.P. 8, 
para.. 13). 

2. Report of the Inter-Dep~rtmental Committee on the Remuneration 
of Consultants and Specialists. Chairnan Sir Wil Spens. 



Junior Registrar (changed to Senior House Cfficer in 1950 to avoid 

confusion with the senior grades): normally obtained not les8 than 

one year after registration, and held for one year. 

Registrar: normally obtained not less than 2 years after registration, 

and held for 2 years. 

Senior Registrar: normally obtained not less than 4 years after 

registration, and held for 3 years (it was protracted to 4 years 

in 1951). 

Consultant: appointment to follow Senior Registrar if a post is 

availD.ble. 

Two other grades were added later: Senior )![edical Officer - a. grade 

between Consultant and Senior Registrar, more permanent, and designed 

to allow experienced doctors, for instance general practitioners, 

to come into the service. Junior ?,~edica1 Officer - a grade lower than 

S.~~.O. who was not a. Registrar. 

Before 1950, under the grade system, it TIas assumed that all 

hospital posts were trainee posts for a special branch of medicine. 

The system was modified after this time and not meant to specifically 

imply trainee posts. 
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(1) 
wILLnnc RZPORT, 1957: 

The inadequacy of medical school accommodation, which had been 

criticized earlier by Goodenough, was little improved by 1957. Medical 

schools were still generally overcrowded, antiquated, underfinanced, 

and with few exceptions, they were finding the task of teaching 
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their respective student bodies beyond their capacities. The deficiencies 

accounted for a general tendancy for schools to cut down their intakes 

in the interests of maintaining standards. 

The Wi11ink Report was at great pains to emphasize the conjectural 

nature of its findings. The Committee's recommendations which actually 

referred to medical schools, seemed to be an official acknowledgement 

of a situation already existing. It can probably be summarized by -

"our estimate suggests that a reduction of the student intake by 

about a tenth from as early a date as is practicable, would meet the 

case" (p.P. 33, para. 115). 

(2) 
P~~TT REPORT, 1961: 

The Committee was appointed under similar terms of reference 

to Spens. It reviewed the hospital grades and recommended the abolition 

of the ?:Iedical Officer grades; Platt's proposal was that they should 

be replaced by a more general and flexible "}Iedical ;~ssistant" grade. 

Platt had not been specifically appointed with medical education 

in mind. However it did make a number of observations which could 

affect teaching hospitals. Perhaps the most important of these 

1. Report of the Committee to Consider the Future Numbers of Medical 
Practitioners a.nd the Appropriate Intake of Uedica.1 Students, 1957. 
Chairman Sir Henry Wi1link. 

2. Report of the Joint 'ilorking Party on Ii:edical Staffing Structure 
in the Hospital Service, 1961. Chairman Sir Robert Platt. 



observations drew attention to the gross shortage of junior hocpital 

sta.ff, which, would be even more acute but for the assistance by 

. a.pproximately 34;~ of this number of staff who had been trained 

outside Britain. The shortage seemed to contradict Willink1s earlier 

suggestion that there should be a general reduc9.tion in the number 

of medical students. 

Platt perceived problems pertaining to the training, and of 
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the future role of the general practitioner in the N.H.S. It recommended 

that potential general practitioners should have spent at least 

two years in the hospital service after full registration. The 

Committee's recomnendation was also aimed at alleviating the junior 

staff shortage. 

Criticism was brought to bear on the isolationist autonomy 

of some "firm" conSUltants. 

A HOSPITAL plum FOR ENGLl...ND A~m V[,,\LES, 1961: 

The ~~ite Paper, which came out in January 1962, was designed 

to give a comprehensive survey of the present hospitals in the hospital 

service, with proposale for tneir over~aul in the coming 15 years. 

Nearly all teaching hospitals are to be imuroved in one way or 

another; many will be rebuilt, and in the case of the London 

teaching hospitals - Charing CroBs, StiGeorgels, and the Royal Free, 

these will be relocated along the general lines advooated by Goodenough. 

Whilst teaohing hospitals make up only a small proportion of the 

total hospital number, the publication expressed the "important part" 

that they play in the hospital servioe. A pertinent oomment expressed 
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a primary function of the teaching hospital in respect of its medical 

ochool - " •••• the size and location of the individual teaching hospital 

and the type of beds must be determined hy their fu.nction of providing 

facilities for clinical teaching" (P.P. 8). It vents the official 

attitude on the desirability of perpetuating the clinical apprenticeship 

system. 

(1 ) 
ROBBIUS REPORT ON HIGI-IBH EDUC~'_TICN, 1961-G3: 

A committee on Higher Education was appointed 8th February, 1961, 

to "review the pattern of full-time higher education in Great Dritain" 

(p.p. 1), with a view to prese~t ~nd future national requirements. 

The Committee's Report (which has only been released recently; is an 

extensive and voluminous survey, with accompanying recommendations, 

covering a wide variety of aspects on universities and other institutions 

for higher education. 

The Robbins Report came out during the compilation of this thesis. 

It ~~s found that much of the work that had been done by the author 

on medical schools overlapped and duplicated a number of sections 

of the Report which referred to medical educ,').tion; this was largely 

due to a common source of information - University Grants Committee 

annual Returns for Universities and Colleges in this country. 

Other data is taken from Robbins as it is relevant to medical schools, 

and to this thesis. A more extensive coverage of some of Robbins I 

findings is given in Part 2 of this chapter. 

1. Report of the Committee on Higher Education, 1963. 
Chairman Lord Robbins. 



DlT:N"DEE SYHPOSnh.f, 1961: 

The symposium was arranged by St.Andrew'o University and the 

Scottish Eastern Region Hospital Board to enable a amall group of 

doctors, architects, and mechanical consultants to meet, and to 
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discuss their experiences and views on the design of teaching hospitals. 

The teaching hospitals discussed were: the University of Washington 

Hedical Centre, Seattle, U.S./I .• , the Na.tional Institute of Health, 

Bethesda, U.S.A., Stanford Hadical Centre, Palo .alto, U.S.": •• , 

St.Thomas's Hospital, London, the Welsh liedical Teaching Centre, Cardiff, 

Ninewells Teaching Hospital, Dundee. The one exception to this group 

is the National Institute of Hea.lth, Bethesda, which is primarily 

a centre for research, with extensive clinical research facilities. 

A wide variety of topics was considered during the Symposium, 

but throughout, there was a recurring emphasis on the basic funotions 

of a teaching hospital, namely, teaching, research, and service. 

The method by which an architect must sct about integrating these 

functions in a hospital and medical school design presents him with 

numerous problems. The term "embedding" was used in reference to the 

integration procedure. 

Teaching: A major planning problem in any teaching hospital desien 

is that of increased traffic - and its its congestion - occasioned 

by large numbers of students. As far as possible, students have to 

be separated from research and patient care areas. 

The traditional ward round was seen as likely of being superceded 

by patient demonstration, and student teaching, in a demonstration 

room adjoining the ward. There was also genera.l agreement on the 



need for more ward facilities for student discussions, studying patient 

records, and simple laboratory procedures. Like sentiments apply to 

the actual medical school, and in this regard, the student should 

have a "base" for his ovm private use - the traditional seat in the 

library is not enough. The o.p.d. was recognized as of incr'easing 

importa.nce as a teachinJ vcnue, although, there was not agreement on 

the teaching methods to be adopted. Postgraduate students will need 

more facilities than are currently provided. 

Research: The inportance of rese~:U'ch was recognizEld, but there was 

a marked difference in the research facilities of the teachinc hospitals 

discussed. Basic research activities should be kept apart from patient 

care areas; these facilities should be carable of development to 

accommodate a certain future growth of research. Standardization 

of research laboratory accomnodation, as shown by Nuffield studies, 

can effect economies in layout, and of scrvicing, and it can be made 

to fit a wide range of disciplines. Standardization along similar 

lines might also be applied to other areas of the teaching hospital, 

for example, the ward and the library. In recent years, there has been 

a large expansion in the use of animals, radio-isotopes, and electronic 

equipment in research. 

Service: The teaching hospital must offer a community service and 

nontinuity of care if it is to provide an adequate range of patients 

for student teaching. The three British teaching hospitals favoured 

a "T" \7ard arrangement. There was some disagreement on the advantq:rcs, 

or otherwise, of the "ra.cetrack" ward as used, for example, at Stanford 

(see Figs. 7 & 8). 
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There was no concurrence on the most suitable location of l~boratories 

for patient investigation and routine proc0duros. To house them on 

the ward is perhaps desirable, but it is an expensive du~lication 

of laboratory activities; if they are sited in tho main laboratory 

complex, they could become too remote from the vf[I.rds - there will 

usually have to be a compromise. 

General Architectural Aspects: St.Andrew's teaching hospital io the 

first British teaching hospital of over 700 bedn to adopt a building 

concept which is primarily horizontal. Stanford adopts a similar 

approach in its design. 

The teaching hospital, in addition to scope for research development, 

must be capable of reasonable change and general internal development. 

Departmental and other teaching hospital accommodation should have 

better mechanical ventilation and artificial lighting. 

More adequate facilities are required for workshops and stores. 
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CONTROLLING BODIES ON 1{cDIC.\L ~DuC .':.TION 

The University Grants Committee (D.C.C.) and the Ceneral Hedical 

Coundil (G.l1.C.) are the two statutory custodians of British medical 

education and medical schools. Some reference will be made to the 

work of these bodies. 

U1TIVERSITY GRANTS COl:::.iITTEE: 

As per its terms of reference, July 1946, the U.G.C. is required -
"to enquire into the financial needs of university education in 
Great 13ritainj to advise the Gover!lJ11cnt DS to the application 
of any grants made by parlianent to~ards meeting them; to collect, 
examine and make avai1a~Jle information on ma.tters relating to 
university education at home and abroad; a.nd to assist, in 
consultation with the universities and other bodies concerned, 
the prepara.tion and exocution of such plans for the development 
of the universities as may from time to time be required in order 
to ensure that they are fully adequate to !18.tional needs." (1) 

To this end, the U.G.C. makes an a.nnual documentary return to 
, -,. ~ • > 

the goverrlm~i1.t reporting on university events; add1tionQ.lly, the ,. 
document provides data on staff and student numbers for all of the 

(2) 
British universities. The U.G.C. also prepares a quinquennial report 

on university events, with recommend~tions for future university 
(3) • 

financial needs. 

The government through the treasury (and the U.G.C.) finances 

the universities by "grants-in-aid". There are two types: 

(1) Recurrent Grants: staff salaries, departmental runnine costs, 

maintenance of premises, etc. (2) Non-Recurrent Grants: new buildings, 

furniture and equipment for new and adapted buildings (or departments), 

1. Report on University Development, 1935 - 1946, p.p. 7. 
2. Returns from Universi Ues and Uni versi ty Colleges in Reoeipt 

or Treasury Grant • . 
3. University Development-Quinquennium Reports. 
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purchase of sites and properties, and professional fees. Non-Recurrent 

grants are given on an annu~l baoie and are of the most concern 

to architects. 
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U.G.C. quinquennial reports g'ive a fair insight into medical school 

happenings in the post-war period. In summary, some of the more 

important of these are as follows: stabili"ation of medical school 

admissions since 1938-39, wider adoption by medical schools of the 

policy of whole-time university appointments, absorption of the 

extra-mural schools, development of postgraduate medic~l education, 

accretion of the medical curriculum and the little probToss that had 

beP~nade towards its simplification, tho incre~se in speoialization 

and a decline in esteem of the general practitioner. The U.G.C. also 

noted the difficulties experienced by medical students in obtaining 

a general medical education in teaching hospitals which are mainly 

speoialist institutions. There ~~s early ambiguity in the X.R.S. 

as to what amount of contribution Doards of Governors, and the 

Universities should make to the accommodation for clinical teaching 

and research; the difficulty was resolved later. A notable feature 

of the 1947 - 52 report was the U.G.C. 's plaudits of the implementation 

of many of the Goodenough Committee's recommendations. 



GE1~SRAL 1':I:DI CAL COmTCIL 

Under the Hedicnl <lot of 1858, tho General Council of lledicn.l 

Education. and Registration of the United Kingdom WIlS appointed to 

the primary task of supervising medical eduo~tion in this oountry. 

The Council has normally carried out this "task" by "necommcndations" 

which have been published sporadica.lly for the guidance of its 

administrating agents - "Licensing Dodies" or "Bodies". These Bodi~s 

play an important role in the training, registration, and examint".tion 

of undergraduate and postgraduate medical students. 
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In the strict sense "Licensing Body" applies sololy to the G.M.C., 

for it is the only statutory Body in Britain '.1ith the power to refuse, 

or to grant, the right of medical registra tion. l~ore loosely, it has 

come to mean all Bodies (in Britain and Eire) which are supervised 

and recognized by the G.M.C. as being able to grant a medical degree, 

diploma, or licence - as distinct from registration. Licensing Bodies 

are of two categories: (1) The Universities: those in a teaching and 

examining capacity. (2) The Corporations: those in an examining 

capacity only. The undergraduate diploma commonly granted by the 

Corporations is the conjoint award of the Royal Colleges of Physicians 

and Surgeons - L.R.C.P.,Tr.R.C.S. A list of G.N.C. 1,icensinl3' Bodies 

is given in Appendix 2. 

XJany of the problems confronting medical education today have 

been attributed to G.M.C. Recommendations on the medico.l curriculum. 

A summary of the 1947 necommendations is given in Appendix 1. 

It was the last, and indeed the longest, of the documents on the 

traditional "Preclinical/ Clinical" formula, a pnttern which often 



finds expression in the distinctive separation of Preolinioal and 

"Clinical" medical school buildings. 

"It was the severe oriticism of the medical curriculum made by 

the Committee (Goodenou~h) which gave the question of revision 
(1) 

its immediate urgency." This statement accrued to summarize the impact 

of the Goodenough Report 011 the G.!l.C. So effeotive wns it, that only 

1/6th of the 1947 Recommendations dealt with the actual Curriculum; 

the remainder discussed many of the points which had been raised 

by Goodenough. Notwithstanding, the 1947 Recommendations hnrdly 

appeared to represent an enlightened attitude on the traditional 

ourriculum. 

Protest did not pass unheeded however, and in the ensuing years 

the Council carried out a close inspection of the medical schools 
(2) 

under its charge. The outcome was a new set of recommendations in 1957. 

It was not even necessary to open the new document to realise that 

there had been a considerable modification of the previous; in terms 

of bulk alone it had been reduced from 68 to 15 pages (see Appendix Ib 

for summary). The G.M.C. recognized that the precision of the earlier 

recommendations had probably "10ft insufficient scope for the exercise 

of initiative and experiment on the part of Lioensing Bodies and of 
(3) 

Schools", and in the 1957 Reoommendations it allowed a much greater 

degree of lattitude by deliberatly refraining from stipulating 
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thG order of subjects, and of their duration. The examination procedure, 

too, was much simplified. It was the Council's intention, at a later 

date, to ask each Licensing Body to submit a statement of its intended 

1. G.H.e. Recommendations' ~~. to the Medical Cu'rriculum, 1947( p.p. 9). 
2. Ibid. 1957. 
3. Ibid. 1957,.p.p. 4. 
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policy in regard to their coursee and examinations, and, how these are 

to be implemented. In a similar vein, the Council invited medical schools 

to report on any changes of a radical nature. There had also been 

a call for reducing the length of the curriculum. In reply, the 

Council intimated that whereas there were grounds for considering 

such a reduction, it would be neceesar1 at first for medical schools 

to familiarime themselves with the implications of the new 

recommendations, before contemplating a reduced medical course. 

MEDICAL ACT, 1950: 

There were two important aspects arising out of the Act which 

had an important bearing on medical education. The first rectified 

an 1858 anomaly, and the curious powers vested in the G.M.C. The 

Council was, for instance, empowered to appoint inspectors to visit 

the examinations of Licensing Bodies, and to ask for details of 

their curricula, examinations, and the ages of students, but it was 

not able to enforce these powers, The 1950 Act gave the G.M.C. the 

necessary full authority on the oontrol and supervision of medical 

education, and it was undoubtedly one of the contributory factors 

to the Council's new attitude on the 1957 Curriculum. The second 

aspect referred to compulsory pre-registration house experienoe, 

making it a compulsory prerequisite for full medical registration. 

The period was fixed by the G.M.C. at 12 months - normally 6 months 

in medicine and 6 months in surgery or midwifery. Examinations were 

not to form a part of the preregistration year. 
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PART 2; R3LEVANT FACTORS ARISING OUT OF THE REPORTS 



Issues consequent upon events in the post-wRr period involve 

nearly all medical aspects; principal amongst these are factors 

directly, or indirectly concerning staff nnd students, and the 

requisi tes of their accommod,]. tion. 

IIos~ital nationalimation in its early years would seem to have 

altered little the pre, and post-war didactio path followed by 

medical schools; it did, however, mean a shift of responsibility for 

hospi t:1ls (including ter.l.ching hospi bls) to the Ministry of Health. 

The outoome of the ohanged administration ,ms undoubtedly beneficial 

to teaching hospitals. Even apart from the financial aspect, it gave 

a wider selection of clinical material which was not possible previously, 

especially with the rivalry that existed between the regional and 

voluntary hospitals. Not so beneficial was the change in teaching 

hospital/ medical school relationships; formerly one of "parental" 

concern of the teaching hospital for its medicQl school, tho new 

association became amhiguous to some institutions and required 

of them a considerable readjustment under the new common authority. 

Documents emanating from a number of government sources have 

been the controlling instruments, in varying degrees, on medical 

education and on medical schools in the post-war period. The first 

and foremost of these was the Goodenough Report. 



THE ORGJ.NIZ!\TION OF BRITISH MEDICAL SCHOOLS 

As d.Bscribed by F1exner, Britinh medicn1 education has evolved 
(1) 

on a "layer" system of development, each layer providing the base, 

and the stepping stone for the successive layer; Flexner aCCOl'ded 

it the best at that time. 'r'he "layers" in British medical education 

are, according to the 1947 G.M.C. Recommendations, PremBdical, 

Preclinical, and Clinical. 

It is not possible to define anyone medical course now operating 
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in Britain due to the abrogation of G.M.C. aims in 1957, and the likely 

demise of the "layer" system. The medical courses of most schools 

are at present under review, and it is unlikely for some years to 

be able to compare the results of educational experiments. The form 

of the 1957 Recommendations makes no attempt to differentiate between 

the former Preclinical and Clinical divisions of the medical course, 

as it is the G.I\f. C. 's professed intention to encourage the integration 

of all subjeots. This intention is recognized by the author, but 

for convenience in this thesis the terms"Preclinical"and "Clinical" 

will be used. 

Premedical: 

It is a period of one academic year terminated by the 1st M.B. 

Examination. It may be taken at the medical school, a.lthough there has 

been an increasing tendency in recent yea.rs for schools to allow 

"1st E.B. exemption"; the subjects are taken at the secondary school, 

and admission to the medical school made subject to the student 

gaining the school's requisite number of "A" and/ or "0" level passes. 

1. F~exner A. ~edica1 Education. p.p. 41 & 58. 



Intendine medical students to the Premedical year at medical school 

must satisfy university admission requirements. 

Preclinical: 

It is a period of two academic years terminated by the 2nd M.B. 

Examination. This part of the course has its oriGins in the early 

Anatomy schools. In the first half of this century, attitudes on 

anatomy and physioloL~ underwent a steady decline by doctors who, 

as students at the start of their careers, remembered the subjects 

as boring academic innessentials which had to be tolerated before 

the "real business" of medicine began in the wards. The common outlook 

arose no doubt from teaching methods and equipment which seemed hardly 

to have changed from those of the Anatomy schools. Fortunately the 

sciences have not stagnated, ruld there are now so many off-shoots 

that they would hardly bear comparison with tho same subjects of 

former years. Anatomy, physiology, and their proliferations, are once 

again beginning to assert a rightful influence on the speotrum 

of medical school subjects. 

Preclinical department subjects have obvious teaching and 

research functions. It is possible - if these departments are a part 

of the teaching hospital - that they will also provide a routine 

service of some type, either in assooiation with the medioal Bchool 

Clinical departments, or direotly with the teaching hospital, 

or possibly with both. 
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(1) 
Clinical: 

Is a threG year period terminated by the fina.l examination 

for tho university degree - n.B.,TI.S., or H.D.,Ch.B., or other 

variations. The 1947 Recommendations define Clinical subjects as all of 

those taken after the 2nd H.D. oxamination, prior to the completion 

of the degree, for example, medicine, surGery, obstetrics & gynaeoology, 

pathology, bacteriology, social Illcdicine, etc. To avoid amhiguity 

later in this thesis, the term "Clinioal" will imply all 3rd, 4th, 

and 5th year subjects (1947 G.ttc. Curriculum terminology) and the 

term Clinical (without inverted commas) will imply patient care only 

subjects. 

Clinical Departments: These have a direct patient oare, patient 

investigation (routine and research), and student teaching 

responsibility (undergraduate and postgraduate students). 

~.Iedical school Clinical dep3.rtments come under two general 

sub-headings, "Medical" and "Surgical". As founder soiences of clinical 

practice, these Clinical "Sub-divisions" now posses a largo and 

ever-expanding number of specialties. The ~mrhasis in the undergraduate 

medical course in on the older and more general of the specialties; 

thG relative importance attached to "newer" specialties varies with 

each medical school. The following are some of the more common 

Clinical specialties: 

Sub-division of "Medicine": 

1. Clinical - "of or 

lfudicine (department 
Therapeutics 
Dermatology 
Respiratory Diseases 
Psychiatry 
Geriatrics 
Venereal Diseases 
Radiothera y 

as distinct from ~ub~ i ) 
a:LV:LS on 

Oxford Pocket Dictionary 



Sub-division of "Surgery": 
Surgery (department as distinct from sub~. ) 

dl.Vl.Sl.on Obstetrics or Hidwifery 
Gynaecoloey 
Paedidrics 
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Anaesthetics (may also come under pa~~~~iR~2~1-) 
Orthopaedic Surgery 
Opthalmology 
Otolaryngology 
Otorhinolaryngology 
Surgical Neurology 
Thoracic Surgery 

Clinical departments have a tripartite responsibility of service, 

teaching, and research. The two former are generally discharged 

in the teaching hospital, the latter, in the actual medical school 

(a1thoueh a small amount of Clinical teaching is carried out here also). 

It can be seen by this that: (1) Clinical staff (and students) re~uire 

access to both teaching hospital and medical school, and it would 

seem prudent therefore,that the two should be in close proximity. 

(2) Reeearch is the primary function of Clinical departments in the 

medical school (actual). 

The service and teaching aspects of Clinical departments (as they 

apply to the hospital ward) will be discussed in Part 3 of this chapter. 

A detailed analysis of these aspects will not be made in this thesis 

as they come outside the scope of architectural study in Chapter 3, 

which is concerned with the actual medical school 



Paraolinical Departments: The traditional terminology has been 

"Pathology". It is becominG seemingly less appropriate with an ever 

increasing number of medical specialties; in this thesis, the term 
(1) 

"Paraclinical" will be used. As the name implies. Paracl:' nical 

supplemen.ts the 'Work of Clinical, although su-pplementary Clinical 

service is but a part of the functions of a Paraclinical department. 

These functions may be seen as: 

1. Service or routine research in collaboration with the patient 

investigation and research funotions of Clinical departments; they 

also consort with other Paraclinical departments on research or 

service projects of comnon and overlapping interest. Paraolinical 

departments do not have a. direot patient reeponsibili ty, although, 

there has been a more recent tendency for some schools to bring 

patients directly to the departments, There is disagreement on this 

practice. 

2. Basic medical research or other exploratory investigation. 

J~imals form an integral part of these procedures. In this country, 

by law, undergraduate students are not allowed to engage on live 

animal research, although the prohibition does not necessarily 

hold with other countries, for example, America. 
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3. Teaching and instruction of undergraduate and postgraduate students. 

For students in the paraclinical departments, there is less emphasis 

placed on ward apprenticeship and more time given over to prnotioal 

work in the teaching laboratory, plus formal teaching in the leoture 

1. Para - "beside" (Greek); "protection a~inst" (Latin) 
(Oxford Pooket Dictionary) 



theatre, semin~r room, etc. There is, however, some clerkship, and 

it is also necessary for students to witness the work of the staff 

and to attend clinico-pathological conferences. 

The following are some of the more common of the Paraclinical 

specialties: 
Pathology 
Bacteriology (and/ or Microbiology) 
Chemical Pathology 
Morbid Anatomy (Histopathology) 
Histology 
Immunology 
Social & Preventive Hedicine 
Forensic Medicine and Toxicology 
Diagnostic Radiology 
Haematology 
~,1edical Physics 
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Pharmacology (may also come under Preclinical) 
Biochemistry (" " "" " ) 

Summary functions of a University Medical School: 

(1) 
All teaching hospital medical schools are comprised of Clinical 

(1) 
and Paraclinical departments; some teaching hospital schools ~l~o .include 

Preclinical departments(inc.:Premedical). There summary functions are: 

Clinical Departments: Teaching + Research + Service 

Paraclinical Departments:Teaching + Research + Service 

Preclinical Departments: Teaching + Research + Service 

The basic funotions of a medical school are therefore: 

Teaching (T), Research (R), & Service (S). 

1. All of the medical school departments which go to make up 
Clinical, or Paraclinical, or Preclinical, will be referred to 
as' "Divisions" in this thesis. 



~;IEDICAL SClroOL STAFF 

The Goodenough Report reflected the critical shortage of medical 

school staff th'1t was available for teaching in 1939. 11uch of this 

teaching in the medical school w~s incidental to the work of teaching 

hospital staff who were underpaid (or were unpaid), a.nd the 

universal shortage can easily be understood. NationaliBation hqs 

been responsible for a wide measure of reform, for example, all 

academic posts are now paid, an increasing number of full-time 

professorial and other full-time teachin~ posts have been created, 

the position in regard to acccmmodation and equipment, although still 

bad, is a little improved following pronouncements in the publication 

"A Hospital Plan for England & Wales". lTevertheless, these remain 

only a measure, and much will hinge on future governmental attitude 

and the availability of finance. (see Footnotel). 

5T AFF lTUlIBERS: 

Ratios in Table 1 show the gross inadequacy of medical school 

teaching staff in 1938/39. Subsequent events in the post-war period 

have brought medicine more into line with other university facultios. 

The ratios should be regarded with some reservation, for, as Robbins 

points out, a good proportion of staff can be "expected to do little 
(2) 

or no teaching" (the medical faculty in particular). 

I.In the following pages, a number of tables and figures are provided in 
connection with variouG discussions in this chapter. Unless indicated 
otherwise, these tables and figures will be exclusive of the 
Oxford and Cambridge medical schools. 

2.Higher Education, A~pendix 3, p.p.5. 
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TABLE 1 

TABLE 2 

Preclinical 

"Clinical ft 

TABLE 3 

Preclinical 

"Clinical" 

Preclinical 

"Clinical" 

Pull-time medical undergraduates and postgraduates 
per full-time teacher. Source: Robbins Report, 
Appendix 3, p.p.5. Origin U.G.C. 

Undergraduates 
1938/39 1961/62 

Poste;.raduates 
1938/39 1961/62 

21.6 5.6 0.4 0.4 
N.B. Ratio full-time medical students (all) per 
full-time teacher 1954/55 was 7,0 : 1 
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Work of Hedical teachers during term: average hours 
per week; 1961/62. Source Robbins Report, Appendix 3, 

p.p. 51. 

Teach. Pr~. & Teach.& Res-h Admin. Other 
t§~lIss-88 - Bre¥" earc lon 8¥-e lon 

1 3 10 16 3 11 40 

6 2 8 12 4 17 42 

Work of medical teachers in term and vacation: as a 
percentage; 1961/62. Source: Robbins Report, Appendix 3, 

p. p. 62. 

Teach. , &Res- h Ptixate Admin. oth~r Wotk'd A11k' Breg., . earc s u y wo¥ ' Hie Sl e ¥~ffielng 
e8tlon ¥i\e ln 

1W~rty unlvi erSl Y 

Work during term 
25 40 12 8 9 6 100 

19 29 13 9 13 11 100 

Work during vacations 
1 51 14 8 14 6 100 

11 29 10 8 26 16 100 



TABLE 4 

Preclinical 

"Clinical" 

TABLE 5 

Preclinical 

"Clinical" 
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Teaching, research and administration for medical faculty 
during term; 1961/62. Source: Robbins Report, Appendix 3, 

p.p. 59. 

Teachinui d Research prenara't on an 
correct~on 

:Jtercantage of ~e~8~nta{.e of cae ers e ers<-:> 
¥Ben 25g mJre ¥R~H 2~gh~Bf§ an - "khours per wee per week 

11 31 

8 19 

Administration 

,e~c8ntalSe of e c ers 
~Ren 6n~ more an ours per wee 

11 

13 

Percentage and actual time attributable to research 
by medical faculty, 1961/62. Source: Robbins Report, 
Appendix 3, p.p. 67. 

;,ctual time Percentage time 

40 hours 59J~ 
29 hours 58% 



TABLE 6 

:Birmingham 

Bristol 

Newcastle 

Leeds 

Liverpool 

l'[anchester 

Sheffield 

Wales 

Aberdeen 

Edinburgh 

Glasgow 

St.,Andrews 

Charing Cross 

Guy's 

King's College 

London 

l·Uddlesex 

Royal Free 

st. Bart's. 

St.George's 

St.I1ary's 

St.Thoma.s's 

U.C.H. 

Westminster 

Ratios of medical staff (all) by divisions, for British 
medical schools, 1963. Source: Appendix ,. 

Clinical Paraclinical "Clinical" Preclinica.l 

1.5 1 1.6 1 

2.0 1 1.7 1 
2.6 5.' 
1.3 3.8 
2.3 5.3 
2.3 4.9 
2.5 2.4 
2.0 1.6 
2.0 1 2.4 1 

3.0 16.4 
2.5 3.2 
1.6 3.8 
2.5 4.5 
2.2 1 4.5 1 

2.9 2.5 
3.5 3.2 
2.0 
4.0 4.6 
7.8 2.3 

6.1 2.8 

4.0 3.2 
2.6 

4.7 2.4 
,,\,3.6 3.9 

'.5 
5.7 

'.4 1 3.0 1 
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, 5' 
Year 

TABLE 8. Inorease of medioal sohool a.oademic staff in 
British medioal sohools, by,eroentage, 1954/55 - 1961/62. 
Souroe. U.G.C. Returns 1954/55 - 1961/62 ino1usive. 

Year 

1954/55 
'55/56 
'56/57 
'57/58 

'58/59 
'59/60 
'60/61 

'61/62 

f, inorease year by year 

0.61 

1.82 
,.09 
1.00 
0.32 

4.94 
5.69 
1. ,1 

Av.2.47 

Aoademic starr increas. 1954/55 tc 1961/62 - total 2~~. 
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TABLE 9 All staff engaged on rese:;,rch, expressed as a 
percentage of all medical school staff, 1962/63. 
Source: Appendices 3 & 4. 

Clinicn.l Parac1inical Preclinical All 

Birmingham 48.5 72.1 72.7 63.8 
Bristol 41.0 46.4 73.0 53.9 
Newcastle 111.0 68.9 52.7 92.2 
Leeds 80.0 69.1 75.(1 7;.0 
Liverpool 73.8 51.0 80.6 68.5 
Manchester 63.7 85.0 41. 3 65.2 
Sheffield 35.9 57.6 78.6 52.9 
Wales 40.0 51. 5 16.6 56.5 

60.7% 64.3% 71.3% 64.51-, 

Aberdeen 34.2 ·41.5 50.0 36.H 
Edinburgh 63.4 84.2 50.0 64.8 
GlasgoVl 80.4 51. 2 82.5 71.9 
St.Andrews 38.1 12.3 24.4 25.6 

54.4 51.9 55.4 54.0 

Charing Cross 94.3 97.0 57.9 81.8 

Guy's 126.8 246.1 188.9 161.8 
King's College 104.1 84.0 97.3 
London 111.4 136.4 150.0 122.4 
l~iddlesex 69.2 420.0 216.0 141.3 
Royal Free 148.8 85.7 144.5 141.3 
St.Bart's. 272.0 222.1 243.0 257.8 
St.George's 86.6 147.0 103.2 
St.Mary's 77 .2 246.0 130.0 125.0 
St.Thomas's 27.9 91.6 121.6 58.0 
U.C.H. 50.0 192.0 81.5 
Westminster 23.5 216.7 52.4 

154.5 99.3 161.3 120.5 
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TABLE 10 Ratio increases of staff eng~ged on rose~rch in 
British medical schools - years 1951/52 & 1962/63~ 
Source~ ltppendix 4 

Clinical Pa.raclinical Preclinicrll All 

Birmj.ngham 1.4 2.4 1.9 1.8 
Bristol 4.8 1.7 1.4 1.9 
Newcastle 3.0 1.3 1.1 2.2 

Leeds 1.8 1.0 0.9 1.2 
Liverpool 3.3 2.1 1.6 2.5 
j'dancrester 2.3 2.4 1.0 2.1 
Sheffield 2.9 1.0 1.5 1.6 
Wales 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.3 

2.3 1.6 1.4 1.8 

Aberdeen 2.6 9,0 1.0 2.8 

Edinlmrgh 2.7 3.2 1.3 2.4 

Glasgow 2.0 1.6 1.3 1 •. 7 
s t .1~ndrews 1.9 0.4 0.5 1.0 

2.3 2.1 1.2 1.9 

Charing Cross ~ 5.0 0.7 3.2 

Guy's 1.6 1.6 1.0 1.4 

King's College 2.3 1.3 1.9 
London 1.0 0.8 1.3 1.0 

Uidd1esex 1.6 1.4 1.5 1.5 
~oya1 Free 21.3 0.7 1.0 2.5 

st.George's oc.. 1.8 4.6 
st .1.1ary' s 1.1 1.9 1.2 1.3 
st.Thomas's 1.7 1.1 0.9 1.1 

U.C.:I. O.h 0.9 0.7 
Hestminster 0.4 1.6 0.8 

1.8+ 1. 3+ 1.1+ 1.4+ 

+ staff numbers for St.Da.rt's discounted. 
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An indication of the rate of staff increase in British medical 

schools in the post~war period is given in Table 8 and Figs. 4 & 5. 

It can be seen that the expansion of all academic grades has been 

about the same by proportion; the category "Others" has shown a general 

falling off. 

In a University Teachers survey, Robbins assessed the ratio 
(1) 

of medical Bchool staff per head of department as 4.8 : 1 (1961/62). 

A breakdown of medical school staff grades by percentage is given in 

Table 7 (same year). All of Robbins figures are based on academic staff 

totals. 

In the absence of information on total numbers of medical staff 

in individual medical schools, an attempt has been made by the author 

to ascertain these figures from an alternative source to that used 

by the Robbins Committee. The Commonwealth Universities Year Book (1963) 

gives all university staffs individually by name and by department; 

these have been counted for each medical school, and the respective 

totals listed under Preclinical, Clinical, and Paraclinical divisional 

headings (see Appendix 3). From these totals, it has been possible to 

examine t in more detail, aspects on medical schools which were not 

covered by Robbins. The first of these aspects was an examination, 

by ratio, of staff divisions in British medical schools (see Table 6). 
(2) 

In the "Clinical" : Preclinical table, English Provincial schools 

show the smallest ratio; it is an indication of a more favourable 

proportion of Preclinical staff available for teaching and/ or research 

in the English Provinoes, by comparison with the Scottish and the 
(2) 

London schools. In the Clinical: Paraclinical table, the London schools 

1. I!igher Education, Appendix 3, p.p. 18. 

2. Discussion is based on the summary ratios for London, the 
Provinces,and Scotland. 



show a higher ratio in favour of Clinical, suggesting thnt there 

is a greater Clinical emphasis in these schools than in those of 

the Provinces and Scotland. The higher ratio does not, however, 

indicate whether this Clinical emphasis is on teaching, research, 

or patiellt care; it could be one, or a combination of two, or all three 

(see later comment under "Staff Research"). 

BREAKDOWN OF STAFF WORKHTG TD.IE: 

As shown in Tables 2 & 3, medical school staff are subject to 

a number of disciplines over and above those of actual teaching and 

research; nevertheless, these two disciplines do make up the biggest 

apportionment of staff working time. Table 3 indicates the big 

increase of research over teaching as would be expected for Preclinical 

staff during vacation, Time spent on research by "Clinical" staff 

remains the same during vacation, the transfer from teaching time 

is mostly to "Other" work within the university, a large proportion 

of which, it could be assumed, would be concerned directly with the 

patient in the case of Clinical staff, and on routine procedures in 

the case of Paraclinical staff. 

In British medical schools -1961/62 (Table 4), about i· of 

Preclinical and 1/5 of "Clinical" staff were engaged on research for 
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5~~ of the working week (40 hour basis); approximately 1/10 of Preclinical 

and "Clinical" staff spent i of their working week on teaching' I' • 

(during university term). The figures for research serve to emphasize 

its importance in medical schools at the present time. 



RESEARCH: 

In 1959, the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
(1) 

conducted a survey of 20 medical schools in America, nnd found that 

approximntely 2/5 of all faculty time was given over to research; 

the ratio was nearer 3/5 for science facul t~r staff. Robbins assessed 

staff research in British medical faculties at approximately 3/5 

of all faculty time, although, the ratio conflicted somewhat with 

the findings of a U.G.C. enquiry in 1959/60, which put the ratio 
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at closer to t of all faculty time. Robbins commented on the discrepancy, 

and did concede that the estimate of 3/~ "may be slightly too high, 

since it does not allow for the fact that teaching in clinical medicine 
(2) 

goes on throughout most of the year" (see Table 5). 

Table 9 gives an indication of the ratireof research workers 

in British medic~l schools, expressed as percentages of all staffs 

in medical schools' divisions. The numbers of research workers have 

been obtained from the publication "Scientific Research in British 

Universities" (1951/52 & 1962/63)"by using a similar counting and 

classification procedure to that described earlier to obtain numbers of all 

medical school staffs. Percentage-wise, the largest amount of research 

is undertaken in the London schools; it almost doubles the percentage 
(3) 

ratios of the English Provinces and Scotland. On the whole, the 

London medical schools are smaller than the English Provincial and 

the Scottish schools, and the ratios for some of the London schools' 

divisions could be innacurate because of small staffs. 

Ratios based on division totals are likely to be more accurate. 

1. A Study of Twenty Medical Schools. Publio Health Service, 
National Institutes of Health. April 1959, p.p. 42. 

2. Higher Education, Appendix 3, p.p. 66, para. 177. 
3. Discussion generally based on the summary division ratios. 



Even allowing for some disparity however, it is obvious that there 

is a considerable emphasis on research in the London schools, shovm 

by ratios which in several instances exceed 10~~; that is, a greater 

number of research staff than teaching staff. One inference is, that 

some London medical staff take no part in teaching, another, that 

part-time or other external staff come to the schools to engage 

on research projects. 

Earlier, staff divisional ratios (Table 6) showed a higher 

proportion of Clinical staff in the London schools than in the 

English Provinces and Scotland (Clinical: Paraclinical), but it was 

mentioned that the ratios gave no indication as to whether there 

was an emphasis in the Clinical division on anyone, or a combination, 

of teaching, research, and patient care ftmctions. With such a 

high percentage of London Paraclinical staff engaged on research, 

it is probable that the Clinical staff bias is towards p~tient care 

and/ or teaching, Nonetheless, the research percentage ratios for 

London Clinical staff are still very high by comparison with the 

Provinces and Scotland, they are indic~tive of a high reputation 

attained in past years. 

On the future of research, Robbins statesl " ••• there is a vital 

relationship between teaching and research •••• the further development 

of research institutes unduly divorced from the universities would 

not serve the cause of research and would impoverish the strength 
(1 ) 

of the universities as teaching institutions." If the universities 

are to be the channels for future research development, it is certain 

that medical schools will be expected to shoulder a fair share of 

this responsibility. 

1. Higher Education (main report), p.p. 112, para. 526. 
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Table 10 shows the ratio increasooof staff engaged on researoh 

in medical schools over the past 11 years. It can bo seen that the 

largest increase has been in the Clinical departments. For the 

English Provinces and Scotland, staff engaged on Clinical research 

have more than doubled their numbers; there has been a similar increase 
(1) 

for the Scottish Paraclinical division. Overall staff research increases 

for the English Provinces and Scotland are very similar, and r~proeent 

an average total increase of approximately ~ from 1951/52 to 1962/63. 

For the London schools the increase has been somewhat less, undoubtedl~r 

due to an already high percentage of staff engaged on research in 

1951/52J further inereaoes for the London schools have more than 

likely been limited by available accommod~tion. 

A "fa.ir share" of medical sohool responsibility for the future 

of medical research is difficult to forsee~ If the expansion of the 

past decade is any Qriterion, then a doubling of staff engaged on 

research might be expected in the next 10 years. The Robbins Report 

suggests that there is not likely to be a slackening in the rate of 

increase, if anything, a more rapid acceleration. 

A major question that will h:we to be answered - and soon - iSI 

c'J.n the existing medical schools cope with this anticipated resea.rch 

increase? The future ability of the London schools to maintain research 

expansion - even with the redevelopment proposed in the publication 

"A Hospital Plan for England &, Wales" - is questionable due to 
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limitations on urban site area. To assume that the existing English 

Provincial and Scottish medical schools could shoulder the responsibility, 

l~ Discussion, generally based on the summary division ratios for 
London, the Provinoes, and Scotland. 



or even increase their research staffs to give research staff/ academic 

staff ratios similar to those shown by the Lendon schools, would be 

dubious reasoning as the London schools are already crowded. Although 

the Provincial and Scottish schools are, in the main, less restricted 

for site development than are the London schools, it is doubtful that 

even with redevelopment, they could cope with the anticipated reseo.rch 

increase without saorificing the other t~o basic functions of teaching 

and service. It does seem to suggest that en increase of facilities 

for medical school research i.n Great Britain will have to take the 

form of some new medical schools in the not too dist~nt future. 

STUDENTS 

THE CURRICULTJM: 

Until 1957, the aim of the General Medical Council had been 
(1 ) 

the production of "safe doctors": " •••• to make a student a safe 

practitioner on the public, adequate time for that instruction shall 

be provided before the student is admitted to a Final or Qualifying 
(2) 

Examination ••• " The appointment,and the subsequent status of the G.}\,!.C. 

as an authoratitive body has been ques~ioned frequently - not the 

least by itself - especially in view of the innefectuality of its 
(1) 

"powers to compel". That this appointment, too, represented the 

beginnings of modern medicine (as stated by some), has been disputed. 

It is clear, however, that after the 1858 MediC'll Act, empiric~l 

medicine was steadily transmuted to technological medicine, and a 

1. Newman C. The Evolution of Medical Education in the nineteenth 
century. 
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2. G.M.C. Recommendations as to the Uedical Curriculum, 1947, p.p. 13, 
para. 32. 
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doctor of dubious "culture" made 'Way for one who if not brilliant 

in his profession was at least not "dangerous". One Victorian and 

20th century "safeguard" has been the set examination as evidence 

of a student's ability in his chosen profession. 

The medical curriculum, as laid down in 1867, was no doubt 

adequate to cover the range of medical knowledge at the time, but 

unfortunately, this early sufficiency became progressively undermined 

by accretion in the interests of "safe" coverage by the medical student 

who in turn was beconing less and less able to absorb all of the 

requisite information. The G.M.C. rightfully cla.imed that the curriculum 

was not intended to prescribe uniformity, but unfortunately,G.M.C. 

intentions were miscon~trued, and. Recommendations designed to "indicate 
(1) 

the minimum standards of instruction" vr('re read as "rules", serving 

to discourage medical schools from departing too far from the tried 

and accepted. 

The divisions of British medical practice are broadly general 

and special (with its many sub-specialties). To propound a curriculum 

biased on one aspect at the expense of the other would seem to render 

the medical course unbalanced; however, the 1947 and earlier G.H.C. 

Recommendations had a decided leaning towards general practice. 

As if to rebut accusations of former intransigence, the G.H.C. 

gave positive indic3.tions of a policy change in 1957, and the "safe" 

curriculum was replaced by one which reflected a more liberal outlook. 

The Council's aim in compounding the new curriculum had been to 

establish a common denominator in the medical course; it wished to 

provide a basic fund of knowledge in the undergraduate years from which, 

1. G.M.C. Recommendations as to the Medical Curriculum, 1957, p.p. 5. 



and upon which, the future doctor could draw and build. The 1951 

Recommendations have provided a denominator and a framework for 

a medical course. There are several ways of building on the framework, 

but the G.M.C. has eschewed prescription as to what methods are to 

be adopted. The onus is placed on British medical schools to provide 

a fabric. 

BASIC AIUS, AND THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE REVISED CURRICULUM IN 1951: 

The undergraduate curriculum should consist of a basic flmd of 

medical knowledge from which the practitioner can draw after 

qualifica tion. 

Medical education is a never-ending process, and as such, tho 

emphasis in the undergradu~te curriculum should be on how to 

learn, not on how much can be learnt - the medical course is only 

the beginning of the learning process, not the end. 

There is likely to be a greater integration of medical school 

subjects and divisions, for example, anatomy and physiology, 

Preclinical with"Clinical". This integration must also influence 

medical school planning, and the relationships of medical school 

departmen t s. 
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The courses of most schools are being revised in one way or anoth~~. 

In Britain, revised curricula experiments are still too much 

in their infancy to draw conolusions, although,some schools 

have taken steps at evaluating their procedures. Many American 

medical schools have been operating experimental courses for 

a longer period and medical school accommod~tion has often been 

planned in consideration of these curricula requirements. 

Variations in American school experiments (educationally and 

architecturally) are proving of interest, and some of these will 

be discussed in Chapter 4. 



As an encouragement to self-education, the amount of free or 

elective time in the courses of medical schools will probably 

be increased. For the student, self-education finds its outlet 

in reading and research, and as such, he will require adequate 

accommodation for private work on these two fundamentals - both 

the library and the teaching laboratory will be involVed. 

Over the years, the London hospital medical schools have 

esta~lished a very high reputation for th8ir standards of p~tient 

care, research, and student clinical training, given largely 

by part-time physicians and surgeons. They built up much of this 

reputation as independent institutions attached to their parent 

teaching hospital. All of the London medical schools are now 

corporate members of the University of London and they are 

subject to the "control" of the final M.B.,E.S. examination 

of the University (their other examinations are internal). 

It would seem, from this, that the London schools will be less 

well placed to make radical curricula changes than will be 

the medical schools in the English Provinces and Scotland 

which are autonomous in this regard. 

STUDENT NUMBERS: 

At the time of Goodenough, the range of medical school sizes 

was considerl:\ble; for insta.nce, Edinburgh and Glasgow had student 

admission rates around the 200 per annum mark, and the range of 

Clinical experience was very limited in such overcrowded institutions. 

British medical schools still vary in their sizes and in their rates 

of annu~l student admission, but these sizes and rates .~re now more 

s tab Ie, and generally in keeping with Goodenough I s recommendations. 

Appendix 5 gives the numbers of student admissions to British 

medical schools in 1961/62. Based on these numbers, the following are 
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the averaee annual admission rates to the British medical schools: 

English Provincial 93, Scotland 107, and London 76. American medical 
(1) 

schools have an average annual admission rate of 100 students. 

The concensus of opinion around 1957 (Willink) was, that medical 

student numbers should be decreased by l~~. Later discussion and 

general disapproval at the reduc~tion (notably,a paper by Laffite 
(2) 

and Squire, and, serious deficiencies in the junior hospital grades 

as shown by Platt) were instrumental in an official repeal and a 

restora tion of the "lost" 10;',. Several medical schools have already 

made good the number. In the post-war period, medicine is the only 

British faculty to have reduced its student numbers. Figure 6 shows 

the general rate of this decrease from 1948 onwards; the accompanying 

Table 11 indicates the steady decline of the medic~l faculty as a 

percentage of all univerSity faculties. From Fig. 6, it might appear 

that the student reduction rate,which has been fairly constant 

since just &fter the war, is now nearing the bottom of a trough, and, 

that it might be expected to rise once again. 

The future medical student population of Great Britain is 

uncertain. The view that there should be an overall student increase 

is one which is not held by all. There are, however, a number of 
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factors which tend to suggest that it could be a correct one; for example, 

there is still a shortage of junior hospital staff (Platt), the rate of 

expansion of medical school research staff numbers shows no evidence 

of slowing down, Britain's rate of natural population development 

is much in excess of predictions around the time of Goodenough 

l~ 

2. 

. 
r. s. D~p:>..rtmcnt of Ro.al t.h,.l;~ucati0r1:t. and l'Tolf'.1.r8. liedical School 
Facilities, p.p. 2 (admission figures for schools providing the 
full 4 yea.r cours,e). 
Laffi te F.' and Squire J .R. Lancet, 3rd September, 196Q. 
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Deoline of medioa1 (and dent~l) students in British universities, 
as a percentage of all university students, 1949 - 1961. 
Souroe. U.G.C. Returns, 1949/50 - 1961/62 ino1usive. 

1949/50 19.&,(0 
'SO/51 20.1 
'51/52 20.1 
'52/52 19.9 
'53/54 19.6 
'54/55 19.2 
'55/56 18.8 
'56/57 17.4 
'57/58 16., 
'58/59 15.' 
'59/60 14.8 
'60/61 14.' 
'~1/62 13.5% 



(the Committee did not consider that new medical schools would be 

required at that time). £Ven the Robbins Committee was somewhat 

hesitant at making a prediction. Based on figures supplied by the 
(1) 
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U.G.C.,Robbins put the number of university medical students in Britain 

at 21,000 by 1980/81; this number represents an increase of 2;.5% 

over the present total of 17,000, or an approximate increase of 

1.3;' per annum over the next 18 years. 

On the assumption that the medical student body of this country 

will expand in t~o corning years, it does not seem likely - once 

all of the medical schools have attained the latest increase of 10% -

that they can be expected to increase their individual student bodies 

still further wi t~lout a falling off in standards. One of the primary 

reasons for post-war reductions has been due to inadequate accommodation, 

and present medical school accommodation is not much altered from 

that before the War. If, therefore, any sizable student expnnsion is 

to occur in this" country (likewise research): 

1. Practically all me (lical'· ocho01s '7:ill have to b~ _.::.:' .... 11 t ;or 

otherwise substantially redeveloped. Their teaching efficiency 

(and size) will be generally governed by the number of teaching 
(2) 

hospital beds available for "Clinical" students. On this premise, 

medical student intakes to the present foundations cannot be 

expected to increase greatly unless there is to be a revision 

on present attitudes concerning the desirable number of teaching 

beds/ student. It does not seem likely. 

1. Higher Education (main report), p.p. 166. 

2. Proposals in the publication "A Hospital Plan for England & Wales" 
indicate that, after redistribution and consolidation of the 
present foundations, teaching hospital beds in 1975 are not to 
be greatly increased over their present number. 
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2. The supplementary alternative will be to erect new medical schools. 

Location of these institutions is uncertain, but it is likely 

that they will be founded in regard to the needs of population. 

The number of new medical schools is likewise uncertain, but they 

will have to meet the future demand for doctors. 

STUDENT RATIOS: 

U.G.C. Annual Returns give the student totals for British medical 

schools, but they do not differentiate between freclinical and 

"Clinical" students. For purposes of the following studies on various 

student ratios, it has been found necessary to obtain such a breakdown. 

U.G.C. Returns do give the numbers of medical students attaining degrees. 

These numbers (1961/62) have been used to obtain the totals for 

"Clinical" medical students in the British medical schools (number of 

graduates multiplied by three). "Clinical" student totals determined 

by this method have then been subtracted from medical student totals 

listed in U.G.C. returns (1961/62) to give the number of Preclinical 

students (see Appendix 5). It is probable that calculated "Clinical" 

totals will be less than the actual numbers of "Clinical" students, 

for example, some students fail in the final year, others may not 

complete the course for one reason or another. Correspondingly, 

calculated Preclinical tota.ls will probably exceed the actual 

Preclinical student totals. It is not considered that discrepancies 

between calculated and actual school totals will greatly prejudice 

the accuracy of the following ratios, which are intended primarily 

for proportional comparisons between schools. 



(1 ) 
MALE/ Fm.J1ALE STUDENT RATIOS (Table 16 - Part 3) 

The English Provinces provide tho most favourable ratio for 

women (2.4 : 1). The figure for the London schools is about 3 : 1, 

although,this would be closer to 5 : 1 but for the large number 

of women students at the Royal Free medical school. Before the War, 

this school admitted only women students; as the student numbers in 

Appendix 5 show, the ratio in favour of women students is approximately 

5 : 1, and they make up over i of the total for London. 

STUDE1~S/ STAFF: 
(2) 

Table 1 gives a medical student/ academic staff ratio of 5.6 : 1 

for the British medical schools in the year 1961/(,2. A more detailed 

analysis is provided in Table 12 (based on all medical school). 

Neither table, as mentioned earlier, gives any indication of how 

much teaching and research staff are actually engaged upon; reference 

should be made to Tables 2, 3, 4, & 5, for this information. 

Preclinical student/ staff ratios for the English Provinces 

are decidedly lower than a.re those of London and Scotland. "Clinical" 

student/ staff ratios are all closer, although the English Provinces 

again show more favourable ratios, with approximately ono "Clinical" 

staff member for each undergraduate student(summary ratios). The 

difference that is so apparent between the Preclinical and "Clinical" 

ratios of all British schools is p~rtly indicative of the different 
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teaching procedures in the Preclinical and the "Clinioal" years 

(espeoially in the Clinical (only) division). There is also a very small 

1. Discussion is based on summary division ratios for London, 
thG Provinces, and Scotland. 

2. For undergraduates. 
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TABLE 12 Ratios of medical students to all staff - by division, 
1961/62. Source: Appendices 3 & 5. 

"ClinicCl.l" Preclinical 
Students Staff Students Staff 

Birmingham 0.9 1 1.2 1 

Bristol 0.7 1.6 

Newcastle 1.4 7.3 

Leeds I.e 6.4 

Liverpool 1.3 12.5 

Ha.nchester 1.0 5.8 
Sheffield 0.7 2.3 

Wa.les 1.2 2.0 

1.0 1 3.1 1 

Aberdeen 1.0 27.9 

Edinburgh 1.4 7.6 

Glasgow 1.8 11.5 

St.Andrews 1.0 8.9 

1.3 1 10.2 1 

Charing Cross 2.6 5.8 

Guy's 3.7 20.6 

King's College 2.5 
London 2.fi 23.6 

Hiddlesex 3.5 14.1 

Royal Free 3.1 14.4 

St.Bart's 4.4 27 .0 

st.George's 2.1 

St.Hary's 4.0 12.2 

st.Thomas's 2.1 19.6 

U. C.H. 4.7 

Westminster 4.9 

3.3 1 16.4 1 
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differential between the smallest and largest "Clinical" ratios 

of all British schools,which contrasts noticably with the range, 

and variations uithin the r~nge, of the Preclinical ratios. 

No doubt the method of ascertaining student numbers would oontribute 

to the Preclinical variation, but even allowing for a wide margin 

of error, it is still apparent that there is a much greater vari~tion 

between the Preclinical divisions of British medical sohools than 

between the "Clinica1" divisions (staff numbers and student/ sta.ff ratios). 

A contributing fa.ctor to this difference oould be the varying locations 

of the Preclinical and "Clinical" divisions in British medical schools; 

in some instances, Preclinical and "Clinical" are both housed in the 

one medioal school building (as a part of the parent teaching hospital), 

in others the di visioIl3 are sepera ted, most oommonly, with the "Clinical" 

division in the teaohing hospital and the Preclinical division with 

the other science faculties at the university. 

The U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare made a 

similar type of oomparison for American medical schools, based 
(1) 

on the ratio of student admissions to staff. Tho Department also 

found a wide disparity in the student/ staff ratios of the medical 

school divisions, but for the American schools, this tended to be 

more apparent in the Clinical Sciences than in the Basic Sciences 

(Preclinioal + Paraolinical). The Department estimated that a medical 

school with a 96 student intake would require a full-time faculty 

of 50 for the ~asic Sciences (2 years), and 85 for the Clinical 

Sciences (2 years). This would give a student/ staff ratio of 

1. Medical School Facilities, planning cO;1siderations and 
architectural guide, p.p. 20, 21, & 22. 



(1) 
3.9 : 1 for the Basic Sciences and 2.3 : 1 for the Clinical Sciences. 

A comparison of student/ staff ratios (Table 12) and staff 

research percentages (Table 9) for tte British schools, rather 

9S 

surprisingly, shows a general tendenoy for schools vdth high percentages 

of staff engaged on research to provide less favourable ratios of 

staff for teaching. 

BREAKDOWN OF STUDENT VlORKING TIHE: 

Table 13 gives a breakdown of a student working week (1961/62). 

Robbins found that the total amount of student working time is greater 
(2) 

for medicine than for all other faeul ties. All but l-i{ hours are 

taken up in lectures and practical work, lectures making up 37% and 

praoticals 56% of the working week. 

Robbins noted dissatisfaction by most faculties in Britain at 
(3) 

"undue reliance on lectures". The Committee's general impression 
(4) 

was that the "tutorial" was considered by university staffs to be 

a better means of teaching students. In summary, Robbins felt that 

teaching should be a combination of both methods, although it did 

feel that "there is little virtue in formal lectures delivered to 
(5) 

very small audiences". As applied to medical education, the sentiments 

suggest that British medical schools will in future make more provision 

1. 

2. 

It should be noted that student/ staff ratios calculated by 
the author are based on all staff. Ratios for Robbins and 
the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare are based 
on academic staff. 

Higher Education (main report) p.p. 186. 

Ibid. p.p. 186 
"A system that ensures that the pupil comes into personal 
contact with the teacher" - Main report, p.p. 186 

Ibid. p.p. 187. 



TABLE 13 

')6 

Averaee hours of teaching ~er week (by time and %) 
received by full-time undereraduate cedical students, 
1961/~2. (Spring Term). Source: Robbins Report, p.p. 186. 

Lectures~~~8R~~~oRyPeriods PraI~- ~~R~FiingA!~IlCh-~ca ng 

~~r~r t ~tud~nts1¥tu~en-s uc.en S 8 

Breakdown in hours 
8.0 0.8 0.3 0.2 12.1 0.2 21.6 

Breakdown as a ~~ 
37.1 3.7 1.4 0.9 56.0 0.9 1000/0 

students TABLE 14 Postgraduates as a percentage of all full-time 
. (excluding postgraduates studyine Education). 

Source: Robbins Report p.p. 99 

2~Hgfu%- London &~~~~r ~mal~er Wales rgRd- All 
~v~ ¥ttsIties r~ ge 

Medical Subjects13 11 4 0 1 6 8 

TABLE 15 Type of course of full-time postgraduate medical students 
1961/62. Source: Robbins Report, p.p. 103. 

Coutses of Research Number peI.centa~r on ~ns ructlon COUF'Ie& J.ns ru t on 

Medical subjects 295 195 490 6a% 
Humanities 500 1110 1610 31% 
Social Studies 500 425 925 54% 
Science 300 4050 4350 7% 
Applied Science 435 1695 2130 20% 
All faculties 2030 7475 9505 21% 



for small group teaching and discussions, and in this respect, a 

seminar room would appear to have more to recommend it than a small 

lecture theatre, :).1 though, the large lecture should continue to 

occupy an important place in the medical school. 

The main avenues for lectures and praotical work in British 

medical schools are the lecture theatre and the teaching laboratory. 

In terms of a. 40 hour week lectures ta.ke up only 1/5th, and for most 

of the remaining time lecture theatres (and teaching In.boratories 

to a lesser extent) arc unused and are therefore wasteful of space, 

in servicing, and in operational cost (winter time imposes an 

additional heating load). Hedical school lecture theatres may be used 

by other persons or bodies for a number of functions, for example 

conventions and special lectures, although it is doubtful if their 

potential has been fully exploited in the past. The teaching laboratory 

is less adaptable for multiple functions. The traditional teaching 

laboratory is usually an open single room, giving all students an 

unobstructed view of a teaching podium, demonstration bench, and 

" blackboard; students are seated, or stand, at isla.nd benches. Servicing 

in the teaching labora.tory usually precludes its use for any function 

but that of teaching and practical work. 

New attitudes on undergraduate teaching and imvroved teaching 

equipment are not likely to diminish problems which arise by virtue 

of the size of lecture theatres alld teaching laboratories, and of 

their disproportional demands on medical school area. In the interests 

of economy, there are some possible considerations: 
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1. There should be a greater sharing of these areas, despite 

some inconvenience that it might afford a few departments 

which h~ve endeavoured in the past to retain sep~rate facilities. 

2. Centralization: This is an extension of the former, and as 

summarized under the Goodenough Heport, it may be applied to 

lecture theatres, teachinff laboratories, and any other areas, 

which, because of inflexibility or heavy servicing oommittments, 

place abnormal demands on the medical school budget. These 

remarks are especially cogent for small - medium size schools. 

3. For teaching laboratories, there could be some system of 

adaptability whereby they may be used for small group teaching 

and/or the instruction of a large olass. 

POSTGRADUATES AND OTHER STUDENTS: 

The primary teaching responsibility of a medical school is 

the instruction of its undergraduate medical stUdents. }~edical schools 

do, however, teach a number other students and depending on the 

particular school, these may include postgraduate, dental, science, 

agriculture, and any other student body whose subjects are allied 

to those of the medical course. Medical undergraduates themselves 

may undertake to do speci~l courses. 

Dental students share m~ny common teaching interests with 

medical students, and,if the medical and dental schools are sitod 

close to one another, it is possible to pl'ovide accommodation that can 

be shared by both faculties. The number of faculties utilizing 
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medical school facilities (other th~n medicine) varies considerably 

in this country; siting of the teaching hospital in relation to the 

university is the relevant factor. 

In order of precedence, postgraduate medical teaching closely 

follows that of undergradu2.te medical teaching irrespective of any 

other undergraduate faculty commitments. "Postgraduate" can meanz 

students who are doing an actual course for a higher degree or 

qualification, or me~bers of the teaching hospital medical staff 

(registrars, house officers, etc.) serving in the hospital grades 

and aspiring ultimately to a consultant post, or others from outside 

the teaching hospital who are eng1.ged on refresher courses or on 

subjects in which they have a special interest. "Postgraduate" in this 

thesis will normally apply to academic students. 

From Table 14, postgraduate medical students can be seen to 

make up B% of tho full-time medical student body in Britain. This 

figure is the smallest for all faculties, and it is less than half 

of that for the other sciences. Oxford & Cambridge and London show 
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the largest number of medical postgraduates (in total and by percentage). 

llfedical postgraduates have increased since the war at 13. rate, 

as shown by Table 1, exactly proportional to the inorease of postgraduate 

teaching staff. The staff/ postgraduate student ratio for medicine 

reveals a generous distribution of teachers to postgraduates, although, 

as suggested by the staff/ undergraduate ratios of 1938/39 and 

1961/62 (same table), the present favourable ratio for postgraduates 

has probably been due to the necessity for a radical build up, in the 

23 year period, of medical staff for undergraduate teaching. The 1961/62 



number of medical postgraduates· (Table 15) is ~: .. ·.ch the snallest 
(1) 

for all fa.culties, and it is likely thnt the necessity to increase 

medical school staff in the post-war period h;],s been at the expense 

of postgraduate medical student expansion. 

Table 15 gives the present numllsr of postgraduates engaged on 

instruction and research. It can be seen that, by comp~rison with 

the other faculties, postgraduate medicine has an extremely high 

percentage of students under instruction, or alternatively, a very 

low percentage of postgraduates engaged on research (medicine 4o;~, 

science 93%, applied science 8or~). The amount of medioal school area 

required for instruction is oonsiderably less than that required 
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for research, and in support of the remarks in the previous paragraph, 

the development of postgraduate ,medical research in British medioal 

schools since the war has probably been retarded by inadequate 

accommodation. 

In an age of science, it is to be hoped that postgraduate medical 

students in undergraduate medical schools will be enabled to show 

a marked increase over their present number, and especially 

postgraduates engaged on research, in order to bring them more into 

line with other faculties, and the soiences in partioular. To this, 

should also b~ coupled the necessity for greatly inprcvad postgraduate 

research facilities. 

1. 5.2f, of a.ll posteradu.ntes. 
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PART 3~ CLn~IC.AL D~:::PARTT'JENTS; 

SERVIC~ AlTD TEACHI!!G ASPECTS 



Traditional student apprenticeshi~ is still very much a part 

of British medical education, and finds its outlet in the work of 

the "firm" ("clinique ll in Scotland). The firm system has become 

almost an indispensable part of undergraduate Clinical teaching, 

formine at the same time, an integral part of the operational 

structure of the teaching hospital. It is not restricted to these 

institutions, for it has been adopted by some non-teaching hospita18 

Similar systems have been tried in other countries but only with 

limited success. Of significance - as suggested in the publication 

IIA Hospiatl Plan for England & Wales" - the basic character of British 

Clinical teaching by firm apprenticeship is to continue, albeit, 

modified in t~e f~ce of changing conditions. 

A teaching hospital may be comprised of teaching and non-teaching 

firms. Their staffing structure is important, and much of the success 

of British medical teaching has been due to the compactness of these 

small, relatively autonomous units. The medical student/ staff 

ratio in this country is approximately 5.6 : 1 (Table 1); the actual 

ratio for medical undergraduates in Clinical firms would be much less 

than this figure, as suggested by the ratios in Table 12. 

A teaching fi~ can be responsible for up to 50 patients but it 

does not encroach on the p2.tient responsibilities of other units, 

either teaching or non-teaching. Staff members usually i;ork in pairs -

one senior/ one junior - and at the end of one grade, within the 

limits of selection, J;lembers go into the next grade; seniority in 

this respect is usually based on the length of service. Because of 

an increased responsibility for medical research and the teaching 
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of medicnl studvnts, teaching units have generally been favoured 

with larger staffs and better equipment. 

Although still far from boine univnrsal, many teaching firms 

now constitute "professorial" teaching units,with a university 

professor at the head. Other smaller departments com8 under a director 

who is normally a 'lmiversi ty reader or senior lecturer. Smo.ller 

specialties, not of sufficient size to warrant a complete unit, 

may have ono or two speoialist teachers who are responsible for 

instruotion on the subject. Professorial departments are to be found 

in all divisions of a medical school. 

The teaching unit is made up of some staff (senior) appointed 
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by the university, plus,a l~rger number (usually) who belong to the 

parent teaching hospital - some of these are also recogni~0d by the 

university. The number of staff, and their nomenclature, varies 

considerably in different medical schools. There is,also,no uniform 

system whereby university posts m~y be equated with those of the hospital 

grades. In terms of teaching grades, teaching units are made up of 

consultants, registrars, house officers, etudents, and nursing staff. 

Hospital grade commitments, and the general relationships of hospital 

grades and academic teaching posts, are as follows: 

Consultants: 

As part of a unique :British "referral" system, consultants 

see only those patients who are recommended to them; they are permitted 

to take some private patients. Non-teaching conSUltants retain the 

fe8s from private patients; university consultants' fees go into the 

medical schools' research funds. 



The teaching firm is headed by a "chief" consultant, who ia 

helped by an assistant (a reader or .'l senior lecturer). The "chief" 
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of a professorial teaching unit is employed directly by tho university, 

and, he is normally appointed as an honorary consultant to the 

teaching hospital; this also applies to other academic cons11ltants. 

He is responsible for supervising patient care, research, and the 

teaching commitments of his unit, ~nd, as a senior member of the 

hospital staff, he is expected to voice an opinion in hospital affairs 

and in the selection of other senior medical staff. 

Registrars: There arc two groups: 

1. Senior registrars (senior lecturers or lecturers); Endeavours 

to build up specialist staffing in the early years of the N.H.S. '1e1'e 

responsible for creating an undesirable imbalance of an excess of 

senior registrars applying for a very limited number of available 

consultancy posts. The Ministry of Health has undertaken steps to 

rectify the inadequacies, and at present, supply and demand in the 

senior grades has become more stable. The minimum length of service 

in the senior registrar grade is 4 years (there is no maximum). 

The senior registrar is personally responsible for patients; he 

supervises case records, and is usually the first to be called in 

emergencies. Individual research is an important aspect of his nork, 

and it may include a dissertation for a 'Postgraduato degree (M.D.,or 

U.S., etc.). He also conducts '\"Tard rounds, and teaches by discussion 

and demonstration. 



2. Registrars (ordinary): rationalization realized a similar demand 

for more ordinary registrars, because the limited experience of 
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house officers nas not cor.sidered to be sufficient for the requirements 

of the n.H.S. The registrar begins his special training by serving 

as an assistant to a senior registrar; he takes case notes, he 

undertakes preliminary research under supervision (usually in a research 

group), and he generally assists in the supervision and the teaching 

of housemen. 

House Officers: There are three groups: 

1. Preregistra tion house officers: The minim'clm period of tenure 

is 12 months, and it must precede all forms of medical practice, 

that is, general and special. As students only recently graduated, 

their -rmrk is of necessity general, served in medicine, surgery, 

casualty, and sometimes in paediatrics. 

2 & ,. Fully registered and senior house officers: The aims and general 

duties of the tuo grades are similar to the preregistration year. 

They differ, in that they do not constitute compulsory periods of 

training for general practice. They are compulsory periods of service 

if the newly qualified practitioner wishes to remain in the hospital 

service. 

students: 

After the Introductory Clinical period, undergraduate students 

(about 6 - 8 in number) are attached to one of the hospital firm 

teaching units for a normal period of 3 months; as clerks, if it 

is a medical firm, or as a dressem in a surgical firm. At the completion 
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of one apprenticeship, the student ohanges to another firm - medioal 

to 8urgical, or vice-versa. He gains similar clerk and dresser 

experience in the other medical and surgical specialties, but they are 

usually of a lesser period. A?pronticeship also extends to the o.p.d. 

and the casualty departments of the teaching hospital. 

The student is responsible for writing up ward reports of 

p:J.tients allotted by the reeistrar, and he is expected to be in 

attendance during the ward rounds by his chief and the registrar. 

He gains practical laboratory experience in laboratories on the ward 

vrhere provision is also made for seminar/ tutorial discussions. 

Clinical apprenticeships are supplemented and interspersed by formal 

and practical work in the Paraclinical departments. 

BEDS/ STUDENT RATIOS: 

In the interests of providing a uide undergraduate Clinical 

experience, it might be expected that ~1ithin reasonable limits, 

the larger the n~~ber of teaching beds, the more adequate will be this 

experience. The publication "A Hospital Plan for England & We,les" 

has intimated that the size and the location of a teaching hospital 

should be governed by its a.bili ty to provide Clinical" te'lching 

facilities. It is not certain from this, TIhether the desirable number 

of medical students to be taught should determine the number of teaching 

beds, or, Iw~ether the number of beds available should govern the 

size of the student body. Britain's Clinical service tradition suggests 

that the latter may be the case. 
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In America, "for the 42 schools with university or medical school 
(1) 

hospitals in full operation", the ratio of teaching beds/ student 

for the parent hospital (only) is 3 : 1, for the teaching hospital 

group it is 4 : 1. The majority of the 42 American parent teaching 

hospitals are within the range 2.0 - 3.9 : 1. 

Table 16 gives a comparison of the ratios of beds/ medical student 

in English teaching hospitals. VTales has been disregarded from the 

table; there are some 25 hospitals in the teaching hospital group 

providing 3419 beds in all, with a beds/ student ratio of 23.8 : 1. 

A new 800 bed parent hospital is proposed in Cardiff. The ill1glish 

Provincial teaching hospitals show beds/ student ratios for both 

teaching hospital groups and parent hospitals (only) which are a little 
(2 ) 

better than are those of the London teac!linp,- hospitals. The beds/student 

ratios for p~rent hospitals (only) in London and the Provinces 

are generally similar to t~lose shown by the American schools a'0ove. 

The ratios for teaching hospital groups, however, show a more liberal 

provision in the English teaching hospitals, and suggest a greater 

English emphasis on Clinical apprenticeship teaching than is the 

case in the American medical schools. 
(3) 

In a recent publication, Peter Cowan compared the numbers of 
(4) 

teaching hospital groups in London and in the Provinces. He noted that 

"the Provinces ••• contain a much larger number of both hospitals and 

beds" and concluded that Provincial teaching hospitals "seem capable 

1. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and \"/elfare. 11edical School 
Facilities, p.p. 10. 

2. Discussion is based on summary ratios for London and the Provinces. 

3. Hedioal Care, Jan-Harch 1963, Vol.l., number 1. 

4. Cowan's source was "A Hospital Plan for England & Fales" (1961). 
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TABLE 16 Ratios - teaching hospital beds/ medical student; 
male/ female students. Source: Appendices 4 & 28. 

Beds/ Student Male/ Female 

Teaching Hospita~a~eRt h "t group e c 1ng 0 sp1 1 

Birmingham 6.6 : 1 2.6 : 1 2.8 1 

Bristol 6.1 2.4 2.1 
Newcastle 4.0 3.0 3.0 
Leeds 6.8 5.5 2.1 
Liverpool 8.3 1.7 2.9 
11anchester 5.7 3.8 2.1 
Sheffield 11. 2 4.3 2.1 
Wales Discounted 2.0 

6.7 : 1 3.2 1 2.4 1 

Aberdeen 2.8 
Edinburgh 3.7 
Glasgow 2.8 
St.Andrews 2.8 

2.8 1 

Charing Cross 7.6 2.5 4.3 
Guy's 3.8 3.8 5.7 
King's College 3.4 3.4 5.1 
London 7.2 7.2 4.9 
Middlesex 6.4 5.1 4.6 
Royal Free 6.3 1.7 0.2 

St.Bart's. 4.2 4.2 4.1 
st. George's 3.1 2.4 5.4 
St.1Lary's 4.1 2.5 3.5 
St.Thomas's 6.5 4.7 5.6 
U.C.H. 4.4 2.8 4.6 
Westminster 4.4 2.1 5.3 

4.9 1 3.5 1 3.1 (~~e:d1s~~u~£¥a~ 
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of providing a wider range of teaching material, together with a better 
(1 ) 

service to the community". Deds/ student ratios for teaching hospital 

groups in Table 16 tend to bear this out. 

If British medical student numbers increase to the 1900/81 total, as 
(2) 

forseen by Robbins, the numbers of available beds in teaching hospitals in 

1975 ,as indicated in the publicc.tion "A Hospital Plan for England 

& Wales", seem liable of providing a smaller range of Clinical experienoe 

than at the present time. It is doubtful if this would be considered 

desirable by medical educators in this country, and it is a further 

indication that new teaching hospitals will probably be req,uired. 

From "A Hos-Ji tal Plan for England & Wales", it is interesting 

to note that associated teaching hospitals in 1975 will tend to form 

more compact groups than is presently the case, and the tendency 

is again in keeping with a Goodenough recommendation. 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN CLINICAL TEACHr:rG 

The ideal of the teaching unit is that of a small number of 

consultants and consultant trainees under a chief, all having (in 

addition to normal patient responsibilities) a benerous ti~e allocation 

for teaching and research. It is doubtful if the ideal has ever 

been achieved, but, in varying degrees, it has proved itself to be 

the most suitable for patient care and for Clinical teaching in this 

country. Developments in medical science and an increase in the 

number of medical specialties are tending to render the firm ideal 

ideal less effective. There is a certain conflict betwee.n the interests 

1. l!edical Care, Jan-March 1963, Vol.l., lifumber 1, p.p. 7. 
2. Higher Education (main report), p.p. 166. 



of the 3 primary teaching hospital f'unctions - teaching, research, 

and service. In connection rii th research, it '1lould seem imprudent 

to impede its development in this rapidly expanding scientific age; 

therefore, it has been found necessary to broaoh new alternatives 

for the teaching and service functions. A number of' approaches 
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have been tried in British teaching hospitals; some of these, in respect 

.of teaching, are as follows: 

The teaching units of some schools are endeavouring to elevate 

the status of the medical student (a) by attaching greater 

significance to students' casenotes (some schools have, in fact, 

made these the only hos:)i tal record), and (b) by increasing 

the importance of the students' work in the laboratory. 

Teaching on the traditional ward round is being superceded by 

patient teaching in a room adjoining the ward. Here, the patient 

is wheeled for denonstration and teaching, later he. is. 

removed before "case" discussion takes place. The move has a number 

of advantages, for example, students do not have to congregate 

around a ward bed where space is usually limited, patients 

experience less of the "gninea-pig" complex by not being present 

at case discussions, the ward teaching room facilitates student 

participation in case discussions, it has a seminar/ tutorial 

character and makes for a closer unity of student and teacher, 

other senior staff (external, internal, postgraduates, etc.) are 

able to join in discussions. 
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From the brief survey of American medical education in Chapter 4, 

it is evident that certain of the measures in regard to 

overspecialization have been operating for some years, for example, 

the "Clinic" system of undergraduate teaching operating at the 

Western Reserve medical school - students are introduced to 

patients right from their first years at medical school, 

in some American medical schools an increasing emphasis is being 

placed on the o.p.d. as a medium for student participation and 

experience. In this country, the proposed teaching hospital at 

Uinewells, Dundee, will also utilize more fully the teaching 

potential of the o.p.d. ("polyclinic") than has formerly been 

the custom. 
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FIGURE 7. 

a. ' WELSH NATIONAL SCHOOL OF MEDI CINE 
typical ward unit 

• "T-plan"unit 

• 32 beds - 8 single, 2/ four bed, 
8/ single bed. 

• teaching rounds are superceded 
by teaching in a ' demons tration 
room on the ward - in the 
stem of the "T" 

(Sui.: .' .... I' 0'] 

(Sule: .': - I' 0'] 

b. UNIVERSITY OF ST.ANDREWS 
typ·ical ward unit 

• liT-plan" unit 

• 48 beds. - 12 single, the 
remainder in six bed open bays 

I 

• teaching rounds are superaeded 
by teaching in a demonstration 
room and ·a tutorial room on 
the ward 

r.:ma le laV;)IOries S sisl.:r 
H heal! of unit (proressor or clinical chief) sr SlalT room: res t room ; 
HO house offieer 51. slu ice room 
Iv intcrvicw room .SR sen ior reg istrar 
K kilchcn SS slcrile 'S upply store [ 
La\ I;)vatorics Stu stud.:nts· room 
Lb Laboratory t tro lley park 
Ln linen store Tr t rca lment 
01 male lavatories Tu tutorial 
MO med ical officer Ut utility 
N nurscs' station V visitors Rc reception W waitin& area , 

Spurce: Architects' . Journal, August 16, 1961 
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SUMJI.~RY CONCLUSIONS 

The Goodenough Report pointed up many prewar 

inadequacies in British medical education. 

The Committe~ made several recommendations for 

its improvement in the post-war period, most 

of which are still cogent, and many of whioh 

have yet to be attained. 

In the post-war period, the Government and the 

G.M.C. (by statutory appointment) have exercised 

more control over medical education and medical 

schools. 
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Nationalization did not direotly affect the medical 

curriculum, but by virtue of the oontrol of 

medical sohools passing into the hands of a 

single government authority, it has, and will be 

the means of improving other important medical 

school aspects, especially in connection with 

staff, students, and their accommodation. 

The medical curriculum is a legacy of tradition, 

and it has been largely instrumental in producing 

the standard type of medical courses that most 

medic~l schools have adopted. Before 1957, the 

divisions of the curriculum were (and still are 

in most schools): Preclinical (inc. Premedical) 

and "Clinical" (Clinical + Paraclinical). 

The same divisions are a characteristic of the 

form,and of the accommodation, of many British 

medical schools. In 1957 the G.M.C. inaugurated 

a more general curriculum, and it has provided 

for much greater lattitude in the individual 

courses of medioal schools, a factor, vrhioh 

is also likely to influence the future planning 

of medical schools. 



The basic functions of a medical school are 

teaching, research, and service. 

Research by medical school staff is a vital 
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aspect of medical operations. Staff engaged on 

research have almost doubled their number in the 

past decade (Clinical staff have,in faot, done so), 

and are likely of doing the same in the next. 

The architectural implication of this research 

development calls for: (1) a grouping of research 

laboratories for economy, (2) reasonable internal 

flexibility of research areas, and (3) the ability 

of these areas to expand ("open-ended pl anning"). 

The critical shortage of prewar medical staff 

has been alleviated. The present student/ academic 

staff ratio is 5.6 : 1. This ratio can still be 

improved (especially for Preclinical students), 

but the improvement will probably come, as a. 

result of more staff being engaged on research. 

Undergraduate student numbers in medical schools 

are seen as being reasonably stable in the future 

(around a maximum intake of 100 per a~~um). The 

availability of teaching hospital beds is a 

limiting factor on the number of students in a 

medical school; for British teaching hospitals, 

the ratios of beds/ student are presently in the 

vicinity of 6 1 for a teaching hospital group, 

and 3 : 1 for a parent hospital. The present ratio 

of male/ female medical students is around 3.0 : 1. 

Teaching hospital accommodation will need. to be 

increased and. vastly improved.. In a new medical 

school, a great expansion of teaching areas 

is not generally forseen after their initial 

provision. Traditional lecture theatres and 
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teaching laboratories are uneconomical in the 

cost of their provision and in their operation; 

there will have to be much greater consideration 

given to the possibility of these facilities being 

shared, centralized, and more adaptable for 

multiple functions. In the interests of efficiency, 

convenience, and economy, the policy of sharing 

and centralization could also be extended to the 

library, the animal house, museums, stores, 

workshops, staff and student amenities, and any 

other accommodation which is commonly used by 

Clinical, Paraclinical, and Preclinical departments. 

Inadequate accommodation has hampered postgraduate 

medical student expansion in the post-war period. 

There should be an immediate increase in the 

number of postgraduate medical students, and 

especially, of those students engaged on research. 

1.fore accommodation will be required for postgraduate 

research. 

The present complement of medical schools in this 

country does not appear to be capable of 

accommodating the future national demand for 

increased university research, much less, 

a possible medical student expansion. New 

medical schools will be required. 

~raditional British Clinical apprenticeship 

in the "firm" will continue, albeit, modified 

in the face of changing conditions. 
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SCOPE 

From the previous survey of medical education and medical schools -

past and present - it is apparent that there is an opportunity for 

improvement in practically all spheres connected with medical students 

and their education. Some progress has been made in this direction 

along the line of the previously mentioned curriculum, and medical 

schools in this country are attempting,by various means, to meet 

the challenge offered by the G.l.T. C. The task in a nUI!lber of instances 

is a sizable one. Architecturally the problem is not less monUI!lental, 

indeed, it is perhaps more so in that new attitudes on medical 

education and a rapid expansion in research have required that 

architects almost completely rethink approaches to the planning and the 

design of medical school buildings, the existing ones having long 

become redundant. They can hardly be expected to serve as a basis 

for present and future developments, It has become essential, therefore, 

to establish new criteria for such development. 

The subject "University Medical Schools" is a wide one and it 

would be virtually impossible to encompass all, or even a large part, 

of the various architectural facets in this thesis. For this reason, 

it is felt that a more valuable contribution can be made by restricting 

the subject matter of original investigation to a narrow field, and by 

concentrating this on one main aspect - a study by area, with special 

reference to teaching and research laboratories. It is possible that 

a number of smaller studies may accrue; two such - staff and student 

density ratios - are examined in this chapter. Elsewhere, suggestions 

are proffered where it is thought that further avenues of investigation 

are feasible. 



Investigation throughout this thesis is of three kinds: 

1. The collection of general material which is existing, but, 

which has required collation relative to the subjeot. 

2. The collection and the summarization of data which has been 

prepared by other authors. 

3. The compilation of data, mostly taken from the schedules of 

accommodation of a number of proposed medical schools, and its 

tabulation in an order from which an assessment and conclusions 

might be drawn. 

1 & 2 apply generally throughout this thesis. Ifuch of the work 

in connection with 3 is original (although it is not exclusively so), 

and it is discussed in this chapter as the main part of the author's 

contribution to the subject "University Medical Schools". 
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IIfrRODUCTIon 

A question whic~ is inevitably ~osed at the instigation of a 

programme for a new medical school is "what size should it be?" 

There are one or two general methods of expressing the size of a 

teaching hospital, one such, being in terms of the available number 

of teaching beds/ medical student. Of the medical school itself, 

there have also been definitions of its size in terms of the student 

annual intake, and of the number of students that it houses. 

These and other considerations are essential, and they are very 

useful to the architect, but none of them provides him with specific 

information on the aC~lal size of the medical school's departments 
{I) 

and other essential facilities. In a government publication, the 

U.G.C. has set down a number of suggested areas for university science 

buildings (including medical schools) as a preliminary planning guide, 

and in connection with the submission of schemes for Non-Recurrent 

Grants (see Appendix 6 for suggested scales of accommodation). 

The information contained in this publication is useful, but it only 

briefly encompasses medical schools. A more specific document has been 
(2 ) 

published by the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Vielfare, 

which refers specifically to the design of medical schools; it is 

an extremely informative publication and parts of it will be discussed 

in this chapter. Much of this information is universal, but it cannot 
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be expected to comply with the parochial requirements of all countries, 

and Britain in particular. 

1. U. G. C. Notes of Procedure for Non-Recurrent Grants. 

2. 1iledical School Facilities, pla.nning considerl1. tions and 
architectural guide. 



Because of the paucity of information on medical schools in this 

country, it v~s felt that some form of area study which might form 

the basis of a comparison between a number of medical schools could 

be used to produce information from which certain design criteria 

could be formulated. To the author's knowledge, there has been no 

such study undertaken in this country, or in any other. 

nmSTIGATIOH PROCEm.iRE 

There were two possible approaches which could hQve been adopted 
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for the study: (1) a linear/ area measurement of existing medical schools, 

and (2) an area study based on the schedules of accommodation of 

existing or proposed medical schools. In the case of the former, 

plans were not easy to corne by, scale measurine is difficult and 

probably innacurate because of building alterations which have taken 

place since the plans were first drawn up, nearly all British medical 

schools are old and are not representative of newer thinking on 

medical school laboratory design. The lntter approach was favoured, 

therefore, although it too presented a number of problems; for example, 

the choise of "new" medical schools in this country is limited almost 

to schools which are in the prelimine,ry desie,"Tl stage; of these schools, 

the presentation of information in their schedules of accommodation 

is not uniform, some schools contain all of the medical school 

departmental subjects which are listed in the G.H.C. curriculum and 

others the "Clinical" (only) subjects, schedules of accoI!lIDodation 

are likely to change before the building is actually completed 

(or even started). 
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The following proposed medical schools are to be examined: 

The Royal Infirmary, University of Edinburgh. 

United Cardiff Hospitals 8.nd the Welsh National School of Uedicine. 

United Sheffield Hospitals and the University of Gheffield. 

Eastern Regional Board, University of St.Andrews, Ninewells, Dundee. 

University of newcastle upon Tyne. 

A hypothetical medical school published by the U.S. Dep~rtment 
of Health, Education, and Welfare. 

The preliminary approach to the study was to examine the area 

structures of all of the medical schools vri th a view to isolating 

the basic areas of which they are composed. From earlier discussion, 

the basic divisions of the British medical course (and medical schools) 

are Preclinical (inc. Premedical) and "Clinical" (Clinical + Paraclinical). 

Under these divisional headings go all of the departments which make 

up the medical school. 

Again, as sho'lm previously, the Preclinical division is often 

physically separated from the "Clinical" division. It gives rise to 

two types of medical schools: 

1. "Clinical": Only the subjects of the "Clinical" curriculum are 

taught in the parent teaching hospital; the Prec1inioal sub,jects 

are taken in a separate building which is normally a part of 

the main university - it may be close to the teaching hospital, 

or it may be at a distance. 

2. "Full Curriculum": "Clinical" and Preclinical divisions of the 

medical school are both housed and taught at the teaching hospital. 
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As a p~rt of the preliminary survey, it vras found that all of 

the medical schools' depart~ents and/or divisions were capable 

of breakdown into a nQ~ber of categories. These cateeories have 

been classified under the following headincs: Offices, Laboratories, 

Supplementery l~boratory Accommodation, Ancillary Laboratories, 

Workshops, Stores, "Eisce11aneous" areas, Teaching areas. Some of these 

categories may be broken down still further, but they were considered 

to be the most suitable for the type of comparisons used in this 

section. 

Offices: l~ost of these are clearly stated in the schedules of 

accommodation. They are all as generally listed for academic staff 

(professors, lectures, read~rs, etc.) in the U.G.C. 's publication 

"Notes on Procedure for Non-Recurrent Grants" (see Appendi:x: 6). 

In a number of schedules Offices have been itemised as "Office/Laboratory" 

where there is a possibility, with future medical school development, 

that they may be converted from an office to a laboratory, or the 

reverse. If these areas are initially intended as Offices, they are 

classified as such. Secretarial offices are frequently used for storage 

of files, records, etc; these are all classified as Offices (only). 

Laboratories: These include all rooms and areas within the medical 

school W11ich are intended for medical and scientific research; this 

includes, basic research, routine recearch, or other laboratory 

work of a service nature. Again, Laboratories are generally as listed 

in "Notes on Procedure for Hon-Recurrent Grants". 
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(1) 
The term "Laboratories", which is listed in the headings of the 

tables discussed in this chapter, does not include laboratories that 

are intended for the purpose of teaching students, nor does it include 

Supplementary or Ancillary Laboratory accommodation as described 

in the following paragraphs. 

Supplementary Laboratory Accommodation: The most common areas in 

this category are: preparation, wash-up, sample receiving, laboratory 

annex, or any other supplementary laboratory area which is necessary 

for the efficient operation of a research or a routine laboratory. 

Ancillary Laboratories: In all laboratory institutions there are a 

number of subsidiary areas, which, although not necessarily equipped 

as laboratories (although such provision may be made for present 

or future use), are nonetheless essential in conjunction with research 

or routine laboratory work. The following have been classified in 

this category: balance rooms, centrifuge, dark rooms, instrument 

& balance rooms, microscope & projection rooms, temperature controlled 

rooms (refrigeration, incubation, hot rooms, etc.), chromatography, 

medium making, flame spectrophotometry, and electronmicroscope. 

1. Except as listed for tabluated headings, the term "Laboratory" 
will imply "General Laboratory" and will be meant to include 
all laboratory accommodation, that is, the total of Laboratory, 
Supplementary Laboratory, and Ancillary Laboratory accommodation. 
In later discussions, "Laboratory" as classified for table headings 
will be qualified by the term "Actual". 
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Workshops: Are provided for the maint.enance of existing, and the 

development of new equipment. Thexeis a wide variety of types; the 

following is a typical sample: engineering, wood, electronic, mechanical, 

instrument, metal, maintenance, general. 

Stores: There are also several types. The following are typical: 

apparatus, equipment, chemical, solvents, records, stationery, 

sterile glassware, linen, isotope, workshop, microscope, alcohol, general. 

lIiscellaneous: Eormally, rooms in this category are not associated 

directly with laboratory work. Their function is to assist in th~ 

efficient run.'1ing of the medical school. The most common Jliscellaneous 

provisions are: amenities and common rooms (by far the largest 

constituent), porterage and maintenance areas. 

Teaching: All areas connected with medical teaching have been 

classified under this heading. A further break~own of teaching areas 

will be made i)1 the latter part of this chapter. (see footnote next page). 

In addition to Category breakdo\vns, all departments h~ve been 

broken down under their basic functions of teaching (T), research (R), 

and service (S),(as per the tabular designations at the left of 

all of the departmental areas in the Appendix tables 7 to 12). 

Only the teaching and research functions of the medical schools' 

Clinical departments have been tabulated. Small amounts of Clinical 

"service" may in fact occur in the medical schools, but as shown in 
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Chapter 2, the greater part of Clinical service is concerned directly 

with the wards and would be scheduled in with the teaching hospital. 

Where actual hospital or ward sorvice has been scheduled in vri th the 

medical school Clinical departments, it has been omitted from the 

Appendix tables. 

The Paraclinical and Preclinical dep::",rtmcnts do provide a 

"service" function in addition to the "teaching" and "research" 

functions. The schedules of accommodation of two medical schools have 

used an actual "T", "R", and'''S'' coding ae:ainst individual rooms, 

and the process of area t~bulation has been much simplified. In a 

number of instances rooms hnve been designated "R/S" where a function 

is divided between research and service; areas in this case have 

been halved in the Appendix area tables. If "T/?." of "T/S" codings 

have been used against rooms, the areas have been tabulated,respectively, 

as research or service, except, where the coded areas have come 

under any of the teaching classifications listed below. The following 

are the general areas included under "T", "R", and "s" classific8.tions: 

Teaching (T) 

Seminars: 

Tutorials 

Teaching labs. 

Teacbinp.: labm• suppI. !lCCO • 

l,e c ture thea tre s oc SUpple accom. 

Museums 

Libraries 

Anv other ~eneral teacn:lng at:'com. 

Research (R) 

Academic offices 

Academic labs. 

Research labs. 

Sunul A & Anc. research lao', i:Ioccom. 

Service (3) 

Offices for for.s~aff ln connect~on Wlta 
rout~ne lab. work. 

Routine labs. 

Sunt) 1 & Anc 
ron~lne lab."accom. 

Areas which have been tabulated from the abovementioned medical 
schools' schedules of accommodation are listed in Appendices 
7 to 12 for whole school areas, and in Appendices 19 to 24 
for teaching areas (only). Appendix 25 shows a histogram based 
on medical schools' area structures. Appendix 26 shows a histOGram 
of medical schools' Paraclinical (B.S.) "T", "R", and "s" functions. 



PRELHIINARY DISCOURSE ON lillDICAL SCHOOLS EXATnXED 

All of the medical schools to be examined differ in a number 

of respects, for example, their curricula proera~es, staff numbers 

(grades and sizes), student numbers, size and variety of departmental 

accommods.tion, two schools are "Pull Curriculum" medical schools, 

the remainder are "Clinical" (only) medical schools. It is not felt 

that these discrepancies will affect the nature of the intended 

investication. The differences between "Full Curriculum ll and "Clinical It 

schools are as far as possible taken into account. 

Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh (University of Edinburgh): Preclinical 

students receive their instruction in the University medical sciences 
(I} 

buildings which are in the near vicinity of the Infirmary. 

4th, 5th, and 6th year students take the "Clinical" course in the 

teaching hospital proper. Other students at the Infirmary include 

postgraduates, dentals, science, and others undertaking special 

instruction who come from outside the hospital. A new curriculum was 

outlined in the report of a Clinical Curriculum Committee, June 1962, 

Itbased on a move towards a 'block' system of time allocation which 

has the advantage over the present 'layer' system of allowing greater 

flexibility, smaller cliniques, and a more effective use of all 

clinical resources It (see Fig.IO). 

The school's schedules of accommodation are presented under 

specific Clinical, Paraclinical, and Central divisional headings. 

Edinburgh is the largest medical school to be examined, providing more 

1. In the proposed teaching hospital it is intended to connect the 
ItClinical" and the Preclinical divisions of the medical school 
by a tunnel. 
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departments ttan any other school; these departments are also generally 

larger than those of the other schools. At the time that Edinburghls 

schedules were released, o~e or two smaller departments were not to hand, 

and consequently the overall net area of the school shown in Appendix 7 
(1) 

will be a little less than its actual net area. The Department of 

Surgery is scheduled under separate heading's, "Clinical Surgery" 

and "Non-clinical Surgery". The latter is, in effect, a research 

department which makes considerable use of animal facilities. The 

sub-headings make a useful distinction. Edinburch also includes a 

large department of !Iedical Physics, one of the newer specialties 

which makes wide use of radio-isotopes. 

Architects: Robert Matthew, Johnson-Marshall & Partners. 

Welsh National School of l~edicine, Cardiff: It is intended that the 

Preclinical departments (Anatomy, Ph~rsiology, and Biochemistry) 

will be established as a part of the Gniversity College at Cathays 

Park, Cardiff. The Clinical school, which came into being in 1931, 

is one of the few independent clinical teaching institutions in this 

country. The proposed teaching hospital is to form part of a r,fedical 

Teaching Centre comprising teaching hospital, medical school, dental 

hospital, and dental school. Only the medical school will be considered 

in the following analysis. 

The areas for the Welsh National School of Medicine are taken from 

the "Conditions and Instructions to Architects, and Schedules of 

Accommodation" in an architectural competition, 8th April, 1959. 

1. Revised schedules for the Royal Infirmary have since been 
released (May 1964). 



The departments of the medical school cover all of the principal 

subjects of the "Clinical" curriculum. The successful architects in 
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the competition were W. S. Milburn & Partners, M. Harding and J. Surtees. 

University of Sheffield, Clinical Medical School: The University of 

Sheffield was not chartered until 1905, although the medical school 

preceded this date by almost a century. 

It has been decided that the Preclinical departments will remain 

in the University buildings at Western Bank. The proposed teaching 

hospital and medical school in G10ssop Road will accommodate all of 

the departments of the "Clinical" curriculum except Obstetrics & 

Gynaecology, and Paediatrics, which are contained in sep~rate 

institutions. The first phase of the teaching hospital (the o.p.d.) 

has been operating since January 1961. The medical school will 

also provide part-time teaching for dental students. 

Sheffield has adopted a number of individual approaches to 

medical teaching: (1) A tutorial system made up of small discussion 

groups of about 6 students under an academic staff member. The groupo 

contain a student from each of the years of the medical course. They 

meet informally about twice a term and discuss a wide variety of topics; 

it seems to be popular with the staff and students. (2) A system is 

being developed whereby subjects in each year are integrated much more 

than was the custom under the traditional curriculum. (3) The 

examination system is being modified; it will rely less on factual 

memorization and place a greater store on an annual assessment of the 

medical student's overall proGress. (4) A period of 3 months is set 

aside at the end of 4th year as an "elective period". 

Architects: Adams, Holden and Pearson. 



University of St.Andrews Medical School, Ninewells, Dundee: 

Preclinical instruction is carried out in st. Salvator , College, 

St.Andrews and ~ueen's College, Dundee. Although the Faculty of 

Medicine of St.Andrews University is situated at Queen's College, 

it is intended, after the completion of the proposed teaching hospital 

and medical school at Ninewells, that all "Clinical" instruotion will 

in future be undertaken in the new institution. The medical school 

will contain all of the departments of the "Clinical" curriculum; 

it will also house some science and dental students. 

st. Andrews schedules of accommodation are presented under 

specific Clinical, Paraclinical, and Central divisional headings. 
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The areas scheduled for the school are more standardized than are those 

of the other British schools, for example, all Clinical departm0nts 

approximate 6000 sq.ft., laboratory areas are sized in accordance 

with a unit area of 286 sq.ft., either in individual units or in 

areas made up of its multiples. 

Architects: Robert 1mtthew, Johnson-Marshall & Partners. 

University Medical School of Newcastle upon Tyne: It is a "Full 

Curriculum" school housing all of the departments of the full medical 

curriculum. The Department of Pathology is the only exception, as it 

is already established in the teaching hospital. There are additional 

departments, such as a Department of Industrial Health, and a small 

Department of ]redical Physics. A dental hospital and dental school 

are also to be b~lilt on the same site, but dental school accommodation 
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will not be included in the area analysis of the medical school. 

A part of the library and some teaching areas and student amenities 

shared between dentistry and medicine are included in with the 

medical school's schedules. These will tond to give a slightly higher 

area percentage (in the following tables) under the "Teaching" and 

"~Uscellaneous" categories than is actually the case for the medical 

school only. The medical school will also house some science students. 
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}Tewcastle inaugurated a revised medical curriculum in October 1962. 

The new curriculum is based on a four stage development after the 

1st M.B.,E.S. examination (this remains unaltered). 

stage 1 (four terms): Study of human structure, function, development 

and growth, psychology and social relationships. It is an integrated 

course concentrating on "systems" rather than on "regions". 

Stage 2 (two terms): General Bacteriology, Pathology, Clinical Chemistry, 

Pharmacology, Environmental and Social Medicine, Biometrics and 

Clinical Uethods. 

stage 3 (six terms): Clinical clorkships in the mornings, and integratc4 

study in the afternoons on the study of systems of the body; this 

includes, at appropriate times, all subjects of the medical curriculum. 

Stage 4 (three terms): Senior Clinical clerkships, an elective period 

in Casualty, or Clinical Pathology, or General Practice, or Gynaeco1o~!, 

and instruction on Forensic lIedicine. The school is desirous of giving 

senior Clinical clerks a responsible part in ward work and in the 

work of the department. 

The schedules of accommodation include multidiscipline laboratories 

which will become an important adjunct to the integrated curriculum. 

The laboratories will be used by students in Stages 1, 2, and 3 

Architects: Robert Matthew, Johnson-Marshall & Partners. 



u.s. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare: The publication 

"1.1edical School Facilities, planning considera.tions and architectural 

guide" (1961) was produced as a result of combined efforts of the 

U.S. Public Health Service, the Ad Hoc Committee on Medical School 

Architecture of the Executive Council of the Association of American 

Medical Colleges, and the Council on Medical Education and Hospita.ls 

of the American Medical Association. The U.S. Department states in 

its foreword: 

"The lack of published reports on the planning and construction 
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of medical education facilities and the great cost of constructing 

them has pointed up the need for guide material on planning and 

design requirements. There is great need for research in the design 

of teaching facilities for this highly organised and very expensive 

type of education." 

To this end, "Medical School Facilities" presents much useful 

criteria on American medical education and medical school design, 

including, a number of suggested areas scheduled for two hypothetical 

medical schools - one with an intake of 64 medical students and the 

other with an intake of 96 students. The area schedules of the 

hypothetical schools are presented in a similar form to the schedules 

of accommodation of the previously mentioned British medical schools, 

and it was felt thQt a breakdown on similar lines to that of the 

British schools would be useful as a means of comparing medical schools 

in the two countries. The American schedules are, in fact, laid down 

in a more standardized form than any of the British schools, and the 

method of presentation simplified the adopted method of area tabulation. 
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In the following analysis, only the hypothetical school with an 

intake of 96 students will be examined. In a preliminary area study 

of the medical school with a 64 student intake, it was found that the 

general area percentages of the school were much the same as for the 

larger hypothetical school. The publication also schedules teaching 

hospital accommodation, but this will not be considered in the following 
(1 ) 

analysis. 

For convenience in further discussions, the hypothetical medical 

school of the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 

will be referred to as the "U.S. Dept. of II.E.~{." This school (96 intake), 

schedules two types of accommodation: (1) a medioal sohool with 

conventional or traditional teaching laboratories, and ~2) a school 

with centralized multidisoipline teaching laboratories. These will 

be referred to, respectively, as "School Type 1" and "School Type (2). 

It should be mentioned that the hypothetical medical schools of the 

u.S. Dept. of H.E.W. are designed to accommodate students doing the 

usual American four year medical course, that is, 2 years Basic Sciences 

(something of a oombination of the British Preolinical and Paraclinical 

divisions, '.vi th the emphasis on the laboratory aspect of medicine), 

and 2 years Clinical Sciences (it is similar to the British Clinical 

course in which students undertake clerkships on the ward, and serve 

in the o.p.d. and in casualty). Unless indicated otherwise, future 

discussion on the American school will refer to the School Type 1. 

1. Dr. George T. Harrell, chairman of the Committee responsible for 
the publication "Medical School Facilities", informs the author 
in recent correspondence (26th l1arch, 1964) that a more 
comprehensive volume is now being prepared, entitled "Medical 
Education Facilities". The pUblication will give additional 
material on the teaching hospital; it is expected to appear 
around June 1964. 



AREA TABULJ:..TIC:N BY P]::::rtCEHTAGE 

For purposes of comparative evaluation, all medical schools' 

departmental and category aroas, tabulated in Appendices 7 to 12, 

have been reduced to percentages. These percentages are tabulated in 

Appendices 13 to 18. The procedure ~ill enable comparisons to be 
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made between medical schools, and medical schools' individual departments, 

althoueh these schools and their departments may differ in thoir 

aotual size and content. 

The tabulated Divisional Structure and Category Apportionment 

summary percentages (Tables 17 to 22), to be discussed in this chapter, 

are based on the Appendices' tables 7 to 12, and 13 to lB. They have 

been used to form the basis of a two-way study: 

1. Divisional struotures by percentage: Eaoh of the category areas 

(Offices, Laboratories, Workshops, etc.) of all of the medical 

schools' divisions (Clinical, Paraclinical, Preclinical, and Central) 

is expressed as a percentage of the whole division area. For example, 

in its Divisional Structure table, the area of Offices in the 

Clinical division of the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh (Table 17) 

makes up 36. ~~; of the total e.r~:\ ~ of' t~1e Clinical cl:tvir.ion. 

2. Category Apportionment by percentage: Each of the divisional 

category areas is expressed as a percentage of the particular 

oategory area for the whole school. For example, in the Category 

Apportionment table for the University of St.Andrews (Table 20), 

the area of Clinical Offices is 40. T/, of the school's total Clinical 

Office area. 
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It might be expected that the percentage tables will be reasonably 

accurate for large Divisional and Category areas, but, that these 

percentages will become increasingly less accurate with the diminishing 

size of the individual category area. In some instances only one 

or two rooms go to make up the category area and the Category peroentage 

could be innacurate because of the small size of the category. 

In the Category Apportionment summary percentage tables, a greater 

accuracy can be expected for Offices, Laboratories, and Teaching, 

as these categories are generally larger than the other categories. 

In order to view each category area in a fuller perspective, the 

Divisional structure and the Category Apportionment tables should 

be read in conjunction. 

Discussions on percentage Tables 17 to 22 will be made under: 

(1) "Divisional structures": Each division will be discussed in the 

following order - Clinical, Paraclinical (B.S.), Central, and Vlhole 

School. Remarks will be made under sub-headings in the following order -

Offices, Laboratories, Workshops, Stores, ~~iscellaneous, and Teaching. 

(2) "Category Apportionment": Each category will be discussed in 

the following order - Offices, Laboratories, Workshops, stores, 

Miscellaneous, Teaching, and Vlhole School. Remarks will be made 

under sub-headings in the following order - Clinical, Paraclinical (B.S.), 

and Central. 

At the commencement of the discussion on each sub-heading, the 

following summary percentage figures will be given: 



"Average": A summary peroentage which will be meant to imply the 

median figure derived from the total of all percentages of all 

British medical schools, in each individual sub-heading category, 

divided by the number of schools making up the total percentage, 

that is, 5 schools in each instance. 

"Range": The highest and the lowest percentages in each individual 

sub-heading category, together with the medical schools providing 

these percentages. 

"U.S. Dept. of H.E.W.": The percentage of the hypothetical medical 

school of the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. in each respective sub-heading 

category will also be provided to give a comparison with the 

percentages of the British medical schools. 

In addition to the "Average" percentage described above, a 
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"l:Iean" percentage will also be calculated in the sub-heading discussion 

on each category. This percentage will be derived from the totalled 

percentages, in each individual sub-heading category, of only thODe 

British medical schools from which a pattern appears to emerge, or 

which appear to make up a group, divided by the number of medical schoo10 

forming this kind of group. It is recognized that "mean" in the 

context of this definition is not strictly in accordance with the 

dictionary definition which refers to proportional average, For the 

purposes of this exercise, however, the term will be adequate, 

In Chapter 2 (part 2), reference was made to the Clinical, 

Paraclinical, and Preclinical divisions and departments of a British 

medical school. The U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. uses another term, 



"Basic Science", to describe one of its divisions. As mentioned in 

the early part of this chapter, Basic Science includes the subjeots 
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in years I and 2 of the usual American medical course, and the division 

is generally equivalent to the combined Paraclinical and Preclinioal 

divisions of the British medical curriculum. In order to minimize 

confusion between the terms Paraclinical, Preclinical, and Basic Science, 

and in order to facilitate comparisons between "Full Curriculum" 

and "Clinical" schools, the term "Paraclinical (B.S.)" will be used. 

It can be taken to mean either: (1) Paraclinical only, for the 

"Clinical" medical schools (Edinburgh, Wales, Sheffield, and St.Andrews), 

or (2) the combination of Paraclinical and Preclinical for the 

"Full Curriculum" schools (Newcastle and the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W.). 

In the case of Newcastle, and unless intimated otherwise, 

Paraclinical(B.S.) will be the average of the percentages for the 

Paraclinical and the Preclinical divisions in the Division~l Structure 

tabler ~nd the total of the ~aruclinical and. the Preclinioal divisions 

in the Category Apportionment table. 

As Newcastle is the only "Full Curriculum" school of the 5 British 

medical schools examined, there is a liklihood that some of the 

school's percentages will not be in keeping with similar ones for 

the other "Clinical" schools. As far as is possible, attention will 

be drawn to any likely discrepancy, and it is also hoped that the 

percentage tables will be indicative of differences in area structures. 
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TABLE 17 ROYAL INFIRl'.1:ARY, EDINBURGH 

a. ~1K~~~BH~L OffiCesLabS·:RgPl.!~§ WkshpsStoresrUscl.Teach. 
cc~m. • 

CLINICAL 36.4 22·1 l.~ h.6 2.9 7.2 12.2 4.0 100 
37.3 

PARACLIHICAL 11.6 ~1·6 t· 4 ~.8 2.6 12.7 6.8 19.5 100 
(Basic Science) 4 .8 

CENTRAL 1.5 28.9 4.0 3.0 25.7 36.9 100 

WHOLE SCHOOL 16.1% 32.7% 2.~ 3.5% 3.1% 8.3% 13.9% 19.&.10 100'/0 
38. 0 

b. X~Fd~~¥CN1',1ENT 

CLI!TICAL 67.4 21)·2 11·:2 22'~ 27.8 26.1 26.3 6.0 29.8% 
28.7 

PARACLINICAL 29.8 11·2' 82·2 11·1 34.9 63.4 20.3 40.4 41. 3~~ 
(Basic Science) 49.7 

CENTRAL 2.8 25.6 
21.6 

3703 10.5 53.4 53.6 28.9% 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100.0% 

Source: Appendices 7 8; 13 

Figure below underlined "Labs." (a.ctua,l), "Suppl." and ~~:~n'l. " Laboratories 
ia for General Laboratories. . 
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TABLE 18 WELSH NATIONAL SCHOOL OF }!EDICINE 

a. Bf~~~~BH~L officesLabS'1~p1'1~~ WkshpsStoros}!isc1. Teach. 
c ~m. • 

CLINICAL 32.8 ~~.O 2.~ 1. 0 4.4 9.1 14.3 100 
39.4 

PARACLnnCAL 25.5 28.~ ~.~ ~.O 2.4 8.6 7.8 19.0 100 
(Ba.sic Science) 3 .7 

CENTRAL 20.2 15.7 7.8 15.6 40.7 100 

WHOLE SCHOOL 25.8% 26.3% 3.~ 2.5% 4.1% 6.7% 8.0% 23.~ 10a;b 
32. 0 

b. ffiB~~ICm,mNT 

CLINICAL 27.2 26.8 l~.e ~~·2 22.9 29.3 13.2 21.4~ 
2 .1 

P ARACLnnCAL 54.2 59.2 82. 2 66.1 31.9 70.7 53.8 45.0 54.91 
(Basic Science) 62.4 

CE~~TR.AL 18.6 11.1 45.2 46.2 41.8 23.7% 
11.5 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100.05'~ 

Souroe: Appendices e & 14 

See Footnote Table 17 
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TABLE 19 UNIVERSITY OF SHEF}'IELD ~.'[EDICAL SCHOOL 

a. ~fKn§fB~L Office8Lab8.~~p1·1RB~ WkshpsStoresHiscl.Teach. 
6m. • 

CLINICAL 28.1 41i~ 1'~rl 2.2 1.8 10.9 3.4 100 
53. 

PARACLINICAL 17.8 ~1·8 2. 2 ~.8 0.8 6.3 5.4 21.9 100 
(Basic Science) 47.8 

CmTTRAL 8.2 28.1 10.2 1.0 12.3 40.2 100 

WHOLE SCHOOL 16.7% ~2.1~ 1.~ 2·1% 4.2% 3.7% 8.7~~ 24.2<)~ 100'/0 
42.57" 

b. ~P~~~¥ONliE}TT 

CLINICAL 33.4 26·2 1. 8 ~2'2 10.5 9.5 24.1 2.8 19.9% 
25.1 

PARACLINICAL 50.4 16.2 22•2 61'2 9.1 81.4 29.1 42.9 41.3% 
(Basic Science) 53.3 

CENTRAL 16.2 26.2 80.4 
21.6 

9.1 46.2 54.3 32.~ 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100.0% 

Source: Appendices 9 & 15 

See Footnote, Table 17 
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TABLE 20 UNIVERSITY OF ST.ANDHEWS MEDICAL SCHOOL, NlNEWELLS, DUNDEE 

OfficesLabs. $};ffiPl.IR£~. WkohpsStorcsHisc1. Teach. 
Acc6m. 

CIJIHICAL 18.8 49.5 ~.2 
60.9 

7.9 4.1 9.7 1.3 5.2 100 

PARACLINICAL 11.1 ~1·1 2.~ 2. 8 0.9 6.6 2.3 23.2 100 
(Basic Science) 55.9 

CENTRAL 3.1 21. 6 25.5 43.8 100 

WHOLE SCHOOL ,.' 6af. G% ~.s% 1.~~ 4.5% 11.a-;, 28.2% 10(1% 9. 3iv' ~2· zo 1.).,2 
45.0;0 

b. x~pBR~~6m.ffiNT 

CLH7ICAL 40.7 22. 2 ~2·2 ~1.2 29.6 43.8 2.3 3.7 20.~{, 
27 .2 

PARACLINICAL 45.2 ~2·6 21. 1 28•1 70.4 56.2 7.4 31.2 37.% 
(Basic Science) 47.2 

CENTRAL 14.1 29.2 
25.6 

90.3 65.1 41. 9l~ 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100.0/f, 

Source: Appendices 10 & 16 

See Footnote, Table 17 
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TABLE 21 UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL OF NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 

a. BfKn~fBH~L Off1ceSLabs'~M~Pl'fR£~ WkshpsStoresMiscl.Teaoh. 
cc6m. • 

CLINICAL 28.1 ~8.4 1.0 4·8 3.3 6.9 8.3 9.2 100 
44.2 

rARACLINICAL 15.2 ~4'2 t· 1 1. 6 3.5 6.7 8.3 20.1 100l 4 .2 

. PRECLINICAL" 11.8 18.6 ~'2 6.1 2.1 3.8 4.0 50.1 100 
28.2 

BASIC SCIENCE+ 13.5 26.6 ~.8 6·2 2.8 5.3 6.2 35.1 leO 
37.3 approx. ) 

CENTRAL 5.3 20.2 20.0 54.5 100 

WHOLE SCHOOL 12.1% 26.1% 1.~ 3.7% 1.0% 3.4% 12.2% 38.3% 10c:% 
31. 0 

b. x~p~n~~O~n.1ENT 

CLINICAL 37.4 24·2 2' t 21.6 31.3 34.3 11. 5 4.1 16.9% 
23. 

~p ARACLINICAL 26.4 29.2 50.0 44.9 44.4 43.1 15.2 11.5 22.1%l 
"PRECLINICllL" 19.3 14.7 40.1 33.5 24.3 22.6 6.8 27.0 20.7% 

BASIC SCIENCE++ 45.7 43.9 20•1 
50.6 

78.4 68.1 65.7 22.0 38.5 42.~~ 

CENTRAL 16.9 ~1.2 66.5 51.4 40.3% 
25.8 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100.0% 

Souroe: Appendioes 11 & 17 

See Footnote, Table 17 

+ Average of Parao1inica1 & "Preclinioa.1". 
++Tota.l of " & " 
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TABLE 22 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 
hypothetical school type 1. 

a. ~±K~§W~L OffiCeSLabS·~gg~!.1R€~. WkshpsStoresMiscl.Teaoh. 

CLINICAL 27.9 41. 8 ~.2 ~.2 3.7 2.3 11.9 100 
54.2 

, 
BASIC SCIENCE 8.5 21. 0 t'2 ~!2 0.6 6.4 0.5 47.6 100 

3 .4 

CENTRAL 6.2 l2.!...<L-:- 2.5 26.0 45.9 100 

WHOLI~ SCHOOL 12.2% 22,1% 3.~ 2.3% 1.2% r<t • , 
10~ 3.4~ 10.2% 38.6~ 

34.40 

b. m~H~¥c)N1JENT 

CLINICAL 53.3 ~8.~ 2~.0 ~l,1 25.3 5.2 7.2 23.3% 
3).7 

BASIC SCIENCE 28.1 ~1·4 1:2. 0 68.~ 21.8 74.7 2.3 49.6 40.37;', 
42.7 

CENTRAL 18.6 24.3 
20.6 

78.2 92.5 43.2 36. 4?~ 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100. O?~ 

Source: Appendices 12 & 18 

See Footnote, Table 17 
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U.S. DEPARTHEFT OF HE,',LTII, EDUC.\TINT, AND WELFI).RE 
hypothetical school type 2(with multidisoipline teac~~~u.) 

o. ~fKn~ffiH~L OfficeSLabs.~lffiPl·iR5h WkshpsStoresMiscl.Teach. 
a 6 a • co m. 

CLINICAL 27.9 ~1·8 ~!2 ~.2 3.7 2.3 11.9 100 
54.2 

BASIC SCIENCE 11.6 ~6.0 1. 6 2·1 0.0 fl.7 0.7 28.3 100 
49.9 

CENTRAL 5.2 16.2 2.1 21.7 54.8 100 

WHOLE SClIOOL 12.7% 20.2~ 2.1~ 2.1% 1.2% 3 • 6% 10. 6% 3 G • 2<}~ 100% 
35. Till 

d. ~~8~~~Cm.~NT 

CLINICAL 53.3 28'2 2~.0 21.1 25.3 5.2 7.9 24. 2/~ 
3 .7 

BASIC SCIENCE 28.1 :21·4 12. 0 68·2 21.8 74.7 2.3 23.9 30.6% 
42.7 

CENTRAL 18.6 24.3 
20.6 

78.2 92.5 68.2 45.2% 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100.0% 

Source: Appendices 12 & 18. 

See Footnote, Table 17 
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(1) DIVISIONAL STRrCTURES 

CLINICAL DIVISIOn: 

Clinical Offices~ 

Average 28.8?~~ Range l8.8~· (St.Andrews) - 36.47, (Edinburgh): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 27.9'1. 

St.Andrews gives a comparatively low figure of 18. 8~·:··. The reduced 

Clinical Office percentage for St.Andrcws is du.e in part to 0. very 

large area of Clinical Laboratories. The other four SC~OOl9 are in 

closer proximity to each other, and, if St.Andrews' percentage is 

disregarded, they give a Clinical Office mean of 3l.45~. The average 

and the mean percentages for the British schools correspond fairly 

closely with that of the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W., and emphasi~e the 

importance placed on the provision of Offices in Clinical dep~rtments, 

in both countries. 

The Clinical Office Avere,ge (28. 9'/~) and the General Laboratory 

Average (47.1)~ - see below) may be used to arrive at a Clinical 

Office! General Laboratory ratio. Based on these two Averages, 

Clinical Offices are approxima tely 61~:; of the size of Clinical General 

Laboratories. Using a similar procedure for the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W., 

Clinical Offices are 511 of the size of the hypothetical school's 

Clinical General Laboratories; as applied to St.Andrews, the 

Clinical Office! General Laboratory ratio is 31~~ - it is considerably 

less than any of the other medical schools. 



Clinical Labqratories: 
(1) 
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General Labs: Average 47.1';,: Range 37.37' (Edinburgh) - 60.9%(St.Andrews)~ 

U.S. Dept. Qf H.E.W. 54.2~. 
(2) 

,\ctual Labs: Average 39. 5?~; Range 29.4?~ (~~dinburgh) - 49.51 (St. Andrews); 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 47.8/. 

Supplementary La.b. Accom: Average 2.<Y;0: U.S. Dept. of H.E.V/. 3.2;0. 

Ancillary Labs: Average 5.5~: U.S. Dept. of H.E.II. 3.2j:' 

The percentages for General and Actual Laboratories are widely 

distributed. In contrast with its low Clinical Office peroentage, 

St.Andrews gives a high General Laboratory figLrre: the other sohools 

are a little closer around a General Vlbora tory mean of 43.6%. 

The Actual Laboratory mc~n is the same as the average, althol1gh the 

figure can only be regarded as very approximate. 

Supplementary and Ancillary Laboratory percentages are fairly 

constant for all schools. \7here a discrepancy does occur, it ia 

generally larger or smaller in proportion to the size of the Actual 

Laboratory accommodation. Based on the above Average percentages 

for Actual, Supplementary, and Ancillary laboratories, the following 

is a Clinical L~boratory structure for the British schools oxamined: 

Actual Labs. (Av. 39. 5~~) 84. (J)~ ) 
Supplementary Lab. Accom. (Av. 2.CJfo) 4. 37~ ) lO~:, 

Anc illary Labs. (Av. 5 5""')' • 1,1 11. 7~~ ) 

1.& Reference should be m~de to the earlier definitions of the 
2. terms General and Actual Laboratories. 
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Clinical Workshops: 

Average 3.47:: Hange 2.2'}·: (Sheffield) - 4.47', (\'lalos). 

Workshops are consistentl~r provided in all of the Eri tish modical schools; 

the American school makes no provision. The mean is the same as 

the average. 

Clinical Stores: 

Average 6. %: R:1.nge 1.8// (Sheffield) - 9.7% (St.Andrews) I 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 3.7f. 

Sheffield is very low, and, if it is disregarded, the other schools 

provide a mean of 8.2;1. It might be expected that Stores would be 

proportionally the same,in relation to General Laboratories,for all 

medic~l schools: the percentages of the schools examined do not 

bear this out, and it reflects a general lack of agreement on what 

amount of storage should be provided in the Clinical divisions. 

Based on the averages for Clinical Stores (6.~~) and for Clinioal 

General Laboratories (47.1;:.), Clinical Stores are approximately 

l5~:: of the size of Clinical General Labor2.tories; for the British 

schools examined. The ratio of Clinical Stores/ General LaboI'lltorios 

for the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. is 7c/; by comparison with the British 

schools, this fieure appears to be disproportional to the amount 

of General Laboratories provided. 

Clinical "Hiscellaneous": 

Average 6.61: Range cy/ (Wales) - l2.Z;~ (Edinburgh): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 2.3%. 

The wide variation in schools' percentages could be due to the 

different types of accommodation that go to make up "Miscellaneous". 
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The mean is the same as the average, although the figure is only 

very approximate. 

As mentioned previously, much of the "J'~isco11aneous" category 

is comprised of staff amenities ,and the variation could indicate 

some uncertainty by schools as to whether stuff amenities should 

be provided in the department, or be centrnliz8d. Edinburgh has 

a comparatively high "Hiscellaneous" percentage (12.2%) and it would 

seem to suggest that a large school with correspondingly large 

departments would tend to provide separate accommodation for these 

departments; a small to medium school would tend to centralize for economy 

and because distances within the school would probably be less. 

Clinical Teaching: 

Average 1.25;;: Range 3.4r~ (Sheffield) - 14.3% (Wales): 

U.S. DeTlt. of H.E.W. 11.% 

Wales is high, und, if it is disregarded, the other schools provide 

a more representative mean of 5.57:;' The U.S. Dept. of II.E.n. is higher 

than. the British average and mean, although it is fairly close to 

the Clinical Teaching percentage for Newcastle (9. 27,). 
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PAR\CLINICAL (and/or Basic Science) DIVISION: 

Paraclinic~l(B.S.) Offices= 

Average 15.95',;: Hanga 11.1~1{, (St.Andraws) - 25.51~ (Wales): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W.8.5%. 

Under Divisional Structures, the British average for Paraolinical(B.s.) 

Offices is approximately half of that for Clinical Offices, but, 

if they are viewed in the Category Apportionment tables, Cffices in the 

Paraclinical(B.S.) division will be seen to make up a sizable peroentage 

of the medical schools' total Offic~ areas. The "reduced" 

Paraclinical(B.S.) Office percentage in the Divisional St~lcture 

tables is due to a substantial "increase" in L[l.borlltory and Teaching 

areas over those of the Clinical division. For Wales, the 

Paraclinical(B.S.) Laboratory and Teaching percentages are comparatively 

low in its Divisional Structure table, with the result that the school's 

percentage for Paraclinical(B.S.) Offices is well above the average. 

If Wales is disregarded, and if newcastle's Pnraclinic[l.l (discounting 

Preclinical) Office percentage is used, the British schools provide 

a fairly consistent Paraclinical (B. S.) Office mean of 13.9'/. This 

percentage would apply to "Clinical" schools only. 

Based on the averages for Paraolinical(B.S.) Offices(15.~~) and for 

Paraclinical(B.S.) General Lahoratories (44.9i~ - see below), Paraclinical 

(B.S.) Offices are approximately 35~ of the size of Paraclinical(B.S.) 

General Laboratories. This ratio is much smaller than that for the 

Clinical division, and it reflects the big "increase" of Pa.raclinical(n.s) 

Genera.l Laboratories over those of Clinical. For the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W., 

the Paraclinical(B.S.) Office/ General Laboratory ratio is 23~r., a. fib~re 



which is fairly close to St.Andrews' ratio of 2~~. St.Andrews' ratio 

is again well below that of the other British schools. 

The Divisional Structure Offioe percentage for the U.S. Dept. of 

H.E.W. School Type I (traditional laboratories) is lower than 

all of the British schools' Office percentages; this ~ercentage also 

contrasts very noticeably wi th the high Office percentage in the 

hypothetical school's Clinical division. 

Paraclinical(B.S.) Laaoratories: 
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General Labs: Average 44.9;::,~ Range 36.7;· (Wales) - 55.9;'~ (St.Andrews): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 36.4~;,;. 

Actual Labs: Average 35.0'/·: Range 26.6~:', (Newcastle) - 47.7'i:~ (St.Andrews): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 21.0%. 
Supplementary Lab. Accom: Average 5.2~~: U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 5.5?~. 

Ancillary Laboratories: Average 4.7/': U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 3.9'};~. 

It is difficult to perceive a positive grouping for the percentages 

in this category and it is neccssary,therefore, to have regard 

to the other sub-heading categories for Laboratory percentages. 

In all divisions, St.Andrews provides high Laboratory percentages, 

and it is likely that the school's percentages for Parac1inica1(B.s.) 

Laboratories will also be higher than the general trend shown by 

the other schools. It can also he seen that Newcastle provides a 

much smaller Paraclinical(B.S.) General Laboratory percentage than 

does the school for Paraclinica1 without the Preclinical division. 

Newcastle's Preclinical division has a small percentage provision 

of General Laboratories and a correspondingly high percentage for 

Teaching, and it is apparent that the "inclusion" of Preclinical in with 
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the Paraclinical division has caused the"reducation"in the overall 

Paraclinical(B.S.) General Laboratory percentage. If St.Andrews 

is disregarded on the above assumption, and if Newcastle's Paraclinicnl 

(only) percentage is considered, 4 schools provide a mean for 

General Laboratories of 44.4~;. This would apply to "Clinical" sohools 

only. 

Following a similar line of reasoning for Actual Laboratories, 

4 schools - St.Andrews disregarded, Newcastle's Paraclinical (only) 

percentage used - provide an Actual Laboratory mean of 33.8/i ("Clinical" 

schools only). 

Based on the Paraclinical(B.S.) averages for Actual, Su)plementary, 

and Ancillary Laboratories, the following is the Paraclinical(B.s.) 

Laboratory structure for the British schools examined: 

Actual Labs. (Av. 35.~;) 

Supplementary Lab. Accom. (Av. 5.271,) 

Ancillary Labi. (Av.4.7%) 

78.cr,; 
11. 6~; 

10. 41~ 

) 

) 100'/0 

) 

It is noticeabill that Ancill1rY Laboratories are present in 

approximately the same proportions in both the Clinical and the 

Paraclinical(B.S.) divisions whereas Supplementary Laboratory 

Accommodation in the Paraclinical(B.S.) division is almost three 

times the percentage amount of that in the Clinical division. Much 

of the"extra ll Supplementary Laboratory accommodation in 

Parac1inical(B.S.) could be attributed to the amount of preparation 

and reception areas required in connection with routine laboratory work 

undertaken in this division. 



Parn.clinical(B.S.) Workshops~ 

Average 1.9;'{,~ Range O.8;~: (Sheffield) - 2~8</~ (Hewcqstle): 

60/ U.S. Dept. of II.E.W. O. I'. 

All schools provide Paracl:i.nical(B.S.) Workshops. These make up a 

very small proportion of the division's total area, and, as sho~~ 

in the Appendix area tables, they are usually concentrated in one or 

two departments (espeoially Medical Physics). If Newcastle's 

Parac1inical (only) Workshop percentage is used, the 5 British schools 

provide a mean of 2.0{. This would apply to "Clinical" schools only. 
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Paraclinical(B.S.) Store8~ 

Average 7.~~: Range 503j:; (Newcastle) - 12.77~ (Edinburgh): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 6.4%. 

The percentage for Edinburgh is higher than for the other schools; if it 

is disregarded, the other Britinh schools provide a mean of 7.1%. 

This would apply to "Clinioal" schools only (Newcastle's Parac1inica1 -

only - percentage is used). 

Based on the averages for Parac1inical(B.S.) General Laboratories 

and Paraclinical(B.S.) Stores, the Paraclinical(B.S.) Stores/ General 

Labora tories ratio is 1£31::. This is a little higher than the Clinical 

ratio, although both Paraclinical(B.S.) and Clinical Stores/ General 

Lahoratories ratios are fairly close to the U.G.C. 's suggested figure 

of 15% (see Appendix 6). The Paraclinical(B.S.) Stores/ General 

Laboratories ratio for the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. is l4~;'~. 
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Paraclinical (B. S.) "}fiscellaneous: 

Average 5.7~~): Range 2.37, (St.Andrews) - 7.8?~ (Wales): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. O~5%. 

Four schools are in close proximity to the average, and they provide 

a mean of 7.2'}1.,. This would apply to "Clinical" schools only (Newoastle's 

Paraclinical - only - percentage is used); St.lmdrews' percentage is 

considerably lower than the other schools ~nd it is disregarded. 

The greater consistency of "~,Iiscellaneous" percentages in the 

Paraclinical(B.S.) division, by comparison with those in the Clinical 

division, is due no doubt to the fact that the Paraclinical(B.S.) 

departments are, on the whole, l~rger than the Clinical departments 

and,in accordance \'lith the earlier remarks under "Clinical Hiscellaneous", 

it is more likely that the larger departments would provide sep~rate 

amenities for their staff. 

St.Andrews' low "}!Iiscellaneous" percentage points to a different 

approach in the pla~~~ing of its school. Standardization has 

been noted previously in the school's planning and scheduling, and it 

is apparent that staff amenities for both the Clinical and Paraclinical 

(B.S.) divisions have alao been scheduled under an adopted ~olic~. 

of centralization. The Paraclinical(B.S.) accommodation of some 

medical schools includes patient accommodation in tho departments; 

St.Andrews does not provide this accommodation in its Paraclinical(B.S.) 

division. A similar approach to that of St.Andrews is also apparent 

in the hypothetical school of the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 
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Paraclinical(B.S.) Teaching: 

Average 23.71-: Range 19. CY,:~' (Wales) - 35.1% (Newcastle): St.Andrews 23.2% 
is the highest "Clinical" school: 

U.S. Dept. of HoEoW. School 1 47.6%, School 2 28.3%. 

The four "Clinical" schools closely approximate the average. lTewcastle, 

the only "Full Curriculum" school does not, 3.nd again it gives a 

closer resemblance to the U.S. Dept. of HoE.W. Newcastle's Paraclinical 

(only) Teaching percentage of 20.1Y, is, however, very close to those 

of the other four schools, and it combines to provide a very consistent 

mean of 20.7% (for "Clinical" schools only). 

The U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. is well above the British average. 

The very high percentage is due to the integration of the "PreClinical" 

subjects (Anatomy, Physiology, etc.) with the other "Paraclinica1" 

scienoes. The medical school Type 2 (with central multidiscipline 

laboratories) gives a much reduced percentage, but this is still 

well above the British average. 



CEUTRAL DIVISION: 

Central Offices: 

Average 1.8%: Range 1.5~~ (Edinburgh) - 20.~ (Y/ales): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 6.0~. 

Three "Clinical" schools give a mean of 4. 3~:'; Wales is exceptionally 

high and it is discounted. In all schools,"Central Offices"refers 

to medical school administration offices (only), and the Divisional 

Structure (and Category Apportionment) tables give a good indication 

of the relative size of this facility in each of the medical schools 
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examined. newcastle's Office percentage is very close to the "Clinical" 

schools' mean. 

Central Laboratories: 

General Labs: Average 24.l~:;: Range 15.7% (Wales) - 28. 9i~ (Edinburgh): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 19.4~<. 

In keeping with a high Central Office percentage, Wales shows a much 

lower percentage for Central Laboratories by comparison with the 

other schools. This low General Laboratory percentage for the school 

is indicative of animal quarters which are considerably smaller than 

are those of the other medical schools. The other "Clinical" schools 

provide a mean of 28.2~ (Newcastle is not considered). 

It will bo noted th2.t, under "Central Laboratories", no attempt 

is made to categorise the individual Actual, Supplementary, and 

Ancillary Laboratories. In all schools, "Central Laboratories" 

applies mainly to animal quarters; no attempt has been made to 

"categorise" these facilities. 

The two "Full Curriculum" schools Newcastle and the U.S. Dept. of 

H.E.W. are both very close around a Central Laboratory figure of 2~~. 
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Central Workshops: 

AveragG 4.4r;': Range CJf; (Newcastle, St.Andrews) - 10.2;b (Sheffield): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. ~. 

Central Workshop provision is so variable that the a.verage cannot 

be taken as a representative figure. Two schools provide no Central 

Workshop accommodation and it is clear that there is no general 

agreement as to whether, or not, workshops should be provided centrally, 

or, if they are provided, what the relative size of this accomModation 

should be. 4 "Clinical" schools provide a mean of 5.5~ although this 

can only be taken as being very approximate. 

Central stores: 

Only Sheffield and Edinburgh schedule Central storage: 1.OJ~ and 3.o;~ 

respectively. The mean is the same as the averaGe although, as for 

Workshops, it is only very approximate. All ochools' percentages 

indicate a preferen~e for storage in the department. 

Central "1.!iscel1aneous": 

Average 19.81~: Range 12.3% (Sheffield) - 25.77'· (Edinburgh): 

U • S • Dep t • 0 f H. E. W. 26 • 01-.• 
The accommodation in this categor~r pertains mostly to amenities, 

maintenance, and photography. Percentages in the upper part of the 

range indicate a greater emphasis,~y these schools,on the centralization 

and sharing of the abovementioned facilities. 

The 4 "Clinical" schools provide a mean of 19.~ which is, 

by coincidence, exactly the same as the average. 
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Central Teaching: 

Average 43.2%: Range 36.9% (Edinburgh) - 54.5% (Newcastle): St.And. 43.8%: 
u.s. Dept. of H.E.W. School 1 45.9f~, School 2 54.4%. 

Four schools (Newcastle the exception) are closely aligned and give 

precise mean of 40.47'~. All of the schools' percentages, here, are in 

keeping with their character. The four "Clinical" schools all closely 

approximate the mean; Newcastle, the only British "Full Curriculum" 

school, has the highest percentage which is an indication of its 

centralized multidiscipline teaching laboratories. Newcastle's 

percentage is very close to that of the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. School 2 

(with multidiscipline laboratories), and it is evident that there is 

a teaching affinity between these schools. 



W:~OLE SCHOOL (Divisional Structures): 

Whole School Offices: 

Average 16.1;;: Range 9. 3~ (St. Andrews ) - 25. 87~ ('Nales): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. l2.2~. 

The mean for the "Clinica.l" schools is l4.o;~; Wales is fa.irly high 

and it is discounted. Hewcastle I s Office percentage (12. 7~~) is a.lmost 

identical with that of the U.S. Dept. of H.E.iT. There seems to be 

a general agreement between the British schools on the overall 

ratio of Office provision; St.Andrews is, perhaps, the exception. 

The mean shows no appreciable difference from that of the American 

hypothetical school. 

Based on the averages for vVhole School Offices and ~fuole School 

General Laboratories (38.01£ - see below), ~~ole School Offices 
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are approximately 42f· of the size of Whole School General Lab ora. tories, 

for the British schools examined. For the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W., the 

Vlhole School Office/ General Laboratory ratio is approximately 351S. 

St.Andrews, with an Office/ General Laboratory ratio of 21%, is again 

much the lowest of the medical schools examined. 

Whole School Laboratories: 

General Labs; Average 38.0;{.: Range 31. 6% (Newcastle) - 45.0')') (St.Andrews): 

U. S. Dept. of H. E. w. 34.4j:;. 
Actual Labs: Average 32.oi: Range 26.1~'. (newca.stle) - 39.6,;'~ (St.Andrews): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 29.1~. 

Supplementary Lab. Accom: Average 2.~:~: U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 3.of,. 
Ancillary Laboratories: Average 3.2%: U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 2.3;~. 
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A general pattern appears to emerge for the "Clinical" schools and these, 

with the exception of Wales, give General and Aotual Laboratory means 

of 42.1;~, and 35.8~; respeotively. The "Full Curriculum" schools are 

also similar; the American School Type 2 provides 4.2~ more Actual 

La~oratories but the same ratio amount of Supplementary and Ancillary 

Laboratories as Newcastle. 

ila1es, with high Office percentages (for the \lhole School and in 

all divisions), provides relatively less laboratory area than any of the 

other British schools. Newcastle's General and Actual Laboratory 

percentages are slightly less than are those of Wales, but this is 

due to a substantial "increase" of teaohing areas in the "Full Curriculum" 

sohool necessitated by the inclusion of the Preclinical years. 

Supplementary Laboratory accommodation, although making up only 

a small percentage of the schools' totals, varies somewhat between 

the schools. It is noticeab~ that St.Andrews provides the highest 

Actual Laboratory percentage, but the lowest figure for Supplementary 

Laboratories. This is contrary to expectation and it could suggest, 

in this instance, a higher degree of standardization in keeping with 

other plannine'provisions in the school. The percentages for Ancillary 

Laboratories are very consistent in all schools. 

Based on the Whole School averages for Actual, Supplementary, 

and Ancillary Laboratories, the following is the vVhole Sohool 

Laboratory structure for the Britioh schools 
(1) 

Actual Labs. (Av. 32.07~) 

Supplementary Lab. Accom. (Av. 

Ancillary Labs. (Av. 
2.8%) 

examined~ 

84.2% ) 
7.47; ) 
6.4~~) ) 

lOolv 

1. The percentage for Actual Laboratories will be slightly high due to 
there being no "Actual, Supplementary, and Ancillary" Laboratory 
breakdown in the Central division. 
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Vlhole School Workshops: 

Average 2. 9';~: Range 1. 2;:~ (St.Andrews) - 4. 2~~ (Sheffield): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 1.25'~. 

The 4 "Clinical" schools provide a fairly consistent mean of 3.2%. 

Whole School Stores: 

Average 5. 3~: Range 3.47£ (l:rewoastle) - 8.31; (Edinburgh): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 3.4';". 

The large amount of storage in Edinburgh's Faraclinical(B.S.) division 

accounts for its large Whole School percentage. The other "Clinical" 

schools provide a mean of 5.~~. Based on the averages for iVhole School 

stores and General Lab ora tories (38. C:5'n, the Vlhole School 3tores/ 

General Laboratories ratio is 14~';) for the British schools examined. 

For the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. the stores/ Genera.l Laboratory ratio is 950. 

'Whole School "Miscellaneous ll
: 

Average 10.9%: Range 8.0% (Wales) - l3.~b (Edinburgh): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 10.2~. 

The schools' percentages are evenly displaced around the average. Too 

great a store cannot be placed on this oonsistency because of the 

various inclusions of areas in the 1I1r.iscellaneous" category. Amenities 

are, however, the biggest item by far and the average gives some 

indication of the amount of provision for this faoility. The 4 "Clinical" 

schools provide a mean of 10. 67~. Newcastle is close to this figure. 

\/ho1e School Teaching: 

Average 26.7'1:: Range 19. e;,{' (Edinburgh) - 38. 3:-~ (Newcastle): St.And. 28. 2?~: 

U. S. Dept. of H. E. W. School 1 38. 6~!', School 2 36. 2~S. 

Earlier remarks made under "Central Teaching" also apply to this 

category. The 4 IIClinical ll schools give a mean of 23.~~. The percentages 

for Newcastle and the U.S. Dept. of H.E.l,'/. are again very close. 
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(2 ) CATEGORY APPORTImJ.'IENT 

OFFICES: 

Offices - Clinical: 

Average 41.21:~ Range 27.2% (Wales) - 67.4% (Edinburgh): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 53.3~ 

The percentages of all schools are scattered. Edinburgh is extremely 

high however, and, if it is disregarded, the other schools provide 

a mean of 34.7;/. The most notable feature of the Office - Clinical 

Apportionment is that of a wide differential between the U.S. Dept. of 

H.E. W. and the British average (and mean). \lith the exception of 

Edinburgh, the highest percentage for the British schools is 

approximately 135S leS8 than the hypothetical American school. 

Offices - Paraclinical(B.S.): 

Average 45.1;:'.: Range 29.81 (Edinburgh) - 54.~ (Wales): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 28.11. 

Edinburgh's high Clinical percentage is offset by a relatively low 

figure for Paraclinical(B.S.); if it is disregarded, the other 

schools provide a mean of 48.9i~. The previous difference noted between 

the British and the American schools for Clinical Office Apportionment 

applies conversely in the case of the Paraclinical(n.S.) Office 

Apportionment. The difference,in the relative emphasese on Clinical 

and Paraclinical(B.S.) Office Apportionments, is one of the most 

outstanding observed, in this analysis, between the British schools 

and the hypothetical school of the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 
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Offices - Central~ 

Average 13.7~: Range 2.8~, (Edinburgh) - 18.6% (Wales): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 18.6%. 

Four schools (Edinburgh the exception) provide a mean of 16.5%. 

LABORATORIES (Category Apportionment): 

Laboratories - Clinical: 

General Labs: Average 26.1%: Range 23.6% (Newcastle) - 28.7~; (Edinburgh): 

U. S. Dept. of H.E. w. 36.7% 

Actual Labs: Average 26.1%: Range 24.910 (Newcastle) - 26.~~ (Sheffield): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 38.3%. 

The ranges for General and Actual Laboratories show all British 

schools to be closely distributed around the average which is one 

of the most precise for the C~tegory Apportionment tables. The mean 

is, therefore, the same as the average(for Actual and General Laboratories). 

From previously, the Clinical Divisional Structures have been shown 

to v~ry in the British schools, but there seems to be a general 

agreement on the ratios of Clinical Lab ora tories/ Vlhole School 

Laboratory areas. Coincidentally, the General and Actual Clinical 

Laboratory Apportionments are exactly the same. The U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 

differs considerably from the British figures. 

Supplementary and Ancillary Laboratory areas are small and no 

attempt is made to generali~e on the respective figures in the 

Category Apportionment tables. The importance of these laboratories 

to the functional efficiency of Actual Laboratories,in all divisions, 

should be emphasized however. 
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Laborntories - Paraclinical(B.S.): 

General Labs~ Average 52.6;:>~ Range 47.2'1~ (St.Lndrews) - 62.4'J~ (Ii/ales): 

U.S. Dept. of H.Z.W. 42.7~ 

Actual Labs: Average 48.6),;: Range 43. ~~ (Newcastle) - 59. 2<j~ (Wales): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 37.4;~. 

For General and Actual Laboratories, 4 schools closely approximate 

the averages and provide meana. 9f'50.2~ and 46.~ respectively (Wales 

is the exception in both cases). 

The tabulated Paraclinical(B.S.) percentages for Supplementary 

and Ancillary Laboratories are approximately tWiCd those for the Clinical 

division, giving an "increase" which is proportionally similar 

to that of Paraclinical(B.S.) Actual Laboratories over Clinical 

Actual laboratories. 

Laboratories - Central: 
(1 ) 

General Labs: Average 21.2<}b: Range 11.5 (Wales) - 25. ~~ (Newcastle): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 20.6%. 

Actual La~~' Average 25.3%: }lange 14.1% (Wales) - 31.2% (Newcastle): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 24.3%. 

If the low Wales· percentages are excluded, the other schools provide 

means of 23.7';;:~ for General Laboratories and 28.1% for Actual Laboratories. 

1. The same Central Laboratory area is used in the calculations for 
General and Actual Laboratory Category Apportionments. 
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WORKSHOPS (Category ApportiorU'lent): 

Clinical: Range 10.57; (Sheffield) - 31.35;' (l~ewcastle): u.s. Dept. 0%. 

Paraclinical (B. S. ): Range 9.15'~(Sheffield) - 70. 4;i(st.Andrews):U. S. Dept..-
Z.L.8'JJ. 

Central: Range Ci%(Newcastle & St.Andrews) - 80.4~·~(Sheffield): U.S. Dept-
-r tl. 2'}S. 

General Comment: Earlier remarks made under Divisional Struotures 

(Central) as to the lack of consistency in the amounts of Workshop 

provision made by medical schools are born out by the Category 

Apportionment percentages. The areas are small, and there is no 

apparent consistency between any of the schools examined. Sheffield 

notioeabl,y centralizes the largest proportion of its Workshops. 

STORES: 

Clinical: Range 9.5~~ (Sheffield) - 43.8;<· (St.Andrews): u.S. Dept. 25.3;{·. 

Paraclinic2.l(B.S.): Range 56.2~:' (St.Andrews) - 81.45~ (Sheffield): 
U.S. Dept. 74.7~. 

Central: Range Cf'/v (Wales, N'ewcastle, St.Andrews) - 10.5% (Edinburgh): 
U. S. Dept. Ol~. 

General Comment: The areas are again too small to generalize. Only 

two British schools provide any Central Storage, and this is a very 

small Apportionment in both cases. All of the schools examined 

provide for the largest amount of Storage in the Paraclinical(B.S.) 

division, although,it should be noted that the percentages of the 

schools fluctuate widely in this division. 
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"MISCELLAJ~OUS" ( Category Apportionment): 

Clinical: Range O/~ (Wales) - 26.37; (Edinburgh): U.S. Dept. 5.21; 

Paraclinical(B.S.): Range 7.4% (St.Andrews) - 53.8% (Wales): U.S. Dept. 
2. 3~~. 

Central: Range 46.2% (Sheffield, Wales) - 90.3~~ (St.Andrews):U.S. Dept. 
92.5%. 

General Comment: The general tendency is for schools to provide for 

most of their "Hiscellaneous" in the Central division; Wales is the 

exception. As suggested by its Divisional Structure, St.Andrews gives 

the very high ratio of 90.3~~~ in the Category Apportionment table. 

The U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. also provides a very high "Eiscellaneous"Central 

Category Apportionment. 

TEACHING: 

Teaching - Clinica~: 

Average 6.0%: Range 2.~f (Sheffield) - 13.2% (Wales): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. School 1 7.2%, School 2 7.'J7~. 

Vlales is noticea.bly higher than the other schools and, if its percentage 

is disregarded, the other 3 "Clinical" schools give a mean of 4.~·:;. 

The low Category Apportionment Teaching percentage corresponds with 

an equally low Teaching figure under Divisional Structures. Both tables 

indicate the small amount of Clinical medical school accommodation 

that is required for formal teaching on tho Clinical subjects, the 

bulk of teaching being undertaken by ward apprenticeship, and,in 

teaching accommodation located in the immediate vicinity of the ward. 

Newcastle's percentage is almost exactly the same as the "Clinical" 

schools' mean, but by comparison with the "Clinical" schools, newcastle 

does in effect provide proportionally more Clinical teaching 



accommodation than its percentage indicates. A truer indication of 

the ratio of Newcastle's Clinical Teaching Apportionment might be 

given if the Preclinical teaching areas (including multidiscipline 

laboratories) are discounted from the total teaching area; the 

Clinical Teaching Apportionment would then become 8.5~ (see also 

later discussion under "Student RatiOS"). 

The Clinical Teaching Apportionment for the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 

exceeds the percentages of all of the British schools with the 

exception of Wales, and it confirms the hypothetical school's high 

Divisional Structure Clinical percentage. The Teaching percentages 

for the U.S. Dept. of H.:!::.W. indicate: (1) a more liberal provision 

of Clinical Teaching accommodation than is scheduled for the British 

schools, and (2) a greater emphasis on the formal aspect of Clinical 

teaching, that is, lectures, discussions, practical work,etc. 

Teaching - Paraclinical(B.S.): 

Average 39.6j~:,Ra.~ge 31.2% ~St.Andrews) ... 45.oc;; (Wales): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. School 1 49.6~, School 2 23.97;~,. 

Three "Clinical" schools approximate the a.verage and they provide 

a mean of 42.~f, (St.Andrews is disregarded). 

Teaching - Central(n.S.): 

Average 54.4%: Range 41.&;," (Wales) - 65.l~ (St.Andrews): 

U.S. Dept. of :-I.E.W. School 1 43.2%, School 2 68.21~. 
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St.Andrews' Paraclinical(B.S.) Teaching percentage is low; the school's 

Central Teaching percentage is correspondingly high, and it is likely 

that a more representative grouping would be provided by the other 

"Clinical" schools. The mean is therefore 49.95; ("Clinic9-1" schools only~. 



Contrary to expectation, the Central Teaching Apportionment 

for Kewcastle (57.4%) differs considerably from that of the U.S. 

Dept. of II.E.W. School 2 (68.2%), although both schools provide 

multidiscipline laboratories. 

WHOLE SCHOOL (Category Apportionment): 

\'{hole School - Clinical: 

Average 21.67~: Range 16.91 (Newca.stle) - 29.8)'(, (Edinburgh): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. School 1 23.31c-, School 2 24.2%. 
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Newcastle's "full Curriculum" structure accounts for its lovI percentage. 

It is interesting to observe that the school's Clinical Apportionment 

is 21.4% when "Preclinical" is deleted from the total area; the figure 

corresponds closely with three of the other "Clinical" schools. 

Previously, Edinburgh has been shown to have hieh Office par~8ntages 

in both the Divisional Structure and the Category Apportionment tables. 

If Edinburgh is discounted, the other three "Clinical" schools provide 

a mean of 20. 5~~. 

The percentage for the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. is very close to the 

British mean, but, as this school includes "Preclinical" dopartments, 

the actual size of its Clinical division relative to the area of the 

Vfuole School is considerably above that of the British schools, 

including Newcastle. These "Whole School" percentages also support 

an earlier observation on the apparently greater Clinical emphasis 

in the American hypothetical school. 



\1ho1e School - Paraclinica1(n.S.): 

Average 44.~: Range 37.9;·~ (St.Andrews) - 54.~,; (Wales): 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. School 1 40.3, School 2 30.6%. 

Wales is noticeably low under Central Vllio1e School Apportionments 

(following), and it is high for its Parac1inical(B.S.) Whole School 

Apportionment. It is likely, therefore, that the other 3 "Clinical" 

schools will provide a more representative mean in both divisions, 

the Pa.raclinical(B.S.) mean is 42.27:\. JTewcastlels Paraclinical(I3.S.) 

Apportionment percentage is very close to this figure. 

Wnole School - Central: 

Average 33.51: Range 23.75~ (Vvales) - 41.9 (St.Andrews): 

U.S. Dept. of E.~.W. School 1 36.4%, School 2 45.2%. 

The "Clinical" school mean is 34. 5~j (Wales is disregarded). 
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STAFF AND STUDENT DENSITY RATIOS 

None of the staff and student ratios discussed in Chapter 2 

takes any account of their relationships to medical sohool areas; 

such a procedure would be necessary if they were to be viewed in 

their fullest perspective. It would make an interesting study but 

it could not be undertaken because of the complicated procedures 

that would have been involved in obtaining information on the areas 
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of the medical schools. In conneotion with the medical sohools analysed 

in this chapter, an attempt of this nature is made to relate their 

staff and student numbers to the respective areas that they use. 

STAFF: 

Eased on the staff numbers and the medical school areas listed in 

Appendix 27, a number of ratios are provided in Table 23 showing 

various areas availa.bleper staff member. Only full.time academic staff 

are considered in these ratios which are all eaoulated by dividing 

the respective areas used,by the total number of statf using these 
. (1) 

areas (Clinical, Paraclinical, Preclinical, or All}. The present 

and the future importance of research in medical schools was underlined 

in the previous chapter and special reference is made to the density 

ratios for research areas and research laboratories. The following 

ratio headings are used in Table 23 (a brief discussion will also be 

made on the figures under each of these headings): 

1. All Teaching areas (designated "T" in Appendioes tables 7 to 12) 
are excluded in these calculations. 



TABLE 23 

Edinburgh 

Wales 

Sheffield 

St.Andrews 

Newcastle 

Ratios of Paraclinical(n.S.)/ Clinical academia staff & 
various ratios of available net areal academic staff 
member. Souroe: Appendix 27. 
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0.5:1 ~a?~t./ ~~?ft./ C·d~~ft/C·~~?ft/~~~ft./ ~~~ft./ 
ffi~~{r ffi~~~~r P·~~?ft/P·~~;ft/ffi~~ar ~~~~r 

~~~~~r ~~~~r 

2.0 :1 ~~?~t. ~~?ft. C.840 C.385 ~~~ft. ~~{ft. 
P·~~~ft.P·~~?ft. 

1.6 :1 lll~ FO C.140 C.4l0 ~11ft. 620 sq. t. q.ft. 
P·~~~ft.P·~~?ft. 

sq. ft. 

1.2 :1 126~ 8~0 C.745 C.475 6~O ~~?ft. sq. t. s .ft. 
p·da?ft.p·~~?ft. 

8 • ft. 

1.3 :1 l~~~t. ~~?ft. C.665 C.320 ~~?ft. ~~?ft. P.700 P.389 
(j2dO 

x .) c. (~!~. ) PC~~?ft.Pc~~1ft. (~!~.) (j!? ) 

0.6 :1 l~~~t. Z65 c. 545 c. 325 ~~3 ~41ft. q.ft. BS.~20 BS.~gO .ft. 
q. ft. • ft. 

1. Except in (1), all figures are for available sq.ft./ academic staff 
member (postgraduates and others are not included). 

2. The following abbreviations apply: C. (Clinical), P. (Paraclinical), 
Pc. (Preclinical), BS. (Basic Science). 

3. In (2), (3), (6), and (7), staff density ratios for Newoastle 
are expressed firstly for the Whole School and secondly in terms 
of the school without the Preclinical division. 



(1) Ratio of Academic Staff Numbers: Paraclinical(B.S.)/ Clinioal: 

Some difficulty was experienced in ascertaining staff numbers 

from the medical schools' schedules of accommodation. There were 

a number of reasons for this, for example, full-time and part-time 

staff are not necessarily stated, the medical schools vary in their 

classification of faculty and/or N.H.S. grades, some schools give 

staff in terms of the present and others in terms of the future -

in one school this even applied to individual departments. These 

vagaries leave much room for innacuracy, and,for this reason,a check 

was carried out by reference to the numbers of academio staff listed 

in the Commonwealth Universities Year Book, 1963. It was suggested 
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by one medical school - as a "general rule of thumb" at that particular 

medical school - that the staff numbers for the proposed medical school 

would be approximately 25% more than the present number of academic 

staff. A similar check was carried out on the other medical schools 

analysed in this chapter and the ratio figure of 25% was found to 

be somewhat conservative: it varied between 20% and 1501>, but it was 

more commonly centred around 75~~. 

The ratio of Paraclinical(B.S.)/ Clinical academio staff in the 

British schools is approximately 1.5 : 1. The one exception is 

Edinburgh; it is the reverse of the other schools with a Clinical/ 

Paraclinical(B.S.) academic staff ratio of 2.0 : 1. The U.S. Dept. 

of H.E.W. favours Clinical staff in a Clinical/ Paraclinical(B.S.) 

ratio of 1.7 : 1. 



(2) All academic staff numbers/ Vfuole School area: 

"'iVhole School area" includes the total area of the Clinical, 

Paraclinical, Preclinical (Hewcastle only), and Central divisions. 

The ratio also includes routine areas ("S" designation at the left 

of Appendices Tables 7 to 12), 

Total academic staff numbers are used in the calculations. 

The average density is 1150 sq.ft./ full-time staff member, for 

the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. it is 1020 sq.ft./ staff member. All of the 

sohools examined are closely distributed around the average, Edinburgh 

being the lowest at 1000 sq.ft./ staff member. Edinburgh has a very 

big Clinical staff complement by comparison with the other schools. 

(3) All academic staff numbers/ all research area. 

The ratio includes all of the areas designated "R" in the 

Appendices Tables 7 to 12, plus the Central Laboratory areas (animal 

house, electron microscope suite, etc.). Total academic staff numbers 

are used in the calculations. 

The average density ratio for the British sohools is 759 sq.ft./ 

academic staff member; it is remarkably close to tho ratio for the 

U.S. Dept. of F.E.':I. (765 sq.ft.). Again, all schools are reasonably 

close to the average. 

(4) Divisional academic staff numbers/ all divisional research area. 

Ratios are based on the separate area totals for the Clinical, 

Paraclinical, and Preclinical (Hewcastle only) divisions designated 

"R" in the Appendices Tables 7 to 12. 

Separate academic staff numbers for each division are expressed as 

ratios of the respective division researoh areas. 
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The ratio averages are: Clinical 707 sq.ft./ staff member, 

Paraclinical 575 sq. ft. u.s. Dept. of H.E.Wz Clinical 545 sq.ft./ 

staff member, Basic Science 820 sq.ft. 

(5) Divisional academic staff numbers/ divisional research laboratRf¥a: 

Ratios are based on the general research laboratory areas in each 

division. Separate academic staff numbers for each division are expressed 

as ratios of the respeotive division research laboratory areas. 

The ratio averages are: Clinical 360 sq.ft./ staff member, 

Paraclinical 331 sq.ft. u.s. Dept. of H.E.W.: Clinical 325 sq.ft./ 

staff member, B::sic Science 580 sq.ft. Although the Clinical and the 

Paraclinical averages are fairly close, there is a considerable 

variation between the schools; in 3 British schools the Paraclinical 

ratio is higher than the Clinical ratio, and in 2 schools the reverse 

is the case. Edinburgh shows a wide differential in favour of 

Paraclinical, Wales, on the other hand, shows an even wider margin 

in favour of Clinical. It is interesting to note that Newcastle's 

Paraclinical and Preclinical ratios are almost identical. From the 

figures for the British schools, it is difficult to actually state 

which division is likely to require more research laboratory area 

per staff member. For the U.S. Dept. of II.E.W. there is a decided 

emphasis in favour of Basic Science staff,the Basic Science staff 

density ratio being almost twice that of Clinical. That the Clinical 

and the Paraclinical ratio averages for the British schools are close, 

and,that the ratios for two of these schools - Fewcastle and St.Andrews -

show only a small differential be,tween Clinical and Paraclinical, 

it might suggest that the provision 3hould be about equal per staff 



member in both divisions. However, there is little other basis for 

this assumption. 

(6) All academic staff numbers/ all research laboratory area: 

Ratios are based on the total general research laboratory areas. 

Total academic staff numbers are used in the calculations. 
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The average ratio for the British schools is 396 sq.ft./ staff member; 

for the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. it is 543 sq.ft. 

Wales' ratio is the lowest for all schools. The school's ratio 

for All academic staff numbers/ all research area (3) compares 

re~sonably with the other schools, and the low figure for All academic 

staff numbers/ all research laboratory area indicates that much of the 

area designated "R" in the Appendix table is not, in fact, general 

or actual research laboratories. A large proportion of this 

accommodation would be offices in keeping with the high"Office" 

percentage shown in the school's Divisional Structure table (Table 18). 

The ratios for Newcastle and the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. are close. 

St.Andrews has by far the highest ratio, and it is a confirmation of 

the high percentages shown by the school in the Divisional Structure 

table (Table 20); a180,of the fact that this school places considerable 

emphasis on research and its accommodation. 

(7) All academic staff numbers/ all laboratory area: 

Ratios are based on all general laboratory areas (research"R", and 

service "S"). Total academic staff numbers are used in the calculations. 

It is reali7.ed that the service laboratories (included in with 

research laboratories in this analysis) are manned by many staff other 



than academic, and, that the oorresponding ratios will give no 

indication of the actual amount of service laboratory area available 

per user. The purpose of this table is to give some indication of 

how muoh laboratory area is provided in eaoh medicul sohool, 

additional to that of research laboratories. 

By comparison with its low ratio for All academic staff numbers/ 

all research laboratory area (6), Wales shows a much improved ratio 

for All academic staff numbers/ all laboratory area (7). The inference 

is, that there could be a higher proportion of service laboratories 

in this school than in the other schools examined. The margin between 

the ratios for (7) and (6) is the widest for Wales. The following 

are the medical schools ranked in order of this difference: 
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Wales 165 sq.ft., St.Andrews 150 sq.ft., Sheffield 147 sq.ft., 

Edinburgh 135 sq.ft. J Newcastle 70 sq.ft. (80 sq.ft. if the Preclinical 

division is excluded), U.S. Dept.of H.E.W. 32 sq.ft. It can be 

seen that the two "Full Curriculum" schools provide much the smallest 

amount of"Servioe"by this reckoning; for the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 

the difference between (7) and (6) is almost negligible. 

In Table 24, the medical schools are ranked numerically acoording 

to their provision for (i) percentage of General Laboratories for the 

Whole School (Divisional Structure Tables 17 to 22), (ii) the ratio 

amounts for All academic staff numbers/ all research laboratory area (6), 

and (iii) the ratio amounts for All academio staff numbers/ all 

laboratory area (7). From these comp:::.rative rankings it can be seen 

that there is a general tendenoy for schools with high laboratory 

area peroentages to also provide more liberal ratios of research and 

all laboratory areal academic staff member. This is especially noticeable 

for the "Clinioa.l" schools (Table 24b). 



TABLE 24 

a. 

Edinburgh 

Wales 

Sheffield 

St.Andrews 

Newcastle 

grSl'1 J:i!' 

b. "Clinical" 
schools only 

Edinburgh 

Wales 

Sheffield 

St.Andrews 
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Comparative ranking orders of medical schools for: 
(1) percentage of General Laboratories for the Whole 
School (Divisional Structure Tables 17 to 22), 
(li) the ratio amounmfor All academic staff numbers/ 
all research laboratory area .(6), and 
(iii) the ratio amounts for All academic staff numbers/ 
all laboratory area (7). 

(i) (ii) (iii) 
General Labs. Ratio of All Ratio of All 
as ~ of Whole academic staff academic staff 
School area nos./ all nos./ all 

research lab. lab. area(7) 
area (6) 

3 (38.8%) 5 (~t£ffqm~~~£r) 5 (~~aff'lm~~£r ) 
4 (32.2%) 6 (320 sq.ft.) 5 (485 sq.ft.) 

2 (42.5%) 4 (473 sq.ft.) 2 (620 sq.ft.) 

1 (45.0%) 1 (640 sq.ft.) 1 (790 sq.ft.) 

6 (31. 6?~) 3 (510 sq.ft.) 3 (580 sq.ft.) 

5 (34.4%) 2 (543 sq.ft.) 4 (575 sq.ft.) 

3 3 3 
4 4 3 
2 2 2 

I I 1 
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Kewcastle and the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. provide the smallest 

percentages of general laboratories in the Divisional Structure tables, 

but a better indication, and a fairer comparison with the "Clinical" 

schools, is given by the schools' ratio allowances of All research 

laboratory area (6) and All laboratory area (7) / academio staff member. 

Apart from St.Andrews, the two "Full Curriculum" schools havo higher 

ratios than the "Clinical" schools. 

STUDENTS: 

Undergraduate Medical Students: Criteria in ChQpt.2 suggests that 

their numbers should be relatively stable throughout the normal life 

of a medical school (unless there is a planned expansion for the future). 

The figures supplied by the medical schools in their schedules of 

accommodation are,therefore, likely to remain fairly constant into 

the forseeable future. 

Postgraduate Students: Their numbers must increase. The requirements 

for postgraduate teaching accommodation should not make excessive 

demands on medical school area but they will need to be much improved 

on the present allocation in ~ost medical schools. 

STUDEl'o"T RATIOS: 

Based on the student numbers and the medical school teaching 

areas listed in Appendix 28, a number of ratios qre provided in 

Table 25. The following headings are used in the table (a brief 

discussion will also be made on the figures under each of these headings): 



TABLE 25 Student ratios. Souroe: Appendix 28 

(1) (2) (3) (4 ) (5) 
A~ A~iet. ulr- ~Jr- uniar7 ~ ~il~/ Eum ~ / fi t¥lj' um ~il~/ gr : 

l~ing ~~iihing l~.ihing 1~~~iO ~~ft~. 

Edinburgh l~~ft./ l~~ft./ 1.6 f 1 2.3 : 1 
student student 

Wa.1es ~~.ft. ~tft. ~20 g.ft. 2.9 2.4 

Sheffield ~trt. ~~.ft. 121 eg.ft. 3.6 2.2 

St.Andrews ~4.ft. l~~ft. 1~7 s .ft. 2.9 3.5 

Newca.st1e ~~~ft. la~ft. ~~7ft. 2.7 3.0+ 

grSlI.~:i~· ~~~~:'l) tg~h:'l) 2.8 3.9 

~~~h:'2) 2~2 ~ ~~:·2) 

+ This excludes the Preclinical division. The ratio is 5.5 : 1 
for the Whole Schoo~ 
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(6) 

ftl~' ere/ 

iiii~:." 

1.9 f 1 

2.8 

2.9 

2.7 

3.5 

3.9 
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(1) All student numbers/ total teaching areaJ 

"All student numbers" (in addition to undergraduate and postgraduate 

medical students) may include science, dental, or any other students 

taught in the medical school - de~ending on the partioular school. 

The numbers are only given by 4 sohools and even in these schools 

the amounts of occupation are not very olearly defined. Too great a 

store, therefore, should not be attached to the respective density 

ratios. Newoastle has the highest ratio as might be expeoted with 

its "Full Curriculum" structure. 

(2) All medical student numbers/ all teaching area: 

The ratio includes undergraduate and postgraduate medical students 

and it oonstitutes a better basis of oomparison than that of (1). 

The two "full Curriou1um" schools, as suggested earlier by their 

proportions of teaching accommodation in the Divisional Struoture tables, 

provide by far the highest ratios of teaching area/ medical student. 

It is interesting to note that Newcastle and the American hypothetical 

sohool Type 2 (eaoh schedules multidiscipline laboratories) are 

very olose in their ratio ~mounts of teaching area/ student. 

St.Andrews provides a very good ratio for the "Clinical" schools. 

For the hypothetioal schools of the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W., both 

School I (traditional laboratories) and Sohool 2 (multidisoipline 

laboratories) accommodate the same number of students (and staff). 

The only difference between the two schools occurs in their respective 

teaching emphasese in the Basic Science and the Central divisions, and 

as such, School 2 effects a total saving of 8290 sq. ft. (net). As shown 
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in Table 25, the medical student density for School 1 is 187 sq.ft./ 
(1) 

medical student and for School 2 it is 169 sq.ft./ medical student: 

it represents a saving of 18 sq.ft./ student. The U.S. DeVt. makes 

no attempt to advocate one school in preference to the other; 

presumably it puts forward the two t~es on the basis of them both 

providing a good teaching environment. If thio be so, it can he seen 

that School 2 , 'i'.rith no apparent falling off in teaching standards, 

is a more economical solution by area. It su~ports the earlier premise 

on the desirability of shared and centralized teaching facilities. 

(3) Undergraduate medical student numbers/ all teaching area: 

These ratios indicate little more than do those of (2). Edinburgh 

shows an improved ratio by comparison with the other British schools 

although this is only by a small amount. 

(4) Ratio of undergraduate medical students/ academic staff member: 

The average ratio for the British schools is 2.7 : 1; for the 

u.s. Dept. of H.E.W. it is 2.8 : 1. All schools are fairly close 

to the average which is almost identical to that of the American 

hypothetical school. The average for the British schools represents 

almost a doubling of the ratio of 5.6 : 1 determined by Robbins (see 

Table 1) and it supports an earlier postulation that academic staff 

would increase their numbers "in the future". Even in the schools 

analysed, it can be assumed that their staff numbers will continue 

to rise above those scheduled at present. 
1. The U.S. Dept. recommends,as an optional extra, the prov1s10n 

of study cubicles for all medical students - Basic Science and 
Clinical. If cubicles are not used (they are scheduled only for 
Basic Science in Appendix 12), the ratios become 167 sq.ft./student 
and 149 sq.ft./ student for Schools 1 & 2 respectively. 
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(5) Ratio of undergraduate/ postgraduate medical students: 

The average ratio for the British schools is 2.7 : 1; for the 

U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. it is 3.9 : 1. All schools are reasonably 

distributed around the average. Of the "Clinical" schools, St.Andrews 

shows the smallest ratio of postgraduates,which is a little surprising 

in view of the school's emphasis on researoh, and good provision 

of research laboratories and teaohing~accommodation. 

(6) Ratio of teaching hospital beds/ undergraduate "Clinical" students 

The average for the British sohools is 2.8 : 1; for the U.S. 

Dept. of H.E.W. it is 3.9 : 1. The British average is similar to the 

average (for all of the English Provincial medical schools) which 

was determined in Chapter 2 (Table 16). There is, thus, no noticeable 

trend to increase, or to decrease, the number of teaching beds/ stUdent 

(parent hospital only). The U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. recommends a parent 

hospital of 500 - 700 beds: at 700 beds, the hypothetical school 

would provide a very good ratio of 3.9 : 1 for medical stUdents 

in the Clinical years. 
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DISCUSSION 

Table 26 gives chart summaries of the findings from the previous 

observations on the Divisional structure and Category Apportionment tables. 

Figures in the tables provide the average and mean percentages. Where 

schools show a precise agreement on a category, it is marked with 

an asterisk (+); if there is wide or general disagreement on a category, 

it is marked with a question mark (?). In some instances it is not 

possible to establish a mean or an average and the space is left. blank. 

In the Divisional structure Chart (Table 26a), it can be seen 

that in the majority of categories the average is greater than the 

mean. If it can be assumed that the majority of schools, which are 

included in the means,h~ve normally provided adequate accommodation 

for their needs, it might be supposed that the remaining sohools -

whioh have been disregarded in each of the mean reckonings - have, 

in the main, tended towards excess rather than underprovision of 

one category or another. In seeking an explanation for this tendency, 

there are three possibilities which seemingly present themselves: 

1. Some schools specialize in a particular medical school aspect -

teaching research, etc. - and they require additional n~oommodatio~ 

for the satisfactory fulfilment of work on this aspect. 

2. If there has been uncertainty as to the adequate amount of 

accommodation that should be made for a oategory, it has been 

considered better to veer on the side of "safe" provision. 

3 Excess demands have been made on accommodation for reasons or • 
prestige or something similar. 



.A minority of Divisional structure summary percentages in Table 26 

show the means to be greater than the averages, suggesting, that there 

has been an underprovision of category accommodation by the school 

or schools which have been discounted from the mean reckonings. 

These will be discussed later. 

The percentages in the Category Apportionment summary chart 
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are, perhaps, less significant. For Workshops, Stores, and possibly 

Staff Amenities, they tend to confirm discrepancies which are apparent 

in the Divisional Structure tables, but they are not sufficiently 

big enough to provide accurate ap~ortionment figures. Offices, 

Laboratories, and Teaching areas are more precise, and the percentages 

indicate a general conformity by the British schools in the ratios 

of their Clinical, paraclinical(B.S.), and Central divisions to the 

respective Vfuole School category divisions. 

Table 27 gives chart summaries of the schools at the maxima 

and minima of the Divisional structure and the Category Apportionment 

ranges. The school/s which have been discounted in each of the mean 

reckonings are underlined. For the category "Teaching",in the Divisional 

structure summary chart, the highest "Clinical" school is provided 

in addition to Newcastle which, as might be expected, provides 

the highest "Teaching" .l)erc"C..'I1t'l.ge in the Paraclinica1(B.S.), Central, 

and Whole School divisions due to the inclusion of "Preclinical". 
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TABLE 26 Summary Tables of Divisional Structure and Cateeory 
A~portionment average and menn percentages for 
the British medical schools discussed in this chapter. 

OffioesLabs. $lli5pl'1RB~ WkshpsStoresHiscl. Teach. 
[ccom. • 

CLINICAL Av. 28.8 ~9.:2 2.0 2'2 ;.4 6.9 6.6 7.2 100.0 
47.1 

3.4+ 1- 31.4 39.5 8.2 6.6? 5.5 98.7 .... n. 
43.6 

PARACLIIHCAL Av. 15.9 ~2'0 2. 2 4·1 1.9 7.9 5.7 23.7 lCO.O 
(Basic Science) 44.9 

2.0+ ~Jn. 13.9 22. 8 7.1 7.2 20.7+ 95.3 
44.4 

CENTRAL Av. 7.8 4.4 2.0 19.8 43.2 101.3 
~4.1 + 

121. 4.3 5.5? 2.0? 19.8 40.4 100.2 
28.2 .. 

16.1;( 22.oz; 2.8~ 2.2% / 5.3% 10.9% 26.7% 99,9" W1IOLE SCHOOL Av. 2.95'] 
38.0/,,, 

!In. 14.0% 35.8% -
42.1% 

3.2% 5.0% 10.6% 23.~ 98.8;,f 

~E~~~6~mENT 

CLINICAL Av. 41.2 26.1 ? ? ? 6.0 21.6% 
26.1 + ,I 

},In. 34.7 26.1 - ? ? ? 4.2 20.5';0 
26.1+ 

PARACLINICAL Av. 45.1 48.6 ? ? ? 39.6 44.8~ 
(Basic Science) 52.6 

lIn. 48.9 46.0 ? ? ? 42.8 42. 2j'~ 
50.2+ 

CEtJTRAL Av. 13.7 22'~ ? ? ? 54.4 3;.57; 
21. 2 

lIN. 16.5 28.1 ? ? ? 49.9 34.51., 
23.7+ 

Av.lOO.O 100.0 ? ? ? 100.0 99.9% 
99.9 

1m.lOO.l lCO.2 ? ? ? 96.9 91. 21~ 
100.0 

+ Schools show a precise agreemont. 
? Some disagreement by schools. 
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TABLE 21 Summary charts of medical schools at the maxima and 
minima ranges of Divisional Structure and category 
Apportionment percentages • 

Officesr~B§;al ii~~~l WkshpsStoresMiscl.Teach. 

+ Edinb. St.And. 
- St.And.Bdinb. 

PARACLINICAL + Wales St.And. 
(Basic Science) - St .And. V{ales 

CENTRAL 

WHOLE SCHOOL 

Xi\P~~~cNMmT 

CLINICAL 

PARACLINICAL 
(Basic Science) 

CENTRAL 

+ Wales Edinb. 
- Edinb. Wales 

+ Wales St.And. 
- St.And.Newel. 

Wales 

+ Edinb. Edinb. 
- Wales Newel. 

+ Wales Wales 
- Bdinb. St .And. 

+ V/ales Newel. 
- Edinb. Wales 

+ Range maximum 
Range minimum 

Sheff. 
Newel. 

Wales 
Newel. 

Newel. 
Wales 

Wales St.And.EdinbWales 
Sheff. Sheff. WalesSheff. 

Newcl.::::dinb.Wales Newel. (St.And) 
Sheff • Newel. St.AndWales 

Sheff.Edinb.Edinb.Newol.(St.And) 
lJewcl.NiwA~aShef£ Edinb. 
St.And'tVales 

Sheff.Edinb.Edinb.Newcl.(St.And) 
St.AndNewcl.Wales Edinb. 

~R~~l 

? ? ? Wales Edinb. 
Sheff. Newel. 

? ? ? Wales Wales 
St.AndSt.And. 

? ? ? St.AndSt.And. 
Wales Wales 

The school which is discounted in the mean reckoning is underlined. 



EDI1r:BURGH: 

Area Study (Table 17): 

Edinburgh's greatest disparity with the other schools occurs 

in the Clinical departments, and in p~rticular, tho school's very 

high percentage of Clinical Offices; the disorepancy is apparent 
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in both the Divisional Struoture and the Category Apportionment tables. 

In the school's Divisional structure Table 17u, Offices assume 67.4% 

of the total Clinical area. In the Category Apportionment Table l7b, 

it oan be seen that the whole Clinical division is approximately 

i of the size of the whole Paraolinical(B.S.) division whereas 

Clinical Offices are) times the size of those for Paraclinical(B.S.). 

In seeking an explanation for Edinburgh's Clinical Office discrepancy, 

it may be necessary to have regard to the school's background tradition, 

The Edinburgh medical school is the Clinical reference centre for the 

region, and it has a long standing tradition of Clinical service. 

The teaching hospital is to be redeveloped,in stages, on the present 

site as the existing buildings are demolished,and,with one or two 

additions and/or other exceptions, the same medical school departments 

will be incorporated in the new building. Despite the planning 

problems arising out of redeveloping the teaching hospital on the 

same and somewhat restricted site, the actual demand for ohange is 

possibly less for Edinburgh than for the other British schools examined, 

all of which are required to change their location. It might be expected, 

therefore, that much of Edinburgh's Clinical tradition will be passed 

on, including the "inherited" Offices which are a legacy of the school's 

traditional Clinical administrative responsibilities to the region. 



The large provision of Clinical Offices in the Edinburgh medical 

school also affects the total size of the Clinical area which is 
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larger by percentage (and area) than what is otherwise a very consistent 

Clinical mean provided by the other British schools. 

Edinburgh also provides a higher overall percentage for Divisional 

structure "Miscellaneous". ll:uch of this category pertains to staff 

amenities (reading room, library, change rooms, etc.). The 

comparatively high percentage is not surprising due to the departments 

of this particular medical school being generallyJarger than those 

of the other schools examined, with a greater likelihood that large 

departments would provide individual departmental facilities. 

staff Ratios (Table 23): 

Edinburgh is the only British medical school which schedules 

more Clinical than Paraclinical staff; it is in keeping with the 

former remarks on the school's Clinical bias. The research area for 

the Clinical division is more than double the size of the next 

biggest school (see Appendix 27), although as shown by its Staff 

density ratio in Table 23 (4), the actual ratio of Clinical research 

areal academic staff member is less for Edinburgh than for any other 

school. It suggests either an underprovision of research accommodation, 

or, that there are too many staff for the Clinical research accommodatio~ 

available (this is only based on the assumption that medical school 

academic staff are all 'engaged on some form of research). 



student Ratios (Table 25): 

The school has an annual intake of 150 medical students. This 

figure represents a reduction of around 50 from the prewar and the 

immediate post-war years, although it is still ahout 50 above the 

general maximum annual intakes of all other Eritish medical schools, 

except Glasgow. Despite the large number of students in the Edinburgh 

medical school, the ratio of teaching area per student compares 

favourably with the other British schools examined. 

In view of its overall size, it would be difficult to "model" 

another medical school on Edinburgh unless there is to be a revision 

of present opinion as to the maximum size that a medical school 

should be. 

Edinburgh's "Student Clinical Laboratory" promises of being a 
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valuable contribution to medical teaching, for, not only the Edinburgh 

medical school but, other medical schools in this COtUltry who are 

investigating new types of medical school accommodation in connection 

with their revised curricula programmes. Since the issue of the 

Edinburgh Schedules of Accommodation (31st January, 1964), there has 

been some suggestion that this laboratory is not , in fact, to 

be provided. It is to be hoped that this worthwhile proposal will not 

be scrapped on financial grounds. 



WALZS 

Area study (Table 18): 

Office provision for all of Wales' Divisional Structures is high. 

By way of contrast, the schoo:l!s Divisional Structure La.boratory 

percentages are generally the lowest for all of the "Clinical" 8c:;'001s 

examined. In the Category Apportionment summary chart (Table 21b), 

it can be seen tha.t Wales and Edinburgh are at the extremes of the 

"Office" range in all divisions. 

Hospitals in the Cardiff area (United Cardiff Hospitals) are 

somewhat scattered and it is intended, with hospital redevelopment, 

" •••• to create a number of large ~~)Pitals in which the majority 

of specialties can be concentrated." The proposed, and entirely new, 

teaching hos,i tal and medical school is the. ma.io:' .s('~. ·~;ie. for' the. 

region which will, when completed, centralize a number of specialties. 

At the same time it will serve as the regional administration centre. 

The new teaching hospital, in its capacity as administrator, will 

probably require a higher proportion of offices than the other 

teaching hospitals which nre associated with the medical schools 

discussed in this chapter. 

The pattern of Wales' Clinical, Paraclinical, and Central 

Teaching Apportionment differs from that of the other Eritish schools. 

In all schools, the highest percentage for Teaching occurs in the 

Central division whereas for Wales, the Teaching percentage is the 

highest in the Paraclinical(B.S.) division. Wales shows the highest 

Clinical Teaching Apportionment of the medical schools examined. 

1. A Hospital Plan for England & Wales, p.p. 258. 
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Staff Ratios (Table 23): 

A comparatively low percentage for General Laboratories in its 

Divisional Structure table is reflected in a staff density ratio 

for All academic staff numbers/ all research labor~tory area (6) 

which is the lowest for the British schools. Wales' ratio for 
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All academic staff numbers/ all laboratory area (7) (including service 

laboratories) is much improved over that of (6), although the ratio 

is still one of the smallest. The very generous provision of Offices 

in Wales is seemingly at the expense of Laboratories, a factor which 

tends to cut across the present trends in respect of the rapid growth 

and of the importance of laboratory research in medical schools. 

Student Ratios (Table 25): 

By comparison with the other schools, Wales' ratio of teaching 

area per student is low. As for the remarks on research accommodation, 

it is questionable if the amount of teaching accommodation is enough 

to satisfy the needs of the school's scheduled student complement. 

Even if it were to be assumed that the undergraduate student numbers 

will not increase, the scope for postgraduate development appears to 

be restricted on two counts: teaching and research. 



SHEFFIELD 

Area Study (Table 19): 

The outstanding pattern emerging from Sheffield's area structure 

occurs in respect of its Workshops. In the Divisional structure and 

the Category Apportionment tables the school's "Workshop" percentages 

are the smallest; conversely, they are the highest in the Central 

divisions of both tables. There is an obvious emphasis on centralized 

\{orkshop facilities in the school. 

As may be seen by its general absence from the Table 27 Summary 

Chart, Sheffield conforms to the average and mean patterns produoed 

by the British medical schools more than any other school examinedJ 

in only one or two minor instances have its percentages been rejected 

in the mean reckonings. 
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Staff Ratios (Table 23); In a similar vein, all of Sheffield's staff 

ratios occur somewhere in the middle range. The school provides a good 

staff density ratio for All academic staff numbers/ all laboratory 

area (7). 

Student Ratios (Table 25): 

Sheffield's student density ratios nre somewhat low by comparison 

with the other schools examined. Like Wales, a similar question 

might be posed in respect of the adequacy of Sheffield's teaching 

accommodation. The school has the lowest ratio for postgraduate 

students, and the available teaching area does seem likely to 

restrict the type of postgraduate expansion that was advocated for 

British medical schools in Chapter 2. 
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ST. ANDREWS 

Area Study Crable 20): 

As shown in the Table 27 summary chart, St.Andrews is at variance 

with the Divisional Structure and Category Apportionment means 

in several instances. However, there is in this variation a general 

pattern which is not so consistently apparent in tho other schools 

examined. 

In the Divisional Structure tables, St.Andrews Office percentages 

for Clinical, Paraclinic,:"l(B.S.), and the Whole School are the smallest 

for all schools (Central Offices also make up a negligible percentage). 

Laboratories in these same divisions are the highest for all schools 

(the Central Labcratory percentage is also one of the highest). 

Of the "Clinical" schools, st. Andrews provides the highest percentage 

for Teaching in the Paraclinical(B.S.), Central, and \Vhole School 

divisions. 

In the Category Apportionment tables, St.Andrews Teaching 

percentage is the lowest in the Paraclinical(B.S.) division; this 

occurs despite the school's Tea\Jhing peroen tage for the I'n,raclinic<3.l(B. S. ) 

division in the Divisional. structure table beinC' the highest for the 

"Clinical" schools. It serves to emphasize the size of St.Andrews' 

Central Teaching Apportionment which is the big7,est of the "Clinical" 

schools examined, and also to underline the school's concentration 

on shared and centralized teaching facilities. 

In summary, therefore, the pattern that emerges for the 

st.Andrews medical school is: 



1. A low percentage of office accommodation. 

2. A high percentage of laboratory accommodation. 

3. Concentration on centralized teaching accommodation. 

4. A general emphasis on central and shared facilities. 

As office accommod~tion is essential for the efficient operation 

of laboratories, the preliminary indications ~re that 1. and 2. 

are contradictory (this does not include administrative offices, 

although these too tend to be smaller in total than those of the 

other schools examined). Figure 14 shows a standard laboratory unit 

and the layout which is generally adopted in St.Andrews laboratory 

and research area (the size of the unit is 25'0" x lllli"). The 

laboratory unit and general office/ laboratory layout are based 

on the results of studies which Vlere carried out by the Division 
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for Architectural Studies of the Nuffield Foundation. From anthropometric 

and other data, the Foundation established that a laboratory room 

unit 24ft. to 30ft. long and from 10 ft. 6 in. to 12 ft. wide (floor 

area between 252 and 360 sq.ft.) "could provide efficient accommodation 
(1) 

for a team of three workers in most scientific disciplines". In regard 

to laboratory office areas,the Nuffield study, in discussing the various 

merits of different types of layouts, put forward a "compromise 

solution •• by planning very small offices, no larger than cubicles, 

directly adjoining the laboratory ••• a small area, perhaps as little 
(2 ) 

as 50 sq.ft." 

In the illustration of St.Andrews' laboratory and office layout, 

it can be seen that the arrangement is capable of future redevelopment 

and internal change without the necessity for wholesale internal 

disorgani1ation of the existing accommodation. 

1; The Design of Research Laboratories, p.p.50. 
2. Ibid. p.p. 58. 
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Staff Ratios (Table 23): 

In keeping with high peroentages for laboratory aocommodation 

in its Divisional Structure table, St.Andrews provides by far the 

best ratios for All academic staff numbers/ all research laboratory 

area (6) and for All academio staff numbers/ all laboratory area (7). 

The school should be able to increase its complement of staff engaged 

on research for some time before there arises the necessity of adding 

to the research laboratory complex. As shown in Fig. 17, the laboratory 

areas themselves are "open-ended" and are capable of future extension 

without unnecessary interference with other parts of the medical 

school and teaching hospital. The school also appears to be capable 

of providing good laboratory "service" in conjunction with its 

research laboratories. 

student Ratios (Table 25): 

St.Andrews ratio of teac~ing area per student is the highest 

for the "Clinical" schools examined. Although the ratio for postgraduates 

is smaller than for any of the other British schools, it is not likely 

that an increase in their number would greatly reduce the teaching 

and research area ratios. 
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NEWCASTLE 

Area Study (Table 21): 

As anticipated at the outset, Newcastle's greatest variation 

occurs in connection .nth its Teaching areas. In tho Divisional 

Structure tables, the school provides the highest percentage for 

Teaching in the Paraclinical(B.S.), Central, and Whole School divisions. 

otherwise, the school's Divisional structure percentages are below 

the respective Divisional Struoture averages, a.nd it indiclltes the 

presenoe of additional teaohing areas that are required in the 

Preclinioal division. 

It is difficult to generalize on the figures for the Newoastle 

medical school as it is the only British "Full Curriculum" school 

studied. There has, however, been a number of indications throuGhout 

this chapter analysis to suggest that Uewcastle, despite the "addition" 

of a Preclinical division, is on the whole in keeping with the 

pattern of the other British "Clinical" sohools. For example, the 

school's Clinical division structure (which might be expeoted to be 

similar to the other schools as its areas are not directly affected 

by the "inclusion" of Preclinical) is very similar to the averages Emd 

means as is the Clinioal Apportionment total as a peroentage of the , 
~1.hole School. The total Clinical Apportionment was even closer to the 

"Clinical" school mean when an Apportionment study was made of the school 

without its Preolinical division. The Office and the Laboratory 

Apportionments for Newcastle also follow a similar pattern to the 

"Clinical" schools. Reference has been made frequently to the 

similarity in the area structures of Newcastle and the hypothetical 

medical school (Tj~e 2) of the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W., and th~re does not 



appear to be any reason why the figures for Newcastle, and the 

U.S. Dept. with one or two possible exceptions, could not be taken 

as a"typical example" of a "Full Curriculum" medical school in this 

country. 

Staff Ratios (Table 23): 

These form a better basis of compa.rison with the "Clinical" 

schools than do the area peroentages only. For the ratio All aca.demic 

staff numbers/ whole school area (2), Newcastle is around the middle 
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of the range; for All academic staff numbers/ all research laboratory 

area (6), the school is better than most, and if Preclinical staff 

numbers and dep~rtmental areas are excluded in this ratio, it is even 

higher, being second only to that of St.Andrews. There is not a 

significant increase over (6) for the ratio All academic staff numbero/ 

all laboratory area (7). As shown in Table 23, the inclusion of a 

Preclinical division is one of the reasons for this comparatively 

small ratio increase, but even without the Preclinical division, 

it is not of the same order of magnitude as the respective 

ratio increases shown by the "Clinical" schools. The U.S. Dept. 

of H.E.W. shows an even smaller increase of (7) over (6), and it is 

apparent that both of these "Full Curriculum" schools place less 

emphasis on the service aspect than do the "Clinical" schools 

(see Appendix 26). 



Student Ratios (Table 25): 

In keeping with high Divisional Structure teaohing percentages, 

the student density ratios for Newcastle are well above the "Clinical" 

schools; in this respect, only the figures of Newcastle and the 

U.S. Dept of H.E.W. are really comparable - Newcastle 164 sq.ft./ 

medical student, U.S. Dept. of H.::1.W. School 2 169 sq.ft./ medical 

student (both schools provide multidiscipline laboratories). 
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The discrepancy noted earlier between the Central Teaching 

Apportionment for Newcastle (57.41;) and the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. (68.27~) 

suggests either, that the u.s. Dept. is overproviding Central 

Teaching accommodation, or, that Newcastle is short on this faoility. 

It is probable thnt the latter is so: the allowance of 50 81.ft./ 

student in ![ewcastle's schedules for multidiscipline laboratories 

was stated as being "arbitary" (p.p. 155), and, going on the areas 

provided for multidiscipline laboratories by some American medical 

schools (see A~pendix 31) it is very probable that the figure for 

Newcastle will have to be increased. 

The Paraclinical(B.S.) Category Apportionment Teaching percentages 

for the same two schools are also widely separated. Newcastle's 

seemingly high figure could indicate some uncertainty as to the 

proper amount of Paraolinical(B.S.) teaching accommodation that should 

be provided in conjunction with multidiscipline laboratories, with 

a tendency to overprovide. 



U. s. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND VIELFARE 

Area study (Table 22): 

In its Category Apportionment table, the hypothetical school 

shows a very high percentage for Clinioal Offices; only Edinburgh 

provides a higher figure. Unlike Edinburgh however, the American 

school's category Apportionment Laboratory percentage is also well 

above the British average. It is apparent that the American school 

places more emphasis on Clinical research than do the British schools, 

and it is one of the most noticeable differenoes between the medical 
(1) 

schools of both countries. Otherwise, the U.S. Dept. school adopts 

an area pattern which is similar in many respects to that of Newcastle. 

Staff Ratios (Table 23): 

The Clinical research aspect is hightened by the U.S. Dept's. 

greater number of Clinical staff, in a Clinical/ Basic Soionce 

staff ratio of 1.7 : 1. A notable feature of the hypothetical school 

is that, despite a ratio which is the second smallest for All academio 

staff numbers/ whole school area (2), its ratio for All academic staff 

numbers/ all research laboratory area (6) is well above the British 

average. It indicates a high concentration on laboratory research. 

By the same token, the ratio for All academic staff numbers/ all 

laboratory area (7) is little above that of (6), suggesting th~t 

muoh of this "research" is "basic" in preference to "servioc". 
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1. A publication "The Finance of Medical Research" (Office of Health 
Economics) states that the United States spends 15 times as much 
as Britain on medical research. (from the Times, Wed. June 10,1964, 

p.p. 7.) 
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Student Ratios (Table 25): 

By comparison with the British schools, the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 

appears to provide 0. very genorous teaching arefl allowance for its 

medical students, although the ratio for postgraduate/ undergradu~te 

students is low. School 2 gives a oaving in teaching area of 18 sq. ft. 

per student over School 1 by virtue of central multidiscipline 

teaching laboratories. 

In summary, the major differences between the hypothetical 

medical school of the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. ~nd the British medical 

schools examined app~ar to be: for the American hypothetical school: 

1. Greater emphasis on Clinical research. 

2. A sm~ller amount of "service" provision in the Paraol1nionl(B.S.) 

departments, or alternatively, a greater concentration on 

Paraclinica1(B.S.) "basic" research (SeeAppendix 26). 

3. A more positive delimitation of teaching hospital and medical 

school activities, in contrast with the current British conoept 

of integration or "embedding". 
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OBSERVATIONS ON TEACHING ARGAS (See Appendices 19 to 24): 

CLINIC\L DIVISION: 

Clinical apprenticeship and the type of toac:linr: employed 

in Clinical departments has already been outlined. Tho bulk of 

Clinical inst~~ction is received in the teaching hospital, although, 

there may be occasion to carry out some teaching in the actual Clinical 

medical school department. 

Semin8.r Rooms. 

These are sized in accordance with their intended use and the 

number of students that they will be required to accommodate. The sizes 

of seminar rooms in the medi6al schools examined ra.nge between 200 

and 750 sq.ft •• lt liould seem from this that a seminar room between 

250 and 350 sq.ft. could satisfy most Clinical depi~rtmental requirements 

(the U.G.C. recommends an area allowance of 20 sq. ft. per person -

see Appendix 6). 

St.Andrews adopts a layout incorporating professor's office 

and laboratory, secretary, waiting area,and seminar room (286 sq.ft.). 

It makes up a suite of rooms 'i!hich have been generally standardized 

in the medical school (see Fig. 11). 

General: 

There is no other common type of Clinical teaching accommodation 

provided by the schools examined. Newcastle schedules a small teaching 

laboratory of 200 sq.ft. for Paediatrics; Vlales schedules two such 

rooms of 250 sq.ft. for Obstetrics & Gynaecology, and Paediatrics. 
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The U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. allows for 2 Clinical lecture rooms, each 

1380 sq.ft., accommodating 120 students. ~ales also provides a Clinical 

lecture theatre of 1000 sq. ft. (plus p'J.tient wai tine room 200 sq. ft., 

retiring room 10Csq.ft., and projection room 100 sq.ft.)shared by 

medicine, surgery, and obstetrics & gynaecology. 

PARACLINICAL(B. S.) TEACHHTG ACCmlHODATION: 

Teachinc areas for the Parnclinical(B.S.) departments are large 

and it is difficult to compare schools by area alone. For this reason, 

the Paraclinica1(B.S.) teaching area categories have been reduced 

to percentages of the total teaching areas of the schools' 

Paraclinical(B.S.) divisions(see Table 28). 

Paraclinica1(B.S.) Seminars (and/or tutorials, and/or conference rooms): 

St.Andrews percentr.gc is very low and, if it is disregarded, 

the other schools provide a "Clinical" schools' mean of 18.2% (Newcastle's 

Paraclinical (only) percentage is used). The area of seminar 

accommodation in Newcastle's Preclinical division is similar to that 

of the Paraclinica1 division, although the Preclinical percentage 

for seminnrs is much lower due to there being such a large amount 

of other teaching areas in the division. 

Paraclinical(B.S.) Teaching Laboratories: 

It can be seen that almost all of St.Andrews Paraclinical(n.S.) 

teaching accommodation is teaching laboratories. If the school's 

very high percentage is disregarded, the other schools provide a 

mean of 61.1~~. Newc3.stle's Paraclinical (only) percentage is used, 
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TABLE 28 Teaching structures, by percentage, for the 
Parac1inic~1(B.S.) division. Sources A~pcndices 19 to 24. 

SernnrsTuts. Labs. La~p1 ~lict. eu • rs. ¥.R~t.StoresMiscl. 
supple 

Edinburgh 5.0 20.2 22' t ~.O ~·2 1.8 1.1 5.7 100 
25.2 2.3 5.7 

Wales 11. 3 18.2 1.0 8.0 0.8 100 
79.9 8.8 

Sheffield 22.6 ~6.2 2.0 15.9 2.8 10.5 100 
48.2 

St.lmdrews 1.2 ~.o 95.1 100 
4.9 

Newcastle 
Preclin.5.1 11·2 ~'2 4.6 7.9 100 

82.4 

Pllracli~~.6 12. 6 2.0 
81.6 

3.2 1.6 100 

Yrsrr'~:~~SChOO1 1 
6.2 8~.0 8.2 1.1 0.5 100 

92.2 

School 2 
14.3 6~.2 18·2 2.4 1.2 100 

82.1 
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a1thoueh as shown in Table 28, the percentages for Teaching laboratories 

in both divisions are almost the same. 

Not all teachi~g laboratories are scheduled with supplementary 

accommodation. Based on the total areas of nnly those teaching 

laboratories for which supplementary 1nbor~tory accommodation is 
(1) 

scheduled (4 British schools - St.'Andrews not included), supplementary 

b,boratories make up 6.4/~ of the teaching laboratory total area 

("Clinical" schools only - Newcastle's Preclinical departments are 

excluded in these reckonings). The ratio for Newcastle's Preclinical 

supplementary l~boratories is 5.45'~; for the U.S. Dept. of H.E. W., 

the Preclinical supplementary ls.boratory ratio is 8.951,. 

Paraclinical(B.S.) Lecture Theatres: 

Sheffield (15.9f) and Wales (8.8) provide the largest -percentages, 

and in both of these schools lecture theatres (approximately 1000 sq. ft. 

each theatre) are shared by a number of Paraclinical(B.S.) departments. 

By far the greatest amount of lecture theatre accommodation is 

centrali~ed in all schools. St.Andrews centralizes all of its theatres. 

Paraclinical(B.S.) Teaching stores: 

For the Parac1inical(B.S.) division, 200 to 300 sq. ft. of 

teaching storage appears to suffice in the schools examined. Newcastle's 

figures infer that the Preclinical diviSion is a greater user of 

teaching stores than the Paraclinical division. 

1. For St.Andrews, supplementary accommodation is scheduled in with 
teaching laboratories, but the schedules do not stipulate 
the actual area of this accommodation. 



Parac1iniC3.1 (B. S.) ":Misce11aneous" Teaching Accommodation: 

The largest amount of this accommodation pertains to departmental 

libraries and student amenities. Little can be learnt from the 

figures suffice to say that those two facilities are found more often 

in large departments. 

CENTRAL TEACnDm ACCO~J'!OD~~TION 

}redical schools vary in their types of Central teaching facilities. 

The most common of these are: l8cture theatres, museums, and libraries. 

Central Lecture Theatres: 

Their size is governed by the anticipated maximum number of users 

(see Appendix 6 for U.G.C. suggested scales). 3 medical schools 

provide 3 central theatres, Edinburgh provides 6 theatres, Newcastle 4, 

and Wales 1 (this does not include one theQtre of 1398 sq.ft. for 

the Clinical departments and one other theatre of 1000 sq. ft., for Path.). 

All of the British medical schools provide one main lecture theatre. 

The sizes of these are as follows: Edinburgh 5190 sq.ft. (seating 

capacity 500), Wales 2500 sq. ft. (seating capacity 250); the other 

British schools all provide a main theatre of approximately 3500 sq.ft. 

(seating capacity 350). 

Sheffield and lfewcastle both provide an intermediate size theatre 

of 2190 sq.ft. (seating capacity 200); Newcastle provides tv.'o others 

of 1390 sq.ft. each (seating capacity 120); Sheffield also provides 

one theatre of 1000 sq.ft. After its main lecture theatre, St.Andrews 

provides two others of 1200 sq. ft. each (seating capacity 120 each). 
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Edinburgh's second theatre is 2690 sq.ft. (seating cap'J.city 250); there 

are then two thcctrGs, ellch of 2190 sq.ft. (seating capacity 200 each), 

and a fifth theatre of 1190 sq.ft. (seating capacity 100). Edinburgh 

also provides two "Clinical Demonstration" theatres of 790 sq. ft. eaoh 

(seating capacity 60 each). 

The U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. adopts a different policy, and its 

hypothetical school provides 2 Central and 2 Clinical lecture rooms 

of 1380 sq. ft. each (seating capacity 120 each), plus one other 

Central lecture room of 1020 sq.ft. (seating capacity 80). The use of 

3 Central medium - small lecture lecture rooms (with no large lecture 

room) is questionable in an institution such as a medical school. 

As a part of a medical centre, there could be a number of occasions 

(conferences, conventions, etc.) when accommodation would be required 

~n ,. the Illedical school for a larger number of persons than 120. 

In consideration of the use of closed circuit television (c.c.t.v.) 

in lecture theatres, a work study made by Robert Matthew, Johnson

~~rshall & Partners on the implications of its use at Newcastle,found 

that an average of 220 sq.ft. would be required to provide adequate 

area for television demonstrations above that originally scheduled. 

The following are the additional allowances for c.c.t.v. in the 

lecture theatres at }lTewcastle: 

3700 sq.ft. theatre (seating 350) 400 sq. ft. 

2190 sq.ft. theatre (seating 250) 250 sq. ft. 

1390 sq.ft. theatre (seating 200) 200 sq. ft. 

Figure 12 gives a typical working area for television demonstrations. 



The following are the ancillary rooms scheduled in conjunction 

with the medical school lecture theatres examined: 

1. Projection Room: 100 to 150 sq. ft. for small - medium theatres; 

150 to 200 sq. ft. for medium - large theatres. 

2. Patients' Ante Room: For its 500 seat auditorium Edinburgh 

provides an ante room of 400 sq. ft. accommodating 3 patients in bed 

plus 2 nurses. A room of 150 sq.ft. appears to be adequate for a 

350 capacity lecture theatre. 

3. Staff Ante Room: A room of approximately 150 sq. ft. may be 

required for a medium - large lecture theatre. 

Museums: 

Goodenough recommended that the Pathology and Anatomy museums 

could be grouped and centralized. The museum is, in effect, a 

demonstration area in which pathological and anatomical specimons 

are mounted for permanent and semi-permanent display. 
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Because of their preliminary nature, none of the medical schools' 

schedules gives a great deal of information on museum accommodation. 

4 British schools ~rovide a museum with an area of approximately 

2500 sq. ft. Included in this area are museum ancillaries: preparation 

~oom/s, store/s, and a curator's room. For Newcastle, ancillary 

accommodation makes up 4~~ of the total museum area; for Sheffield, 

the ratio is a little higher at 471·. St • Andrews ' pathological museum 

(2500 sq.ft.) is a corporate part of the main demonstration area; 

it is divided into 16 bays, 4 of which may be enclosed for use as 

tutorial rooms. 



Library: 

The design of a medical school library would constitute a study 

in itself and a complete analysis is not possible here. Again, 

information in the schedules of accommodation is very sketchy and data 

can only be gJ.ven in the briefest of terms. 

The U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. advocates a total library area of 
(1) 

23,350 sq.ft. housing 100,000 volumes. Based on its net annual rate 

of accession, St.Andrews, in allowing for a 50 year period, estimates 

that space should be available for (1) 14,500 volumes in open shelves 

(6500 books, 8000 periodicals), and (2) 78,700 volumes in stacks 

(35,500 books, 42,000 periodicals). St.Andrews' library area is 

approximately 13,500 sq.ft., plus a two storey stack room with a floor 

area of 2100 sq. ft. 

There are a number of components and ancillary.rooms which are 

scheduled as being necessary for the functional efficiency of the 
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medical library. The following are some of the more important of these: 

Hain Reading Area:The area contains open access book shelves, tables 

for general reading, and a central desk - with card catalogue. 

St.Andrews library provides for a total of 130 readers places (these 

are provided in carrels, research rooms, periodicals room, and a 

microfilm reading room). It is possible that, in addition to reading 

tables, study alcoves may be provided for students in the main reading 

area - these are small partitioned desks with a draw and reading light. 

Periodicals Room: It may form a part of the main reading area, or it 

may occupy a separate room off the main reading area. 

1. Medical School Facilities, p.p. 69. 
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student Carrels and Reading Room: Carrels are small unenclosed 

reading areas with a desk and a reading light; the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 
(1) 

recommends an area of 12 sq. ft. as being adequate. They may 

occupy a section of the main library, or they could make up a series 

of units in a separate undergraduate reading room.St.Andrews uses 

a separate undergraduate reading room with 32 stUdent places at 

reading tables, 8 study cubicles of approximately 36 sq.ft., and 

4 study rooms, each, approximately 144 sq.ft. and accommodating 

4 students. The U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. recommends one carrel for 

each 10 medical students in a school which makes no other provision 

for student reading, or, if no carrels are provided, a reading room 

accommodating 25% to 50,;" of the total undergraduate stUdent body 
(2 ) 

at 25 sq. ft. per student. 

staff and Postgraduate Reading Room: These are small rooms,adjacent 

to the main library,provided for the purpose of reading and research 

by medical school staff and postgraduate students. The area may 

include one or two seminars for small group discussions or conferences. 

stack R0om: It is provided for storing older volumes (say 10 years 

from the time of acquisition). Books in bl1lk are heavy and structural 

provisions will probably have to be made for stack room floors. 

St.Andrews provides a stack room of 2 storey height(at ground level) 

immediately below the main reading area. 

Library Staff: Office and cloakroom accommodation is provided for a 

chief librarian, assistant/s, and secretary/s, plus a curator. 

1. Medical School Facilities, p.p. 69. 
2. Ibid. p.p. 69 & 70. 



t!iscellaneous Library Accom~odation: Additional rooms may be required 

for typing, film and slide projection, tape recording, microflim 

processing, book repairs and binding. 
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The following is a percentage breakdown based on the area 

recommendations of the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. for a medical school library: 

public spaces 32.~), staff offices 3.3~, work areas 2.~b, and 

storage areas 61.11,. 

Hiscellaneous Medical School Central Accommodation: 

Seminars: Edinburgh (13 number) and Newcastle (6 number) both provide 

central seminar rooms for occasions when dep~rtmental seminar rooms 

may be fully occupied. 2 seminars in Edinburgh, and 3 in Newcastle 

are more than 500 sq.ft.,and as such, they might be classified as 

small lecture theatres. 

Central Demonstration Area: In addition to its lecture theatres, 

Newcastle provides an Examination Hall. It is a multipurpose area of 

3500 sq. ft. which may be used for lectures or demonstrations (150 

students maximum), or for-social functions. The Examination Hall is 

sited close to the student cafe, and meals ~~y be sorved for up to 

250 people. 

St.Andrews provides a central demonstration area of 6400 sq. ft. 

made up of a series of standard bays, each 70 sq.ft., for purposes 

of frequently changing undergraduate and postgraduate exhibitions 

(48 bays - 300 sq.ft.), and for permanent exhibition (12 bays - 1000 

sq.ft.). Additional ancillary accommodation (2400 sq.ft.) is provided 

for staff, preparation, and storage. Edinbur~l also schedules an 



exhibition area of 6350 sq.ft., although the associated ancillaries 

(1350 sq.ft.) are less than those for St.Andrews' demonstration area. 

Central Teaching Laboratories: 
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In consideration of the possible trend, as suggested in Chapter 2, 

towards small group teaching, Fig. 13 shows a plan and illustration 

of a type of traditional teaching laboratory which is recommended 

by the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. as being able to meet the teaohing 

needs of a whole class, and, at the same time being capable of 

division by folding screens for small croup teaching. The U,S. Dept. 

considers that 16 students is a suitable teaching group. The laboratory 

would provide 44 sq. ft. per student, a figure which is very similar to 

the U.G.C. 's recommendation for First & Second Year Honours stUdents 

(45 sq.ft./ student - see Appendix 6). 

The multidiscipline laboratories and the student clinical 

laboratory scheduled by newcastle and Edinburgh are too preliminary 

to provide any specific information, and laboratories of this type, 

therefore, can only:oe stated in terms of overseas and American 

experience. Appendix 31 gives some comparative student density ratios 

for the multidiscipline laboratories at Harvard, Southern California, 

Stanford, and Western Reserve medical schools. In consideration of 

the later discussion in Chapter 4, it would appear that an 

allowance of 56 sq.ft./ student, as provided by Southern California, 

would be suitable for a multidiscipline laboratory. This would be 

exclusive of supplementary laboratory accommodation (see Appendices 

29 to 31). 



S1T!']l'rARY CONCLUSIQJ\TS 
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The primary aim of this chapter has been to 

examine a number of medical schools with a view to 

establishing patterns of accommodation that may have 

become apparent in their area percentage structures 

(either in single schools or in school groups). 

These patterns have been related,in turn, to 

criteria discussed in Chapter 2 as they are 

relevant to present, and more important, to futllr(~ 

medical school trends. 

The medical sohools examined in this chapter are 

of two types: (1) "Full Curriculum" schools, 

which provide all of the general subjects and the 

departments of the medical curriculum. 

These are all housed within or are immediately 

adjacent to the teaching hospi tal. (2) "Clinical" 

schools, whereby the "Clinical" (only) subjects 

are taken in the teac:ling hospital and the 

Preclinical subjects are taken at the actual 

university. The teaching hospital and the 

university are not necessarily sited adjacent 

to one another. 

None of the schools examined can be nominated as 

"ideal", nor would this be possible as they all 

present their own parochial and pa.rticular 

problems of site, curriculum, research 

programmes, etc. 

It is likely that new medical schools will be 

required in this country, If a new foundation is 

contemplated, strong consideration should be 

given to the provision of a "Full Curriculum" 

school, with teaching hospital, sited directly 

in rel~tion to the university. 
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The proposed medical 9chool at Neweaitle'embodies 

many desirable features of a "Full Curriculum" 

medical school. It is comprised of: Offices 13~, 
• cf ' General Laboratories 321" Workshops 2;, Stores 37.', 

"IIIiscellaneous" accommodation 12%, and Teaching 

accommod?tion (total) 38;:. The basic divisions of 

the school are: Clinical 17%, Paraclinical 22~, 

Preclinical 217~' and Central accommoda tion 4Cf7~. 

For reasons given in this chapter, yhe Central 

apportionment might be a little loy. 

A hypothetical medical school rccorlmended by the 

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 

provides a Central apportionment of 45%. 

TIased on the mean averages determined from the 

medical schools examined in this chapter, a 

hypothetical British "Clinic~l" school would 

provide: Offices 14;:, General Laboratories 42?~, 

Workshops 3cf, Stores 5%, "~1iscellaneous" 

accommoda tion llfc', and Teaching accommodation 25%. 
The hypothetical school's basic divisions would be: 

Clinical 21~', Paraclinical 44):;, and Centra.l 

accommodation 35j~. A proposed medical school 

for the Sheffield University conforms to this 

pattern more than any other school examined. 

One "Clinical" medical school - St.Andrews 

University - stands out as providing "better than 

average" medical school accommodation, at the same 

time, observing importa.nt architectural requirements 

of economy through standardization and 
centralization. It appears to the the medical 

school which would be m~st capable of accommodating 

design criteria established in Chapter 2. 

Commendation should be given of the school's 

potential ability to accommodate future medical 

school developments, especially in the fields 

of research. 



FIGURE 12. Typical working area required for T.V. demonstra tions 
in a lecture theatre (Newcastle). Sca l e : t il al "0" 
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FIGURE 13. Layout for a 'traditional teaching laboratory sui t able for 
small group or whole class teaching. Scale: 1/16" ::I l' 0" 
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GURE 19b. UNIV1~SITY OF SHEFFIELD: Plan at level 413 . 5 
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The medical schools examined in Chapter 3 are at such a preliminary 

stage that none as yet has even been b:.lil t. It is impossible therefore, 

to make a study of practical applications of new medic~l school design 

in this country, although as suggested in previous chapters, it is 

possible to go some way towards evaluating design procedures and 

assessing the likely outcome of experiments without recourse to the 

actual buildings. 

Because of this absence of practical "models" in Britain, an 

alternative has been sought in America where - as suggested in the 

Dundee Symposium - there have been a number of medical school projeots 

completed in the post-war period. Some of the more prominent of these -

but by no means all - will be considered in this chapter. In studying 

the following American examples, it should be recognised that national 

oonditions, and the implementation of medioal eduoation, are not the 

same in Britain and America; for example, there is no N.H.S. operating 

in Amerioa, also, the average Amerioan medical student is already a 

university graduate when he enters medioal sohool - and oonse~uently 

he is older than his British counterpart; the American medical course 

is generally of 4 years (2 years Basic Sciences and 2 years Clinical 

Sciences). These and other factors however, are not such as to render 

comparisons invalid, and in this regard, the hypothetical medical school 

of the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, previously 

analysed, should be useful as a means of relating like and varying 

aspects of medical schools in the two countries. 

A brief description is also given of the planning philosophy and 

preliminary design of a proposed Preclinical medical school at Salisbury, 

Southern Rhodesia. 
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AMERICAN UEDICAL EDUCATION 

Historical Survey: 

The earliest American doctors were European emigrees, 

or alternatively, they were self appointed clergy/physicians. Medical 

education at this time was an extension of English apprenticeship, 

although American practitioners qualified under the system were not 

considered the equal of their more adventurous colleagues who had 

obtained degrees in London, Edinburgh, Leyden or Paris. One such 

adventurer was William Shippen the younger, who in association with 

John !.Iorgan and Benjamin Rush, was responsible for founding the first 

medical college in the U.S. at Philadelphia in 1765. The school was 

later joined with the Pennsylvania University and is still operating. 

King's College I1edical School (Samuel Bard, Peter ~Iiddleton), later 

knovm as Columbia University and Harvard t'Iedical School (James liarren, 

Benjamin Waterhouse), were soom to follow in 1767 and 1783. The English 

pattern was again largely followed, although it is of some significance 

that these institutions were closely linked with universities. 

It is unfortunate that American medical schools of the following 

century were unable to maintain fine standards set in what had been 

a promising beginning in the 1700's. Pressing military needs and 

a "call of the west", were largely responsible for the establishment 

of no less than 457 medical colleges run mainly for profit, a system 

incompatable - as revealed by the English example - with,medical 

education, if the interests of the student are to be paramount. 
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In 1821, a licensure system was first introduced in the state of 

Conneticut. It later spread to other states resulting, through the 

instigation of the New York }fedical Society, in the formation of the 

American Kedica1 Association,1847, aimed at the eradication of 

unqualified practice, and an elevation of eduoation standards. 

An earnest cry for reform began in 1876, and the newly formed Association 

of American Medical Colleges appealed for a consideration of 
(I) 

" •••• all matters relating to reform in medical college work". At the 

same time, physicians returning from Europe brought with them the 

discoveries of Koch and Pasteur, and the scientifio ideals of German 

universities. The Johns Hopkins medical school ",S one recipient 

of this inspiration and became an outstanding contributor to medical 

science at the end of the 19th and in the 20th centuries. (see Fig. 20b.) 

In 1907, the Council on 1!Iedical Education of the American Medical 
• 

Association (formed in 1904) undertook a survey of Amerioan medical 

schools. A storm of disapproval at its subsequent findings, led to 

the apPOintment of Abraham Flexner by the Carnegie FOl.:nda tion for 

the Advancement of Teaohing. Flexner was given the onerous task of 

finding out just what was wrong with American medical education. 

His scathing report in 1910 criticized the whole educational system 

and emphasized the deplorable lack of governmental control; the 

report was all the more humiliating to the medical profession in 

view of the fact that Flexner was a layman. He had aroused nationwide 

interest which effectively brought about large scale closures of 

proprietory schools; so much so, that by 1915 the number of medical 

sohools in America was reduced to h6 compared with a total of 160 in 1900. 

1. Young R. H. Journal of Medical Eduoation, August 1959, Vol. 34, 
p.p. 802. 
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FIGURE 20a: Pennsylvania Hospital 1799 . Souroe: Auto 
biography of Benjamin nush; Edit . G. W. Corner , Princeton 
Univ . Press; American Philos . Soc . 1948, p . p . 117 

FIGURE 20b: Johr:sHopkins Medical Centre , o. 1895 - the 
medical school is in the top right hand corner . Source: 
J . C. French; A History of the University founded by 
Johr:sHopkino . Baltimore; Joh~Hopkins Press , 1946 , p .p. 417 . 
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By 1920 many of the earlier inadequacies had been righted. Science 

exerted a more profound influence on medical educ'ltion, problems of 

finance were reduced by grants from the Rockefeller and Carnegie 

Foundations, and the influence of Welch, Osler, and the Hopkins school 

was being widely felt. The results were beneficial to the whole 

oountry and brought world recognition of the new rise in American 

medioal education standards. 

The perlod between the two Wars witnessed growing uneasiness 

with set examinations as the sole arbiter, by leading eduoators 

who also came to recognize a danger in the need for students to 

specialize at too early an age. 

The Yale Plan: 

Dr. George E. Blumer, previously educated at Johns Hopkins, 

had begun to agitate for a reform of the medical curriculum during 

his term of office at Yale. Milton C. Winternitz - another product 

of the Hopkins School - came to office in 1917, and extended Blumer's 

work by formulating a new medical school curriculum which dispensed 

with regular examinations. it was designed to encourage individual 

iniative by allowing large "free time" allotments in the syllabus, 

whereby students were free to pursue speoial interests, and to further 

privately the substance of literature discussed during formal leotures. 

In 1925, Yale made it a requirement that each student should present 

a dissertation based on the findings of original researoh as a major 

prerequisite for graduation, oomplementary to examinations set by 

the National Board of 1.~edical Examiners. 



As might be expected of such a radical departure from the 

conventional, Winternitz' plan met witll considerable opposition, 

and 1s still criticized by many. However after 40 years, it continues 

to win support. 
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By 1939, the American medical curriculum had become no less 

heavily encumbered than that in Great Britain and a similar problem 

arose in the inability of students to encompass the wide accumulation 

of medical technologies. The War, new medical discoveries (many of 

which unfortunately, only seem possible in time of national emergency), 

and other distractions, directed the attention of medical educators 

towards more pressing problems. Follofring.the cessation of hostilities 

they turned afresh to medical education, and some of them, to view 

pre-war medical education in a different light - especially the 

medical curriculum. The Goodenough Report had also been published 

in Great Britain. 

A Liaison Committee on Medical Education was set up in 1942. 

The Committee represents the Association of American Medical Colleges, 

the Council of l1edical Education and li-:-spitals of the American Medical 

Association, and it carries out periodical surveys of medical schools, 

including new schools,wl1ich are inspected annually for four years 

after their inauguration. It is to the credit of the Liaison Committee, 

that since its inception no attempt has been made to standardj-e 

the operations of medical schools. The Committee's periodical school 

surveys are voluntary and intended for the purpose of encouraging 

individuality and experimention rather than for any desire to inhibit. 
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As a challenge to the future, and ~ith the encouragement of the 

Liaison Committee, there have in the post-war period been some 

interesting experiments on medical education by individual American 

schools. Few of these have been operating long enough to make a 

comprehensive assessment of American medical education and medical 

schools. Individually, however, most have benefited by their enterprise 

and their desire to be done with that which is stereotyped and an 

unnecessary encumbrance on the medical student. Lessons learnt 

in these experimental stages are benefiting other American schools, 

and also medical schools in this country. 



VYESTEru~ RESERVE SCHOOL OF MEDICI1TE, CLEVZL.lUm, OHIO 

At Western Reserve University,in 1945, a rare situation arose 

which would probably be the envy of medical education reformists 

in any part of the world. The medical school found itself in the 

pocsossion of a medical faculty, the majority of which was young, 

unfettered by tradition, and enthusiastic for educational reform. 

Recognizing that the medical curriculum had become heavily 

overloaded and stereotyped, Joseph T. Wearn and Jo'~ L. Caughey 

instigated an examination of the whole programme. Results of this 

investigation prompted the Faculty of Full Professors to appoint 

Dean T. J. Wearn,in 1946, to the leadership of a "General Faculty" 

whose duty it was to examine student affairs, instruction, and 

interdepartmental cooperation. The General Faculty was to be comprised 

of assistant professors or higher (approximately 300 persons), and 

also to include the directors of the 12 medical school departments; 

the directors appointed two additional departmental members of rank 

less than assistant professor. After 4 years of intensive research, 

they came to some important conclusions; 

1. Total coverage of a medical curriculum was impossible by either 

staff or students. As an alternative, it was proposed to try and 

establish a basic fund of knowledge upon which the student's powers 

of skill and competance could be developed. 

2. There had arisen too great a division between Preclinical and 
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Clinical teaching and it was hi~~ly desirable that an improved integr~tio~ 

of the two should be effected. 
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3. The status of the undergraduate student should be raised to one 
(I; 

comparable with a postgraduate student. 

4. };ledical education is itself in need of research and constant 

revision to meet rapid changes in science, economics, and the sooial 

structure. In this respect, the curriculum should be flexible and 

open to regular adjustment after critical appraisal. 

Based on these conclusions, a revised medical course was planned 

and inaugurated in 1952 follo-.-ring two years of programming by a 

Standing Committee on l\':edical Education of the General Faculty. 

The responsibilities of the Committee wnre ge~rally defined as follows: 

• The selection and definition of o~jectives of medical education. 

• The evaluation of current programmes. 

• To develop and recommend changes in programmes of medic~l 

education necessary to meet future needs. 

The examination of subjects which overlap with other dep~,rtments, 

and phases of subjects which can best be taught in cooperation 

with other departments. 

To examine the objectives of medical education. 

1. r.rost American medical schools require a mlnlmum of four years 
college ~Taining before the student is allowed to enter medical 
sc~ool; in some cases this has now been reduced to 3 (or 2) years. 
The average age of students entering American medical schools is 
between 21 and 22 years; in Great Britain it is about 18 years. 

2. Journal of Hedical Education; Ham T.:-I. December 1959, Vol. 34, 
p.p. 1164 



CONSEQ.UENCES OF THE NEW CUR~ICULm:! AT WESTERN RESERVE 

The 3 Phase Programme (Figure 21a.): 

The traditional curriculum at Western Reserve had been one of 

a two year Preclinical introduction to two years of mainly Clinical 

apprenticeship. As had already been appreciated by Goodenough, the 

Committee felt that in the majority of student cases, the disruption 

occasioned by a sudden transference frQm one programme to another 

created problems of readjustment for the student and helped to 

bring about an improper attitude to Preclinical studies" that of an 

academic hurdle. The intention was,of course, that the Preclinical 

and Clinical years should be complementary, both providing the 

student with an insight into science as an effective instrument 

in the treatment and care of patients. 

The intention had been the right one, but the Committee felt 

that its application had been wrong. It thus devised a new programme 

based on a 3 phase development over 4 years (see Figure 2la). 

Medical School Organisation (Fig. 2lb): 

The responsibilities of the three main branches of school 

government were clearly defined. These branches are now a.s fol10·:;s: 

1. Administration (of day to day actiVities): It operates through 

phase coordinators and assistant deans, and through the associate 

dean for student affairs. 

2. Departments: Although the system differs from most schools, 

the departments have still retained much of their autonomy on faculty 
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FIGURE 21. WESTERN 
RESERVE UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 

a. 3 Phase Curriculum 

b. Organisation of the 
School of Medicine 

o. A typical Subject 
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matters, budgets, research and graduate programmes. 

3. General Faculty: It has 350 members, and is responsible for 

the policy on educational matters. 

The organization of the medical school permits a considerable 

amount of intercommunication betwoen staff and all members. Faculty 

re-appraisal is an important factor in the school's operations. 

Subject Committee Teaching (Fig. 2lc): 

This was one of the most outstandinB' features in the planned 

operations of the new medical course. Instead of departments being 

responsible for instruction, the work was to be directed by Subject 

Committees comprised of members from different faculties who would 
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be required to cooperate to ensure an integrated course for each phase. 

There are now three interlocking committees (one for each phase) 

which control the broad planning of the three phases, 

Initially there was some concern as to whether the amount of 

time spent in Committee teaching would be too time-consuming for 

faculty members, however, after the initial planning had been completed, 

it was found that staff spent little more time than they did under the 

old course. 

The Clinics: 

There have been a number of innovations in the Western Reserve 

medical course; one of the more controversial of these is tho 

"Clinic" method of providing the medical student with practical 

experience. There are three types - Family, Continuity and Group Clinics. 
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Family Clinic: Early in the first year, the student is introduced 

to the living patient - a woman i!l prQgnancy. He is expected to 

follow the patient (and family) through the various sts,ges of pregnancy, 

childbirth, and early infancy, in Phases 1 and 2, and if he so wishes, 

in Phase 3. Students in groups are guided by a clinical preceptor, 

and paediatric and obstetrical staff. There is disagreement in the 

faculty as to the effectiveness of Family Clinic teaching, the main 

criticism being that it is instrumental in develo-eing "attitudes 
(lJ 

rather than the ac~uisition of factual knowledge". The criticism 

has come mostly from faculty members "whose orientation is primarily 
(2) 

toward the biological sciences or clinical investigation". 

Continuity Clinic: It is made up of a series of clerkships of one-half 

day each week in Phase 3 (16 months).The clerkships are comprised of _ 

a 4'monthd introductory or basic clerkship, then clerkships of two 

months in surgery, obstetrics & gynaecolo~J, surgical specialties, 

and an elective clerkship (mostly in paediatrics). There is also a 

2 mont~clerkship in a group clinic, on ambulatory medicine (4th year 

students). 

The Family, Continuity, and Group Clinics ~re a positive endeavour 
. 

to provide continuous practical training throughout the 4 years of 

the medical course. 

1.& Lee P. V. Medical Schools and the Changing Times. Reprint from 
2. the Journal of l:Iedical Education, December 1961, Vol. 36, p.p. 112. 



Rlective time and Student Research: 

One of the primary reasons for the initial departure from tho 

traditional curriculum,was that tAo General Faculty considered 

it to be of the "spoon-feeding" type which provided for too little 

student initiative. 

As an encouragement to self-education in the new curriculum, 

students are given I! days free time per week in Phases 1 and 2, 

and two or more months in Phase 3. Initially, the amount of elective 

time in Phase 3 was 6 months, but this has since been modified 

following the introduction of assigned clerkships in general surgery 

and the surgical specialties. 

Students in Phases 1 and 2 are required to undertake an 

independent research project. It has been found that research work 

and free time work well in conjunction with one another. All of this 

research work (plus all other laboratory activities) is carried out 

in multidiscipline teaching laboratories. 

Evaluation: 

The need to &3S'::SS the poosiblc COl.,.soquonces 6f ~ r..l.dic!11 

departure from tho traditional curriculum was for~e6n in the 

prcli~in~ry planning stages. Evaluation studies began with the 

introduction of the first stUdent year to the new course. These are 

by no means complete, but some of the preliminary information gained 
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so far suggests thata(l) students themselves perceive of their teachers 

as being more interested in helping them than do students in other 

medical schools; (2) they still retain their academic drive, but 
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they are now more interested in self-education without undue recourse 

to competition or other anxieties which are often apparent in other 

medicel students. 

Evaluation studies have as yet given no positive indications of 

student attitudes towards ~atients and medicine generally, ~lthough, 

the faculty at Uestern Reserve is firmly of the opinion that students 

will "have much healthier attitudes toward their patients thm was 
(1) 

formerly the case". 

Despite the considerable emphasis on the teaching f~~ction 

of the medical school, there docs not appear to have been any 

diminution in the attitude to research, nor its productivity, as 

evidenced by more recent staff achievements. 

One of tho most encouraging results of the Western Reserve 

experiment hG.s been the enthusiasm shown by both staff and students. 

1. Lee P. V. Medical Schools and the Changing Times. Chapt. 3,p.p.l01. 



AN ARCHITECTURAL INTEHPRETATIO~i OF THE NEW CURt1ICULull! REQUlREJ\!EUTS AT 
WESTERN HESERVE 

Multidiscipline Laboratories: 

They are one of the most significant architectural features 

of the Western Reserve medical school, and represent a good example 

of the architectural embody-ment of a theoretical concept. The initial 

req,drement was to provide an environment which would facilitate 

interdepartmantal teaching, ~nd at the same time, encourage self 

education by students. The schooll~ approach to the requirement 

was to plan and design a student laboratory "home" in which individual 

study, research,and other laboratory activities could all take place. 
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The principle of the multidiscipline l~boratory has since been 

adopted by a number of other A~erican medical schools (althoueh adapted 

to individual needs). A fuller account of the Western Reserve teachine 

labora tories will be given here as it may be of llse to other medical 

schools contemplating their use. 

Laboratory Operation: 

At the beginning of the year, the incoming student selects a 

partner and is allotted a random place in the laboratory; each student 

is assigned to a study desk solely for his own use, and to a work 

desk which he shares with his partner. Students retain their positions 

in the laboratory with unlimited access (24 hour basis) for the whole 

of the academic year. 

Laboratory exercises are prescribed by the Subject Committees 

who also provide instruction on the subject. The normal procedure io 

for a Subject Committee representative fron the depart~ent whose 



experiments are to be performed, to carry out a pilot exeroise using 

equipment and reagents identical to those to be used by tho students. 

A Laboratory r:ranager is responsible for laboratory operations, 

including maintenance of equipment and stocks, and for preparing the 

laboratory for particular exeroises. Prior to an exercise, he obtains 

a syllabus from the Subject Committee and prepares the equipment 
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and reagents for their preliminary experiment; he also assesses the 

necessary supplies for medical students. Based on the syllabus, the 

Laboratory Manager prepares a work order which is directed to a Stockman. 

The Stockman in turn issues supplies and additional equipment. 

He places calorimeters, water-baths, centrifuges or other communal 

equipment on an accessory table, and immediately at the completion of 

the exercise the equipment is cleaned for re-use or storage. 

For microbiology, materials are obtained from the media room of the 

Department of llicrobiology; afterwards, contaminated glassware and 

media etc. are returned to be sterilized. Histology, pathology, 

haematology, and neuro-anatomy, maintain separate slide collections 

which are distributed and collected as required. Gross specimens 

for anatomy and pathology are the responsibility of the individual 

departments. 

Mul tidiscipline laboratories are provided for -

1st year stUdents: Phase I Laboratories on the 5th floor of the medical 

school (see Figs. 22, 23, & 24). 

2nd year stUdents: Phase 2A Laboratories in the basement of the 

medical school. The 140' x 22' teaching laboratory,accommodating 

80 students, is a dual purposo area capable of whole class or small 



group teaching. It may be subdivided into 10 smaller units by folding 

plastic doors (see Fig. 25a). 

3rd year (first half) students: Phase 2B Laboratories on the 1st 

floor of the Institute of Patholo~J (see Fig. 25b). 

Phase 1 Laboratories: 

'rhose have served as a model for the multidiscipline module; 

they accouu'lodEJ,te 104 students in 5 rooms of sixteen students (each) 

and two rooms of tvrelve students (each). Dr. Edra Spilman considers 

the 16 student laboratory to be the ideal size on the grounds that 

one instructor can serve a 16 student laboratory as efficiently as 

a 12 student laboratory; he also feels that it would be possible to 

provide efficient teaching for a student group of up to 20 students 

under the one instructor: "With proper management, any size unit can 

be made to operate efficiently (for example, our Phase 2A laboratory 
(1 ) 

which seats 80 students)". 

Each 16 student laboratory unit is 32' x 22', providing 44 sq.ft. 

per student, -Which includes the area taken up by benches and equipment. 

Dr. Spilman considers this size to be inadequate, and that it should 
(2 ) 

be increased by "one-half, or, better doubled". 

Supplementary accommodation used in con,j1)nction with the 

multidisoipline laboratories is as follows: 

A Dispensing Stockroom 55' x 11', vr~ich is located centrally for 

all laboratories on the 5th floor. It is used for general storage and 

for m~king solutions. 
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1.& Spilman E. The Management of Multi-disoipline Laborutories, P.Il.12. 
2. Phamplet of the Western neserve Sohool of Hedicine, 25th :March, 

19G3, p.~ 12 & 13. 
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A Closed Stockroom of 225 sq.ft. which Dr. Spilman does not consider 

(:!nough. 

A Walk in Cold Room, II' x 8', for storing infant cadavers and for 
(1 ) 

general purpose refrigeration. 

An inden~ndent animal room of 28' x 11' is reserved for student use. 

It contains metabolism cages for rats and dogs, and cz,ges for the 

general care of small animals - rats, guinea pigs, mice, and chickens. 

1. Based on the number of students at Western Reserye, Dr. Spill'lan 
assesse~ that a. good "lorking ratio of storage arr):,::.jlaborato;;'"T 
space should be between 33~~ and 5o%.¥anagement of Multid. Iabs,p.~,. 
Architects: Garfield, Harris, Robinson and Schafer; Cleveland. 

Detailed planning was undertaken by a sub-committee under the 
chairmanship of Dr. L. O. Krampitz. 

Designs for laboratory layout and furniture by Leon Gorde~eV~ll~a: 
Laboratory benches by the Variety Cabinet Co., Toledo, Ohio. 
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WESTEillT RESERVE CRITIQUE: 

Cons: • There is disagreement on the effectiveness 

of the Family Clinic system of Clinical 

training. The main criticizm is that it 

creates attitudes rather than provides facts. 

• Initially there was no clerkship in sureery 

and the surgical specialties. This has now 

been rectified. 

• Dr. Spilman does not consider that teaching 

laboratory units for 16 students arc large 

enough at 32' x 22 I. They could be increased 

by 1.5 to 2 their present size. 

• Cold Room storage is inadequate. 

Pros • All student exercises are contained in a 

single laboratory area, making for ease of 

teaching and supervision. 

• The student is provided with a "home" which 

is available at all times. It elevates hisstatus 

more to that of a postgraduate student and 

gives him a sense of "belonging". (Journal of 

Medical Education, Spilman E., Hov. 1958, ~6:g, 

• Laboratory operations are centralized and 

coordinated. One of the drudgeries - the 

preparation of demonstrations - usually facing 

departmental staff is removed, and carried out 

by a minimum of staff who are specifically 

trained and employed for this purpose. 

• The laboratories are fully occupied throughout 

the year, as compared with the partial and 

inefficient use of most traditional teaching 

laboratories. 
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FIGURE D, WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, 
Phase 1 : ~aohing laborator~e8 (multidiscipline). 
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FIGURE 23. VfESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE : Phase 1 mul tidisc,ipline 
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FIGURE 24: Western Reserve School of r,Iedicine , Phase 1 mul ti
discipline teaching l aboratory. Source: Western Reserve Alumini 
Bulletin, 2057 . 
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F:i:GURE 25a: Wes t ern Reserve se 
Source: Western Reserve Alumini Bulletin , 2057 . 

FIGURE 25b: V1es tern Reserve Phase 2B teaching laboratory. 
Source: ibid . 



STANFORD MEDICAL C~FTRE, rALO ALTO, CALIFORr-TIA 

The first medical school on the North American west coast was 

established in San Fransisco, 1859, by Dr. Samuel Elias Cooper. 
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In 1908, the Cooper lJ:edica1 College was incorporated into the Stanford 

University, and after this time, medical students received their 

preclinical training at the University some 30 miles south of 

San Fransisco, and their clinical training at the Stanford Lane Hospital 

in San Fransisco. The population of the area surrounding the University 

was insufficient to warrant the erection of an hospital which would 

provide teaching for clinical students. lIo decision was taken to 

rectify the position until 1953. 

A post-war populati0n explosion in California (esp00ially 

in the area around Palo Alto), and in recognition of a broad division 

existing between the basic sciences and hospital clerkship, the 

Board of Trustees of the University decided to relocate the whole 

medical school on the University campus. Just as at l:iestern Reserve, 

the medical curriculum had become overcrowded, inflexible, and 

overemphasized the didactic approach. For this reason, the Trustees 

wished to develop a new curriculu~ better suited to future needs 

of the medical profession; at the same time, they were desirous 

of building a new medical school in conjunction with the curriculum 

programme. They also recognized the importance of the Western Reserve 

example. 
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FACTORS INFLUBNCING THE DESIGF OF THE STA!TFOEtD l1J:DICAL CEnTRE 

THE EDUC.\TlOi:TAL PLA1~ 

The curriculum was based on three major concepts: Firstly, all 

education is continuous, and as a consequence, clinical and preclinical 

training should be integrated in such a manner as to encourage a greater 

individual contribution by' the st11dent, and in order to develop areas 

in the curriculum which can be related to his previous educational 

experience. Secondly, medical science is expanding so much and so 

rapidly, that students cannot possibly comprehend all of its facets; 

there is,albeit, a fundamental core of knowledge which all students 

can and must learn - this core should be presented by means of subject 

areas rather than as isolated departmenta~ subjects. Thirdly, the 

American undergraduate medical student is normally of graduate age 

and should be encouragEd to "learn in terms of attitudes toward, and 
(1) 

approach to problems in medicine" rather than by the mere acquisition 

of factual data. 
(2) 

The Stanford faculty formulated the following broad objectives: 

1. To bring medical educ~tion into the University environment 

as a continuation of general education and to relate the medical 

sciences to other fields of knowledge. 

2. To provide all students with a basic core, or a fundamental 

knowledge of the medical sciences, simultaneously, enoouraging 

each student to develop as an individual in line with his abilities 

and interests. 

1. & Stowe L. M. 
2. 

Journal of l.1edical Education, l-Tovember 1959, Vol. 34, 
p.p. 1060. 
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3. To emphasize the unity of the medical sciences. 

4. To promote in students an awareness of the place of medicine 

in society, and of the patient and physician as members of society. 

5. To produce a practitioner of medicine with a scientific approach 

to problems in clinical medicine. 

6. To encourage interested students to take up academic medicine 

as a career. 

7. To foster a graduate approach to medical education. 

The present medical course at Stanford is of five years duration -

3 years Basic Sciences and 2 years Clinical Sciences. A substantial 

period designated "University Time" is divided equally between the 

3 "Preclinical" years and is designed to enable those students enterinG 

medical school without a baccalaureate degree to fulfil these 

requirements. For other students, this period in conjunction with that 

designated "Free Time", enables them to pursue individual research 

interests or other types of investigation. From the time that he 

first enters medical school, the student is progressively introduced 

to Clinical medicine and to his clerkships in the final two yenrs. 

The Clinical course is specifically designed to m~ke him aware of the 

relationships existing between Clinical departments, and the dependence 

of these and the many other aspects of his learning upon each other. 

Special emphasis throughout is placed on the importance of the patient 

as an individual and not only as "clinical material". Stanford 

inaugurated its educational plan in the academic year of 1959. 
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A UHIVSRSITY MEDIC.:.L SClIOOL 

Examples of other leading American medical schools convinced 

the Trustees at Stanford of the advantages to be gained in having a 

school of medicine intimately associated with the University, not only 

for the benefits derived by the medical school, but, by what could 
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be the medicGl school's contribution to the other schools and departmentn 

of the University. 

MEDICAL SCHOOL/ TEACIIIYG HOSPITAL AFFILIATION 

Although sited on the University campus, it Vias felt that the 

medical school would function more efficiently if were to be housed 

within the teaching hospital. 

GENERAL 

• In carrying out a plan to improve graduation standards, the 

interests of the graduate student's further education could "not 

be ignored. 

• 

• 

It was proposed that approximately 65 students be adMitted annually. 

Decause of the adopted policy of the Stanford Trusteffi in limiting 

stanford's campus buildings to under 4 stories, the architectural 

approach to the design of the medical centre was basically horizontal. 

• Future teaching hos9ital and medical school expansion had to 

be anticipated at the outset. 
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THE ARCHITECTURAL I!~ERPRETATION (Figs. 27, 28, 29, 31a): 

stanford redical Centre is a 40' high, 3 storey structure, desiened 

to make full use of the Californian landscape. A 4th basement floor 

utilizes the many open courtyards and :patios which are a feature of 

the :plan. The building complex comprises 7 main units - Palo Alto 

and Stanford Pavilions, Hospital Core, Boswell, Lane, and Edwards 

Buildings, and the Nedical School. Future ex:pansion will be to the 

north of the Teaching Hos:pital and to the south of the Medical School. 

The complex is adequately served by wide corridors, and so far as 

is practicable, the circulation around public areas is divorced 

from that of the hospital services. Vertical traffic is handled by 

a high s:peed escalator and 4 lifts in the Core Building; there are 
, 

4 other service lifts. In the :preliminary design stages it was 

recognized that ex:pcnditure on lifts,although initially high, was 

justified by an ultimate efficiency of staff movements. 

Palo Alto and Stanford Buildings: The Teaching IIospital contains 

475 beds which are housed mainly in two "racetrack" ward wings 

on the three main floors; there are approximately 68 beds per floor -

20 two-bed, 4 five-bed, and 8 single-bed wards. Future expansion is 

planned for 1000 beds. Nursing stations on all floors are centrally 

located, with a solarium at the outer end of the wing and a visitors' 

IDunge at the other. 

Core Building: It houses the medical and service facilities for the 

hos:pital and clinics. 



Boswell Iluilding: The central Boswell Building is the largest unit 

of the complex, and houses most of the ou.tpn.tient departments (with 

a capacity of 100,000 visits annually). Central offices a.nd staff 

b,boratories for i'.Iedicine, Surgery, Obstetrics, Gynaecology, and 

Paediatrics arc also to be fOlmd here, relating horizontally to the 

adjacent inpatient hospital facilities. 

Lane Building: In recognition of the need for centralized library 

facilities in a teaching hospital, the two level hospital library 

was loc~1ted in the Lane Euildin.zo where it will not retard Medical 

School expansion, and,where the library itself will be cap~1)le of a 

linited growth. The library employs the "open stack" storage system 
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with open reading areas, both of which permit free student circulation, 

additionally, there are c~rrels and small study conference rooms 
(1 ) 

which Dean Robert H. Alway feels should be increased in number. 

The remainder of the Lane Building contains pathology and 

pharmacological research laboratories, and some student multidiscipline 

teaching laboratories. 

Edwards Building: This section houses some of the newer specialist 

clinics. Two floors are allocated to the rehabilitation services -

physical medicine, orthopaedics, speech pathology and audiology, 

otorhinolaryngology, neurology, and neurosurgery. The other floor is 

given over to a programme dealing with the consequences of disease 

(studied by undergraduates, doctors, physical therapists, speech 

and hearing therapists in the care and investigation of patients). 

1. Bell G. H. Hospital and !.1edical School Design. Report on an 
International Symposium at Dundee, 1961; p.p. 81. 
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Medical School: Apart from groSG anatomy, all instruction on the 

Basic Sciences is undertaken in the Nax. C. Fleischmann multidiscipline 

laboratories which are mainly grouped in the Medical Dchool. The 

principle of grouping is also applied to 6 lecture theatres which 

are loc:lted below the Fleischmann lc.boratories. Two theatres have 

seating capacities of 138 and 104 students and are designed for 

Preclinical and Clinical demonstrations; there are two medium size 

theatres for 84 students and t~o others for 42 stUdents. The grouping 

of these components was felt to be economical, helping also to avoid 

departmental isolation which is customary in many schools. Dean Alway 

considers that the lecture theatres satisfy most student requirements, 

but if money had been available, a 400 - 500 c€',paci ty auditorium 
(1 ) 

would h:we been a useful addition. The Medical School Building also 

contains laboratories for biochemistry and genetics, plus facilities 

for students registered in nursing. 

1. Bell G. H. Hospital and ~.1edical School Design. Report on an 
International Symposium at Dundee, 1961; p.p. 82. 
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MAX C. FLEISCm~NlJ MULTIDISCIPLINE LABORATORIES (Figs. 30, 3lb) 

The Stanford Trustees had long felt the need of n. closer integration 

of the Basic Sciences. Western Reserve University had shown the 

benefits which might be derived by students being instructed by 

"Subject Committees", as opposed to isolated depc::.rtmental instruotion. 

In consideration of the second of its Educational Plan conccpts, 

the Trustees camc to the conclusion that student laboratories of the 

Western Reserve type would be the most suitable for providing an 

environment for the furnishinrr of basic core material. 

The wl1.ole of the Medical School 1st floor (plus some of the 

Lane Building) was designed for 12 laboratory units to accommodate 

3 classes of 64 students (16 students per unit). 'rhe Dep::::.rtment 

was to be an autonomous unit, ~dministered by a Director (Frederick 

A. Furhman) who would also be responsible for coordinating the 

whole Basic Sciences programme. The Director's research area has been 

located immediately adjacent to the student laboratories rather than in 

any of the Medical School's departments. 

At present, the Jaboratories are staffed by an assistant director 

(post doctoral), 4 technicians, a secretary, a stockroom supervisor, 

and maintenance personnel. The normal teaching proced1.lxe is for 

departmental staff to initiate early experiments which can then be 

used as a prototype for l~boratory staff to assemble and demonstrate 

to the students. By this method, orders for equipment, supplies, 

solutions, and animals are minimized and reduce the time normally 

required of the departmental staff. 
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Students are allocated a plaoe in tho labor~tory which is 

solely for their individual use, at any time of the day. Results so far 

indicate that the student "home" is proving a success, and productive 

stim1llation to individual self-education and research. !,aboratory 

floor space is ~sed economically, and it is seldom necessary for a 

student to leave his "home base". 

Each 16 student laborutory unit is 36' x 22', althOUGh Dr. Fuhrman 

considers that this could be im~roved if it were to be increased to 
(1) 

36' x 24' as originally pla~ed. Teaching laboratories arc designed 

in pairs, separated by a 3f;' x 13' "interlab" containing less 

frequently used equipmelit; this smaller laboratory provides space 

for students undertaking special experiments, &~d may also be used 

for the preparation of demonstration material. 

other supplementary teaching laboratory accommodation includes -

a human experimental laboratory, balance rooms, "walk-in" regulated 

temperature rooms, readily accessible animal quarters, glass washing, 

media preparation, photography,and a large stock room. There are also 

offices for drafting, administration and secretarial work. 

One of the most ambitious and expensive items in the Fleiscl~~ann 

Laboratory programme was the provision of teaching laboratory e~uipment 

which was specifically designed for student use. The faculty rejected 

a tradi tioral policy of introducint'~ medical students to laboratory 

medicine with simple instruments - which are frequently outdated and 

inefficient for their purpose. A belief that "medical students are 

quite capable of using modern research instruments to good effect ••• 

in a mechanised, automated, electronic civilizatio~~; committed the 

1. Bell G. H. Hospital and ~;edical School Design. 1961. p .p. 82. 

2. Goldstein A. Journal of ~~edical Education, June 1961, Vol. 36, 
p .p. 689. 
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medical faculty to a sizable expenditl~e compared with the cost of 

ell.uipment normally provided in most medical cchoolE:. Stanford's 

philosophy that equipment of this nature io necessary for a "first r:lte" 

modern education, has been affirmed in recent years by the ease 

with which their students h~ve adapted themselves to its use. 

STANFORD CRITIQUE 
Cons: • The initial cost of providing teaching 

laboratories was hieh. 

• Dr. FuhrNan considers that the multidiscipline 
laborat.ories would operate better at 
36' x 24' in lieu of the present size of 

36' x 22'. 

• He also favours the l'rovision of an 
additional large auditorium for 400 - 5eO 
students, and more library study carrels. 

• Laboratory space is lacking for student 
experiments - some of these it has been 
found, cannot be carried out in ei thel' the 
teaching laboratories or in the faculty 
research units. 

Pros; • Conjoint In.boratory teaching has been found 
to be conducive b the provision of 
"basic core" material. 

• Student circulation is minimized. 

Departmental staff preparation time is 
minimized, and demonstrations efficiently 
performed by fully trained laboratory staff. 

• There is maximum space utilization of 
teaching l.::;.bora.tories due their full-time 
occupation. 

Students are given access to the laboratories 
at all timp.s, providing an incentive for 
private study and research. 

• Equipment is modern, and specifically 
designed for student use. 

Architects: Edward D. Stone & Associates. 

Laboratory furniture was designed by the architects and manufactured 
by Weber ShowoaS9 Compa.ny, Grand Rapids, Michigan. 
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FIGURE 27. STANFORD MEDICAL CENTRE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA: Relationship 
of Medical Centre to campus and surrounding area. 
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FIGURE 31a : Stanford J,1edical Centre . View of forecourt 
and pool . Source : International Hospital Federat ion 
News Bulletin, De cember 1960, p . p . 9 . 
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FIGURE 31b . Stanford School of Medicine , Hax C. Fleischmann 
multidiscip l ine teaching l abora tory. Source: Frederick 
A. Fuhrman, Director , Fl eischmann Labora tories . 
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UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA-GAInESVILLE, COLLEGE OF 1/[EDIClNE 

The Florida medical school, like Stanford, arose out of necessity 

in the rapidly expanding Florida community. Student numbers for the 

whole University of Florida increased by 56l5~ between 1930 and 1950, 

although this rate of growth was insufficient to cope with the 

State's phenomenal population development in the same period. 

Dr. J. Rilles Miller, the then President of the Florida University, 

perceived that the university must expa.nd still further. He also 

recognized that there was an outstanding need of a new university 

medioal school which the State of Florida did not possess. 

To this end, the Lippard Committee (appointed by the State), 

after investigating the most suitable location for such an institution, 

recommended a site at Gainesville on the campus of the University 

of Florida. A grant from the Commonwealth Fund had enabled the 

Committee to carry out a study into the problems of medical education 

and the methods by which a medical school could best serve the community. 

The most important of its findings had been, that "a real functional 

integration of the medical school with the rest of the university 
(1 ) 

is clearly indicated." 

The Curriculum: }~a·ny American educo.tors are concerned at the cleavage 

between the Basic and the Clinioal Soiences in the courses of most 

medical schools. Dr. Arnold B. Grobman, a member of the Commonwealth 

Fund Committee, was even more concerned at the division of the 
(2 ) 

American arts and medical courses,the arts being regarded as an academic 

1.& Grobman A. B. Journal of lIedical Education, May 1956, Vol. 31, 
2. p.p. 316 - 322. 



hurdle by potential medical students. As a means of combatting 

this danger, Florida contemplated the introduction of an integrated 

8 year course, popularly called the "2 - 4 - 2 Plan", in lieu of the 

normal 4 year arts/ 4 year medical course (see Fig. 26c). 

staff: For the new medical school, the selection of medical staff 

was based on a number of factors: teaching ability and rese~rch 

potential were the main factors, others were,qualifications, youth, 
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and enthusiasm. Initially, there were to be 80 staff in the Basic 

Sciences and 78 staff in the Clinical Sciences (including 33 praotising 

physicians). 

Students: The first class of 47 students grc.duated in 1960; there 

were 3 women in this number. 7 students of the original intake did not 

complete the course. The student/ staff ratio was 1.3 : 1 in both 

the Basic and the Clinical Sciences. The Florida medical course 

pla.ces some em:)hasis on the psychological aSp8cts of illness. The 4th 

year Clinical students spend a good p~rt of their time in the 

outpatient clinic, but otherwise, Florida's approach to medical 

teaching is similar in most respects to the general course in this 

country. Basically Florida is a referral hospital. It accommodates 

400 beds, giving a beds/ Clinical student r~tio of 4 - 4.5 : 1. 

There is a complete internship and residency programme for postgraduate 

students in the teaChing hospital. As shown in Fig. 32, there are a 

number of rooms provided for postgraduate study, plus, a postgraduate 

lecture room primarily intended for the seminar type instruction of 

practising physicians in the area who may come for periods of 3 or 4 days. 
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THE ARCHITECTURAL INTERPRETATION (Figs. 32, 33, 35a), 

The medical centre is located on the periphery of the main 

university campus to enable sufficient scope for the development of 

the Health Centre activities, and, to place it in relation to the ~~in 

road in order to facilitate easy patient p~tient access to the hospital. 

It is still close enough to the main universit" for the convenience 

of student and other interrelated faculty activities. 

The medical school (Basic and Clinical Sciences) ~ms built before 

the actual teaching hospital: the medical school admitted its first 

year on 8th September, 1956, and the teaching hospital was opened 

on 20th October, 1958. The medical centre complex at Florida shows 

a clearer physical definition of medical school and teaching hospital 

than do.the medic~l centres disoussed in the prev~ous ohapter, The 

Florida teaching hospital and medical school have been planned, 

nonetheless, as an integrated complex which, as pointed out by 
(1) 

Dean George T. Harrell, "should be thought of as one educational unit". 

The 7 storey medical school is a long building with the Basic 

Science departments in the west wing, :md the Clinical departments 

housed in the east wing where they communicate directly, by a connecting 

link, with the teaching hospital. As far as possible, the Clinical and 

the Basic Sciences have been functionally related in order that their 

teaching and research activities will be complementary, and to help 

the medical student "to think of both clinical and preclinical areas 
(2) 

as different facets of medicine as a whole!!. On the 2nd floor, for 

example, the Anatomy Department is sited in relation to the surgical 

1. Personal communication from Dean Harrell. 

2. Harrell G. T. Reprint from the Journal of the Florida Medical 
Association, September 1957, Vol. 44, p.p. 254 - 260. 



specialties Urology, Orthopaedics, fmd Neurosurgery; all of these 

specialties can holp in the toaehing of anatomy. Primarily, the 

medical school building is a vertical concept communicating between 

floors by two vertical axes, one at the east end for nursing and 
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other activities related to Clinical medicine, and the other in the 

centre of the building for the staff and the students of the medical 

school. A summary of the various floors and medical school departments 

is as follows: 

Ground Floor: Hedical School: P.B.X. and Post (ffice, library, locker 

rooms, workshops, general storage, animal house, loading bay. 

Teaching Hospital: kitchen, housekeeping and workshops, central stores, 

rehabilitation, radiotherapy. 

1st Floor (Fig. 32): Eedical School: main entrance, administration, 

library (upper part), postgraduate lecture room and seminar room, 

study cubicles (undergraduates), student amenities, the Clinical 

department of preventive medicine. Teaching Hospital: public arens, 

administration, study cubicles, outpatient clinic, emergency rooms and 

blood bank. 

2nd Floor: I,:edical School: lecture thelltre, Clinical det;lartments 

of urology, orthopaedics, neurosurgery, plus lecture room, Basic 

Science department of anatomy. Teaching hospital: surgery, pharmacy, 

central supply, radiology, diagnostic clinic. 

3rd Floor: Medical School: Clinical departments of psychiatry, 

obstetrics, paediatrics, plus lecture room, Basic Science department 

of biochemistry. Teaching Hospital (Fig. 9): maternity floor including 

the delivery suite and ambulant wing. 
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4th Floor: nedicnl School: Clinical department of medicine, plus 

lecture theatre, Basic Science department of microbiology. 

Teaching Hospital; patient floor, hos~ital laboratories. 

5th Floor (Fig. 33): l'Icdicc.1 Schools surgical specialties, Basic Science 

departments of physiology a.nd pharmacology. Teaching Hospi tal: p.'1.tient 

floor, nursing education. 

6th Floor: Hedical School: medical illustrntion, department of surgery, 

department of pathology. Teaching Hospital: patient floor, staff 

auditorium, medical photography. 

(1) 
Dean Harrell lists the following "unique" features of the hospital: 

the ambulant floor, the dosign of the individual exnmining rooms 

in the outpatient clinic, the org:miM. tion of teaching facilities 

on each hospital floor, the small teaching apartments on the acute 

floors, and the clinics. These are listed for reference only; they will 

not be discussed. The main architectural features of the medical 

school are its departmental teaching laboratories and the central 

study cubicles. 

THE STUDElTT "EO:ME": 

The ~rinciple of the multidiscipline laboratory devised originally 

by the '/esterl" Reserve medical school was that of containing all 

"wet" and "dry" student activities in one room, by making provision 

for a combination of the "dry" study function at sit down desks and 

"wet" laboratory activities at stand-up benches. 

1. Personal communication. 
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It is the philosophy of the Florida medical school that: 

(1) The bibliographic or laboratory approach to the solution of Clinical 

medical ~roblems should not be over em~hasized. (2) The study function 

should be separated from the teac11ing laboratory. It was deliberate, 

therefore,that tho study cubicles provided for the study function 

should not be placed in the teaching labore.tory or in the library -

23.1):·aro study carrels, traditionally, in the humanities and the liberal 

arts. 

Multipurpose Teaching Laboratories (Figs. 34a, 35a): 

The term is, perhaps, more appropriate for the teaching laboratories 

of the Florida medical school than that used previously to describe 
(1) 

the teaohing laboratories of Western Reserve and Stanford. The 

teaching.laboratories at Florida are provided for separate departments, 

or alternatively, they are shared by two Basic Science departments. 

The laboratories themselves are something of a combination of the 

traditional teaching laboratory and a multidiscipline laboratory; they 
(2 ) 

are similar to the laboratory recommended by the U.S. Dept. of H.E:~7. 

(Fig. 13). 

1. In recent personal correspondence (26th lfarch, 1964), Dean Harrell 
has intimated that there are current ~roposa1s to adapt a 
multipurpose teaching l~boratory for llse as a multidiscipline 
laboratory. It cannot be reproduced here, but a description 
will appear in the American Journal of l'.iedical Education sometime 
in the summer (1964). 

2. It is likely that there Vlould be a similarity between the 
Florida teaching laboratories and that of the U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 
Dean Harrell of the Florida medical school is also chairman 
of the Committee responsible for the publication "Medical 
School Facilities". 
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Each departmental laboratory accommodates up to h4 students 

who may be taught as one 12rge class, or, in groups of 16 or more 

students. The labor~tories provide 45 sq.ft./ student. All laboratories 

are capable of division hy mov~ble partitions into two, three, or 

four units; maximum flexibility in the laboratory orea is provided 

by work benchos on casters. 

Florida's teaching laboratories have been arranged to provide 

sit-down benches on the even numbered floors and stand-Up benches 

on the odd numbered floors. In general, sit-down benches are provided 

for the departments of microbiology, micro and neuro ~atomy, and 

pathology; stand-up benches are provided for the departments of 

physiology, pharmacology, and biochemistry. Stand-up benches for 

demonstrations are also located along the window walls of all teaching 

laboratories. 

study Cubioles (Figs. 34b & c, 350): 

"A study cuhic1e has been designed so that the studeni may start 

on his first day in medical school the pattern of thi:lking 

he will follow for the remainder of his professional :ife" (1) 

The oubio1es are grouped and arranged in "streetf.''' at riL"htan.gles to 

and on opposite sides of a central aisle. Cubicle streets are arranged 

to face in opposite direotions in order to provide :he student w~th 

maximum privacy. The lockers shown in the illustration were p1annel 

originally on the other side of the desk, but the arrangement was 

modified subsequently to give the student morc privacy. Differen~ 

oubicle "streets" of from 6 to 10 desks have been tried, and they hq,ve 

all been found to operate with egual effiCiency. 
1. Harrell G. T. Reprint from the Journal of the Florida Hedica1 

Association, September 19", Vol. 44, '9.1'. 4. 



study cubicles are available to students on a 24 hourI 1 day 

week basis, and the only time that the students are required to 

change places is when transferring from the Basic Sciences to the 

Clinical Sciences. 
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The cubicles are provided for Basic Science students on the first 

floor of the medical school. For Clinical students, the cubicles are 

housed in the teaching hospital, but they are also situated on the sarno 

floor as Basic Sciences cuoicles. The teaching hospital cubicles are 

in streets of 10. The Clinical and the Basic Science study cubicles 

both relate to the teaching laboratories and to the library, but 

as mentioned previously, they are not located in either; they are 

equidistant from the library and communicate vertically with the 

hospital floors or the teaching laboratories. The arrangement has been 

found to nork well. 

Adjoining lounges are provided for Basic Science students (up to 50) 

and Clinical Science students (8 to 10). Basic Science students, 

it has been found, tend to move en-mass; Clinical students tend to 

move individually or in small groups, and the respective lounges have 

been sized acoordingly. Initially, it was considered desirable that 

showers should be provided for students, especially after they have 

been working in the dissecting area; it has been found that the 

facilities have only been ueed moderately. Bulletin and chalkboards 

in or adjacent to the cubicle areas have been found to be useful. 

There is a house phone in the lounge areas, and a speaker in the 

Clinical area connected to the hospital pageing system. 



Evaluation on the use of StudJr Cubicles at Florida: 

Since the inaugJxation of the study cubicles 7 ye~rs ago, 

it has been found th'3.t Basio SoiGllce students, on average, use the 

cubicles from 20 to 24 hours per week; the greatest usc has occurred 

in the evenings and the smallest use in tho mornings. Clinica.l study 

cubicles are occu~ied for approximately the same length of time 

as the Basic Science cubicles, but the occup.:J.ncy has been found to 

be distributed more evenly throuc:hout the day. Cne or two students 
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in each class have used the cubicles negligihly. Some married studente 

have preferred to study at home. Graduate students have also requested, 

~md have been assigned to study cubicles in the Basic Science area 

during the years that they are undertaking courses. They have tended 

to occupy them more that the undergraduates, with the greatest use 

occurin~ in the afternoorofollowed by the mo~inBSand then the evenings. 

Some house officers have been allowed to ,move into the Clinical 

cubicles. C:;'ouping by the hO"<lse officers has been discouraged and it 

has been found that they have integrated successfully with the 

undergraduate Clinical students. Generally their occupancy has been 

less than that of the undcr{:'7I'aduates, with greatest use occuring in 

the mornings and equal use occuring in the afternoom and evenings. 

Consultation cubicles were also built in the o.p.d. Although they 

have v,orked well, it has been found that house officers h~ve preferred 

to usc the undergraduate cubicles rnlen they have been out of the clinics 

because of the greater privacy that they hJ.ve afforded. 

The aerial photograph (Fig. 35c) shov/s the cubicle bays as they 

were originally p&inted (a dusk-grey). The colour was found depresoing 

and bad for light reflection, ~nd they have since been repainted a 
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a pastel gTeen~ vra.11s, units, partitions, etc. Originally 'the decorators 

considered that some contrast \Tonld be neceasary to avoid monotony, 

but later, the students found. tha.t this was Cdstra.cting, and that they 

preferred a u...'1iform colour. 

There was SODle early critioism of the antioipated cost of providing 

study cubicles in addition to teaching labor~torics. It has been 

Dean Harrell's impression Lhat the ov(~rall amount of space that has 

been required for the cubicles in the medical school has not been 

a very large addition to that ,;hich would normally be required for 

student teaching by using tra~U tional teaching In.bora torics only. 

For example, the library rea.ding' room vms cut down in size since 

it was to be a reference libra.ry and not a study hall; no locker 

room was required, nor was it provided. 

Tuo important conclusions that Florida ha.s mnde in its evaluation 

studies are: (1) "students apparently p:r.'efer to separate the study 

and laboratory functions". (2) "experience over a period of seven 

years indicates the average hours of use justify the allocation 
1. 

of space". 

1. Harrell G. T. "Student Stud;,!" Cubicles". Journal of Medical 
Education, January 1964, Vol. 39. p.p. 38 & 39. 
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Lecture Theatres (Figs. 32, 33): 

'I'ho main uudi torium (ac>3.tinC'; capacity 535) adjoins the Clinical 

lobby on the east winb of the b' .. lilding. It is freC'J.uently used by others 

and for functions not necessarily connooted with thc,medical school; for 

this reason, an i:ldependel'lt stair entrance has been provided off the 

main entrance lobby of the Hedica1 school ?t 1st floor level to 

avoid disrupting cwrllv.l.l 8choo1 activities. 

Small stepped lecture rooms are ,rov1ded 011 all floors sized to 

take up to 70 students. They are gro1.,:.ped witll the teachinG' laboratories 

and the study cubioles in the centre of the b 1.1Iding. The small lecture 

rooms are of two types: Projectio!l Rooms which are located on the 

even numbered floors and Demonstration Rooms which are looated on the 

odd numbered floors. 

Intermediate size classrooms (not step~ed) are also provided 

at the Clinical end of the building, to take a maximum of 50 students. 

These are intended for use b'" the Coller;e of l:ursing and allied health 

professions, ~s well as ~y the Clinical departments. The classrooms 

and llO.boratories on all floors h,we been sized for student groups of 16. 

Rese~rch Laboratories: 

Florida has a p,lrticular interest in nuclear scie~ce - requiring 

the use of radioisotopes. l"ndergraduate students are encouraged to 

make use of the research laboratory facilities. 

Laboratories arc desit;ned on a 4 16" module, with mod'Jlar bench 

units and 6" pipe ducts to each unit. Research laboratories of two 

4'6" modules are provided for a postcraduo.te student, a house officer, 
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a fellow, or a junior faculty member. Threo modules are provided 

for two to three house officers working tog-ether, or for a ,junior 

facul ty member and a technicia.n. Ii'our modules mfike up a. full-size 

research laboratory for a s~ecific project, with space for technicians, 

students, or research assistants. Two 7!lodules added to one side of 

a four module laboratory provide a s?eoial instrument room (adaptable 

to optioal recording, tissue culture, eto.), plus a small office 

for a senior faculty member. 

The animal house has been plaoed on the ground floor west end 

to facilitate its eX-P8.nsion without disruptin.3' the functioning 

of the other units. For a similar reason, the library stack room 

has also been positioned on the ground floor, at the opposite end 

of the medical school. 

Architect to the Board of Control: Guy C. fulton, Gainesville. 

Consultant to the University of Florida: Jefferson l:~. Familton, 
Gainesville. 

Architects - Engineers Consultants: Ellerbe and Company, 
Saint Paul, Hinnesota. 

Consulting Engineers - Foundations: Horan, Proctor, Mueser 
& Rutledge, New York# 
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FLORIDA CRITIQUE: 
Cons: • The use of study cubicles in addition to the use of 

teaching l<.lboratories (traditional or 

multidiscipline) is likely to be more expensive 

th~n for teaching luboratories only. However, 
for reasons put forward by Dean Harrell, this 

expense oan be reduced. 

• The Florida medical school is a 7 storey building. 

The future expansion of some of the school's 

research b.bora tories could be difficult. 

• Students are allowed access to the research areas. 

There could be a noise problem. 

• Based on Nuffield findings, the 2 and 3 module 

research laboratories would appear to be wasteful 

of area in'consideration'of their respeotive 

numbers of occupants. 

Pros: • There is a good students/ stnff ratio. 

• Basic Science student areas are segregated 

from the teaching hospital. 

• There are good relationships of the Basic 

and the Clinical Sciences. 

• Undergraduate and postgraduate teaching 

accommodation is generous but not wasteful. 

• The school's teaching 'laboratories appear to 

provide a combination of the virtues of multi .. 

discipline and traditional teaching laboratories. 

• The philosophy and the arrangement of Florida's 

study cubicles are an interesting, and successful, 

alternative to the multidiscipline laboratory 

"wet" and "dry" principle. 

• Most of the teachine areas are centralised and 

they have good vertical communication. 
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FIGURE 32 . J. HILLIS I.aLLER HEALTH CENTRE , FLORIDA:: 
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FIGURE 33. J. HILLIS MILLER HEALTH CENTRE , FLORIDA: 
Medical Science Building . Fifth floor plan. 
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FIGURE 34. UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA-GAINESVILLE 
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a. Plan of Pharmac'ology-Physio~ogy teaching laboratory; scale 1/16" - l' 0" 
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FIGURE 35a: J . Hilli s Miller Hea l th Centre - University of Florida
Gai nesville . Medical Sciences building and t eachi ng hospital in 
centr e picture , main univer s i ty i n di s tance . Source : George T. 
Harrell, Dean , Universi ty of Florida- Gai ne sville , College of Medicinp 



FIGURE 35b: Florida Hedical School, Pharmaco l ogy
Physiology teaching l aboro. tory . Source : George T. Harrell , 
Dean, ~ledical School, & B.M. J . Sep t emb er l Oth , 1960 . 

FIGURE 35c: Florida Medical School , student s tudy cubic le 
bays . Source: George T. Harrell, Dean , Medical School . 
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DEPARTKI::NT OF PHYSIOLOGY, BAYLO~t FNIVE::1SITY, TEXA.S 

In the following discussion, no atte~pt will be mF.de to examine 

the teaching philosophy of the "hole medical school. Reference will 

only be made to the teaching laboratory of the D~partment of Physiology 

because: (1) it is an extension of the multidiscipline laborntory 

principle, being one of the foremost of its kind currently in operation, 

and (2) having regard to earlier remarks, it is indicative of a new 

role that physiology has to play in present and future medical teaching, 

and (3) it is pointing the v~y in the use of instrumentation as an 

aid in medical education. 

" ••• it is as natural to make the 1aborntory the centre of 

teaching in Physiolo~ as it has been to make the bedside the centre 
(1) 

of c1inioa1 teaching." In coming to this realization, it became 

apparent to the Department of Physiology that the traditional teaching 

laboratory " •• offered hardly more than the rudiments of its true 
(1) 

potentia1i ties •• " and that a new approach to physiology teaching V!3.S 

warranted. A "new approach" would require new instruments, n8V: and 

adequate surroundings, and the latest aids to teaching. 

An Instrument Programme: 

The principal aim of the Physiology Dep~rtment was to re-introduce 

and to extend the graphio method in physiology and medicine. The 

smoked-drum kymo~Taph is the traditional physiology teaching instrument 

of some 100 years vintage which placed physiology in a position 

of soma medical distinction in the 19th century. The design of a new 

1. Hoff H. J!,., Geddes L. A., Spencer W. A. Journal of Medical 
Educ~tion, February 1959, Vol. 34, p.p. 107. 
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instrument would not only have to duplicate the operation of the 

kymograph but it Y\Quld :].lso h:we to incorporate, to the fullest degree, 

the present day resources of engineering and t0chnology; more 

specifically, it nould be required to give adequate coverage of the 

heart and circulation, of muscle and nerve respiration, and of the 

nervous system. 

A 3 channel physiograph dcsi8ned 3nd built in the Department of 

Physiology under Hebbel B. Hoff, L. A. Goddes, and W. A. Spencer, 

was the outcome of those reQuirements. The principle of its operation 

is an applic~tion of data recording techniques commonly in use today. 

There are three components which go to make up the physiograph: 

Transducer (or pick-Up): it converts the physiological event to an 

electrical signal. Processor: it operates on the si~1al to produce 

an electric signal "Thich is acce,table to a reproducer. 

Reproducer: it is a graphic recorder. 

The Teaching Laboratory (Fig. 36): 

The principles taken into account in the design of a new 

physiology laboratory were generally similar to those of the other 

schools mentioned previously: elimination of crowding, suppression of 

noise and interference, provision of illumin~tion appropriate in 

intensity and quality, ample desk, drawer and cupboard space, and an 

efficient means of student communication. The architectural 

interpretation of these principles was also similar in many respects, 

involving the conversion of an available laboratory area, 100' x 50', 

into 10 snall group laboratories,each 18' x 14'. Provision was also 

made for a Human Studies Room and a Demonstration Theatre. 



The ne\v physiology 1 ~boratory was completed in 1956. It had been 

of some concern to the rhysiology TIop~rtmGnt that a feeling of 
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isolation by students should be avoided by reason of them being separated 

in each of their laboratory units. To help provide some class identity, 

semi-opaque glass was used in the partitions between the cubicle units 

and no doors were provided between the units and the central corridor. 

Communications: 

The student requires 3 kinds of assistance: 

1. Professional: advice in gaining access to the phenomenon under 

study, supervision, and discussions on findings. 

2. S'.tpplies: animals, drugs, and other essentia.ls in connection 

with the experiments. 

3. Technical Assistance: help in settinG up apparatus, the use 

of equipment, and possibly the use of additional equipment throughout 

the experiment. 

The importance of the demonstration in medical teaching was 

recognized by the Department,and in this respect, it was considered 

equally important that all students should be able to hear and 

see the experiments. These experiments Sh011ld be displayed in as ma.ny 

ways as possible. Small group teaching was acknowledged as an effective 

means of communication, but its attainment could at times be 

problematical for medical students, when, because of expense, apparatus, 

difficult surgery, or other reasons, demonstrations could not be 

repeated or be reproduced a number of times. The Department felt 

that here, television could be put to its best advantage. 



An amalgam of all of these requirements was reali:ed in the 

development of a console. The console, which was mounted above the 

bench at the side of each physioGTaph, was to be used by students 

in pairs (see Fig. 37a). By this means, students were able to 

communicate with the student consoles in each of the other units 

in the Physiology laboratory. 

The first test, programming television, two-way audio, and 

physiological data, was made on 2nd January, 1960. An expansion of 
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these facilities is forsoen in the near future and a master control unit 

has been designed and constructed to permit reception of the 3 types 

of communication from the other departments in the medical school, 

and from nearby hospitals. 

On the left of each console there is an annunciator with 3 

push-buttons, each monitored by a coloured light - red for instructor, 

green for tecr..nical assistance, and yellow for laboratory supply. 

Vilhen the student presses any of the buttons, a similar light to that 

on his console also flashes over the corridor entrance to the cubicle. 

The procedure is duplicated by a flashin6 light at the place of the 

responsible faculty member, for example, in the laboratory supply 

room, in the d&monstration room, or in the offiee~. Light signals are 

supplemented by sound - 8. soft gong for the instructor (red signal), 

a buzzer in the workshop for technical assistance (green signal), 

and a buzzer for sup~lies (yellow signal). A call can only be cancelled 

from its place of orign. 

An intercommunication loud speaker-miorophone is loc~ted next 

to the annunciator push-buttons. Below the annunciator t~ere is a 



spring-return intercommunica.tions switch which is normally in the 

listen position. A call from anyone station goes to all others. 

Yormally, students are supplied with backgrowld music which is 

cancelled if a call is made. 

Demonstration Theatre (Fig.37b): 

The Demonstration ~1eatre has a double row of stepped seating 

(oapaci ty 20 stud(!nts). There is a demonstration ar0a with a bench 

(physiograph and animal oper<1.ting table) and a blackboard behind. The 
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lighting and colour in the Thc.:ltre is similar to that in the students' 

labor3.tories. 

The subject to be demonstration is illuminated from above. It is 

televised by one or two cameras with long or short lenses, depending 

on the particular event to be televised. The physiograph simultaneously 

records and relays the experiment to the student stations. Demonstrators 

wear telephone operator's combined earphone-microphone head gear. 

A six-channel oscilloscope is situated above the blackboard and it 

can write the three same channels that the pens arc recording, or 

al ternatively, three other cha:rmels. Console screens are monitored 

by two television receivers in the Demonstration Theatre. The 

Physioloey Department has found the two-way communication between 

cubicles to be very useful during demonstrations as a means of setting 

the pace of experiments. 

Human studies Room: 
Here, students carr:y out studies involving measurements on htU~le.nS. 

The facilities and the bench arrangement in this room are very similar 

to those in the students' laboratories. Only a single physiograph 

is fitted, and a couch is provided instead of an animal operating table. 

Events may also be televised from this room. 
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BAYLOR CRIT! ."DE: 

Cons: • The equipment used in the Physiology laboratory 

is extremely costly, and it is provided for 

one department only, although, some extension 

can be made in teaching with the equipment 

by the use of a master control console. 

• It is difficult to visualize such an installation 

being made in a British medical school unless 

it cO'J.ld be commonly provided for the use of 

all departments. 

Pros: • The Baylor Physiology laboratory is probably 

the most up to date in the world. 

• The laboratory's teaching equipment is made 

expressly with the student in mind, and it may 

be used to encompass a very wide range of 

demonstrations. 

• Demonstrations can be seen by all students 

who become personally involved in the experiments. 

Other staff and students may also join in 

with the demonstrations. 

• The Baylor example provides an insight 

into one effective use of instrumentation 

in medical teaching. 



.. 
FIGURE 36. BAYLOR UNIVERSITY, HOUSTON, TEXAS: 
Physiology teachin"g laboratory. 
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• Smoked drum kymograph is replaced by the "physiograph" -
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an instrument oontaining piok-up, amplifier, pen and moving 

paper reoording system, one to eaoh pair of students. 

• 10 student laboratories eaoh oontain physiographs and 

operating desks. 

• The demonstration theatre is equipped with an animal 

operating table, physiograph," tiered seats and blaokboard. 
-" 

'" 
• The human studies" room oontains a oouch and phyaiograph. 

• Television - one sore en to eaoh pair of students. 

• Interoommunioation system - one to eaoh pair of students. , 
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FIGURE 37a: Baylor nedical School Department of 
Physiolo~r . Student place i n the teaching laboratory 
with 3 channel physiograph and console (annunciator , 
two- way audio , and T.V . screen) . Source: Journal of 
Medica l Education , Reprint , Feb . 1959 , Vol. 34, p . p . llO. 

FIGURE 37b: Baylor Liedical School Department of 
Physiology . Demonstration Theatre (in the Physiology 
I nboratory) , with demonstration bench (physiograph 
and animal operating table), 2 T. V. cameras, monitors 
and stepped seating. Source: ibid . 
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UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF RHODESIA AND NYASALAND NEDICAL SCHOOL, SALISBURY 

A brief description of this medical school is given, as the 

author was associated in the prelimir.ary plalming stages of the 

Preolinical school und it is felt that some of the design procedures 

may be of interest to other medical school planners. 

There is no medical school in the Federation of Rhodesia and 

Nyasaland. To this end, a Planning Conmittee(centrcd on the Birmingham 

medical school) was appointed by the University College of Rhodesia 

to advise on the desirability of providing a medical school, and, if so, 

what form the medical 8chool should take. It was agreed that there 

was such a necessity, and,that the medical school should be built 

on a site adjacent to the existing Salisbury University, using 

the Harari African Hospital as its main teaching hospital. Eventually 

it is proposed to build a teaching hospital (with "Clinical" medical 

school) next to the Preclinical school. 

The Committee's first task was to examine the type and the objectives 

of the medical course to be provided for the school. A variety of 

factors had to be taken into account. An important one of these was 

that " ••• the pattern of medicine in Africa is determined by environment 
(1) 

to a degree unkr .. own in the United Kingdom ••• " Of necessity, the 

medical course should be directed towards local requirements, although, 

it was based initially on medical teaching attitudes in this country. 

An integration of the whole medical course was considered to be 

most desirable, and in conjunction with this proposal, the Committee 

determined to reduce the factual content of the medical course in order 

1. The Central African Journal of Medicine, Supplement to Vol. 5, 
No. 3, ~~rch 1959, p.p. 146. 
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to ~rovide a curriculum which ~ould be a foundation for the many 

varieties of medical practice after the mcdic~l student had graduated; 

this was also ueant to include medic~l students ~ho ~cre contemplating 

a research career. As the medical course diagra.m shows (Fig. 2Gb), 

students arc progTessively introduced to Clinical medicine from thoir 

first year. 

ARCHITECTURAL INTERPRETATION (Fig. 38): 

The present site for the teaching hospital and medical school 

was selected in consideration of its easy accessibility to the 

existing main university com9lex. In making this selection there was 

a major design policy that had to be clarified at the outset: should 

the Preclinical school be 10c3.ted immediately adjacent to the 

university faculties, or should it 'be next to the actual "Clinical"medical 

school which mill be housed in the proposed teaching hospit~l? 

The latter was selected beCimse it was considered that advantages 

to be gained in having direct cO!'ill!1unication between the teaching 

ho spi tal and the Preclinical school ,muld outweiGh those of a direct 

Preclinical school/ university affili8.tion. The desir3.bility of 

providing an integrated curriculum, and the possible benefits to 

be derived from interrelated Preclinical and "Clinical" research 

activities were two factors rn1ich helped the Planning Committee 

to decide in favour of a "Full Curriculum" school. 

An early architectural problem, and one wtich is rarely encountered 

in this country, was that of making provision for a sizable student 



(1) 
expansion in the medical school. It was also considered necessary 

to allow for the development of research areas and there arose 

a problem of conflicting priorities. The site, although a large one, 

would not permit the "unlimited" expansion of both teaching and 

research functions. It was decided that, as tea.ching exp3.nsion w~,s 

predictable within reasonable limits and that research development 

was not, the teaching laboratories would have to be sited where 

their growth was forseen and where their expansion could be attained 

up to the anticipated maximl~ n\mber of students. Their size would 

have to be limited to this student complement. Research areas were 

planned on an "open-ended" system, generally to the east of the 

medical school; this also included the animal house (north of the 

medical school, but not sho~m on the plan). All research areas 

were planned on a laboratory module of 11'6"; it wns considered to 

be a suitable unit, whioh would allow for outwards expansion and 

internal "decanting". 

Because of the necessity to provide for a dual teaching and 

research growth, it was considered that the medical school 

should be a single storey complex. 

Teaching laboratories had to be planned to facilitate small 

group and whole class teaching. The research laboratory module, 

which was also adopted for the teaching laboz'a tories, was found to 
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be a suitable unit for accommodating students in bays of 8. The planned 

future extensions of the teaching laboratories are mirror images 

of their initial provisions. 

1. The initial etudent inta.ke was 50 per annum. This will probably 
be increased to 80 per annum in the future. 

Consultant Architects: Llewelyn-Davies and Weekes. 
John Musgrove. 
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SillJ','IARY CONCLUSIONS The medical schools examined in this chapter all 

adopt a philosophy which is similar in many 

respects, althouch, it does not necessarily 

obtain in British medical schools. 
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Before any medical school e.nd teaching hospital 

planning is begtm, objectives of the medical 

curricult'.I!l, and what it is that the medical 

school is setting out to achieve are determined. 

In consideration of these factors, progra~~ing 

for staff, students, and their acco~odation then 

follows. The departments and the subjects of 

the medical course are the primary determinant 

of the accommodation to be provided in the 

Basic Science division of the. medical school, 

and to a lesser extent in the Clinic~l Science 

division. All schools place some emphasis on 

an integrated curriculum. 

In conjunction with the medical curriculum, the 

student is provided 'vi th a "home base". This 

may take a number of forms, but, basically there 

are two schools of thought on such provision: 

(1) A unit teaching laboratory (provided on a 

24 hou.rl 7 day week basis) where the student may 

perform all "wet" and "dry" procedures. 

(2) Two separate areas, one for each of the "wet" 

and "dry" disciplines. 

The medical student is capable of using, and should 

be introduced to practical teaching Gl,ui'Pment which 

is fitted for its purpose and in recpect of t~e 

student's requirements after graduation. This 

equipnent can be expensive, but the general 

concensus of opinion is that it is warranted 

in the long term interest. 
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The teaching accommodution of all medical schools 

makes provision for sm~ll group teaching - in 
groups of fron 12 to 20 students. 

Schools recognize the present importance of researoh, 

nnd its certain developmEmt in the future. All 

schools provide shared animal facilities. 

There does not appear to be agreement on the 

vertical and horizontal concept for a teaching 

hospital and m8dica1 school. Stanford is a 

3 storey compromise which would seem to offer 

a number of advantages present in both approaohes, 

without too many of tho disadvantages. 

All schools adopt a policy of traffic segregation 

for their students, staff, and teaching hospital 

users. 

Modular planning is used, especially in laboratory 

layouts, but there is not a common agreement 

on the mOGt suitable module. 
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APPENDIX 1 1947 G.M.C. Recommendations on the 11edical Curriculum 
(summary). 

1. RECm.2JIENDATIONS AS TO GEiTERAL AnD PRE-MEDICAL EDUCATIon 

Requirements for admission to medical school. 

A recognised preliminary examination in General Education. 
An examination in the following subjects conducted by the Licensine 
Body concerned -

!aj Elementary Physics 
b Elementary Chemistry 
c . Elementary Biology 

2. RECOlfl,mNDATIOrS AS TO PROFESSIOnAL EDUCATICN 

A. Period of Pre-Clinical Studies 

Pre-Clinical studies are not to be less than 5 academic terms. 
Instruction to be given in Human Anatomy and I-Iuman Physiolo~ 
including histology, human embryolo~r, elementary genetic~ ~as an 
alternative to being taken with biology), elementary psychology. 

There should be close correlation between Anatomy and Physiology. 

The period should be used to show normal growth and development. 

B. Transitional Period of Study 

I.Introductory Clinical Course in the methods of clinical examination 
extending over a period of three months, introductory to the study 
of l:edicine and of Surgery. 

2.Instruction in the elements of Pathology and Bacteriology, and of 
Pharmacology should be given either in the Pre-Clinical Period, 
the Introductory Clinical Period, or partly in both. 

C. Period of Clinical Studies 

It should not be less than 33 months. 

1. 1'1edicine: systematic instruction in principles and practice, in the 
ward and Out Patient Department for 6 months, one month in residence. 
Systematic instruction in acute infectious diseases, tuberculoSiS, 
diseases of the skin, V.D., radiology, dietetics, nursing, 
physiotherapy. 

2. Surgery: systematic instruction in principles and practice as for 
medicine. Practical instruction in minor operative surgery on the 
living. Instruction in diseases of the ear, nose, throat, eye, 
orthopaedics, dental diseases, radi~lo~J as applied to surgery, 
anaeEJthetics. 
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Appendix 1 (contd.) 

3. Midwifery and Gynaecology: Systema.tic instruction in principleo and 
practice, including the anatomy, physiology and pathology of 
pregnancy and labour. 

6. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Clinical instruction in midwifery, infant hygiene, ~Jnaecology, 
and attendance on the practice of a maternity hospital or of 
the maternity wards of a general hospital and on in-patient and 
out-patient gynaecological practice for 6 months. 

Paediatrics: Systematic instruction in principles and practice. 
A three month's clerkship - one in residence if possible. 
Instruction on the care of the new-born infant and diseases of the 
neo-natal period. 

Psychiatry: A course of systematic lectures. 
Instruction in a psychiatric O.P.D. on neuroses and psychoneuroses. 
Clinical demonstrations in mental hOB~ital and institutions. 

After-Care and Rehabilitation; Instruction should be given in a11 cofi1lses. 

Social :Medicine and Public Health: Instruction in principles 
of preventative medicine, including epidemiology, influence of 
heredity and environment on health and disease, health education, 
functions of Central and Local Authorities and voluntary orggnis-

atl.ons. 

Pathology and Bacteriology: Instruction should be given throughout 
the Period of Clinical Studies. It should include general and 
special patholOgJr, clinical and chemical p~thology, general and 
clinical bacteriology, immunology and immunization. Practical 
instruction in conduct of autopsies; the student shOUld act 
as a post-mortem clerk in at least ten cases. 

Pharmacology and Therapeutics: Instruction should be given during 
the clinical course including practical pharmacy and prescribed 
therapeutics. 

Forensic lIIedicine: Instruction and its practical application in 
the later stages of the Clinical Period. 

Legal and Ethical Obligations of Registered ~iedical Practitioners: 
Instruction in the later stages of the Clinical period. 
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APPENDIX la. 1957 G.}~.C. Recommendations on tho Medioal Currioull;l.m ) 
~summary 

1. RECOllITJENDli.TIOlTS AS TO GENERAL AND PRI~-MEDICAL EDUCATION 

Requirements for admission to the medical course: A recogniaed 
preliminary examination in General gduc~tion. Examinations in 
theory and practice of physico, chemistry, biology. 

2. RECOUKE!TDATIONS AS TO I'HOFSSSIO!IAL EDUCATION 

1. 

2. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Should be not less than 5 academic years. 
Inter-departmental teaohing should be encouraged throughout. 
Critical study is the primary object of the course; fnctual 
memorisation and reproduction should not be allowed to interfere 
with this object. 

Human Anatomy, Physiology and Biochemistry - including 
instruotion in histology and embryology. 
There should be close correlation in the teaching of Anatomy, 
Physiology and Biochemistry. 
Instruotion in the elements of normal psychology. 

Medicine (including Child Health and Paediatrics, Social and 
Preventative Medicine, and Psychologioal Uedicine) and Surgery. 
Systematic instruction in the principles and practice in relation 
to prevention, diagnosis and treatment of disease. 
Clerkships in Uedicine, Surgery, and Paediatrics for a period of 
not less than 15 months in the aggregate; part of the clerkship 
is recommended in residence. 
Students should learn something of the work of the general 
practitioner. Instruction should be given in the principles of 
preventative medicine:.nd on tte influence of hereditity and 
environment. 

Uidwifery and Gynaecology: Systematic instruction in the principles 
and practice. Clinical instruction and attendance at a maternity 
hospital or maternity wards of a general hospital and on in-patient 
and out-patient gynaecological practice. The student should spend 
a minimum of two months residence on midwifery. 

Pathology: Instruction to be given in association with clinical 
studies. The student should be able to attend clinico-pathological 
conferenc e s. 

PharmacolOgy: Instruction on practical laboratory work and in the 
mode of action of drugs, toxic effects, therapeutic uses. 

Legal and Ethical Obligations of Registered Medical Practitioners 
and Forensic Hedicine. 



APPE:rmIX 2 LICENSING BODIES OF THE G.M.C. Sourc$: Hedical Act, 1956. 

UNIVERSITIES: 

Universities of Oxford; Cambridge, Durham; London; 

Victoria University, Manchester; 
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Universities of Birmingham; Liverpool; Leeds; Sheffield; Bristol; Wales; 

St.Andrews; Glasgow; 

Aberdeen; Edinburgh; 

~ueens University, Belfast; 

University of Dublin; National University of Ireland; 

CORPORATIONS: 

Royal College of Physicians of London; 

Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh; 

Royal College of Physicians of Ireland; 

Royal College of Surgeons of England; 

Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh; 

Royal Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow; 

Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland; 

Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists; 

Society of Apothecaries of London; 

Apothecarie's Hall Dublin. 
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APPENDIX 3 All staff in British medical schools, 1963 - by division. 
Source: Commonwealth Universities Year Book, 1963. 

"Clinical" Preclinical 
Clinical Paraclinical T")tal 

Birmingham 163 III 274 176 

Bristol 139 69 208 122 

Newcastle 118 45 163 31 

Leeds 85 68 153 40 

Liverpool 114 49 163 31 

Manchester 157 67 224 46 

Sheffield 128 52 180 75 
Wales 80 41 121 77 

984 502 1486 598 

Aberdeen 123 41 164 10 

Edinburgh 186 76 262 82 
Glasgow 133 84 217 57 
St.Andrews 117 49 166 33 

559 250 809 182 

Charing Cro s s 35 12 47 19 

Guy's 45 13 58 18 

King's College 50 25 75 

London 44 11 55 12 

Hiddlesex 39 5 44 19 

Royal Free 43 7 50 18 

St.Bart's. 36 9 45 14 
St.George's 45 17 62 

st. r.lary , s 35 13 48 20 
st. Thomas IS 43 12 55 14 
U.C.H. 42 12 54 
Westminster 34 6 40 

491 142 633 134 
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APPENDIX 4 Numbers of all staff in British medical schools engaged 
on research, 1951/52 & 1962/63. Source: Scientific 
Research in British Universities - 1951/52 & 1962/63. 

Clinical Paraclinical Preclinical All 
51/52 62/63 51/52 62/63 51/52 62/63 51/52 62/63 

Birmingham 58 79 35 80 67 128 160 287 

Bristol 12 57 19 32 63 89 94 178 

Newcastle 44 131 24 31 15 17 83 179 

Leeds 37 68 46 47 34 30 117 145 

Liverpool 25 83 12 25 16 25 53 133 

Manchester 43 100 24 57 18 19 85 176 

Sheffield 16 46 31 30 39 59 86 135 

Wales 26 32 17 21 46 59 89 112 

261 596 208 323 298 426 767 1345 

Aberdeen 16 42 2 17 5 5 23 6!t 

Edinburgh 43 118 20 64 31 41 94 f223 

Glasgow 53 107 27 43 36 47 116 197 

st.Andrews 20 37 14 6 15 8 49 51 

132 304 63 130 87 101 282 535 

Charing Cross 0 33 2 10 15 11 17 54 

Guy's 36 57 20 32 35 34 91 123 

King's College 23 52 16 21 39 73 

London 49 49 20 15 14 18 8~ 82 

l1idd1esex 17 27 15 21 28 41 60 89 
Royal Free 3 64 9 6 26 26 38 96 

st.Bart's. No inf. 98 No info 20 No info 34 No inf.152 

st.George's 0 39 14 25 14 64 

st.~!lary' s 25 27 17 32 22 26 64 85 

St.Thomas's 7 12 10 11 20 17 37 40 

U.C.H. 37 21 25 23 62 44 
Westminster 19 8 8 13 27 21 

216 487 156 229 160 207 532 923 
389+ 209+ 173+ 771+ 

+ Discounting staff numbers for St.Bart's. 
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APPENDIX 5 Numbers of medical students in Britain - annual 
admissions and totals by division. Source: U.G.C. annua) 
Returns for Universities and University Colleges -
1960/61, 1961/62. 

Amilia 1 Student Totals "Clinical "Preclin. -!. 
a ~ELH;:. 

r':ale Female All 

Birmingham 105 340 120 460 246 214 

Bristol 90 226 110 336 144 192 
N"ewcastle 92 341 113 454 228 226 

Leeds 127 272 132 404 147 257 
Liverpool 97 448 152 600 213 387 
Manchester 100 328 158 486 219 267 
Sheffield 68 206 99 305 129 176 
Wales 65 200 99 290 144 155 

744 2361 983 3344 1470 187·~ 

Aberdeen 75 324 117 441 162 279 
Edinburgh 137 178 211 989 363 626 
Glasgow 168 766 269 1035 381 654 
St.Andrews 48 335 119 454 159 295 

428 2203 716 2919 1065 1854 

Cho.ring Cross 44 190 44- 234 123 III 

Guy's 104 499 87 586 216 370 
Kin[;,'s College 44 154 30 184 184 

London 92 365 75 440 144 296 
Middlesex 81 346 75 421 153 268 
Royal Free 84- 59 356 ·U5 156 259 
St.Bart's. 114 463 114 577 198 379 
St.George1s 48 108 20 128 123 

St.Hary's 91 339 91 436 192 244 
St.Thomas's 89 333 59 392 117 275 
U.C.H. 75 209 45 254 254 
Westminster 41 164 31 195 195 

913 3229 1033 4262 2060 2202 

+ These figures can only be taken as being ap~roxim~te 



APPEl'DIX 6 F. G. C. SUGG3STED SCAIIES OF ACCmr~ODA'rrON 
Source: U.G.C. rotes of Procedure for Non-Recurrent 
Grants; Section C - Annex, p.p. 12. li.N.S.O. 1963. 

Usable Area. 
Academic Staff ( exclusive of any pri va te laborc.. tory): 

Professor or Head of Department 200 sQ.ft. 
Reader or Senior Lecturer 150 sq. ft. 
other teac~ing staff 100 sq. ft. 

Secretarial and Clerical Staff: (per person) 
60 sq. ft. (Minimum room size 75 sq.ft.) 

Lecture Theatres: 

Seminar Rooms 

Drawing Offices 

With demonstration bench and close or 
tiered seating: 

(al for first 30 students (or part) 
(b for next 20 students (or part) 
(c for remainder 

Advanced engineering, architecture or 
subjects where drawing is the major 
element in practical work and demands 
double elephant boards or larger 

Using imperial hoards 

Using t - imperial boards 

15 sq. ft. 
12 sq.ft. 
10 sq. ft. 

20 sq. ft. 

50 sq.ft. 

;0 sq. ft. 

20 sq. ft. 

I,aboratories (Science) (per work place) 

(including fume cupboards but excluding 
balance rooms, store rooms and 
preparation rooms) 

Elementary or Intermediate 40 
First & Second Year Honours and 
General 45 
Final Year ~Ionours 60 
Research students in groups of 4 
or more 80 
Advanced or individual research 120 

sq.ft. 

sq.ft. 
sq. ft. 

sq. ft. 
sq. ft. 
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Appendix 6 (contd.) U.G.C. Suggested Scales of Accommodation. 

Accommodation ancillary to laboratories 

Laboratories, vlThether used for teaching or reGearch, 
re~uire supplementation by other rooms such as stores 
a.nd preparation rooms, glass-blowing workshops, 
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instrument workshops, dark rooms, cold stores, constant 
temperature rooms, furnace rooms and so forth. All these 
form part of the usable area. The spnc0 required for these 
purposes will vary, but for general guidance it is 
suggested that (except where specially large workshops 
are needed) the following limits should normally suffice: 

(a) Stores snd prep:;!,ration rooms only l5~;~ of lab. area 

(b) Other teaching or research ancillaries 2C1,:'~ of lab. area 

These percentages refcr to usable area only and exclude 
those stores and maintenance rooms which are appropriately 
included in the balance. 

Cepartmental Libraries 

Reading space 

Open access bookshelf area, 
including gangways 

Closed access bookshelf area, 
including gangways 

Percentage Additions (P.P. 15) 

25 s~.ft. per work place 

60 SQ. ft. per JOOO DooRs 
(assumes 7 she~i&R) 

35 sq. ft. per ~g2~s 

(assumes 7 sheni~R) 

The percentagEE normally added to the usable area. in order 
to arrive at the assumed gross area are at present 
as follows: 

Pure Science B~.dldings 6CYf, 
Other teaching and research buildings 55% 
Unions and refectories 50% 
Libraries 40% 



a. 
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APPENDIX 7 ROYAL INFIRl1ARY, EDINBURGH 

£H~~~£t~NTS OfficeSLabS'IM€Pl'1R€~ \:~[kshp. StoresHiscl. Teach. 
ccom. • 

Dermatology T. 300 300 
R. 1100 900 500 200 250 2950 3250 

Medicine T. 600 600 
R. 7500 5700 400 2250 150 1300 2725 20625 21225 

I1~~~glne T. 380 380 
R. 570 560 400 305 150 136 250 2371 2751 

~!~iat;~~ory ~: 500 500 
2150 1925 150 225 525 365 5340 5840 

TherapeuticsR. 4400 3200 300 550 300 950 1975 11675 11675 

AnaestheticsT. 840 840 
R. 3525 1500 300 300 550 6175 7015 

e~~~~61~gy R. 3175 2900 425 250 870 1;25 9545 9545 

OrthopaedicsT. 900 900 
R. 3720 1550 1;00 250 500 730 8050 8950 

~1~Yngology R. 1200 1700 200 360 550 ;00 4310 4310 

RadiotherapyR. 1125 800 400 2325 2325 

~~l~iifgal ) T. 600 600 
R. 5720 4900 650 200 500 1625 13595 14195 

Surgery 
(Non-clinican~ 1050 5000 200 450 650 525 7875 7815 

Neurology R. 1925 600 150 1900 4515 4575 

31760 30435 1300 6780 2985 7481 12670 4120 103531 

Source: Schedules of Accommodation for the University of Edinburgh Faculty 
of Medicine,31st • January, 1963. 

All areas in sq.ft., net. - circulation is exoluded. 



b. 
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APl'ENDIX 7 ROYAL INFIRllARY, EDINBURGH 

~~i~~~n~L OfficeSLabS·rR8Pl·tR£~. WkshpsStoresMiscl. Teach. 
ac bm. 

Bacterio1ogyT. 9000 9000 
R. 2375 4250 1250 650 500 575 9600 
s. 3350 11950 2800 400 1700 1900 22100 40700 

8~inic~1 .. T. 4500 4500 
emJ.s ry R. 900 4500 900 300 300 775 7675 

s. 650 4450 300 525 750 450 7125 19300 

~lidica1 T. 3150 3150 
ySJ.cs R. 2695 3260 400 1390 7745 

S. 520 6550 270 150 2000 640 800 10930 21825 

Pathology T. 5100 5100 
R. 400 6000 1550 1800 750 500 1450 12450 
s. 775 4900 1300 650 200 13400 300 21525 39075 

~a.dio- T. 3595 3595 
~agnosos R. 2500 200 650 3350 

s. 160 1325 750 2235 9180 

~U~1~ra¥ea1t~. 2500 2500 
e ~cJ.ne R. 1950 550 2500 

s. 4825 2200 350 700 8075 13075 

16650 53835 7670 5475 3750 18190 9740 27845 143155 

Source: Schedules of Accommodation for the University of Edinburgh Faculty 
of Medicine, 31st January, 1963. 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation is excluded. 

Departments of Clinical Endocrinology (20190 sq.ft.) and Clinical Genetics 
(2875 sq.ft.) - area breakdowns not to hand 



APPENDIX 1 ROYAL INFIRHARY, EDINBURGH 

OfficesLabs.9if~~1.1R£~. WkshpsStoresMisc1.Teach. 
s:ccum 

Administration 1525 

Animal House 

Ameneties 

Illustration 

25000 

Isotope Suite 3960 

Workshops 

stores 

Riwgnstration 

~~2~¥f~S 

~U~~¥~i1~ooms 
Student Clinical Laooratory 

20000 

5100 

4000 

3000 

6350 

11930 

4600 

8100 

1525 
25000 

20000 

5100 

3960 
4000 

3000 

6350 

11930 

4600 

8100 

1525 28960 4000 3000 25100 36980 100165 

d. AREA SUl:!!.1ARY 

CLINICAL 31160 30435 1300 6180 2985 1481 12670 4120 103531 

PARl.CLINICAL 16650 53835 1610 5415 3750 18190 9140 21845 143155 

CENT~\L 1525 28960 4000 3000 25700 36980 100165 

55935113230 8970 12255 10735 28671 48110 68945 346851 
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Source: Schedules of Accommodation for the University of Edinburgh Faculty 
of Medicine, 31st. January, 1963. 

All areas in sq. ft. - circulation is excluded. 
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APPEJ."'IDIX 8 WELSH HLTIONAL SCHOOL OF TIEDICINE, CJ'.RDIl"F 

n~N~TitBNTS OffiCesLabS.~~p1·1R£~. WkshpsStoresMiso1.Tcach. 
oc~m. 

Medioine m 
.I.. 766 766 
R. 1395 2790 120 662 196 472 5635 6401 

*~Rr~i\ T. 250 250 
R. 770 500 150 1420 1670 

Surgery T. 766 766 
R. 1595 1300 llO 120 250 472 ~857 4623 

8~~~~5i8b&~: 1016 1016 
1545 1500 120 120 250 472 4007 5023 

Paediatrics T. 550 550 
R. 1345 1100 240 120 280 ~O85 3635 

AnaesthotiosT. 300 300 
R. 1345 800 120 300 472 3037 3337 

~ftdia-. or py It. 370 400 770 770 

8365 8390 600 1022 1116 2318 3648 25459 

Source: Architectural Competition, 8th :l.pri1, 1959, Conditions and Instructions 
to Competing .:.rchi tects ::md Schedules of .i.ccormnodation. 

All aroas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded. 



b. 
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A:rPE}TDIX 8 WELSH K\TIONJ.L ~'iCIIOOL CP l':E::nCIlTE, C~mDIFF 

~j~lt~~t%L CfficesLabs. ~lffi"Pl.11ffi~ T,'/kshpsStoresMisc1. Teach. 
a 0 a "'. cc m. 

}?-atho1ogy 
:rain Dept. T. 6400 6400 

R. 640 680 lOCO 500 430 3250 
S. 1500 800 1000 1340 4640 

Sub. Depts. 
Bacter~~- T. 400 400 

R.2220 1425 320 350 4315 
s. 400 500 11:.00 550 90 2540 

Pathology R.2150 1185 826 374 4535 

8~inict1 R.2200 1630 
em~s ry 

320 350 4500 

ptiR~s:~b R.2200 350 350 2900 

T. GeOO 6000 
~.94l0 4590 680 1COO 1966 1854 19500 
s. 625 3225 2050 550 1000 1430 8880 35180 

Public Hea1thS. 600 6250 1COO 600 1050 9500 

~gy~~rial T. 250 250 
R. 920 50C 346 1766 2016 

~~a.r~~~~ve T. 1400 1400 
R.1100 120 196 1416 
s.1500 430 600 2530 5346 

~~a~~l~gy T. h 
3970 3970 

Le!lcl R.IJ70 2700 40C 520 4CO 672 200 6462 10432 

~R~l~~l R. 970 1250 120 150 380 2870 

16695 18515 3450 1990 1550 5590 5134 12420 65344 

Source: Architectural Competition, 8th April, 1959, Conditions and Instruct~on2 
to Competing Architects and Schedules of Accommodation • 

. All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded. 



c. 

d. 
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APPENDIX 8 WELSH NATIONAL SCHOOL OF ;lrEDICINE, C;lRDIFF 

~W~£~L & OffiOeSLabS·~R~P1·iRg~. ':'!kshpsStoresMisc1.Teach. 
,I.e TIES ecom. 

Administration 5700 5100 

Anima.1 House 4400 4400 

MlJaigHaR~~ & 1906 1906 

Workshops 2200 2200 

&ocker ~ ommon ooms 2510 2510 

Lecture Hall 2600 2600 

Library 6538 6538 

Museum 2400 2400 

5700 4400 2200 4416 11530 28254 

AREA Sm:ITL'~RY 

CLINICAL 8365 8390 600 1022 1116 2318 3648 25459 

PARACLINICAL 16695 18515 3450 1990 1550 5590 5134 12420 65344 

CENTRAL 5100 4400 2200 4416 11538 28254 

30160 31305 4050 3012 4866 1908 9550 27606 119057 

Source: Archit0ctura1 Competition, 8th April, 1959, Conditions and Instructionl 
to Competing ;~rchi tects and Schedules of ;~ccommodation. 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded 
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APPENDIX 9 UNIV'ERSITY OF SHEFFIELD liEDICAL SCHOOL 

a. £Ht~~~~NTS OfficesLabs·rREpl·1R£~. WkshpsStoresMiscl.Teo.ch. 
u.cc~m. 

¥e~iciHept )T. 300 300 
m- ~n e • R. 1250 2200 280 520 280 150 350 5030 

D1rmnt- R. 200 300 500 oogy 

Neurology R. 200 300 500 

Ca1d-
~o ogy R. 200 300 500 

g~~~laltie~· 200 300 500 
2050 3400 280 520 280 150 350 300 7330 7330 

~urf:er! )T. 260 260 
rna n ept. R. 1280 2050 80 200 120 150 710 4650 

4R~trc8 R. 370 540 910 

faci~i~iesR. 240 
c~ln.~ Aff 

360 600 

Neur2- R. 220 
surg ry 360 200 780 

~rhal- R. 220 360 200 780 m ogy 

£~~~~cs R. 220 360 200 780 

2to-rhi~8-R. 220 360 200 780 aryngo gy 

Urology R. 220 360 200 780 

2990 4750 80 200 120 150 1770 260 10320 10320 

TherapeuticsT. 250 250 
R. 840 2520 80 320 120 120 470 4470 4720 

Psychiatry R. 800 600 1400 1400 

6680 11270 440 1040 520 420 2590 810 23770 

Source: Schedules of Accommoda.tion for New Teaching Hospital and Clinical 
Medical School, Glossop Road, Sheffield 10. Revised edition, September 1961. 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded 
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APPENDIX 9 UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD ~mDICAL SCHOOL 

b. bWW~%L OffiCeSLabS':~Pl'fRi5~ WkshpsStoresMisol.Teaeh. 
c6m. • 

~fijD§tif' T. 5150 5150 
R.1785 3365 400 500 300 100 6450 

sa!te~ortem S. 120 1410 600 650 920 3700 

Morbid.Anat.S.1200 950 100 750 ;000 

Neuropath. T. 250 250 s. 425 475 200 1100 

Haemato1ogy T. 250 250 
S. 625 2425 200 150 .. 200 400 .. 4000 

4155 7200 2625 750 2100 14:!0 5650 23900 

BaateriologyT. 2950 2950 
R. 650 3000 1850 600 700 150 6950 
s. 575 2575 150 100 3400 

1225 5575 2000 700 700 150 2950 13300 

pRim£~b- T. 2480 2480 
R. 800 2150 600 300 300 400 4550 
S. 650 2550 325 275 200 4000 

1450 4700 600 625 575 600 2480 11030 

~~Ift~:htt 1000 1000 
R.2290 500 2790 3790 

~~~~~gi Me~: 450 1200 - 90 450 210 270 330 3000 

Radiology R. 520 500 600 1620 

10090 19675 5225 2165 450 3585 3040 12410 56640 

Source: Schedules of Accommodation for New Teaohing Hospital and Clinioal 
Medical School, G1ossop Road, Sheffield 10. Revised edition, September 1961. 

All areas in sq.ft., net .. cirou1ation excluded. 
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APPENDIX 9 UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD HEDICAL SCHOOL 

OfficesLabs. rlli5p1.tE£~ 1,VkshpsStoresIUsc1. Teach. 
acc6m. • 

.Administration 3230 3230 

Animal House 7000 7000 

Ameneties 2220 2220 

¥eseelch l~brr or ~n.s a 
3000 3000 

Physicists Lab. 1000 1000 

us r 0" tl~iCi1 t" 1nc.Je~.itr1f1st) 2615 2615 

wen~rftl 4000 4000 
or sops 

~1ff1ammab1e 400 400 
ore 

rR~~¥¥~s 6530 6530 

Library 7000 1000 

Museum 2200 2200 

3230 11000 4000 400 4835 15130 39195 

d. AREA Slnn.1ARY 

CLINICAL 6680 11210 440 1040 520 420 2590 810 23170 

PARACLINICAL 10090 19615 5225 2165 450 3585 3040 12410 56640 

CENTRAL 3230 11000 4000 400 4835 15130 39195 

20000 41945 5665 3205 4970 4405 10465 28950 119605 

Source: Schedules of Accommodation for New Teaching Hospital and Clinical 
Medical School, Glossop Road, Sheffield 10. Revised edition, September 1961. 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded. 
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APPENDIX 10 UNIVERSITY OF ST • .ANDRmS MEDICAL SCHOOL, lTINEWELLS, DUNDEE 

a. £~n~\i~s Officesk~bS·~RBP1·iR€b WkshpsStoresMiscl.Teach. 
cc6m. • 

Medicine T. 286 286 
R. 1334 3180 111 190 481 5956 6242 

TherapeuticsT. 286 286 
R. 333 3291 286 628 312 581 5431 5723 

psyohiatry T. 286 286 
R. 1152 2431 104 581 4268 4554 

Surgery T. 286 286 
R. 1191 2431 429 490 286 481 ... 5308 5,94 

~i~8N & T. 286 286 
e gy R. 1571 2574 143 95 286 481 286 5436 5722 

Paediatrios T. 286 286 
R. 619 2385 286 494 286 582 143 4195 5081 

6200 16298 1144 2582 1360 3181 429 1116 32916 

b. n~~lfi~~L 

Bacterio1ogyT. 2100 2100 
R. 333 2810 199 95 3431 
S. 286 3428 1239 381 945 615 6954 12491 

Pathology T. 4100 4100 
R. 333 4240 286 100 4959 
S. 416 4286 95 1340 190 6387 15446 

Pharmaco1ogyT. 3500 3500 
R. 619 5337 490 286 485 572 1189 11289 

8n~fd!~~ty T. 3500 3500 
R. 809 4763 1160 286 104 1122 
S. 666 3526 286 969 619 6064 16686 

KU§!~la¥e~~d~. 716 716 
R. 2885 910 286 4081 4797 

igaiB~Ag T. 430 430 
R. 416 215 121 812 1242 

6883 29515 1525 3518 572 4095 1431 14346 61951 
Source: Schedules of ~\ccommodation, Second Edition, April 1961. 
All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded. 



APPENDIX 10 

c. g~~lM\L & 
~ttlttTIES 

UNIVERSITY OF ST.:I.NDREWS MEDICAL SCHOOL, NHIDVELLS, DUNDEE 

OfficesLabs.$~pl.flli5§ WkshpsStoresMisc1.Teach. 
il'CMm. • 

Administration 2140 2140 

Animal House 18880 18880 

ll.meneties 14110 14110 

Photogra1'Jhy 17~6 1756 

¥I1~g~f.a~15n& 1000 1000 

~g~g:gstration 6400 6400 

11i~~~~s 7600 7600 

Museum 2500 2500 

Library 13500+ 13500 

2140 18880 - 11466 30000 68486 

d. AREA SUMIlJillY 

CLINICAL 6200 16298 1144 2582 1;60 3187 429 1716 32916 

PAfulCLINICAL 6883 29515 1525 3578 572 4095 1437 14346 61951 

CEnTRAL 2140 18880 - 17466 30000 68486 

15223 64693 2669 6160 1932 7282 19332 46062 163353 

Source: Schedules of Accommodation, Second Edition, ~pri1 1961. 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded. 
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+ This does not take account ~f a 2 storey book stack area of approx. 21008q,~\: 
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APPENDIX 11 UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL OF NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 

a. £~!~Tt\hTTS OfficeBLabs'~Rgpl'±R~~ Ylkshp sStoresrUscl. Teach. 
cc~m. 

Medicine T. 500 500 
R. 2550 3650 150 450 350 500 600 8250 8750 

Derma.tology T. 400 400 
R. 1300 1950 150 300 300 500 4500 4900 

~~a~~~~~ T. 600 600 
R. 2450 2650 330 250 350 600 6630 7230 

Surgery T. 500 500 
R. 2400 3750 950 400 400 600 8500 9000 

AnaestheticsT. 400 400 
R. 900 1450 150 250 300 300 3350 3750 

N~ll~l~l~~ ~: 500 500 
1200 2450 100 550 650 4950 5450 

Paediatrics T. 700 700 
R. 1775 2050 200 300 700 550 5575 6275 

pRihg~ogy T. 800 800 
R. 800 400 200 150 1550 2350 

13375 18350 500 2280 1550 3300 3950 4400 47705 

Source: Schedules of Accommodation, April 1962. 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded. 
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J.PPENDIX 11 UNIVERSITY li1EDIC:I.L SCHOOL OF NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 

b. n~£~~~~L officesLebs·I~Bpl·tn~~ 
cc6m. a. • 

VlkshpsStoresJ~iscl. Teach. 

BacteriologyT. 9925 9925 
R. 2400 3300 lOCO 1675 275 450 750 9850 
s. 750 4350 1200 475 275 1100 1200 9350 29125 

rrij&Y~ffria.1 T. 400 400 
R. 2288 3490 250 )63 500 6891 
S. 388 150 283 821 8112 

*~Rl~g T. 500 500 
R. 1350 400 200 700 2650 3150 

¥ii~~i~~ T. 600 600 
R. 1120 2750 250 1400 920 650 7090 7690 

:pem~e1inating 
ft~~e~f.~h R. 250 1700 800 75 400 3225 

s. 150 150 3375 

8t';ni~~1 T. 1050 1050 
em~ ry R. 625 3040 100 700 125 275 400 5265 

s. 275 2300 100 600 125 475 600 4475 10790 

9446 21480 2550 4750 2200 4141 5200 12475 62242 

c. "m~H2~%L" D l.. J. , 

imatol!lY T. 15360 15360 
R. 2350 3150 900 1050 400 700 8550 
S. 50 100 150 24060 

Physiology T. 12120 12120 
R. 2850 4900 1600 750 10100 
s. 100 1150 400 800 1180 300 3930 26150 
'1' Pharmacology • 1700 1700 
R. 1500 2700 300 400 4900 
s. 100 200 400 500 200 1400 8000 

\ 

6900 10800 2050 3550 1200 2180 2350 29180 58210 

Source: Schedules of Accommod'ltion, April 1962. 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded. 



~PEnDIX 11 UNlVEHSITY ~!EDICAL SCHOOL OF NEWC."..STLE UPON TYNE 

d. ~N~a:L & OfficcsLn.bs. ~ggP1.±~~ YlkshpsStores~Usc1. Teach. 
id t~TIES c 6m. • 

Administration 6050 6050 

Animal House 23020 23020 

Ameneties 8950 8950 

S~levi~ion rV1C S 
1450 1450 

M~tletal .i 1n enanco 5970 5970 

~~~~ination 3500 3500 

~~~¥¥~s 9970 9970 

~eminar ooms 3200 3200 

Library 15450 15450 

Uuseum 2800 2800 

!~~giEt~Pies 27140 27140 

Photography 6470 6470 

6050 23020 - 22820 62060 113950 

e. .liREA SU1\1I.!':i.RY 

CLINICAL 13375 18350 500 2280 1550 3300 3950 4400 47705 

i P.ARACLINICllL 9446 21480 2550 4750 2200 4141 5200 12475 62242l 
"PRECLINICAL" 6900 10800 2050 3550 1200 2180 2350 29180 58210 

CENTRAL 6050 23020 - 22820 62060 113950 

35771 73650 5100 10580 4950 9621 34320108115 282107 
,~ . 

Source: Schedules of Accommodation, April 1962. 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded. 
Dental school is excluded. 

333 
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APPENDIX 12 U. S. DSF J'.RT? 3rT CF HEALTH, ImuC,~TION, .il.ND vmLF.;illE -

hypothetical medical school types 1 & 2 

a. £~~]8MlITS OfficesLabs·~R€pl·1rrg~. WkshpsStoresiU scI. Teach. 
accom. 

n:edicine 

Medicine T. 350 350 
R. 970 1830 2800 

Cardi~- R. 560 610 1170 vasey. ar-ren9. 

Ga~tr£~ l R• 560 6:1.0 1170 l.n es l.na 

Neuroloey R. 560 610 1170 

Chest R. 420 610 1030 
l1etabolism...Tt. 280 410 690 

Al1erg'J R. 280 410 690 

D1rmat- R. 420 610 10:;0 o ogy 
H~emat- R. 140 2CO :;40 o ogy 

~Rmm~lltuseT. 350 350 Cl l l.esR 610 1830 280 670 280 3670 , . 
T. 700 700 
R. 4800 7730 280 670 280 13760 14460 

Surgery 

Surgery ." 350 350 ... 
R. 1510 2440 3950 

~~~a~cs R. 280 410 690 

Urology R. 420 410 830 

ER~e ~ar, R. 
¥- roa 

420 810 1230 

Anae~th- R. 280 410 690 es1.O ogy 
N"eur2- R. 280 410 690 surg ry 

~g~~ntuseT. 700 700 
1 1 lesH• 210 1020 280 200 280 1990 

T. 1050 1050 
R. 3400 5910 280 200 280 10070 11120 

Source: U.S. De~artment of Health, Education, and Welfare _ 
"l'ledical School Facilities, planning considerations and architectural guide" 
Publica tion lTo. 875, 1961. 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded. 



APPElJDrX 12 

Paediatrics T. 
R. 

8bstetrlcs &T. ynaeco ogy R. 

Psychiatry T. 
R. 

Radiology T. 
R. 

Mrave:ative T. 
.e ~c~ne R. 

~~ared 1 T. 
a~iI~~es R. 

11.8. DEPART1\!-SHT OF H.':;ALTH, EDUCATION, AnD WBLFARB -
hypothetical medical school types 1 & 2 

OfficesLabs. ~lli5pl 1~~ 1''!kshpsStore8~iiscl. Tel':l.ch. 
~cc~m. • 

350 350 
1250 2040 140 200 140 3370 

350 350 
970 1910 280 200 410 3770 

350 350 
2290 3460 140 280 6170 

350 350 
970 2040 280 200 280 3110 

350 350 
970 2040 280 200 280 3710 

2760 2160 
1200 1200 

14650 25130 1680 1610 1950 1200 6260 

Source: u.s. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare -

335 

4120 

4120 

6520 

4120 

4120 

3960 

52540 

"Medical School Facilities, planning considerations and architectural guide". 
publication No. 815, 1961. 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded 
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APPENDIX 12 U.S. DEPARTITF.NT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE -
hypothetical medical school type 1 

b. ~~I~m2~~~CE OfficeSLabs·~~X!:1R£~. vrkshpsStores~tisc1. Teach. 

Anatomy T. 12760 12760 
R. 1250 4670 280 280 6480 
s. 140 560 410 1510 200 2820 22060 

BiochemistryT. 6370 6370 
R. 1310 3850 200 910 280 280 6910 13280 

Physiology T. 5960 5960 
R. 1250 3310 280 950 280 1240 7310 13270 

HicrobiologyT. 5390 5390 
R. 970 4260 1490 200 970 7890 13280 

Pathology T. 6490 6490 
R. 1390 3990 280 280 310 6250 
s. 140 820 1590 820 410 3780 16520 

Pharmaco1ogyT~ 6310 6310 
R. 1250 3050 840 310 800 6250 12560 

7700 24510 5040 3600 560 5770 510 43280 90970 

c. ~~~~L & 
I ',TIBS 

Administration 5120 5120 
Animal Quarters 14860 14860 
Ameneties 2800 2800 

~1~{~~8Bpe 610 610 

~~5~!~8t~e 450 450 

r!1~~~~ation 3170 3170 

Aene{al .. tal.n enance 15330 15330 
Technical Shops 2000 2000 
~8B£erence 1080 1080 

Leoture Rooms 3780 3780 
Library 23350 23350 
§~'r}~gle9 9400 9400 

5120 15920 2000 - 21300 37610 81950 
Souroe: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare -
"J.1edica1 School Facilities, planning oonsiderations and architectural guide". 
publication lTo. 875, 1961. 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded. 
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APPENDIX 12 U.S. D~PARTMBNT OF HEALTH, EDUCATICN, AND WELFARE 
hypothetical medical school type 2 (with multidiscipline 
teaching laboratories) 

d. B~pI~TM~ili~sCE OfficesLabs'~R£Pl'1R~~ WkshpsStoresMiscl.Teach. 
acc~m. • 

Anatomy T. 8880 8880 
R. 1250 4670 280 280 6480 
S. 140 560 410 1510 200 2820 18180 

BiochemistryT. 2270 2210 
R. 1310 3850 280 910 280 280 6910 9180 

Physiology T. ls60 1860 
R. 1250 3310 2GC 950 2S0 1240 7310 9170 

Micr<...bi ')logyT. 1290 1290 
R. 970 4260 1490 200 970 7890 91S0 

Pathology T. 2390 2390 
R. 1390 3990 280 2S0 310 6250 
s. 140 820 1590 320 410 3780 12420 

Pharmaco10g:rT. 2110 2110 
R. 1250 3050 840 310 800 6250 8360 

7100 24510 5040 3500 560 5770 510 18800 66490 

e. rr'71~L & ltt¥' TIIJS 

Administration 5120 5120 
Animal Quarters 14860 14860 
Ameneties 280(, 2800 
Et~ctron-e 610 610 
§uJ.f2 scop 

Ea%io~~ot~e a or or 450 450 

l'Ti 1ict 1 i us ration 3170 3170 

?enefal _ .• aJ.n enance 15330 15330 

Technical Shops 2000 2000 
fi8g~erence 10SO 1080 

Leoture Rooms 3780 3780 
Library 23350 23350 

~~~~gles 9400 9400 

tUtti-~isc~§line a ora orJ. 16190 16190 

5120 1592C 2000 - 21300 53800 90140 

Source: u.S. Department of Health, Educatior., and rlelfare -
"Hedica1 Sc~ool Facilities, planning considerations and architectural guide" • 
publication No. 875, 1961. 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded. 



f. 

g. 

APP:8!JDlX 12 U.S. DEI','t..RTIENT OF 1Il;:ALTH, EDTic:\mIOJT, .. \ND '"1"SIJFA:i.S 
hJ~othetica1 medical school types 1 & 2 

AREA SUJ':!llARY OfficesLabs.rmlPl.iRg~ WkshpsStoresMiscl.Teach. 
acc6m. • 

School type 1. 

CLINI~AL 14650 25130 1680 1670 1950 1200 6260 52540 

BASIC SCIEnCE 7700 24510 5040 3600 560 5770 510 43280 90970 

CElTTRAL 5120 15920 20C,0 - 21300 37610 81950 

27470 65560 6720 5270 2560 7720 23010 87150 225460 

School type 2. 

CLInICAL 14650 25130 1G80 1678 1950 12CC G260 52540 

BASIC SClErCE 7700 24510 5040 3600 560 5770 510 18800 66490 

CENTRAL 5120 15920 2000 - 21300 53800 98140 

27470 65560 6720 5270 2560 7720 23010 78860 217110 

Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare -

338 

"Medical School Facilities, planning considerations and architectural gui.de". 
Publication No. 875, 1961. 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded. 
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APPENDIX 13 ROYAL I}TFIRHARY, EDINBURGH 

. ~~~~~TAL OfficesLabs'1~p1.1R£~ WkshpsStoresHisc1.Teach • 
aoc6m. • 

11.. £H~~~!~I\TTS 
Dermatology 33.8 2].] 12.~ 6.2 7.7 9.2 100 

43.1 
Medicine 35.3 26. 9 . .....b..2 10.~ 3.5 6.1 12.9 2.8 100 

39.4 
M~~rg~~ggica1 20.6 20·1 1t·2 11.2 5.5 4.9 9.1 13.8 100 

4 .1 
~es~iratory 36.8 33.9 2.6 3.8 9.0 6.3 8.6 100 
~s ases 3G.5 

Therapeutics 37.7 £7.·4 2.6 1·] 2.6 8.1 16.9 100 
34.7 

Anaesthetics 50.3 21.1 4.2 4.2 7.9 12.0 100 

8bstetrics & 39.6 2Q.2 ~ 2.6 9.2 13.9 100 ynaeco ogy 34.7 
Orthopaedics 41.6 11·~ 1~·2 2.8 5.6 8.2 10.0 100 

31.8 
o t 0 1ary!1_go logy 27.9 :22'2 1. 6 8.3 12.8 6.9 100 

44.1 
Radiotherapy 48.4 34.4 17.2 100 

~~1~iH:ga1 ) 40.3 :21. 6 1·:2 1.4 3.5 11.5 4.2 100 
39.1 

~Wo§~E~inica1) 13.3 63.:2 2·2 2·1 8.3 6.7 100 
71.7 

Neurology 42.1 l~.l 3.2 41.6 100 

36.4% 29.41- 1.3& 6 6el 2.9)7: 7.2$ 12.2~f, 4.or.) 10~~ • I' 

37.3/0 

b. n~fi~ti~SL 

Bacteriology 14.1 ~2·8 9.0 2.6 1.2 4.2 6.1 22.1 100 
52.3 

E~~nicf1 8.0 46.4 1.2 1·:2 1.5 5.4 6.4 23.3 100 
m1S ry 55.4 

i:fli~~r~~ 14.7 1:2. 0 1.~ 2 • .-2 9.2 2.9 10.0 14.4 100 
48.8 

Pathology 2.9 2]·2 ].:2 6.:2 2.4 35.6 4.5 13.1 100 
41.5 

Radiodiagnosis 1.7 41.6 2.2 15.3 39.2 100. 
43.8 

Eul1lic ¥.P~~dh hJoc~a • 36.9 31.8 6.8 5.4 19.1 100 

11. 6~/~ 37. 6% ~.~ 40.;0 
2 8'" • 1-' 2.6% 12.7i. 6.8% 19.5% 10a{o 

Source: Appendix 7 
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.iI,JlPE~IX 13 :!\OYi.L Il'FITI?,:AHY, :8Dn::CURGE 

£J]FTi'g~~c tJ-t\. I :Tj~iliiTT OfficcsLabs·2u~pl.±ngf:, a 0 8,).,. ace m. 
iJkshpsStores;,Ii sc1. Teach. 

c. £~R~~'\!.~ITS h .l. .. .J..l £i.:J ... 

Dermatology 2.9 3.0 7.4 6.7 3.3 1.3 3. 0'~ 
Hedicir.e 19.9 lS.1 30.8 33.2 25.1 11.4 21. 5 14.6 20. 6/~ 

t S (fchological 1.5 1.9 30.3 4.5 5.0 1.8 2.0 9.2 2.7% ;.'_e lClne 

Bes~iratory 5.7 6.3 2.2 7.5 1.(' 2.9 12.1 5.2% 
18 ases 

Therapeutics 11. 7 10.5 23.0 8.1 lC.1 12.7 15.6 11. 3?~ 
Anaesthetics 9.3 4.9 10.1 4.0 4.3 20.4 6.8% 
8bstetr18s & 10.0 9.5 6.3 8.4 11.6 18.5 9.2{ ynaeco gy 
Orthopaedics 9.S 5.1 19.2 8.4 6.7 5.8 21.8 8.7% 
otolaryngology 3.2 5.6 2.9 12.0 7.4 2.3 4 20/ . /' 
Radiotherapy 3.0 10.1 3.2 2. ,;" 

f~lfiiItal ) 15.1 16.1 9.6 6.7 6.7 12.8 14.6 13.7/':", 

fN'5HSEIinica1) 2.8 16.4 15.4 6.6 8.7 4.1 7 6(1" . ;', 
Neurology 5.1 2.0 2.0 15.0 4.5 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100. Cf}6 

d ~~qWit;l~~L 
• .i:.J.l .2.l1.. L.i..!Jl.\' 

Bacteriology 34.4 30.1 52.8 19.2 13.4 9.4 25.4 3203 28.47:-

8~inic~J 9.3 16.6 3.9 26.0 8.C' 5.8 12.6 16.2 13.5» emlS ry 
Plidica! 19.3 lS.2 3.5 10.1 53.4 3.5 22.5 11. 3 15.31, YS1C 
Pathology 1.1 20.3 37.2 44-9 25.3 16.4 17.9 10.3 "7 30" '- • i J 

Radiodiagnosis 0.9 7.1 2.6 14.4 12.9 6. 4~~' 
&uplic yA{ll db 00C:ltl .. ,10 • 

29.0 7.7 4.9 7.2 9.0 9 1°': . . " 
100 1CO 100 100 100 100 100 100 100.~ 

Source: Appendix 7 
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;\PPENDIX 14 Y.'BLSH IJATIOFAL SCHOOL OF HBDICINE, CARDIFL' 

~TRtTeFtilmTAL OfficesLabs·~REPl·l~s WkshpsStoresHiscl.Teach. 
ccorn. • 

a. SHil~j;l~TS 
~ledicine 21.8 1~·6 1.2 10.~ 3.0 7.4 12.0 100 

55.8 
Mental Health 46.0 2,0.0 9.0 15.0 100 

Surgery 34.5 28.1 2.6 2.6 5.4 16.6 10.2 100 
33.3 

8bstetrlcs t~ 30.8 22. 8 2.~ 2.1: 5.0 9.4 20.2 100 ynaeco ogy 34. 
Paed.ia tries 37.0 30.3 6.6 

36.9 
3.3 7.7 15.1 100 

) .. naesthetics 39.9 21·1 2. 6 8.9 14.0 8.9 100 
28.3 

Radiotherapy 48.1 21.2 100 

32.~ 33.~ 2.4[, 4 rr/ . ( 4 4"f • If) 9.1~ 14.3< 100;'; 
39.4;) 

b. 3~1~~~%L 
P£i.tho1ogy 

5.6 nain Dept. 4.5 10.5 4.7 7.0 10.5 12.4 44.8 100 
Bact. 35.1 26.5 13.8 7.6 4.4 6.1 5.5 100 
Pathology 47.4 26.1 18.2 8.3 100 
8~·· 1 48.9 36.2 7.1 7.8 100 

~fHg~ry 

pl~R~I~~ 52.7 34.3 5.4 7.6 100 

28.6 22.2 2. 8 2'2 2.8 8.4 9.3 19.4 100 
31.5 

:Public Health 6.3 65.8 10·2 6.3 11.1 100 
76.3 

n~g~~ria1 45.6 24.8 17.2 12.4 100 

~~avelltive 48.7 2.2 11. 7 11.2 26.2 100 
.u J.Clne 

~:m~~~~2gy 15.1 22·2 ~.8 2. 0 3.8 6.5 1.9 38.0 leo 
34.7 

25 5';' 28 4r
' ~.3~ ~.a% 2.4~':. 8 6c! 7.~ 19.C1~ lOot, • I ./ .... • I':. 

3 • i{o 

Source: Appendix 8. 
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APPE1JDIX 14 UBLSH lTATIONAL SC~!OOL OF IT,DIClrE 

RnER~16m.iE1:T OfficesLabs. ~1tRP1.iR£~. YlkshpsStores~Tiscl. Teach. 
cc6m. 

c. btPHfftbrrs 
Jiedicine 16.7 33.2 20.0 64.6 17.6 20.4 21.0 25.1% 
!.rental Health 9.2 6.0 6.4 6.9 6.5r, 
Surgery 9.1 15.5 20.0 11.8 22.4 20.4 21.0 18.11., 

8bstetric~& 18.4 17.9 20.0 11.8 22.4 20.4 27.8 19. 7?'~ ynaeco 0 
16.1 14.2% Paediatrics 13.1 4C .0 10.7 12.0 15.1 

Anaesthetics 16.1 9.5 11.8 26.9 20.4 8.2 13.210 
Ra.diotherapy 4.4 4.8 3. 27~ 

100 100 1CO 100 100 100 100 100 100.0% 

d. !l~l~fth~1Mtr~nL 

Pathology 
!:lain Dept. 4.1 8.7 23.2 36.4 71.4 28.8 34.5 51.5 22. 91·~ 
Sub. Depts -
Pathology 13.7 6.8 15.8 7.3 7.3% 
Bacteriology 16.7 11.3 29.0 29.4 6.2 8.6 3.2 11.6~( 
Eill' . 1 14.0 9.4 6.2 6.8 7. 2j~ _~fHg%ry 

r~~R~I(5k 15.4 9.1 7.2 6.8 7 4~' • I"~ 

(63.9)(45.3)(59.4)(65.8)(71.4)(57. 0)(64.0)(54.1) (56.4%) 

Public Health 3.8 36.2 29.0 11.5 20.4 15. 2~~ 

~t}~Y~ffria1 5.8 2.9 6.6 2.0 3.2% 

r.ravetl ti ve .le ~c~ne 16.5 6.4 12.0 11.3 8.510 

~~aco~ogy 10.0 15.6 11.6 21.8 28.6 ' 12.9 3.9 32.0 16.7% . ~r~-:e ~c 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100.Cf{o 

Source: Appendix 8 



APT':CiTDIX 1:5 IT}IlVERSI1:Y or ~Jj·r:::::::'FI'~LD Ia:;DICAL SCHOOL 343 

~1ER~~rtrnBTAL OfficesLabs· t}fflD1.iR5 • WkshpsStoresFiscl.Teach. 
8. -. as. 

accom. 

a. £BRkWthTTS 

Ecdicine 28.0 46.4 :2. 8 7.1 3.8 2.0 4.8 4.1 100 
57.3 

Surgery 29.0 46.0 0.7 1.9 
48.6 

1.2 1.5 17.2 2.5 100 

Therapeutics 17.8 ~3.4 1.1 6.8 
61.9 

2.5 2.5 10.0 5.3 100 

psychiatry 57.2 42.8 100 
A , , 

4. 4~{ 2 2": 1. 8~:~· 10. ~.~ 3.4% 1007; 28.1~ 47.3'> 1.~b . /' 
53. ~" 

b. nihPi~~~f;%L l Ii ,,_.I~. U 

Pathology 17.4 30 • 2 11.0 Jd 8.D 5.9 23.6 100 
44.3 

Bacteriology 9.2 41.9 12. 0 
62.2 

5.2 5.3 1.1 22.2 100 

rhtiIi l a1 14.4 23·2 11·2 28.8 16.1 19.7 20.8 100 
a .0 oe;y 64.2 

~rp~B~i~VHekI%~ 60.4 12. 2 26.4 100 

~aiatl0flhHGdt& 15.0 40.0 :2. 0 15.0 7.0 9.0 11.0 100 • e lca ySl S 43.0 
Radiology 32.1 3.0.2 37.0 leo 

17.8% 34.8% 2. 20/, 2 80-1 0.8% 6. 31~ ~ . 100/-r, 
47.8% 

. , ..... 5.4/, 21. 97, 

CtpBg~¥c>NC'NT .ll.. _ .. L .1"'_.i..&..J 

c. £H~~~f\hTTS 
Hedicine 30.7 30.2 63.6 50.0 53.8 35.7 13.5 37.0 30.8f· 
Surgery 44.7 42.2 18.2 19.2 23.1 35.7 68.3 32.1 43.41~ 
Therapeutics 12.6 22.3 18.2 30.8 23.1 28.6 18.2 30.9 19. 95'~ 
psychiatry 12.0 5.3 5.~{, 

100 ICC leO 100 lee 100 lOC 100 100.0; 

d ~ \ TI' Rrt'~~.r·' L • z?:t.. 1,-,":11 TS 
Pathology 41.2 36.6 50.2 34.6 58.5 46.8 45.6 42. 27~ 
Bacteriology 12.1 28.4 38.3 32.4 19.5 4.9 23.8 23. 5~6 
Chemical Path. 14.4 23.9 11.5 28.8 16.1 19.7 20.8 19.5r.; 
&rp;rf5~t~¥~l¥hd. 22.7 2 C; 8.0 6. 7~~ .~ 

~af:i~ ti~R fled , ,e. ysJ.c~ 4.5 G.l 4.2 100 5.9 8.9 2.6 5.3?S 
Radiology 5.1 2.5 19.7 2.8j':' 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100.~ 
Source: ApIlendix 9 
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APPElffirX 16 UITIVERSITY OF ST.lHmREWS :i:8DICAL SCHOOL, NlNEWELLS, DUNDEE 

~IERM:rtt1mTAL OffiCeSLabs.~~gPl'1llil~. WkshpsStoresl1iscl.Teach. 
cc6m. 

a. ~~~~f~nTS 

Hedicine 21.4 21.0 
63.3 

12.3 3.0 1.1 4.6 100 

Therapeutics 5.8 51.6 2. 0 11.0 5.5 10.1 5.0 100 
13.6 

Psychiatry 25.3 22'~ 2.~ 12.7 6.3 100 
55.7 

Surgery 21.3 ~~.~ 1·1 8·1 5.1 8.6 5.1 100 
59.9 

H~1i~~61l& 21.5 4:2. 0 2'2 1.6 5.0 8.4 5.0 5.0 100 
49.1 

Paediatrics 12.2 ~1·0 2. 6 2·1 5.6 11.5 2.8 5.6 100 
52.3 

18.8~~ ~2. ~~ ~.~ 
60. /) 

1.9% 4.1% 9.7% 1.3% 5.2% 10010 

b. nt.i1tu~~n~sL 

Bacteriology 5.0 49.9 2·2 
64.5 

4.7 8.3 5.4 16.8 100 

Pathology 5.2 22. 2 2·2 9.3 1.2 26.6 100 
57.1 

Pharmacology 5.5 47.3 
51.6 

4.3 2.5 4.3 5.1 31.0 100 

8i'iinic~1 8.8 49.7 1.1 em1S ry 64.2 
12.8 1.1 4.3 21.0 100 

~u§lir ¥ef.r1dh oc a 'ie. 60.2 19.0 5.9 14.9 100 

~2ai~!~~ 28.3 17.3 9.8 34.6 100 

11.1% 47.7% 2.~ 
55.;' 

:2. B% 0.9'1. 6.6~ 2.3~ 23.~ 10<:1% 

Source: Appendix 10 
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APPEITDIX 16 UNIVERSITY Off ST.AlTDREWS ~mDICAL SCHOOL, NlNE',TSLLS, DU~-:' 

9j~~~~¥tIi1:srTT OfficesLabs. ~l)~Pl. f:l]~s a. 0 c, • cc m. 
Vfkshp8Stores·:~.scl. Teach. 

c. S~~[~T:\~hJ:-s 

!Iedicine 21.5 19.5 29.8 14.0 15.1 16.67 19.05~ 

Therapeutics 5.3 20.2 25.0 24.3 23.0 18.2 16.67 17.47;' 

Psychiatry 18.6 14.9 4.0 18.2 16.67 13.8% 

Surgery 19.2 14.9 37.5 19.0 21.0 15.1 16.67 17.~ 

t].dwifefg & 25.4 15.8 12.5 3.7 21.0 15.1 16.67 17.4/"; ynaeco_ gy 
16.67 15.47G Paediatrics 10.0 14.7 25.0 19.2 21.0 18.3 

100 1CO lCO 100 100 100 - 10C 100.o;~ 

d. nl~k RHtiV' I L ;, .• 1." "Je" TS 

Bacteriology 9.0 21.4 81.2 Hi.2 25.4 41.0 14.6 2'). 2)~ 

PatholoGY 1l.8 28.9 10.7 35.2 13.2 28.6 25.05: 
?harmacology 9.0 18.1 13.7 50.0 11.8 39.8 24.4 18.0< 

8ninic~1 18mlS ry 21. 3 28.1 18.8 59.4 50.0 17.7 24.4 26.90 

Xu1:l1ic ¥ea1dh . ~OCla bt. • 
41.9 3.1 1.0 5.0 7. 71~ 

f'2a:ensic 
1,1 lClne 7.0 0.7 2.9 3.0 2.O'Y; 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100.0ib 

Source: Appendix 10 
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APPEUDIX 17 UNIVERSITY 1.:EDICAL SCHOOL OF NEvrC.~STLE UPON TYNE 

~TRn~rtrBTAL OfficesLabs. IlliSp1. rR£ ~ Wkshp sStores1.ti scI. Teach. 
ccom. • 

a. £~Rn~£:hlTS 
~.1edicine 29.2 11.1 1.1 5.1 4.0 5.7 6.9 5.7 100 

48.5 
Dermatology 26.5 ~2·8 ~.1 6.1 6.1 10.2 8.2 lCO 

42.9 
fisticho12gical 33.9 ~6.6 1. 6 3.5 4.0 8.3 8.3 100 .e l.Cl.n 41.2 
Surgery 26.7 41.6 10.6 4.4 4.4 6.7 5.6 100 

52.2 
Anaesthetics 24.0 38.6 

42.6 
1. 0 6.7 8.0 8.0 10.7 100 

Hidlti!'err & 22.1 45.0 1.8 10.1 11.9 9.1 100 yn e 0 ogy 46.8 
Paediatrics 28.3 ~2·1 ~.2 4.8 11.1 8.8 11.1 100 

40.7 
fiRth81:ogy 34.0 17.1 8.5 6.4 34.0 100 

28.1% 38.1% loaf, 1·8% 3.3% 6.~/o 8.3% 
, 

9.21" 100% 
44.2 

b. p ~Htt!~~T·~ L D..J ,~l ~.~ S 

Bacteriology 10.8 26.~ 1·~ 1·1 1.9 5.3 6.7 34.1 100 
41.2 

~Rgy~~rial 33.0 13.1 1.8 ~.1 7.9 6.2 4.9 100 
48.0 

Public Health 42.8 12·1 6.4 22.2 15.9 100 

19lidica1 14.6 22·1 2·2 18.2 12.0 8.4 7.8 100 
YS1CS 39.0 

Bi~~~~~~~~R8rch 7.4 21·1 2~·1 2.3 11.9 100 
78.4 

8~inic~1 8.3 49.6 1.8 12.1 2.3 6.9 9.3 9.7 100 
em1S ry 63.5 

15.2% 34.5% 4. 1%. 7. 61f~ 3.5% 6.7% 8.3f, 20.1~ 100% 

c. D~~£~~T~L" 
Anatomy 9.8 12'2 2·1 1·1 2.1 2.9 63.8 100 

21.4 
Physiology 11.3 18.8 1.4 1. 6 3.1 4.5 4.0 46.3 100 

30.8 
Pharmacology 20.0 22·1 6'2 5.0 G.3 7.5 21.2 100 

40.0 
ll.~ 18.65s 3.5% 6.1;" 2 1c~ • I' 3.81 4.0% 50.1% 10~ 

Source: Appendix 11 
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APPEl':DIX 11 UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL OF ~T2WC'i.STLE UPON TYNE 

~P~~~ltmJGNT nfficesLabs. I~EP1. illi5~. ·,-:kshpsStoresj:dsc1. TeF.l.ch. 
cc6m. 

d. B~~J~~bTTS 

l:edicine 19.1 19.9 30.0 19.7 22.6 15.2 15.2 11.4 18. 3~b 

Dermatology 9.1 10.6 30.0 19.3 9.1 12.6 9.1 10.4% 

Ms~Ch012gical 1e ~c~n 
18.3 14.4 14.5 16.1 10.6 15.2 13.6 15.2% 

Surgery 17.9 20.4 41.6 25.8 12.1 15.2 11.4 18.8% 
Anaesthetics 6.1 7.9 6.6 16.1 9.1 1.6 9.1 1.9% 

H~}!~~g1t~~ 9.0 13.4 4.4 1h.7 16.5 11.4 11.4% 
Paediatrics 13.3 11.2 40.0 13.2 21.2 13.9 15.9 13.lr, 

rRtli8£ogy 6.0 2.2 6.0 3.8 18.1 4. 97~ 

100 100 100 100 100 100 ICC 100 1CO.0% 

e. n~~~~ft~;"L "~ .";.J...:) 

Bacteriology 33.3 35.6 86.4 45.3 25.0 31.4 37.5 19.6 46. SO,h 

M}ay~~ria1 28.3 16.3 5.8 5.2 15.6 9.6 3.2 l3.~~ 

Public Health 14.3 1.8 4.9 13.5 4.0 5.1% 

iflidi ca. 1 11.9 12.8 5.2 63.7 22.1 12.5 4.8 12.4% 
ys~cs 

Bem~elinfttin~ ch 2.1 8.6 16.9 1.8 1.7 5.4~ 
J.S ase ese r 

6i'i:lnic~1 9.5 24.9 7.8 27.4 11.3 18.2 19.2 8.4 11.3% 
emJ.s ry 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100.0% 

f. 1~¥~~~nTSL" D~ II • 

Anatomy 34.1 28.6 43.9 29.6 22.9 29.8 53.4 41.3% 
Physiology 42.7 43.7 56.1 56.4 66.7 54.2 44.7 42.1 44.% 
Pharma.cology 23.2 27.1 14.0 33.3 22.9 25.5 4.5 13. 8~: 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100.~~ 

Source: .. ippendix 11 
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APPENDIX 18 U. S. DEP AilT~.~ENT OF HEALTH, EDUCt'lTION, AND WELFARE 

~~fj~M{BTAL OfficeSLabS·~RBP1·tR£~. '.ikshpsStores~IUscl. Tea.ch. 
ccom. 

a. £HU~~\b~'TS 
(~c&o~l types) 

Medicine 33.2 23.5 1.2 
60.0 

4.6 1.9 4.9 100 

Surgery 30.6 2~·1 2,2 1,8 2.5 9.5 100 
57.4 

Paediatrics 30.3 ~9'2 2·4 ~·2 3.4 8.5 100 
57.8 

8bstetrfcs & 23.5 ~6'2 6.8 ~·2 10.0 8.5 100 ynaeco ogy 58.0 
Psychiatry 35.2 2~'0 2.1 4.3 5.4 100 

55.1 
Radiology 23.5 49.5 6.8 

61.2 
4.9 6.8 8.5 100 

f~a.vell t i ve 23.5 42·5 6.8 4.9 6.8 8.5 100 , ~c~ne 61.2 
~a.rrdtClinica1 
ac~ 1 les 30.3 69.7 100 

27 • 97~ 47. e% 3.2~ 3.2% 
54.27" 

3 7d 
• r' 2.3% 11.9% 10ajv 

b. ~~Ifi~n¥~CE 
(school type 1) 

Anatomy 6.3 23.7 1.2 
26.9 

1,9 8.1 0.9 57.8 100 

Biochemistry 9.9 22. 0 2.1 6.8 2.1 2.1 48.0 100 
37.9 

Physiology 9.4 22. 0 2.1 1. 2 2.1 9.3 44.9 100 
34.3 

lIlicrobio10gy 7.3 22•2 11. 2 1'2 7.3 40.5 100 
44.9 

Pathology 9.3 22. 0 ll·2 2. 0 4.2 1.9 14.6 100 
45.3 

Pharmacology 9.9 24'2 6.7 2'2 6.4 50.2 100 
33.5 

8.5% 27.ajo t'~ 2.~· 0.6~ 6.4% 0.5% 47.6%, 100% 
3 .4/> 

Source: Appendix 12 



APPEI:DIX 18 

B~~ftBrtf~TAL 
(contd.) 

c. ~~IRTMBt~~CE 
(school type 2 

Anatomy 

Biochemistry 

Physiology 

Microbiology 

Pathology 

Pharmacology 

u.s. DEPARTtC1/T OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, ArD WELFARE 

OfficesLabs.f}ffipl.tR£f3 WkshpsStoresHiscl.Teach. 
acc6m. • 

- with multidiscipline teaching laboratories) 

7.6 28.8 lot 2.~ 9.9 1.1 48.8 
32. 

14.2 11.2 2. 1 2·2 3.1 3.1 24.7 
54.9 

13.6 36.1 2. 1 
49.6 

10.4 3.0 13.5 20.3 

10.6 16.1 16.2 
64.8 

2.2 10.6 111·. a 

12.3 38.7 12. 2 
60.5 

6.6 5.5 2.5 11.2 

15.0 26,2 10.0 2·1 9.6 25.2 
50.2 

11.6% 36.9% 1.~ 2·1% 0.810 8.7% 0.7% 28. 3~~ 
49. ,I) 

Source: Appendix 12 
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100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100% 
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APPENDIX 18 U. S. DL"'PARTHENT OF HEALTH, SDUCATICN, Arm WELFARE 

xfrpE~~~cm\,iLr:T OfficesLabs'T~pl.1lli5~. WkshpsStoresMiscl.Teach. 
acc~m. 

d. £~pR~~kbJTS 
(school types 1 & 2) 

l'iedicine 32.8 30.8 16.68 40.0 14.38 11.1 27. 5~~ 

Surgery 23.2 23.5 16.68 12.0 14.38 16.8 21. 2';: 

Pae;' 7_a tries 8.6 8.1 8.3 12.0 7.1 5.6 7. 8~; 

8bstetrles & 6.6 7.6 16.68 12.0 21.0 5.6 7. 8~~ ynaeco ogy 
15.6 5.6 1') 5rl Psychiatry 13.8 8.3 14.38 .r.... ,J 

Radiology 6.6 8.1 16.68 12.0 14.38 5.6 7.8;; 

ffeave1lti ve 6.6 8.1 16.68 12.0 14.38 5.6 7.8/'0 \e ~c~ne 
~S'rrdtC1inica1 100.0 44.1 7.6% a ~ ~ ~es 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
, 

100. CYJ~ 

e. ~ftPI~Ttffi~sCE 
(school type 1) 

Anatomy 18.1 21.2 5.5 11.4 31.0 39.2 29.4 24. 2~; 

Biochemistry 17.0 15.7 5.5 25.3 50.0 4.9 14.7 14. 6~~ 

Physiology 16.2 13.5 5.5 26.4 50.0 21.5 13.8 '14. 67~ 

I.ticrobio1ogy 12.6 17.4 29.6 5.5 16.8 12.5 14. 65·~ 

Pathology 19.9 19.7 37.2 22.8 11.9 60.8 15.0 18. 27~' 

Pharmacology 16.2 12.4 16.7 8.6 13.9 14.6 13. e<;'~ 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100.0% 

f. ~~I~~Hi$CE 
(school type 2) 

Anatomy 18.1 21.2 5.5 11.4 31.0 39.2 47.2 r, 7 3'"" '- • /? 

Biochemistry 17.0 15.7 5.5 25.3 50.0 4.9 12.1 13.8~6 

Physiology 16.2 13.5 5.5 26.4 50.0 21.5 9.9 13.8% 
Microbiology 12.6 17.4 29.6 5.5 16.8 6.9 13.8~o 

Pathology 19.9 19.7 37.2 22.8 11.9 60.8 12.7 18.7% 
Pharmacology 16.2 12.4 16.7 8.6 13.9 11.2 12.6% 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100.0% 

Source: Appendix 12 
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APPEXDIX 19 ROYAL INFIR1i1' .. RY t EDINBURGH 
teaching areas 

a. SU~T~~*FTS SomnrsTuts. Labs. Labo l ~hct. ~£~to Stores~.~iscl. 
J~ .... .i.l.1 u ..... sU'P'P. rs. supf,l. 

Dermatology 300 300 
Uedicine 600 600 
Psych. I:ed. 3CO 80 380 
Resp. Diseases 500 500 
Anaesthetics 640 200 
Orthopaedics 750 150 900 
Surgery (clin.) 600 600 

3690 20C 230 4120 

b. ntf~~~'L ft1 .1. ili \l.!3 
Bacteriology 1600 5000 250 650 500 9000 

1000 
8fiinic~1 :;C·O 2400 3(0 3CO 4500 

eml.S ry 9CO 
l~ed. Physics 600 12CO 450 300 3150 

600 
Pathology 1800 3000 300 5100 
Radiodiagnosis 8CO 1500 250 

545 3595 
sub IiI ae~1 tb &~ 16(:0 900 2500 OC1a .1.,e l.Cl.ne 

14CO 56'l e 16500 850 11CO 500 300 1595 27845 

c. CEN'THAL 

xemgnstration 5000 500 2(;0 150 6350 
rc 500 

rh2!¥Y:~s 5190 100 
400 
200 

2690 100 
300 

2190 100 
300 

2190 100 
400 

1190 100 
400 

1580 400 

15030 290C 17930 
~e~inar! & u orl.a s 1200~2 @ 600~ 

2400 6 @ 4(,0 
1000(5 Q 200) 4600 

tt~dent Clinical 6000 2100 8100 
a ora ory 

3600 1000 1100 2600 15030 2900 700 150 . 36980 

Source: Schedules of Accommodation for the University of Edinburgh Pacul t;v 
of I.;edicine, 31st. January, 1963 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded. 



a. 

b. 

c. 
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APPENDIX 20 WELSH NATIONAL SCEOOL OF ?;~DICIN~ 
teaching areas 

nH1HiT£Jtl;TS SemnrsTuts. Labs. Lab~l thct • thct • Stores~1isc1. sup • rs. r p1 sup • e . 766 !.ledicine 300 466 "3" share) 
Nenta1 Health 250 250 
Surgery 300 466 ~ ~~. share ~ 766 
Obstetrics & Gyn.300 250 466 -~ share 1016 
Paedia.trics 300 250 550 
Anaesthetics 300 300 

1750 500 1398 3648 

1)tW!~~mHrT~L 
Pathology 

Main Dept. 500 4800 1000 leo 
Bacteriolob'"Y 400 6800 

Erraveutive 300 650 1400 
I.e 1C1ne 450 
r)h~rma~o~o~ & 350 1000 120 J.'[a er1 \ e ca 500 

2000 3970 

1400 9800 120 1000 100 12420 

CENTRAL 

Lecture Hall 2500 1CO 2600 

Library 6538 6538 

11useum 2400 2400 
2500 100 8938 11538 

Source: Architectural Competition, 8th April, 1959, Conditions and 
Instructions to Competing Architects and Schedules of Accommodation. 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded. 



a. 

b. 

c. 
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APPEUDIX 21 UNIV'"~RSITY OF SHEFFIELD MEDICAL SCHOOL 
teaching areas 

£rJ~il{~MNTS SemnrsTuts. Labs. Iabp1 t~ct. tnct • Stores}Uscl. sup • .lrs. 1r 
SlJ.Pt> 1. 

Hedicine 3CO 300 
Surgery 260 260 
Therapeutics 250 250 

300 510 810 

n~i~~*T~L 

ratholgr g;encr &) pecJ.a 

Pathology 300 
Neuropath. 250 
Haematology 250 

800 800 

Bacteriology 250 250 

~ht¥iilal 250 250 
a "0 ogy 

fJfith ¥1t ~ ~~~~~. ~~~r~d)250 2500~ 250 990 250 400 
250 2500 990 900 
250 
250 

1000 5000 250 1980 250 1300 9780 

&rp~~;t~X~l¥lid. 500 400 100 1000 

ia.tFdti~:r Med. 330 330 
h"'ie 1C 

J: YS1CS 2800 5730 250 1980 350 1300 12410 

CENTRAL 

~lict¥re ea res 3190~ 
2190 150 

1000 
6380 150 6530 

Library 7000 7000 

Museum 2200 2200 

6380 150 9200 15730 

Source: Schedules of Accommodation for l'ew Teaching Hospital and Clinical 
:Eedical School, GlOS80p Road, Sheffield 10. Revised Edition, Septem~9gl. 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded 



b. 

c. 
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APPE1:DIX 22 u:alVERSITY OF ST.ANDREWS IIi:CDICAL SCHOOL, NINEWELLS, DUNDEE 
teaching areas 

SemnrsTuts. Labs. Lab"l !Pct. Lect. StoresMiscl. 
SUi) l' • TIir s • l'hr ..... l uUpl:' • 

Medicine 
Therapeutics 
Psychiatry 
Surgery 
lffidwiferv & TIynaecology 
Paediatrics 

1'~~f "~T;!;%L n' )-J. li~i." 

Bacteriology 

Pharmacology 

8~inic~1 
em~s ry 

"Dubl~I Hefiltb. & 
Soc~ he ~c~ne 

286 
286 
286 
286 
~86 

286 

1716 

286 

Forensic Medicine 

286 

CEl:TRAL 

~2~¥¥~s 

Museum 

Library 

1500 
600 

1000 
1500 
looe 

1000 
1500 
1000 

430 

430 

430 13630 

3500 100 
400 

1200 100 
400 

1200 100 
400 

5900 1500 

5900 1500 

200 

286 
286 
286 
286 
286 

286 

1716 

2100 

3800 

3500 

716 

430 

14346 

200 7600 

2500 2500 

13500+ 13500 

200 16000 30000 

Source: Schedules of Accommodation, Second Edition, April 1961. 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded. 

+ This does not take account of a 2 storey book stack area of au 
~¥08X~q. ft. 

Scheduled teaching lab. areas include supple lab. accom. but sohedules do 
not de fino these areas. 



a. 

'b. 

APPEHDIX 23 UNIVERSITY l~EDICAL SCHOOL OF }TEWCASTLE upon TYNE 
teaching areas 

£~R~~A!;NTS ScmnrsTuts. Labs. Lab~l ~hct. ~ct. 
S'..1P • rs. 8u~~1. 

Uedicine 500 
Psych. ll:ed. 400 

200 
Dermatology 400 
Surgery 500 
Anaesthetics 400 
Bidwife1g & ynaeco gy 

500 

paediatrics 500 200 
Speech rathology 400 

3800 200 

1)~~m+~Nr~L 

Bacteriology 400 4000 400 
2025 
600 
800 
600 
400 
500 

400 8925 400 

nR~Ytfirial 400 

Public Health 500 
l.1edical Physics 600 

6~~ffiigt!y 400 4CO 250 

1700 9925 250 400 

Source: Schedules of Accommodation, April 1962. 

All areas in s~.ft., net - circulation excluded 

Storcsl1liscl. 

400 

400 

200 

200 

200 

355 

500 

600 
400 
500 
400 
500 

700 
800 

4400 

9925 

400 

500 
600 

1050 

12475 



mHVERSI'rY ivlEDICAL SCHOOL OF NEWCASTLB UPON TYNE 
356 

APPENDIX 23 
teaching areas 

c. "mJirl"\~~AL " 8emnrsTuts. Labs. Lab ~fict. ffiit. StoresMisc1. 
D;~i'; ..) supple rs. 

sup~l. 

Anatomy 500 2000 600 750 300 
3750 300 300 1800 
400 300 200 

3200 200 
360 
400 

500 10110 1100 1350 2300 15360 

Physiology 600 105e 200 
3200 
3200 

300 
300 

1350 
600 
600 
320 
400 

600 11320 200 12120 

Pharmacology 400 360 
540 
400 1700 

1500 22730 1300 1350 2300 29180 

d. CEnTRAL 

~~i!fination 3500 3500 

~ct¥re 3700 300 
ea res 2190 300 

1390 400 
1390 300 
8670 1300 9970 

Seminars 800 
10('0 
1200 

200(ante rm.) 3200 

Library 15450 15450 

Museum 2000 
300 
200 
300 2800 

~~~Rt5fi~line+ A.5500 1375) 1290 B.5500 1375) 
C.5250 800 
D.5250 800 

21500 4350 1290 27140 
3200 2150 4350 13460 1300 18250 62060 

Source: Schedules of Accommodation, April 1962. All areas in sq.ft. net. 
+ Allowance - 25% prep. for A & B, 15% prep. for C & D, 50 sq.ft./ student 
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APPENDIX 24 U. s. DEPA:l7?IENT OF HEALTH, EDUC.'iTI0N, MrD \iELFARC 
teaching areas 

a. £tfT~~ SemnrsTuts. Labs. Lab~l ~hct. ~hct. StorcsMiscl. 
r' ili ... .l1..::JNTS sup • rs. rp1 
(rc&o~l types) 

sup • 

!i~edicine 350 
350 700 

Surgery 350 
350 
350 1050 

Paediatrics 350 350 
8bstetrics & ynaeco Ob'Y 

350 350 
Psychiatry 350 350 
Radiology 350 350 
Preventive !.Ted. 350 350 
rRarrdtClintcal 1380 
ac~ ~ ~es 1380 2760 

3500 2760 6260 

b. B~lQ1'~t~SCE (school type 1) 

Anatomy 350 3840 1140 250 
280 720 510 

4320 160 
120 
410 

630 10010 1870 250 12160 

Biochemistry 350 4320 570 
720 205 205 

350 5040 715 6310 
Physiology 350 4320 

720 
570 

350 5610 5960 
Microbiology 350 4320 

720 5390 
PatholoGY 350 4320 570 220 

310 720 
660 5040 570 220 6490 

Pharmacology 350 4320 330 
820 
490 

350 5630 330 6310 
2690 36370 3545 455 220 43280 

c. C:S~TTR.U 

Conference Rms. 1C80(3 © 350) 1080 
Lecture funs: 2160(2 1;0.) ... 

1020 .... 3780 
J,j..br£l.ry 23350 23350 
Study Cubicles (~d8°No.~400 1080 3780 32150 37610 
Source: U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. - "Hedical School Facilities" - areas in ft SQ. • 
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ArPENDIX 24 u. s. DEP t.RTHSYT OF HEALTH, EDUC_'iTICN, AnD 1\fSLFARE 
te3.ching areas 

d. B~I~ ~C,l'C~'TCE SemnrsTuts. Labs. Tabu1 ;fict • ~htt. Storcsniscl. 
; A T~'LWl'.!T~ SUP. • rs. 

(school type 2) SUP1)1. 

Anatomy 350 3840 1140 250 
280 940 570 

940 160 
410 

630 613(; 1870 250 8880 

Biochemistry 350 940 570 
205 205 

350 940 775 205 2270 

Physiology 350 9 ~o 
570 1860 

1,1icrobiology 350 940 1290 

Pa.thology 350 940 570 220 
310 2390 

Pharmacology 350 940 330 
490 2110 

2690 11890 3545 455 220 18800 

e. CENTRAL 
(school type 2) 

Conference Rms. 360 
360 
360 1080 

Lecture Rms. 1380 
1380 
1020 3780 

Libr9.ry 23350 23350 
study Cubicles ~188 1;09400 
ritt; tid~5ci~line 11280 2400 860 630 .La ora rl S 380 80 

360 200 
11280 3140 1140 530 16190 

1080 11280 3140 3780 1140 33380 53800 

Source: U. s. Departr.lent of Health, Education, and 'Jelfare -
"Medical School Facilities, planning considerations and architecturald " 
publication No. 875, 1961. g'l_U e • 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded. 
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APPENDI X 25 ( Pig. 39 ) : Struotures (by Category) of 
ed1.ca1 sohools examined in Cha.pter 3. 
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APPENDIX 26 (Fi g. 40) : pportio nt of b 
runc-tiona in Paraclinloal (or sic Sciene 
of ed! 1 8'C'hoola exallined in Chapt r 3. 
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APP31TDIX 27 Academic staff numbers and various ereo. breakdowns for 
medical schools considered in Chapter 3 (Table 23) 
Source: Schedules of accom. of each medical school. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Acadamic1:fho1e A" • .Di ViSi8~i visigD.!:\'i A~' stQfr scnoo1 r~searcq*esear e~e~r ~~c earch ~b~ nos. ~~8a - area areas aos. La s. !n80Jll.-

Q'!'eAch." ser~ice 

Edinburgh Clin. 183)277 277906 171691 C.99411 C.38515 9h685 134455 
Para. 94) !l.43320 P.29210 . 

Newcastle C1in. 66) 173992 124846 C.43305 C.21130 78205 89330 
Para. 50)154 (1~~962 (101296 P.34971 r.19455 (6ig05 (72~30 
Pre.C. 38) Pre:C;) r~8:C.)PC23550 PC14600 Pre:C.) P~e:C.) 

Sheffield C1in. 31 ~ 82 90655 59320 C.22960 C.12750 38805 50815 Para. 51 P.25360 P .15055 

St.Andrews Clin. ~n 93 117291 78280 C.31200 C.20024 59314 Para. '73522 P.28200 P.20410 

Wales Clin. 26~ 79 91451 58225 C.21811 C.10012 25292 38367 Para. 53 P.32014 P .10880 

grSn.~:i:· Clin. ~6~135 138310 103290 C.46280 C.28480 73350 77550 
(~~gol) 

B.S. BS41090 ]S28950 

All areas in sq.ft., net - circulation excluded 
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APPENDIX 28 Student numbers, teaching are~s, and teaching hospital 
bed complements for medic~l schools considered in 
Chapter 3 (T~ble 25) 
Source:Schedules of accom. of each medical school. 

Atld t Medical Students s u en s t2~a~ingT£a~h~ng 
nreg 8 ~ 

"C~in." Ala POEd- A~!. t un ar - un ar- gr • w ua~~ s gr • gr • 

Edinburgh 450 450 200 G50 689f~ 850 sq. • 

Newcastle 950 300 c. 550 lCO 650 ~~~rt~ 1060 

Sheffield 450 240 240 110 c. 350 289f~ sq. • 703 

st.Jl.ndrews 411 260 260 15 335 ~60~'? q. L 109 

1'!ales 500 230 230 95 325 ~~~~~. 650 

~fSli.E:~~· 180 312 95 467 ~b!H? ~)700 
(~~~Ol) (~§R? ;) 

+ Without Study cubicles, areas are - School 1, 11150 sq.ft. 
School 2, 69460 sq. ft. 
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APPENDIX 31. Comparative student ratios in multidiscipline teaching 
laboratories at the following medical schools - Harvard, 
Southern California, Stanford, & Western Reserve. (Table 29) 

Harvard 98 sq.ft./ student (this 
includes separate areas 
for "wet" & "dry" 
activities) 

University of Southern California86 sq.ft./ student 

Western Reserve 58 sq.ft./ student 

Stanford 97 sq.ft./ student 

These allowances are inclusive of supplementary accom. 
It is understood that Western Reserve has decided that 
its areas are inadequate and that new laboratories 
based on a ratio of 90 sq.ft./ student are now being 
planned. 

The following are the area allowances for these same 
schools in consideration of laboratory areas only. 

Harvard - 24 students/lab. 40 sq.ft./ student (this 
is for the lab. only -' 
there is also a eeparate 
study desk area of the 
same size) 

University of Southern California 
16 students/unit 56 8Q.ft./ student 

Western Reserve 
16 students/unit 

Stanford 16 students/unit 

44 Sq.ft./ student 

50 sq.ft./ student 


